
International Registration designating India 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 1 
 

Priority claimed from 28/02/2018; Application No. : 017866696 ;European Union 
3920793    01/03/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417981]
Yara International ASA c/o Yara Nederland B.V.

Industrieweg 10 NL-4541 HJ Sluiskil Netherlands

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Chemicals used in industry, agriculture, horticulture and forestry; fertilizers; coated fertilizers; chemicals for coating of 
fertilizers.

4955



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 1 
 

 

3921499    15/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1418459]
Hunan Beiya Biotechnology Co., Ltd.

Yanmen Industrial Zone, Hongjiang District, Huaihua Hunan China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Benzene-based acids; formic acid; pyrogallic acid; tannic acid; gallic acid; ketones; benzaldehyde; esters; gallotannic 
acid.

4956



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 1 
 

 

Priority claimed from 05/12/2017; Application No. : 87708310 ;United States of America 
3923814    04/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417478]
Life Technologies Corporation

5781 Van Allen Way Carlsbad CA 92008 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cell culture reagents and cell culture media for scientific use and research use and for the production of biotherapeutics.

4957



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 3 
 

 

Priority claimed from 22/12/2013; Application No. : 1596996 ;Australia 
2859974    08/05/2014
[International Registration No. : 1219637]
T. G. CASSEGRAIN + CO. PTY LTD

Sancrox Park, 482 Sancrox Road WAUCHOPE NSW 2446 Australia

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS

109,SECTOR 44,GURGAON 122 003,NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION,INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Aromatics (essential oils); emulsified essential oils; essential oils; essential oils for cosmetic purposes; essential oils for 
personal use; essential oils for toilet use; essential oils for use in cosmetics; essential oils for use in deodorants; 
essential oils for use in toilet articles; tea-tree oil; antiperspirant deodorants; antiperspirants (toiletries); antiperspirants 
for personal use; body deodorants; deodorants for personal use; deodorants for the body; personal deodorants; body 
creams (cosmetics); cosmetic acne cleansers; cosmetic acne creams; cosmetic articles; cosmetic articles for personal 
use; cosmetic bath products; cosmetic creams; cosmetic goods for care of the skin; cosmetic oils; cosmetic preparations 
for baths; cosmetic preparations for cleansing the mouth; cosmetic preparations for cleansing the skin; cosmetic 
preparations for cleansing the teeth; cosmetic preparations for skin care; cosmetic preparations for use in the bath; 
cosmetic preparations for use on the body; cosmetic preparations for use on the face; cosmetic preparations for use on 
the skin; cosmetic soaps; cosmetics; skin care creams (cosmetic); skin care lotions (cosmetic); skin care oils (cosmetic); 
skin care preparations (cosmetic); skin care products (cosmetic); skin cleaners (cosmetic); skin cleansing cream 
(cosmetic); skin cleansing preparations (cosmetic); skin creams (cosmetic); skincare cosmetics; dandruff treatments in 
the form of shampoos; herbal anti-dandruff shampoo; nail treatment creams (cosmetics); nail treatment gels (cosmetics); 
nail treatment lotions (cosmetics); herbal shampoo.

4958



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 3 
 

Priority claimed from 14/07/2015; Application No. : 86692715 ;United States of America 
3252561    21/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1275757]
Living Proof, Inc.

301 Binney Street Cambridge MA 02142 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Hair care preparations; hair cleaning preparations; hair styling preparations.
the mark to be used as a whole.

4959



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 3 
 

Priority claimed from 25/03/2015; Application No. : 2015-027224 ;Japan 
3253128    24/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1274862]
CHANEL SARL

Quai du Général-Guisan 24 CH-1204 Genève CH

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Soaps; perfumery products; essential oils; cosmetics; toiletries for non-medical use.
THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE.

4960



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 3 
 

Priority claimed from 30/06/2017; Application No. : 4372832 ;France 
3727117    27/10/2017
[International Registration No. : 1384158]
L'OREAL

14 rue Royale F-75008 PARIS France

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
UNITED OVERSEA TRADE MARK COMPANY

52,SUKHDEV VIHAR, MATHURA ROAD, NEW DELHI- 110 025.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cosmetic and make-up products.

4961



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 3 
 

Priority claimed from 30/06/2017; Application No. : 4372836 ;France 
3727969    27/10/2017
[International Registration No. : 1383172]
L'OREAL

14 rue Royale F-75008 PARIS France

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
UNITED OVERSEA TRADE MARK COMPANY

52,SUKHDEV VIHAR, MATHURA ROAD, NEW DELHI- 110 025.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cosmetic and make-up products.

4962



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 3 
 

3917325    11/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417307]
Salonclick LLC dba MiN New York

117 Crosby Street New York NY 10012 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Fragrances.

4963



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 3 
 

3917341    26/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1398459]
ISDIN, S.A.

C/ Provençals, 33 E-08019 BARCELONA Spain

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, degreasing and abrasive preparations; 
soaps; perfumery products, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices; toiletries; body care and cleaning 
preparations; mouth wash products; deodorants and antiperspirants; soaps and gels for personal use; bath preparations; 
preparations for skin care; exfoliants; talcum powders; wet wipes, cotton balls and hand wipes for sanitary, cosmetic and 
perfume purposes; cosmetics, toiletries and perfumery products for the care and beauty of eyelashes, eyebrows, eyes, 
lips and nails; lip balm (non-medicinal); nail polish; adhesives for cosmetic use; cosmetic preparations for slimming; hair 
preparations and treatments; make-up products; make-up removing products; products for hair removal and shaving; 
pre-shave preparations; after-shave preparations; non-medicinal beauty preparations; cosmetic tanning and self-tanning 
preparations; aromatic extracts; products for the care and cleaning of animals; abrasives; shoemakers' and tailors' wax.

4964



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 3 
 

Priority claimed from 16/05/2018; Application No. : 17901529 ;European Union 
3918299    01/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416825]
GIORGIO ARMANI S.P.A.

Via Borgonuovo, 11 I-20121 MILANO Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Perfumes; eaux de toilette; eau de parfum; deodorants for personal use; perfumed body lotion; perfumed body cream; 
perfumed shower gel.

4965



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 3 
 

3921468    12/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417819]
LABORATOIRES MAJORELLE

12 rue de Berri F-75008 PARIS France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Soaps; cosmetics; cosmetic products for skin care; body washes; cosmetic preparations for skin care and treatment; skin 
cleansers.

4966



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 3 
 

3921480    25/01/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417807]
Shenzhen Baoshiya Cosmetics Co., Ltd.

3F, C2 Building, No. 38 Bayue 2nd Street, Shuijing, Buji Town, Longgang District Shenzhen China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Hair lotions; facial cleanser; bath lotion; cosmetics; perfumes; mousse; lipsticks; cleaning preparations; hot oil 
preparations for hair treatment; dentifrices.

4967



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 3 
 

3921498    05/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417820]
DN Company Co., Ltd.

644, Bongeunsa-ro, Gangnam-gu Seoul Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Moisturising skin lotions [cosmetic]; sun block preparations (not for medicinal use); sun-block lotions; sun block 
cosmetics; serums (cosmetics); skin lotions; patches containing sun screen and sun block for use on the skin; cosmetic 
patches containing sunscreen and sun block for use on the skin; cosmetic products in the form of aerosols for skin care; 
cosmetic creams for skin care; cosmetic preparations for skin care; skin cleansers; tissues impregnated with a skin 
cleanser; facial lotions; facial washes; facial cleansing milk; facial emulsions; facial cleansers; cosmetic facial masks; 
cosmetic facial toners.

4968



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 3 
 

Priority claimed from 28/03/2017; Application No. : 4349756 ;France 
3921937    27/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1377247]
L'OREAL

14 rue Royale F-75008 Paris France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Lip balm; lip gloss and lipstick.

4969



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 3 
 

3923769    05/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417967]
Hunkemöller International B.V.

Liebergerweg 28 NL-1221 JS Hilversum Netherlands

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Soaps; perfumery, colognes, toilet water, perfumes, fragrances for personal use, essential oils; cosmetics; make-up 
products namely, lipsticks, lip glosses, mascaras, eye shadows, eyeliners, blushes, pressed powders, loose powders, 
foundations; nail care products namely, nail polish and nail polish remover; toiletries; non-medicated skin care products 
namely cosmetic creams and lotions for skin care, moisturizing creams, facial masks and skin firming creams and 
lotions; cosmetic preparations for baths and showers namely, bath oil, bath salts, bath beads and bath crystals, talcum 
powders, hair lotions, shampoos; dentifrices; antiperspirants, deodorants for personal use; shaving articles namely, 
shaving soaps, shaving gel and shaving cream, after-shave, aftershave lotions and gels; shoe polish and creams; hair 
dyes; cleaning preparations; cosmetics for animals.

4970



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 3 
 

Priority claimed from 18/12/2017; Application No. : 1895512 ;Australia 
3923826    15/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417504]
PEACHBULK PTY LTD

PO Box 7477, St Kilda Road Melbourne VIC 3004 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Body care products (non-medicated); cosmetic moisturisers; cosmetic oils; cosmetic preparations for cleansing the skin; 
cosmetic skin care products; eye lotions for cosmetic use; eye moisturisers for cosmetic use; facial packs for cosmetic 
purposes; skincare preparations (cosmetic); sun protection products (cosmetics); products for beauty care; non-
medicated cosmetics.

4971



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 3 
 

 

3924192    16/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1230892]
Westbrook Capital LLC

848 N. Rainbow Blvd. Las Vegas NV 89107 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Blush; blush pencils; body and beauty care cosmetics; cosmetic creams for skin care; cosmetic hair dressing 
preparations; cosmetic preparations for skin care; cosmetics and make-up; eye make-up; eye make-up remover; eye 
shadow; face powder; facial beauty masks; facial cleansers; facial lotion; facial make-up, namely, foundation, primers; 
foundation; foundation make-up; hair care creams; hair cleaning preparations; lip gloss; lip gloss palette; lip liner; 
lipstick; make-up removing preparations; make-up for the face and body; make-up powder; make-up preparations; make-
up preparations for the face and body; mascara; all of the foregoing excluding aromatherapy products.

4972



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 3 
 

Priority claimed from 07/12/2017; Application No. : 302017000141418 ;Italy 

3924929    16/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1418048]
H.S.A. HAIR STYLING APPLICATIONS SPA

Via dei Carantani, 1 I-21100 VARESE Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Toilet water; hair conditioners; make-up powder; hair dyes; colorants for toilet purposes; cosmetics; cosmetic 
creams; dentifrices; deodorants for human beings or for animals; hair spray; cleansing milk for toilet purposes; after-
shave lotions; hair lotions; lotions for cosmetic purposes; lip glosses; mascara; beauty masks; eyebrow pencils; 
cosmetic pencils; decorative transfers for cosmetic purposes; cosmetic kits; oils for toilet purposes; essential oils; oils 
for cosmetic purposes; cotton wool for cosmetic purposes; pomades for cosmetic purposes; potpourris [fragrances]; 
sun-tanning preparations [cosmetics]; cosmetic preparations for baths; collagen preparations for cosmetic purposes; 
douching preparations for personal sanitary or deodorant purposes [toiletries]; bath preparations, not for medical 
purposes; hair straightening preparations; hair waving preparations; cosmetic preparations for slimming purposes; 
cosmetic preparations for skin care; depilatory preparations; perfumery; antiperspirants [toiletries]; make-up 
preparations; nail care preparations; make-up removing preparations; lacquer-removing preparations; color-removing 
preparations; perfumes; lipsticks; air fragrancing preparations; bath salts, not for medical purposes; tissues impregnated 
with make-up removing preparations; shaving soap; cakes of toilet soap; soap; soap for foot perspiration; antiperspirant 
soap; deodorant soap; shampoos; dry shampoos; nail polish; talcum powder, for toilet use; cosmetic dyes; tissues 
impregnated with cosmetic lotions; make-up; false nails; massage gels, other than for medical purposes; balms, other 
than for medical purposes; toiletry preparations.

4973



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 4 
 

3921478    27/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417780]
ADALYA TOBACCO TÜTÜN MAMÜLLERI SANAYI TICARET LIMITED SIRKETI

Kemalpasa Organize Sanayi Bölgesi Mahallesi 16 Sokak No:2 Kemalpasa Izmir Turkey

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Industrial oils and greases; cutting fluids; dust absorbing, wetting and binding compositions; solid fuels, coal, firewood; 
liquid and gas fuels; petrol, diesel oil, liquified petroleum gas, natural gas, fuel oil and their non-chemical additives; 
candles; wicks; semi-finished wax; wax and paraffin for lighting purposes; electrical energy; petroleum coke, coke, 
lignite, wood coal, artificial coal, bituminous coal, processed and packaged burned coal, charcoal briquettes, anthracite.

4974



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 5 
 

Priority claimed from 25/09/2014; Application No. : AM 2319/2014 ;Austria 
3076442    24/03/2015
[International Registration No. : 1252788]
APEIRON BIOLOGICS AG

Campus-Vienna-Biocenter 5 A-1030 Wien Austria

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; diagnostic preparations for medical purposes; sanitary preparations for 
medical purposes; dietetic substances adapted for medical use.

4975



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 5 
 

Priority claimed from 28/07/2014; Application No. : 2014-063063 ;Japan 
3083576    27/01/2015
[International Registration No. : 1254356]
SHIONOGI & CO., LTD.

1-8, Doshomachi 3-chome, Chuo-ku, Osaka-shi Osaka 541-0045 Japan

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations; pharmaceutical preparations for treating opioid-induced constipation.

4976



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 5 
 

Priority claimed from 07/10/2014; Application No. : 86417608 ;United States of America 
3084589    03/04/2015
[International Registration No. : 1255238]
KITE PHARMA, INC.

2225 Colorado Ave. Santa Monica CA 90404 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S. RANA & CO.

317, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, HIGH COURT OF DELHI, NEW DELHI - 110 003.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical products for the prevention and treatment of cancer; immunotherapy products, namely, pharmaceutical 
preparations for the treatment of cancer and tumors; pharmaceutical preparations for T Cell therapy; biological 
preparations for the treatment of cancer and tumors.
MARK TO BE USE USED AS WHOLE.

4977



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 5 
 

Priority claimed from 30/10/2013; Application No. : 86105490 ;United States of America 
3115193    30/06/2015
[International Registration No. : 1202367]
ALEXION PHARMACEUTICALS, INC.

100 College Street New Haven CT 06510 US

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of disorders of the metabolic system.

4978



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 5 
 

 
Priority claimed from 23/02/2015; Application No. : 3549577 ;Spain 
Advertised In Journal - is Treated as Cancelled and Readvertised under section 20(1)(2)
3221803    29/07/2015
[International Registration No. : 1268228]
LABORATORIOS HIPRA, S.A.

Avenida de la Selva, 135 E-17170 Amer (Girona) Spain

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Vaccine for avian coccidiosis.

4979



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 5 
 

3250698    10/08/2015
[International Registration No. : 1275367]
THE NATURAL HEALTH PRACTICE LIMITED

14 St. John's Road Tunbridge Wells, Kent TN4 9NP United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Nutritional supplements; food supplements; health food supplements; dietary supplements; vitamins; mineral 
supplements; herbal extracts for nutritional support; herbal extracts for medicinal purposes; digestive enzyme 
supplements; enzyme supplements for medical purposes; dietary supplements containing probiotic bacteria.
THE MARK TO BE USED AS A WHOLE AND AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

4980



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 5 
 

Priority claimed from 30/03/2015; Application No. : 2015/00645 ;Ireland 
3275172    15/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1278356]
GILEAD SCIENCES IRELAND UC

IDA Business and Technology Park Carrigtohill Co. Cork Ireland

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations; antiviral pharmaceutical preparations; antifungal pharmaceutical preparations; 
pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of inflammation; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of hepatic, 
cardiovascular, respiratory, oncological, hematological conditions, diseases and disorders; pharmaceutical preparations 
for the treatment and prevention of infectious diseases; anti-fibrotic pharmaceutical preparations.

4981



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 5 
 

Priority claimed from 30/03/2015; Application No. : 2015/00658 ;Ireland 
3278126    15/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1278352]
GILEAD SCIENCES IRELAND UC

IDA Business and Technology Park Carrigtohill Co. Cork Ireland

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations; antiviral pharmaceutical preparations; antifungal pharmaceutical preparations; 
pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of inflammation; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of hepatic, 
cardiovascular, respiratory, oncological, hematological conditions, diseases and disorders; pharmaceutical preparations 
for the treatment and prevention of infectious diseases; anti-fibrotic pharmaceutical preparations.

4982



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 5 
 

Priority claimed from 17/04/2015; Application No. : 2015/00812 ;Ireland 
3299071    09/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1281113]
GILEAD SCIENCES IRELAND UC

IDA Business and Technology Park Carrigtohill Co. Cork Ireland

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations; antiviral pharmaceutical preparations; antifungal pharmaceutical preparations; 
pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of inflammation; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of hepatic, 
cardiovascular, respiratory, oncological, hematological conditions, diseases and disorders; pharmaceutical preparations 
for the treatment and prevention of infectious diseases; anti-fibrotic pharmaceutical preparations; syringes prefilled with 
pharmaceutical preparations.

4983



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 5 
 

3917334    08/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417362]
SEKISUI MEDICAL CO., LTD.

1-3, Nihonbashi 2-chome, Chuo-ku Tokyo 103-0027 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations and substances; medicines for human purposes; diagnostic preparations and reagents for 
medical, clinical or veterinary purposes; chemical preparations and reagents for medical or veterinary purposes; reagents 
for medical use; diagnostic marker reagents for medical purposes; medical diagnostic test kits.

4984



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 5 
 

Priority claimed from 20/11/2017; Application No. : 2017-152404 ;Japan 
3917473    18/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416436]
Nissan Chemical Industries, Ltd.

7-1, Kanda-Nishiki-cho 3-chome, Chiyoda-ku Tokyo 101-0054 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Fumigants (only for agricultural purposes); fungicides (only for agricultural purposes); rodenticides (only for agricultural 
purposes); insecticides (only for agricultural purposes); herbicides (weedkillers); insect-repellents (only for agricultural 
purposes); antiseptics (only for agricultural purposes).

4985



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 5 
 

Priority claimed from 26/01/2018; Application No. : 2018-10439 ;Japan 
3917475    18/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416432]
Nissan Chemical Industries, Ltd.

7-1, Kanda-Nishiki-cho 3-chome, Chiyoda-ku Tokyo 101-0054 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Fumigants (only for agricultural purposes); fungicides (only for agricultural purposes); rodenticides (only for agricultural 
purposes); insecticides (only for agricultural purposes); herbicides (weedkillers); insect-repellents (only for agricultural 
purposes); antiseptics (only for agricultural purposes).

4986



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 5 
 

Priority claimed from 18/04/2018; Application No. : 2018-049696 ;Japan 
3918306    10/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416525]
KOWA COMPANY, LTD.

6-29, Nishiki 3-chome, Naka-ku, Nagoya-shi Aichi-ken 460-8625 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of diseases of the circulatory system and diabetes-related diseases; 
pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of fatty liver and Steatohepatitis.

4987



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 5 
 

 

Priority claimed from 14/12/2017; Application No. : 87721053 ;United States of America 
3921437    11/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417633]
Global Blood Therapeutics, Inc.

171 Oyster Point Blvd., Suite 300 South San Francisco CA 94080 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of hematological disorders such as sickle cell disease; pharmaceutical 
preparations for the treatment of hypoxic and hypoxemic conditions.

4988



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 5 
 

3921443    04/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417698]
Michael Robert Slater

Highfield House, Repton Road, Newton Solney Staffordshire DE15 0SG United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Dietary supplements consisting primarily of calcium; dietary supplements consisting primarily of iron; dietary 
supplements consisting primarily of magnesium; liquid herbal supplements; liquid vitamin supplements; nutritional 
supplements consisting of fungal extracts; nutritional supplements consisting primarily of calcium; nutritional 
supplements consisting primarily of iron; nutritional supplements consisting primarily of magnesium; nutritional 
supplements consisting primarily of zinc; mineral nutritional supplements; dietary supplements for humans not for 
medical purposes; food supplements for non-medical purposes; glucose dietary supplements; food supplements 
consisting of amino acids; food supplements consisting of trace elements; dietary supplements consisting of vitamins; 
zinc dietary supplements; wheat dietary supplements; herbal dietary supplements for persons special dietary 
requirements; soy protein dietary supplements; dietary and nutritional supplements; food supplements; dietary food 
supplements; dietary supplements; food supplements for dietetic use; probiotic supplements; vitamin and mineral 
supplements; nutritional supplements; dietary supplements and dietetic preparations; dietary supplements for humans; 
mineral food supplements; mineral supplements to foodstuffs; propolis dietary supplements; vitamin supplements; wheat 
germ dietary supplements; mineral dietary supplements for humans; yeast dietary supplements; health food supplements 
for persons with special dietary requirements; protein dietary supplements; health food supplements made principally of 
minerals; health food supplements made principally of vitamins; dietary supplements for infants; enzyme dietary 
supplements.

4989



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 5 
 

Priority claimed from 14/12/2017; Application No. : 87721064 ;United States of America 
3921446    11/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417703]
Global Blood Therapeutics, Inc.

171 Oyster Point Blvd., Suite 300 South San Francisco CA 94080 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of hematological disorders such as sickle cell disease; pharmaceutical 
preparations for the treatment of hypoxic and hypoxemic conditions.

4990



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 5 
 

 

Priority claimed from 17/05/2018; Application No. : 17902811 ;European Union 
3921475    20/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417811]
LABORATORIOS HIPRA, S.A.

Av. de la Selva, 135 E-17170 AMER (GIRONA) Spain

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Veterinary preparations; vaccines.

4991



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 5 
 

3923763    08/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417641]
SEKISUI MEDICAL CO., LTD.

1-3, Nihonbashi 2-chome, Chuo-ku Tokyo 103-0027 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations and substances; medicines for human purposes; diagnostic preparations and reagents for 
medical, clinical or veterinary purposes; chemical preparations and reagents for medical or veterinary purposes; reagents 
for medical use; diagnostic marker reagents for medical purposes; medical diagnostic test kits.

4992



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 5 
 

Priority claimed from 14/12/2017; Application No. : 87720479 ;United States of America 
3924101    12/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417960]
La Jolla Pharmaceutical Company

4550 Towne Centre Court San Diego CA 92121 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pharmaceuticals for the treatment of hypotension; antihypotensive agents.

4993



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 5 
 

Priority claimed from 15/12/2017; Application No. : 87723056 ;United States of America 
3924911    23/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1418071]
Insmed Incorporated

10 Finderne Ave., Building 10 Bridgewater NJ 08807 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of lung infections; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of 
pulmonary diseases; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of infectious diseases.

4994



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 6 
 

Priority claimed from 23/01/2015; Application No. : 2015-005369 ;Japan 
3149033    30/06/2015
[International Registration No. : 1260726]
DAIDO STEEL CO., LTD.

1-10, Higashisakura 1-chome, Higashi-ku, Nagoya Aichi 461-8581 Japan

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Nonferrous metals and their alloys; nickel and its alloys.

4995



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 7 
 

 

3319169    10/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1287139]
NANFANG ZHONGJIN ENVIRONMENT CO.,LTD.

No.46, Renhe Road, Renhe Street, Yuhang District, Hangzhou 311107 Zhejiang CN

Address for service in India/Agents address:
VIDHANI TRADE MARKS CO.

11/12, U.G. FLOOR, P.N. BANK BUILDING, WEST PATEL NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110008.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Mine drainage pump; pumps; hydraulic pressure pump; pumps [parts of machines, engines or motors]; pumps for 
heating installations; valves; centrifugal pumps; taking out petroleum pump; automobile motor oil pump; lubricating 
pumps; drainage machines; automobile oil pump.

4996



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 7 
 

Priority claimed from 14/03/2018; Application No. : 30 2018 102 893 ;Germany 
3860477    23/03/2018
[International Registration No. : 1405193]
WIRTGEN GMBH

Reinhard-Wirtgen-Straße 2 53578 Windhagen Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Parts for milling machines, recycling machines, soil stabilization machines and mining machines, namely, milling drums, 
mixing drums, milling and mixing drums, cutting drums, drum housings, chisels, picks, chisel holders, pick holders, 
holders for chisel holders, holders for pick holders, material ejectors, shovels, cutting wheels, scraper bars and plates for 
sealing drum housings, scraper bars and plates for smoothening surfaces, protector skids for drum housings, side plates 
for drum housings, wear protection segments for drum housings and liner plates for drum housings; parts and fittings for 
all the aforesaid goods, included in this class.

4997



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 7 
 

3921435    07/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417634]
Xi'an Heng Xu Technology Corporation

No.1304, Building C, WangZuoXianDaiCheng, 35 Tangyan Road, High-tech Zone, Xi'an 710000 Shaanxi China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Oil-well pumping machines; oil refining machines; separators; sifting machines; pumps [machines]; filters [parts of 
machines or engines]; steam/oil separators.

4998



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 7 
 

Priority claimed from 01/03/2018; Application No. : 017867377 ;European Union 
3923796    11/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1418296]
Trelleborg Sealing Solutions Germany GmbH

Handwerkstr. 5-7 70565 Stuttgart Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Grooved ball bearings.

4999



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 9 
 

 

3075010    06/05/2015
[International Registration No. : 1252579]
FOCAL JMLAB - SOCIÉTÉ PAR ACTIONS SIMPLIFIÉE

ZI Molina la Chazotte, 108 avenue de l'Avenir F-42350 LA TALAUDIERE France

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cabinets for loudspeakers, loudspeakers, sound recording and reproduction apparatus, sound recording media, video 
recorders, tape recorders, high-fidelity sound systems.

5000



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 23/09/2014; Application No. : 86403672 ;United States of America 

3134002    23/03/2015
[International Registration No. : 1259944]
RUCKUS WIRELESS, INC.

350 West Java Drive Sunnyvale CA 94089 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer hardware, namely, wireless access point (WAP) devices, WLAN (wireless local area network) controllers; 
computer software for wireless content delivery; computer hardware and software for setting up and configuring local area 
networks; LAN (local area network) access points for connecting network computer users.

5001



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 09/04/2015; Application No. : 86591870 ;United States of America 

3258130    02/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1276058]
BLU-RAY DISC ASSOCIATION

4444 Riverside Drive, Suite 103 Burbank CA 91505 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Optical and magneto-optical disc players and recorders for audio, video and computer data; blank optical and magneto-
optical discs; pre-recorded optical and magneto-optical discs featuring music, text data, still images and motion pictures; 
video cameras; computers; optical disc drives for computers; television sets; eyeglasses; electric cables; component 
video cables.
The mark to be used as a whole and as per lable provided in the birth notification.

5002



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 09/04/2015; Application No. : 86591864 ;United States of America 

3262490    02/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1277388]
BLU-RAY DISC ASSOCIATION

4444 Riverside Drive, Suite 103 Burbank CA 91505 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Optical and magneto-optical disc players and recorders for audio, video and computer data; blank optical and magneto-
optical discs; pre-recorded optical and magneto-optical discs featuring music, text data, still images and motion pictures; 
video cameras; computers; optical disc drives for computers; television sets; eyeglasses; electric cables; component 
video cables.
MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

5003



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 9 
 

3272918    30/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1278707]
ONEPLUS TECHNOLOGY (SHENZHEN) CO., LTD.

A201, Administration Office Building of Qianhaishengang Cooperative Zone, No.1 Liyumen Street, Qianwan 1st Road, Qianhaishengang 
Cooperative Zone, Shenzhen Guangdong CN

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ADITYA & ASSOCIATES.

405, KAPADIA CHAMBERS, 599, J.S.S. ROAD, MARINE LINES, MUMMBAI - 400 002.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Tablet computers; USB flash drives; computer software applications, downloadable; computer software, recorded; data 
processing apparatus; encoded identification bracelets, magnetic; phototelegraphy apparatus; satellite navigational 
apparatus; smartphones; mobile telephones; cabinets for loudspeakers; DVD players; television apparatus; headphones; 
cameras [photography]; cables, electric; integrated circuits; plugs, sockets and other contacts [electric connections]; theft 
prevention installations, electric; eyeglasses; batteries, electric; chargers for electric batteries; accumulators, electric.

5004



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 9 
 

3273855    15/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1278694]
UNDER ARMOUR, INC.

1020 Hull St. Baltimore MD 21230 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer software in the field of health and exercise for tracking and logging health and physical activities and data, 
creating workouts, goals and related data, and transferring such data between an electronic device and a computer; 
computer software applications for mobile phones, namely, software for users to track and record physical activity, 
upload, share and otherwise provide activity data to track, locate, monitor and record health and exercise goals and 
progress, calculate calories, heart rate, and body mass index; computer interfaces and software for receiving, processing, 
transmitting and displaying data to be used with biometric and other health and physical activity related monitors for 
athletic use; multifunctional electronic devices, namely, data sensors, transmitters, and receivers for displaying, 
measuring, and uploading health and physical activity information to the Internet, namely, time, distance, activity level, 
calories burned, speed, acceleration, physical position, and sleep; data transfer unit, namely, a computer interface to 
download and upload data between biometric and other health and physical activity related monitors and computers.

5005



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 9 
 

 

3312583    09/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1284294]
INNO INSTRUMENT INC.

E-2206, 30, Songdomirae-ro, Yeonsu-gu Incheon Republic of Korea

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Magnetic meters and testers; frequency meters; optical frequency metrology devices; galvanometers; antenna parameter 
measuring apparatus; oscillators; oscillographs; capacity measuring instruments; phase indicators; magnetic measuring 
apparatus and instruments; magnetometers; ohmmeters; resistance measuring devices; watt hour meters; electric loss 
indicators; electric indicators; electromagnetic measuring detectors; electricity measuring apparatus and instruments; 
wattmeters; ammeters; voltmeters; vacuum tube characteristic measurement device; circuit testers; fiber optics 
connector; electronic equipment and devices for fusion splicing of optical fibers.

5006



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 17/10/2017; Application No. : 87649231 ;United States of America 

3877491    16/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1409460]
THERMO FISHER SCIENTIFIC (ASHEVILLE) LLC

275 Aiken Road Asheville NC 28804 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ZEUSIP ADVOCATES LLP

J-29, 3rd Floor, Jangpura Extension, New Delhi-110014

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Laboratory instrument, namely, an orbital shaker.

5007



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 18/01/2018; Application No. : 87759527 ;United States of America 

3915969    01/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416629]
Qualcomm Incorporated

5775 Morehouse Drive San Diego CA 921211714 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Smart phones; tablet computers; phablets; wireless communication devices for recording, organizing, transmitting, 
receiving, manipulating, and reviewing voice, text, data, image, and audio files.

5008



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 9 
 

 

3917428    22/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416457]
Iconic Corporation

208-46 Cross Island Pkwy Bayside NY 11360 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cellphone cases; battery charging case, namely, a carrying case, featuring a power supply specially adapted for use with 
cell phones; wireless electronic charging docking station.

5009



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 17/04/2018; Application No. : 30 2018 010 068 ;Germany 

3918360    11/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416747]
ABB AG

Kallstadter Straße 1 68309 Mannheim Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity, 
including parts for all the aforesaid goods; electrical transformers, including parts for all the aforesaid goods.

5010



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 01/02/2013; Application No. : 302013015093.7/09 ;Germany 

3920331    30/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1177703]
Cherry GmbH

Cherrystrasse 91275 Auerbach/Opf. Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer input devices, computer mice, computer keyboards, card readers, switches, snap switches, push button 
switches, sliding contact switches, rocker switches, selector switches, key modules, controls, cooktop controls, oven 
controls, wireless remote switches, transmission sensors, power electronics, sensors, positions sensors, vane switches, 
geartooth sensors, angular position sensors, position sensors, door sensors.

5011



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 9 
 

3920381    29/03/2018
[International Registration No. : 1418462]
Wenzhou Natural Automation Equipment Co., Ltd

NO. 8, XiangYang Road, Liushi, Yueqing 325604 Zhejiang China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Integrated circuits; semi-conductor polysilicon wafers; remote control apparatus; household remote controls; light 
conducting filaments; optical fibers [fibres] [light conducting filaments]; laser alignment instrument; probes for scientific 
purposes; thermostats for vehicles; counters for internal combustion engines.

5012



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 07/03/2018; Application No. : 2018-026714 ;Japan 

3921434    21/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417617]
Nintendo Co., Ltd.

11-1, Hokotate-cho, Kamitoba, Minami-ku, Kyoto-shi Kyoto 601-8501 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Electronic game programs; downloadable electronic game programs; video game programs; downloadable video game 
programs; video game cartridges; cases for smartphones; computer game software; computer programmes [programs], 
recorded; compact discs [audio-video]; downloadable image files; downloadable music files; electronic publications, 
downloadable.

5013



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 19/12/2017; Application No. : 87726998 ;United States of America 

3921495    13/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417862]
PopSockets LLC

3033 Sterling Circle Boulder CO 80301 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Hand grips, stands, and mounts adapted for handheld electronic devices, namely, smartphones, tablet computers, 
cameras, and portable sound and video players.

5014



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 9 
 

3921667    22/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417840]
Jinhua Cem Trading Co., Ltd.

(Room 318, Building 6, Wanda Plaza), No.107 Guangnan Road, Jindong District, Jinhua City Zhejiang Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pedometers; protective masks; spectacles; accumulators, electric; protective helmets for sports; protective helmets; 
solderers' helmets; riding helmets; anti-dazzle shades; goggles.

5015



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 9 
 

3921927    08/03/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417865]
VECTOR 3, S.A.

Balmes, nº 181, 1º1ª E-08006 BARCELONA Spain

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Software.

5016



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 9 
 

 

Priority claimed from 04/12/2017; Application No. : 87706636 ;United States of America 

3921950    01/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417477]
ADLINK Technology Limited

The Edge, 5th Avenue, Team Valley, Gateshead, Tyne & Wear NE11 0XA United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer software for use in data distribution and control in connection with outside software solutions and/or integrated 
software and hardware solutions.

5017



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 9 
 

3924858    22/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1418232]
Shenzhen Power Advance Limited

Room 506, Wanhui Building, No. 4001 Longgang Avenue, Longgang District 518116 Shenzhen China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Batteries, electric; galvanic cells; accumulators, electric; solar batteries; battery boxes / accumulator boxes; batteries, 
electric, for vehicles / accumulators, electric, for vehicles; chargers for electric batteries; chargers for electronic 
cigarettes; measuring devices, electric; surveying apparatus and instruments.

5018



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 9 
 

 

Priority claimed from 06/03/2018; Application No. : 87822322 ;United States of America 

3925049    04/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1418063]
Epic Games, Inc.

620 Crossroads Boulevard Cary NC 27518 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer software, namely, software development tools for the creation of computer-generated imagery and graphics for 
the production of content for virtual worlds and 3d platforms; computer software, namely, software development tools for 
the creation of computer-generated imagery and graphics for the production of motion pictures, television shows, videos, 
3d animations, 3d simulations, 3d visualizations, virtual reality motion pictures, and virtual reality television shows; 
augmented reality software for use in mobile devices for integrating electronic data with real world environments for the 
purposes of entertainment; virtual reality software for multimedia content; downloadable software for use in film 
production, television production, video production, and 3d animations, simulations, and visualizations; computer 
software, namely, software development tools for the creation of computer-generated imagery and graphics for use in 
architecture, product design, and manufacturing; downloadable software for the creation of fully immersive and interactive 
animations, simulations, and visualizations for use in architecture, product design, and manufacturing.

5019



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 10 
 

 

Priority claimed from 10/10/2014; Application No. : 1651839 ;Australia 

3073601    19/12/2014
[International Registration No. : 1253008]
ATOMO DIAGNOSTICS PTY LIMITED

21 Marlborough Street DRUMMOYNE NSW 2047 Australia

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI.

74 - F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI - 400 018.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2539998

IR DIVISION
Medical diagnostic apparatus, namely, medical apparatus for detecting drugs of abuse; medical apparatus for detecting 
and measuring the level of substances in bodily fluids; medical apparatus and instruments for pregnancy testing, namely, 
medical devices for obtaining body fluid samples for the purpose of pregnancy testing; medical apparatus and 
instruments for fertility monitoring, diagnosing and monitoring cardiovascular disease and detecting infectious diseases, 
antibodies and antigens; medical testing apparatus, namely, lancing devices and medical fluid test devices and kits 
comprising lancets and medical devices for obtaining and testing body fluid samples.

5020



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 10 
 

 

3917420    14/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416691]
MAS medizinische Produkt Handel GmbH

Hauptstrasse 50 A-8431 Gralla/Leibnitz Austria

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cushions for medical purposes; magnets for therapeutic use; magnetic treatment apparatus for medical use; sources of 
magnetic fields for use in medical treatment.

5021



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 10 
 

Priority claimed from 21/12/2017; Application No. : 017626185 ;European Union 

3920325    15/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417621]
Siemens Healthcare GmbH

Henkestraße 127 91052 Erlangen Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Medical and electromedical apparatus and equipment, other than the following goods: dental, maxillofacial and 
orthodontic apparatus, instruments, equipment, tools, artificial teeth, crowns and bits, masks for medical purposes, dental 
isolation products, dental posts, articulators, included in this class, cannulae and suction cannulae for dental purposes; X-
ray apparatus for medical purposes; parts for the aforesaid apparatus and equipment.

5022



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 10 
 

3923788    24/03/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417488]
TI inc.

726, 358-39, Hosu-ro, Ilsandong-gu, Goyang-si Gyeonggi-do 10449 Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Surgical apparatus and instruments for ophthalmic surgery; lasers for ophthalmic purposes; ophthalmic slit lamps; 
ophthalmic unit chair; medical apparatus and instruments for ophthalmic use; optometric instruments for the prescription 
of digital lenses; optometric instruments for measuring the diameter of ophthalmic lenses; intraocular lenses; intraocular 
pressure measuring apparatus; tonometers.

5023



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 10 
 

3923812    23/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1418180]
BioSystems, S.A.

Costa Brava, 30 E-08030 Barcelona Spain

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.10;Diagnostic apparatus and instruments for medical use; testing apparatus for clinical, medical and veterinary use; 
automatic analyzers for clinical, medical and veterinary diagnosis; Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and 
instruments, artificial limbs, eyes and teeth; orthopedic articles; suture materials; testing devices; diagnostic apparatus 
for medical use; testing apparatus for medical use.

5024



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 11 
 

3920327    30/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417480]
Xiamen Beewill Sanitary Co., Ltd.

15-1, No.64, Yuanting Road, Jimei District, Xiamen City Fujian China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.11;Lamps; air purifying apparatus and machines; heating apparatus, electric; fountains; heating installations (hot 
water -); toilet seats; sanitary apparatus and installations; hydromassage bath apparatus; water purification installations; 
radiators, electric.

5025



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 11 
 

Priority claimed from 20/02/2018; Application No. : 87803594 ;United States of America 

3921947    27/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417899]
Tom Richards, Inc.

7010 Lindsay Drive Mentor OH 44060 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Inline chemical and solvent heaters used in the processing of silicon wafers and other industrial heating applications.

5026



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 11 
 

3923771    27/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417541]
Hansgrohe SE

Auestr. 5-9 77761 Schiltach Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Mixing valves being parts for sanitary installations, water supply and water outlet fittings with manual and automatic 
controls; taps for washstands, bidets and sinks, taps for tubs and showers; shower combinations, showers, and shower 
fittings, shower bars, shower holders, overhead showers, lateral-jet showers, hand held showers, shower hoses, inflow 
and outflow fittings for sanitary basins, for washstands, for sink units, for bidets, for bath tubs and for shower trays; 
regulating apparatus, in particular for apparatus for water supply and sanitary purposes, control apparatus for apparatus 
for water supply and sanitary purposes.

5027



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 11 
 

Priority claimed from 13/03/2018; Application No. : 716935 ;Switzerland 

3924019    30/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417688]
Société des Produits Nestlé S.A.

CH-1800 Vevey Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.11;Electric machines for preparing all types of refrigerated, cold or hot beverages (except for electromechanical 
machines), electric coffee machines, electric coffee percolators.

5028



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 12 
 

 

3880491    30/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1410879]
JUST WHEELS & TIRES CO.

3172 Nasa Street Brea CA 92821 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
H. K. ACHARYA & COMPANY.

HK Avenue, 19. Swastik Society, Navrangpura, Ahmedabad 380009, Gujarat, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Automobile vehicle wheels and automobile tires.

5029



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 12 
 

 

Priority claimed from 24/01/2018; Application No. : 30 2018 001 494 ;Germany 

3918309    21/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416757]
DAIMLER AG

Mercedesstraße 137 70327 Stuttgart Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Motor vehicles and parts thereof as far as included in this class.

5030



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 12 
 

Priority claimed from 06/02/2018; Application No. : 30 2018 002 863 ;Germany 

3918310    14/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416488]
DAIMLER AG

Mercedesstraße 137 70327 Stuttgart Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Motor vehicles and parts thereof (as far as included in class 12).

5031



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 12 
 

 

Priority claimed from 06/02/2018; Application No. : 30 2018 002 860 ;Germany 

3918345    19/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416479]
DAIMLER AG

Mercedesstraße 137 70327 Stuttgart Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Motor vehicles and parts thereof (as far as included in class 12).

5032



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 12 
 

 

Priority claimed from 06/02/2018; Application No. : 30 2018 002 859 ;Germany 

3918354    19/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416473]
Daimler AG

Mercedesstraße 137 70327 Stuttgart Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Motor vehicles and parts thereof (as far as included in class 12).

5033



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 12 
 

 

Priority claimed from 19/03/2018; Application No. : 017877096 ;European Union 

3918385    22/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416595]
KNORR-BREMSE AG

Moosacher Str. 80 80809 München Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Brake linings for vehicles; brake blocks for vehicles; brake segments for vehicles.

5034



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 12 
 

 

3921454    22/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417903]
Shandong Frontech Auto Parts Co., Ltd.

Room 309, Bldg 9, The Yellow River Delta International Logistics Port, No. 303 Chizhou Road, Dongying District, Dongying City 
Shandong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Shock absorbers for automobiles; gear boxes for land vehicles; connecting rods for land vehicles, other than parts of 
motors and engines; transmission shafts for land vehicles; brake pads for automobiles; brake discs for vehicles; 
automobile chassis.

5035



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 12 
 

 

Priority claimed from 21/03/2018; Application No. : 30 2018 007 427 ;Germany 

3923759    21/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417557]
DAIMLER AG

Mercedesstraße 137 70327 Stuttgart Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Motor vehicles and parts thereof as far as included in this class.

5036



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 12 
 

 

Priority claimed from 07/12/2017; Application No. : 87712227 ;United States of America 

3923810    07/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1418260]
Tenneco Automotive Operating Company Inc.

500 North Field Drive Lake Forest IL 60045 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Vehicle parts, namely, shock absorbers, struts, and shock absorber and strut assemblies.

5037



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 13 
 

3924206    03/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1340681]
MBDA UK Ltd

Six Hills Way, Hertfordshire Stevenage SG1 2 DA United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Missiles and weapon systems therefor

5038



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 14 
 

Priority claimed from 14/12/2017; Application No. : 4413111 ;France 

3924931    11/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1418328]
CHAUMET INTERNATIONAL S.A.

12 Place Vendôme F-75001 PARIS France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Jewelry; precious stones; diamonds; timepieces and chronometric instruments.

5039



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 19 
 

3915765    08/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416729]
BASALTINA SRL

Via Andrea Sacchi, 31 I-00196 Roma Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Building materials, natural and artificial stone, monuments of stone, chimneys.

5040



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 19 
 

Priority claimed from 13/01/2016; Application No. : 3594212 ;Spain 

3924175    13/09/2017
[International Registration No. : 1312626]
NUEVA ALAPLANA, S.L.

C/ El Pinet, 1 - P.I. Els Plans E-12592 Chilches (Castellón) Spain

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Non-metallic building materials, namely tiles, floor tiles, wall coverings, borders, ceramic tiles, stoneware for building 
(sandstone), natural stone, artificial stone, marble, granite, baked clay (terracotta), sand (with the exception of foundry 
sand), lime, calcareous stones, bricks, slate, ceramics, parquet flooring; clay; luminous paving blocks, not of metal; 
mosaics (tiles) for construction; wainscotting not of metal.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 20 
 

 

3920380    13/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1418299]
OCEAN SHELL LIMITED

80 Bath Road Riverton 9822 New Zealand

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Unworked, worked or partly worked shell.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 24 
 

 

3923844    05/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417747]
The Haartz Corporation

87 Hayward Road Acton MA 01720 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Fabrics of textile material for use in the manufacture of automotive interiors.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 25 
 

3306453    01/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1282761]
PWT A/S

Gøteborgvej 15-17 DK-9200 Aalborg SV Denmark

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Clothing, footwear, headgear.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 25 
 

3918302    29/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416532]
JO Hyun Woong

102-1216, 623, Gilju-ro, Bupyeong-gu Incheon 21344 Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Fitness wear; clothing for yoga; clothing for pilates.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 28 
 

3924047    09/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417529]
Karupoeg Puhh OÜ

Salve 2a EE-11612 Tallinn Estonia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Games and playthings; toy animals and accessories therefor; rocking horses; rocking riding toys; rocking toys having 
animal shapes; stuffed and plush toys; infant swings; toy vehicles; children's educational toys for developing fine motor 
and cognitive skills.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 29 
 

2736257    03/03/2014
[International Registration No. : 1199061]
3-STJERNET A/S

Langmarksvej 1 DK-8700 Horsens Denmark

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SIEBENIP

293, R.P.S. FLATS, SHEIKH SARAI PHASE-1 NEW DELHI 110017

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Sausages and sliced meat products, liver pâté.
THE MARK TO BE USED AS A WHOLE AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 29 
 

 

3921929    18/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417854]
Dairy Farmers of America, Inc.

1405 North 98th Street Kansas City KS 66111 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Dairy-based beverages; milk.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 30 
 

Priority claimed from 02/05/2018; Application No. : 40201808048R ;Singapore 

3917313    03/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417336]
BIZ - SAGE PRIVATE LIMITED

57 Mimosa Drive Singapore 805462 Singapore

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Sauces [condiments].
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 30 
 

Priority claimed from 18/12/2017; Application No. : 1366645 ;Benelux 

3917890    15/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416591]
NV Biscuits Delacre SA

Avenue Emile van Becelaere 2 B-1170 Watermael-Boitsfort

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Biscuits and cookies, cakes, pastry, confectionery, chocolate and chocolate-based products.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 30 
 

Priority claimed from 19/12/2017; Application No. : 1366752 ;Benelux 

3918290    18/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416555]
NV Biscuits Delacre SA

Avenue Emile van Becelaere 2 B-1170 Watermael-Boitsfort

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Biscuits and cookies, cakes, pastry, confectionery, chocolate and chocolate-based products.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 30 
 

3924094    03/01/2018
[International Registration No. : 1418271]
Qingdao Hongting Milling Co., Ltd.

(Now Hebei) Tuanjie Village South, Cuijiaji Town, Pingdu Shandong China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Groats for human food; flour; cake powder; vermicelli [noodles], graham flour; macaroni; flour products; grits; starch for 
food.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 30 
 

Priority claimed from 11/01/2018; Application No. : 17677642 ;European Union 

3924842    21/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1418008]
Ferrero oHG mbH

Rheinstr. 12 35260 Stadtallendorf Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Coffee; tea; cocoa; confectionery; pastries; chocolate; chocolate spreads containing nuts; biscuits; cookies; cakes; sugar 
confectionery; ice; ice-cream; waffles.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 30 
 

Priority claimed from 19/12/2017; Application No. : 1366751 ;Benelux 

3924869    19/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1418241]
NV Biscuits Delacre SA

Avenue Emile van Becelaere 2 B-1170 Watermael-Boitsfort

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Biscuits and cookies, cakes, pastry, confectionery, chocolate and chocolate-based products.

5054



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 31 
 

 

3924912    22/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1418171]
RiceTec AG

Postfach 366, Bergstrasse 5 FL-9490 Vaduz Liechtenstein

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Agricultural seeds, namely, rice seeds.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 32 
 

Priority claimed from 27/10/2017; Application No. : 30 2017 111 017 ;Germany 

3917446    18/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416447]
HNC Healthy Nutrition Company GmbH

Senefelderstr. 44 51469 Bergisch Gladbach Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Non-alcoholic cocktails; non-alcoholic fruit juice beverages; non-alcoholic fruit beverages; non-alcoholic vegetable 
beverages; juices, in particular fruit juices and concentrates for making soft drinks; syrups for making beverages; non-
alcoholic beverages flavoured with herbs and herbal preparations other than for medical purposes; non-alcoholic 
carbonated beverages; non-alcoholic non-carbonated beverages; sodas; flavoured and unflavoured sparkling water; 
flavoured and unflavoured still water; non-alcoholic bitter beverages; energy drinks; sports drinks; isotonic beverages; 
non-alcoholic spritzers; beers; beer-based cocktails; protein-enriched beverages; whey beverages; syrups for beverages; 
beverage capsules for making non-alcoholic beverages; non-alcoholic beverage capsules for making non-alcoholic 
carbonated beverages, sodas, flavoured still water, flavoured and unflavoured sparking water, bitter beverages, energy 
drinks, sports drinks, isotonic beverages, spritzers, juices, in particular fruit juices, vegetable juices or fruit/vegetable 
juices, smoothies, fruit nectars, beers, beer cocktails, protein-enriched beverages, whey beverages; non-alcoholic 
carbonated or non-carbonated beverages, sodas, flavoured and unflavoured sparking water, flavoured and unflavoured 
still water, bitter beverages, energy drinks, sports drinks, isotonic beverages, spritzers, juices, in particular fruit juices, 
vegetable juices or fruit/vegetable juices, smoothies, fruit nectars, beers, beer cocktails, protein-enriched beverages, 
whey beverages, all the aforementioned goods other than for medical purposes; dietetic beverages, not for medical 
purposes; isotonic powders used in the preparation of soft drinks for making non-alcoholic beverages, not for medical 
purposes.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 32 
 

 

3918367    11/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416461]
MERIDYEN GIDA SANAYI VE TICARET LIMITED SIRKETI

Maltepe Mahellesi, Ali Riza Gürcan Caddesi, No:1, Meridyen Is Merkezi, Kat:4, No:427 Istanbul Turkey

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Preparations for making beer; mineral water, spring water, table water, soda water; fruit and vegetable juices, fruit and 
vegetable concentrates and extracts for making beverages, non-alcoholic soft drinks; energy drinks; protein-enriched 
sports beverages.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 32 
 

Priority claimed from 26/06/2017; Application No. : 25003461 ;China 

3921447    22/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1417776]
Dongsheng, Pan

No. 28, JinJing road, Zhangjiawo town, Xiqing district TianJin China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Aerated water; non-alcoholic honey-based beverages; non-alcoholic beverages; waters [beverages]; mineral water 
[beverages]; pure water (drink); soda water; non-alcoholic beverages flavoured with tea; seltzer water; table water.

5058



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 32 
 

Priority claimed from 22/11/2017; Application No. : UK00003272311 ;United Kingdom 

3923804    30/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1415765]
BrewDog plc

Balmacassie Commercial Park Ellon, Aberdeenshire AB41 8BX United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Beer; beer-based beverages; craft beer; lager, stout, ale, pale ale, porter, pilsner, bock, saison, wheat beer, malt beer, sour 
beer, non-alcoholic beer, low-alcohol beer, flavoured beers; processed hops for use in making beer; beer wort; malt wort; 
non-alcoholic malt beverages; non-alcoholic beverages; syrups and other preparations for making beverages; malt syrup 
for beverages; extracts of hops for beer making, processed hops for beer making.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 32 
 

3924084    01/08/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417589]
BROUWERIJ HAACHT in het frans BRASSERIE HAACHT, naamloze vennootschap

Provinciesteenweg 28 B-3190 Boortmeerbeek

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Beers.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 33 
 

Priority claimed from 12/03/2018; Application No. : 1371566 ;Benelux 

3920642    05/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417769]
REMY COINTREAU LUXEMBOURG S.A.

rue de la Déportation 7 L-1415 Luxembourg Luxembourg

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Alcoholic beverages, except beers; spirits and liqueurs.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 33 
 

3920794    05/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1418249]
V&F, S.L.

Avda. Machupichu, 85-1° I E-28043 MADRID Spain

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Wines; alcoholic beverages (except beers).
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 33 
 

3921448    11/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417712]
SOCIETÀ AGRICOLA QUERCIABELLA S.p.A.

Via Saffi, 21 I-20123 Milano (MI) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Alcoholic beverages (other than beers).
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 33 
 

 

Priority claimed from 05/03/2018; Application No. : 1371142 ;Benelux 

3921463    05/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417789]
REMY COINTREAU LUXEMBOURG S.A.

7, rue de la Déportation L-1415 Luxembourg Luxembourg

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Alcoholic beverages, except beers; spirits and liqueurs.

5064



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 35 
 

Priority claimed from 11/05/2015; Application No. : UK00003108031 ;United Kingdom 

3250696    12/08/2015
[International Registration No. : 1275366]
J & P COATS, LIMITED

1 George Square Glasgow, Scotland G2 1AL United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Advisory services relating to business management, business operations and business planning; business advisory 
services relating to product manufacturing; business efficiency advice; sample distribution.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 35 
 

 

Priority claimed from 06/12/2017; Application No. : 592851 ;Portugal 
3917403    26/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1412920]
SPORT LISBOA E BENFICA

Av. Eusébio da Silva Ferreira, Estádio do Sport Lisboa e Benfica P-1500-313 LISBOA Portugal

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Sales promotion for others; merchandising services; wholesale and retail services and wholesale and retail services 
online, via catalogue and trough global computer networks of paints, varnishes and lacquers, bleaching preparations and 
other substances for laundry use, cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations, soaps, perfumery, essential 
oils, cosmetics, hair lotions, dentifrices, industrial oils and greases, lubricants, dust absorbing, wetting and binding 
products, fuel (including gasoline for motors) and illuminants, candles, wicks for lighting, metals, hand tools and 
implements [hand-operated], cutlery, forks and spoons, side arms, razors; wholesale and retail services and wholesale 
and retail services online, via catalogue and trough global computer networks of downloadable computer software 
applications, software development kit [sdk], computer software packages, computer software platforms, digital 
telephone platforms and software, computer programs [downloadable software], application software for wireless 
devices, application software for social networking services via internet, application software for mobile phones, 
application software, computer application software for mobile telephones, software for online messaging, instant 
messaging software, image recognition software, voice recognition software, speech recognition software; wholesale and 
retail services and wholesale and retail services online, via catalogue and trough global computer networks of apparatus 
for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and sanitary installations, 

5066



vehicles, apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water, precious metal and their alloys, jewellery and imitation jewellery, 
precious stones, horological and chronometric instruments, musical instruments, photographs, stationery including 
chromolithographs [chromos] and personal organizers, writing instruments, including pens and ball pens, printed 
publications, including books and magazines, paper, cardboard, printed matter, bookbinding material, photographs, 
stationery, adhesives for stationery or household purposes, artists' materials, paintbrushes, typewriters and office 
requisites (except furniture), teaching materials [except apparatus], plastic materials for packaging, printers' type, printing 
blocks; wholesale and retail services and wholesale and retail services online, via catalogue and trough global computer 
networks of rubber, gutta-percha, gum, asbestos, mica and goods made from these materials, plastic materials [semi-
finished products], packing, stopping and insulating materials, flexible pipes, not of metal, fur, trunks [luggage], 
umbrellas and parasols, furniture, mirrors, picture frames, goods of wood, cork and plastic materials, bedding articles, 
except bed clothes, household and kitchen utensils and containers (not of precious metal or coated therewith), combs 
and sponges, brushes (except paint brushes), brush-making materials, articles for cleaning purposes, steel wool; 
wholesale and retail services and wholesale and retail services online, via catalogue and trough global computer 
networks of unworked or semi-worked glass (except glass used in building), glassware, porcelain and earthenware, yarns, 
textiles and textile goods, bed and table covers, clothing, footwear, headgear, linoleum and other articles for covering 
floors (except carpets, rugs, mats), tapestries (except textiles), toys, games, playing cards; wholesale and retail services 
and wholesale and retail services online, via catalogue and trough global computer networks of gymnastics and sport 
articles, decorations for Christmas trees, French fries, preserved fish, preserved meat, preserved vegetables, edible fats, 
prepared dried fruit, jams, jellies, eggs, milk and milk products, flour and preparations made from cereals, bread, biscuits, 
cakes, pastry, confectionery including nougat, sorbets, popcorn and chocolates, coffee, tea, sugar and spices, beers, 
mineral and aerated waters and other non-alcoholic beverages, fruit beverages and fruit juices, wines and other alcoholic 
beverages, tobacco, smoker's articles, matches.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 35 
 

3923828    28/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417740]
VEGA CORPORATION CO., LTD.

4F Hakata Gion Center Place, 7-20 Gion-cho, Hakata-ku, Fukuoka-shi Fukuoka 812-0038 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
On-line advertising on a computer network; presentation of goods on communication media, for retail purposes; 
commercial information and advice for consumers [consumer advice shop]; provision of an on-line marketplace for 
buyers and sellers of goods and services; advertising via the Internet; promoting the goods and services of others by 
means of a loyalty rewards scheme; promoting the goods and services of others by distributing coupons; providing 
information concerning commercial sales; operation and management of online shopping mall business on the Internet; 
arranging commercial transactions, for others, via online shops; agencies for the purchase and sale of goods using 
electronic networks; office function services relating to contracts of purchase and sale of products.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 35 
 

Priority claimed from 21/11/2017; Application No. : 87693879 ;United States of America 

3924837    18/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417989]
Chico's Brands Investments, Inc.

11215 Metro Parkway Fort Myers FL 33966 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Retail store services featuring jewelry, watches, clothing, scarves, swimwear, undergarments, headwear, bags, purses, 
belts, eyewear, home goods, and accessories; online retail store services featuring jewelry, watches, clothing, scarves, 
swimwear, undergarments, headwear, bags, purses, belts, eyewear, home goods, and accessories; catalog ordering 
services featuring jewelry, watches, clothing, scarves, swimwear, undergarments, headwear, bags, purses, belts, 
eyewear, home goods, and accessories; providing an incentive reward programs for customers through the issuance and 
processing of loyalty coupons for frequent use of participating businesses; providing incentive award programs through 
issuance and processing of loyalty points for purchase of a company's goods; arranging and conducting incentive reward 
programs to promote the sale of jewelry, watches, clothing, scarves, swimwear, undergarments, headwear, bags, purses, 
belts, eyewear, home goods, and accessories; all of the aforementioned excluding services featuring infants', children's, 
and pregnant women's underwear, infants', children's, and pregnant women's clothing, infants', children's, and pregnant 
women's footwear, and footwear specifically made for pregnant women.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 36 
 

3921440    04/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417723]
STOLTE FAMILY FOUNDATION

837 N. 34th Street, Suite 200 Seattle WA 98103 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Providing grants to qualified recipients in the fields of education and environmental causes.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 36 
 

 

3921505    15/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417853]
Pepperstone Group Limited

L5, 530 Collins St MELBOURNE VIC 3000 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Agencies for the exchange of currency; brokerage of currency; buying and selling currency; currency exchange services; 
provision of foreign currency; provision of online currency exchange calculators; brokerage of futures; brokerage of 
futures contracts; brokerage of securities; brokerage of shares; brokerage of stocks; brokerage services relating to the 
securities markets; commodities brokerage; exchange brokerage; money brokerage; securities brokerage; share 
brokerage services; stock bond brokerage; stock brokerage; traded options brokerage; trading of shares; carbon trading 
services; commodity trading (financial services); options trading; securities trading services; trading in bonds; trading in 
contracts on stocks; trading in currencies; trading in equities; trading in futures; trading in options; trading in securities; 
trading in stocks; trading of emission reduction credits; trading of shares; financial services and financial advice in 
relation to any of the foregoing.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 36 
 

3924923    22/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1418349]
Beijing Source Code Capital Investment Limited

Room 04-1554, 8th Floor, No. 18 Zhongguancun Street, Haidian District Beijing China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Stock brokerage services; debt advisory services; providing financial information via a web site; financial management; 
financial consultancy; financial information; stock exchange quotations; financing services; financial evaluation 
[insurance, banking, real estate]; capital investment; fund investments; fiscal valuation; trusteeship; fiduciary; escrow 
services.

5072



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 36 
 

3925032    09/01/2018
[International Registration No. : 1418323]
EUPSProvider s.r.o.

Kremencova 186/7 CZ-110 00 Prague Czech Republic

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Payment services, money remittance, merchant processing, cash money transfers, prepaid debit cards, mass payments.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 39 
 

 

3921942    29/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417863]
DITAS DENIZ ISLETMECILIGI VE TANKERCILIGI ANONIM SIRKETI

Altunizade Mahallesi Kisikli Caddesi No: 26 Kat: 1-3 Üsküdar TR-34662 Istanbul Turkey

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Land, water and air transport services; rental of land, water or air vehicles; arranging of tours; travel reservation; issuing 
of tickets for travel; courier services (messages or merchandise); boat storage.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 41 
 

Priority claimed from 30/09/2014; Application No. : 144121855 ;France 

3121307    26/03/2015
[International Registration No. : 1258955]
ESSILOR INTERNATIONAL

147 rue de Paris F-94220 Charenton-le-Pont FR

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Educational, teaching and training services; organization and conducting of colloquiums, exhibitions, conferences, 
seminars, meetings and training workshops for cultural or educational purposes; provision of information relating to 
education; consultancy relating to education and training; organization of training courses; professional training; 
sporting and cultural activities; organization of competitions and games for socio-educational, professional and/or 
humanitarian purposes; organization of exhibitions for educational purposes; publication of instructional, teaching and 
training materials namely: pamphlets, books, manuals, magazines, booklets, leaflets, posters; entertainment; organization 
and management of educational, cultural or business events; education and training services in the field of occupational 
health and safety; organization of competitions (education or entertainment); organization and conducting of award 
ceremonies (entertainment), concerts, fashion shows (for entertainment purposes), charitable galas (entertainment); 
editing and publishing of texts other than advertising texts; publication of electronic books and journals on-line; rental of 
educational material and apparatus; production of films and videos.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 41 
 

Priority claimed from 30/01/2015; Application No. : 86519829 ;United States of America 

3173208    16/07/2015
[International Registration No. : 1263948]
ACHIEVE3000 INC.

Suite 3, 1985 Cedar Bridge Avenue Lakewood NJ 08701 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHADHA & CHADHA.

F-46, HIMALYA HOUSE, 23 KASTURBA GANDHI MARG, NEW DELHI -110001.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Educational services, namely, providing courses of instruction via the internet for grades K-12 and adult education in the 
fields of reading, writing, science and math.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 41 
 

 

Priority claimed from 02/05/2018; Application No. : 87903980 ;United States of America 

3921508    22/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1418124]
Ireland, Jud

50 South Pointe Drive Suite 1401 Miami Beach FL 33139 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Athletic and sports event services, namely, arranging, organizing, operating and conducting 5k, 10k and marathon races; 
entertainment services in the nature of organizing running and walking events; educational services, namely, providing 
events and seminars regarding conservation, environmental, recycling, sustainability, and "green" programs; event 
planning services for social entertainment purposes; consulting services relating to the presentation of educational 
seminars and environmentally-themed entertainment and social events in the field of conservation, environmental, 
recycling, sustainability, and "green" programs; arranging and conducting special events for social entertainment 
purposes and providing a website featuring information on arranging and conducting special events for social 
entertainment purposes and environmental education purposes; educational services, namely, providing on-line classes, 
seminars, and workshops in the field of conservation, environmental, recycling, sustainability, and "green" programs; 
entertainment, namely, a continuing news and educational show broadcast over television and internet in the field of 
conservation, environmental, recycling, sustainability, and "green" programs.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 42 
 

Priority claimed from 30/10/2017; Application No. : 87665392 ;United States of America 

3878058    04/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1409847]
SALESFORCE.COM, INC.

The Landmark @ One Market St., Suite 300 San Francisco CA 94105 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI

D-17, South Extension Part - 2, New Delhi - 110049

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for use in customer relationship management (CRM), sales 
performance management, sales automation, and customer service and support; platform as a service (PaaS) featuring 
computer software platforms for use in customer relationship management (CRM), sales performance management, sales 
automation, and customer service and support; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for customizing 
computer software application functionality and user interfaces in the field of customer relationship management; 
platform as a service (PaaS) featuring computer software platforms for customizing computer software application 
functionality and user interfaces in the field of customer relationship management.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 42 
 

Priority claimed from 04/12/2017; Application No. : 87707129 ;United States of America 

3917370    04/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417440]
EnterpriseJungle, Inc.

5042 Wilshire Blvd., 135 Los Angeles CA 90036 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for use in data assembly and integration, database 
management, platform management, for use in sending contextual and relevant communications, and for use in business 
development and corporate evangelism.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 42 
 

Priority claimed from 05/12/2017; Application No. : 87708724 ;United States of America 

3920800    05/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417635]
UST Global Media Services, Inc.

5 Polaris Way Aliso Viejo CA 92656 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Providing temporary use of non-downloadable cloud-based software; providing temporary use of non-downloadable 
cloud-based software for the budgeting and cost management of visual effects; providing temporary use of non-
downloadable cloud-based software for cost projections, preparing bid packages, comparing competitive bids, 
contracting visual effects facilities and finalizing a visual effects budget, for use in the field of video and film production.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018           Class 42 
 

Priority claimed from 12/12/2017; Application No. : 711788 ;Switzerland 

3921460    31/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417924]
Tyco Fire & Security GmbH

Victor von Bruns-Strasse 21 CH-8212 Neuhausen am Rheinfall Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Quality control for the purpose of analysis of the decrease in merchandise; scientific analysis of merchandise turnover 
rates; scientific analysis and scientific evaluation of goods and services with a view to possible future applications; 
software as a service (SaaS), namely services in connection with non-downloadable software that controls and manages 
anti-theft alarms, anti-theft alarm keyboards, anti-theft alarm control panels and video surveillance systems (CCTV), 
together with electronic readers, sensors, transmitters, receivers and controllers, and electronic devices, namely data 
loggers for counting, recording and storing data relating to buyers, movement in retail stores, staff and operational 
functions in retail stores; software as a service (SaaS), namely services relating to non-downloadable software that 
provides business analysis services, reports, comparative analyses (benchmarking), concerning the management of 
inventories and goods, combating shoplifting and preventing losses, tracking the condition of devices, behavior models 
relating to customer movement, activity and customer interaction and staff functions.
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Priority claimed from 01/02/2013; Application No. : 2656222 ;United Kingdom 

2676923    01/08/2013
[International Registration No. : 1181197]
40SOUTH ENERGY LIMITED

16 Hanover Square London W1S 1HT United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S. RANA & CO.

317, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, HIGH COURT OF DELHI, NEW DELHI - 110 003.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Generators of electricity; tidal energy converters; wave power energy converters; installations, apparatus and 
machines for generating power and/or electricity; parts and fittings for use with the aforesaid goods; machine tools; 
motors and engines (except for land vehicles); machine coupling and transmission components (except for land 
vehicles); agricultural implements other than hand-operated; incubators for eggs; automatic vending machines.

Cl.36;Financial services; financial investment management services; fund raising services; brokerage services; 
insurance; financial affairs; monetary affairs; real estate affairs.

Cl.37;Erection, construction, installation, maintenance and repair of wave driven generators of electricity, wave power 
plants, and other wave energy operated machines; advisory, consultancy and information services relating to all the 
aforesaid services; construction, installation, maintenance and repair of wave energy converters and other wave-operated 
machines; advisory, consultancy and information services relating to all the aforesaid services; building construction; 
repair; installation services.
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Priority claimed from 12/09/2013; Application No. : 012134789 ;European Union 

2856728    06/03/2014
[International Registration No. : 1214662]
BSH HAUSGERÄTE GMBH

Carl-Wery-Str. 34 81739 München DE

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.

32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Electrical household and kitchen machines and apparatus (included in this class), in particular electrical kitchen 
machines and apparatus including grinders/crushers, mixing and kneading devices, fruit pressing machines, de-juicers, 
juice centrifuges, grinding machines, cutting devices, electrically powered tools, tin openers, knife sharpening devices 
and appliances and devices for making beverages and/or food, pumps for dispensing chilled beverages for use in 
combination with devices for chilling beverages; electric vending machines for beverages or foods, automatic vending 
machines; electrical apparatus for sealing plastics; electrical waste disposers, namely waste grinders and waste 
compacting machines; dishwashers; electric machines and devices for cleaning laundry and clothing (included in this 
class), including washing machines, spin dryers; ironing presses, ironing machines, included in this class; electric 
household cleaning equipment, including electric window cleaning equipment, electric shoe polishers and vacuum 
cleaners, wet and dry vacuuming apparatus; parts for all the aforesaid goods included in this class, in particular flexible 
tubes, pipes, dust filters, dust filter bags, all for vacuum cleaners.

Cl.9;Kitchen scales, bathroom scales; remote operating, signalling and control apparatus (electric/electronic) for 
household or kitchen machines and utensils; recorded and unrecorded machine-readable data carriers for household 
equipment; data processing devices and data processing programmes for controlling and operating household 
appliances; dosimeters; parts and auxiliary parts for all the aforesaid goods, included in this class.

Cl.11;Apparatus for heating, steam generating and cooking, in particular stoves, baking, roasting, grilling, toasting, 
defrosting and heating devices, water heaters, immersion heaters, slow-cookers, microwave ovens, waffle irons (electric), 
egg-boilers, deep-fat fryers (electric); electrical tea and coffee makers, espresso coffee machines, automatic coffee 
machines (included in this class); refrigerating apparatus, in particular refrigerators, chest freezers, refrigerated cabinets, 
beverage-cooling apparatus, fridge-freezers, freezers, ice machines and apparatus; drying apparatus, in particular 
including tumble dryers, laundry drying machines, hand dryers, hair dryers; infrared lamps (other than for medical use); 
heating pads (not for medical purposes), electric blankets (not for medical purposes); ventilating apparatus, in particular 
fans, extractor hood filters, extractor hood equipment and covers for extractor hoods, air-conditioning apparatus and 
devices for improving air quality, air humidifiers, air deodorisers, fragrance dispensing apparatus (not for personal use); 
air purifying apparatus, apparatus for water supply and sanitary purposes, in particular including fittings for steam 
generating, ventilating and water supply installations; water heaters, storage water heaters and instantaneous water 
heaters; kitchen sinks; heat pumps; parts for all the aforesaid goods, included in this class; taps for dispensing cooled 
beverages, for use in combination with appliances for cooling of beverages.
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Priority claimed from 28/03/2013; Application No. : 011736931 ;European Union 

2857495    20/09/2013
[International Registration No. : 1216354]
HYDAC TECHNOLOGY GMBH

Industriegebiet 66280 Sulzbach/Saar Germany

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.

32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Industrial chemicals and chemical preparations for scientific purposes; resins like anionic and cationic acting 
replacement resins including phenolic resins like unprocessed plastics, also in form of bulk freight as refillable filter 
media for filter elements; adhesives for industrial purposes, in particular for connecting filter element parts with each 
other, and for connecting of end caps with pleated or cylindric shaped filter media or filter mats as well as for longitudinal 
seam connecting of such filter media and filter mats.

Cl.4;Industrial oils and greases; lubricating oils being hydraulic oils and engine oils; lubricants and refrigeration 
lubricants; dust absorbing, wetting and binding compositions; fuels (including motor spirit) and illuminants.

Cl.6;Ironmongery and small items of metal hardware, including screws; fittings of metal for fastening storage units, 
filters, valves and control blocks, and gas, liquid and electric conduits; fittings for gas and liquid apparatus and for gas or 
liquid conduits of metal; metal fasteners, namely clamps; clips of metal; hose couplings and connections, flexible tubes 
of metal; metallic connector supports, screw couplings, metallic adapters and sealing caps; storage tanks of metal, 
including metallic hydraulic tanks; metal housings and parts therefor, in particular in the form of metallic storage 
housings, metallic filter housings, metallic valve blocks (not being parts of machines).

Cl.7;Machines and machine tools for fluid technology, gas technology and lubricating technology included in this class, 
in particular for use in the automobile industry, including mobile hydraulics, the semiconductor industry, the food 
industry, aerospace, medicine, pharmacy, oil and gas transport technology, environmental engineering, laboratory and 
testing technology, household and sanitary systems, as well as in mining and in the field of steelworks, power plants, 
wind power installations, machine tools, transfer presses, plastic injection moulding machines; hydropneumatic storage 
units being machine parts; piston accumulators, bubble memory devices, diaphragm accumulators, bellows 
accumulators, spring accumulators, in each case being parts of machines and accumulator installations consisting of 
such accumulators, being parts of machines, including in the field of offshore and deep sea applications; hydraulic, 
hydropneumatic and reflective sound, vibration and pressure dampers, resonators, silencers, in each case being parts of 
machines; filtration devices and filters, being parts of machines, for filtration and separation technologies, usable for all 
technical, chemical, biological, and process engineering applications; replacement parts for all the aforesaid goods; 
coalescers, high-pressure, medium-pressure and low-pressure filters, liquid filters, line filters and process line filters, gas 
filters, including for seal gas systems, cyclone filters and other separating filters, filling filters and ventilation filters, full 
flow filters and bypass filters, multistage filters, return flow filters, including suction filters and return flow suction filters, 
tank-integrated filters, including ventilating and drying devices, drum filters and strip winding filters, perforated plate 
filters and screen filters, offline filters and inline filters and spin-on filters, plastic melt filters, membrane filters, filter units 
together with draining apparatus, including being machine parts; filter elements, perforated sheet filter and screen filter 
elements, gap-type tube filter elements, rheological filter elements, flow filter elements, filter candles, filter cartridges, 
filter housings, filter discs and disc filter elements, filter mats, filter pots, filter cloths, filter bags, filter belts, filter packs 
and depth filter elements, including woven materials for filters, including being machine parts; cooling and heating 
devices, namely heat exchangers (parts of machines) for stationary and mobile applications for exchanging heat between 
liquid and/or gaseous media; shut-off equipment, shut-off apparatus, stop valves, switch-over devices and valves being 
parts for machines, in particular for hydraulic and pneumatic propellants and media; in particular inflow pressure and 
circulating pressure balances, flow control valves, priority valves, shuttle valves, seat valves and slide valves, throttle 
valves, screens, directional control valves, check valves, pressure valves, pressure control valves and pressure limiting 
valves, optionally with indicators and monitors, vent valves; control apparatus being parts of machines, in particular for 
hydraulic and pneumatic installations, in particular flow-dividers and control blocks, including valve control blocks; 
hydraulic or pneumatic operating cylinders, being parts of machines; hydraulic and pneumatic motors and engines, 
gears, couplings, pumps and compressors, in each case being parts of machines; hydraulic or pneumatic drive units for 
land, air and water vehicles and being parts of machines, in particular for process engineering, for general machine 
construction and for vehicles, in particular for construction machines, for machine tools, for machines for manufacturing 
plastics, for drives for tools, for presses, for transport installations, for shipping and aeronautics, for chemical and 
reactor technology, for mining and iron and steel works, and for rolling mills, in particular consisting of at least one 
hydraulic pump, at least one drive motor and at least one container of metal or plastic for liquids; hydraulic motors and 
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engines; control apparatus, in particular electric, electro-mechanical and electro-hydraulic control apparatus (included in 
this class); lubricating apparatus and equipment, lubricating installations, supply apparatus, in particular distributors for 
stationary and mobile application; mechanically operated clamping apparatus, clamping machines and clamping tools; 
motor-driven hydraulic pressure and feed pumps, being parts of machines, adjustable and non-adjustable; hydraulic drive 
units for elevator controllers, transport controllers and lift controllers, in particular consisting of a hydraulic pump, a drive 
motor and a liquid container of metal or plastic; machines for industrial washing and cleaning.

Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; electric components of all kinds, included in this class,
in particular for use in the automobile industry, including mobile hydraulics, the semiconductor industry, the food 
industry, aeronautics, medicine, pharmacy, oil and gas transport technology, environmental engineering, laboratory and 
testing technology, household and sanitary systems, as well as in mining and in the field of steelworks, power plants, 
wind power installations, machine tools, transfer presses and plastic injection moulding machines; electrical motors, 
control equipment and apparatus for elevator controllers; resonators; indicator, monitor and control apparatus for level, 
pressure, temperature and quantity for gaseous and liquid media, manometer monitoring switches; switching equipment, 
monitoring apparatus and diagnostic apparatus for technical applications; apparatus, instruments and components for 
conducting, switching, converting, storing, regulating or controlling electricity; transducers; actuators; sensors, including
pressure sensors, flow sensors, temperature sensors, level sensors, sensors for detecting state variables of liquids and 
gases, fluid flow sensors, viscosity sensors, gas sensors, conductivity sensors, sensors for determining relative 
permittivity, moisture sensors, optical sensors, magnetic sensors, capacitive sensors, chemical sensors, thermoelectric 
sensors, distance sensors, incline sensor, particle counters, piezoelectric actuators, electrostatic actuators and magnetic 
actuators; active and passive electric and electronic components; active and passive electric and electronic components 
manufactured using thick-film and thinfilm technology; microwave antennas; magnets, including in combination with 
valve switching components, except ignition magnets for motors and engines; optical equipment and apparatus, 
including cameras, microscopes, optical recording apparatus, in particular for analysis and metrology; optical particle 
counting apparatus; individual parts for electronic apparatus, in particular logical elements, electrotechnical and 
electronic component parts and units consisting thereof, in particular printed circuits, semiconductor component parts, 
integrated circuits, memory components, resistors, microprocessors; circuit boards with electrotechnical and electronic 
assemblies and component parts of computers and data processing installations, and electric and electronic installations 
for monitoring, testing and controlling industrial working processes and of apparatus and instruments in the mechanical 
engineering field, in particular semiconductor components; electronic, electrotechnical and mechanical apparatus, 
equipment and instruments, namely for computers and systems constructed from the aforesaid goods, including 
peripheral apparatus for the acquisition, display, output and transmission of data and for manufacturing and process 
technology; computers, in particular computers for research, scientific and industrial purposes, in particular for technical 
and scientific applications; data processing programs for these computers recorded on machine-readable data carriers, in
particular magnetic disks and tapes and diskettes; computer software; dosage dispensers; control apparatus and vehicle 
stabilisation systems, including roll stabilisation devices; electrical, hydraulical and electro-hydraulical controls for drives 
of all kinds, in particular for variable speed motors.

Cl.11;Filter devices and filters for heating, steam-generating, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply, water 
treatment, air-conditioning, and sanitary installations and apparatus; spare parts for the aforesaid goods; filters (parts of 
industrial installations), namely coalescers, high-pressure, medium-pressure and low-pressure filters, liquid filters, line 
filters and process line filters, gas filters, including for seal gas systems, cyclone filters and other separating filters, filling 
filters and ventilation filters, full flow filters and bypass filters, multistage filters, return flow filters, including suction 
filters and return flow suction filters, tank-integrated filters, including ventilating and drying devices, drum filters and strip 
winding filters, perforated plate filters and screen filters, offline filters and inline filters and spin-on filters, plastic melt 
filters, membrane filters, filter units together with draining apparatus; component parts of filters (parts of industrial 
installations), namely perforated sheet filter and screen filter elements, gap-type tube filter elements, rheological filter 
elements, flow filter elements, filter candles, filter cartridges, filter housings, filter sheets and disc filter elements, filter 
mats, filter pots, filter cloths, filter bags, filter belts, filter packs and depth filter elements, including woven materials for 
filters; gas-technical installations and components, all the aforesaid goods included in this class, in particular for use in 
the automobile industry, including mobile hydraulics, the semiconductor industry, the food industry, aeronautics, 
medicine, pharmacy, oil and gas transport technology, environmental engineering, laboratory and testing technology, 
household and sanitary systems, and in mining and in the field of steelworks, power plants, wind-power installations, 
machine tools, transfer presses and plastic injection moulding machines; heat exchangers for stationary and mobile 
applications for exchanging heat between liquid and/or gaseous media; cooling and heating installations for media 
therein.

Cl.12;Apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water; motors as well as gears and converter gears, engines and 
gearboxes for land vehicles; couplings and transmission components for land vehicles; air cushion vehicles; control 
apparatus, being parts for vehicles, in particular for hydraulic and pneumatic installations, in particular flow-dividers and 
control blocks, including valve control blocks; shut-off equipment, shut-off apparatus, stop valves, switch-over devices 
and valves being parts for vehicles, in particular for hydraulic and pneumatic propellants and media, namely inflow 
pressure and circulating pressure balances, flow control valves, priority valves, shuttle valves, seat valves and slide 
valves, throttle valves, diaphragms, directional control valves, non return valves, pressure valves, pressure control valves 
and pressure limiting valves, optionally with indicators and monitors, vent valves.

Cl.16;Filter materials of paper for liquid, gaseous and paste media.

Cl.20;Filter and filter elements made of plastic; the aforesaid filter elements for liquid, gaseous and paste media; 
filtering materials of plastics materials.

Cl.24;Filter textiles for liquid and gaseous media.

Cl.35;Advertising in the field of fluid technology, in particular hydraulics and pneumatics, including electrical 
engineering and electronics.

Cl.37;New installation, commissioning, inspection, maintenance, repair, inspection and replacement of hydraulic, 
electric and electronic installations, devices and their components; maintenance of mobile and stationary filter systems, 
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cross-flow filtration and solvent recovery; maintenance of fluids such as hydraulic and cooling lubricant liquids and 
gases.

Cl.40;Treatment of materials; applying and structuring electrically conductive, semi-conductive and electrically 
insulating layers for the production of electric and electronic components; applying and structuring optical layers; 
applying and structuring layers for heat conduction or heat insulation; conducting media treatment, in particular oil 
treatment, such as oil cooling, oil degassing, oil settling, charge separation and charge removal in or out of oil; treatment 
and destruction of tribological systems, including filters and filter components in compliance with environmental 
regulations, including emission standards and other environmental criteria.

Cl.41;Conducting courses and creating publications in the fields of hydraulics, pneumatics and electrical engineering.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research 
services; computer software and hardware design and development; conducting fluid and gas technology and chemical 
analysis; chemistry services; engineering services; physics research; technical research; mechanical research; research 
in the field of microsystems engineering; chemical research; physics (research); consultancy in the field of oil state 
monitoring; consultancy in the field of oil treatment, namely technical consultancy with regard to preventing the aging of 
oil, foreign particles in oil, including water, rust and other pollutants, bearing wear, corrosion and damage; testing, 
measuring, checking (supervision) and documenting services in the field of fluid technology, sensor technology, 
environmental technology and process engineering; surveying; materials testing; technical project studies; quality 
control; creation of data-processing programs; computer programming; research and development (for others); material 
testing; development of processes for the manufacture of new products using thin-film technology; development of 
product structures and layouts; development of sensors, measuring processes and measuring principles; implementation 
of optimisation work, including simulations of these areas; application of measuring technologies of all kinds.
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Priority claimed from 30/01/2014; Application No. : 16922 ;Leichtenstein 

2858286    02/05/2014
[International Registration No. : 1216963]
IVOCLAR VIVADENT AG

Bendererstrasse 2 FL-9494 Schaan Liechtenstein

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
L.S.DAVAR & CO

32, RADHA MAKHAB DUTTA GARDEN LANE. KOLKATA -700 010

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Dental impression and filling materials of ceramics, composites or synthetic materials.

Cl.10;Dental apparatus, namely mounting systems for dental milling blocks made of ceramics, composites or synthetic 
materials.
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Priority claimed from 19/11/2013; Application No. : 1279170 ;Benelux 

2874370    19/05/2014
[International Registration No. : 1220834]
VLAAMSE INSTELLING VOOR TECHNOLOGISCH ONDERZOEK, AFGEKORT VITO, NAAMLOZE VENNOOTSCHAP

Boeretang 200 B-2400 Mol

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
L.S.DAVAR & CO

32, RADHA MAKHAB DUTTA GARDEN LANE. KOLKATA -700 010

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2016967, 2016968

IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signaling, checking 
(supervision), life-(rescue) and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, 
switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or 
reproduction of sound or images; magnetic and / or optical data carriers, recording discs; automatic vending machines 
and mechanisms for coin operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment and 
computers; fire extinguishers; electrodes, electrode systems.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; services in the field of industrial 
analysis and research; design and development of computer hardware and software.
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2971103    08/10/2014
[International Registration No. : 1238225]
REFLEX WINKELMANN GMBH

Gersteinstraße 19 59227 Ahlen Germany

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.

32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Pumps as machines and parts of machines; pumps for heating installations; mechanical pumps; all 
aforementioned goods also as parts of drinking water supply installations, pressure maintenance installations, pressure 
increasing installations, service water heating installations and heating installations; separators [machines]; sewage 
pulverizers; pressure valves [parts of machines]; pressure reducing valves [parts of machines]; dirt separators; de-
aerators for feedwater; feedwater regulators; water separators; atomizers [machines].

Cl.9;Apparatus and instruments for monitoring, controlling and regulating as part of drinking water supply installations, 
pressure maintenance installations, pressure increasing installations, service water heating installations and heating 
installations; solenoid valves.

Cl.11;Apparatus and instruments for water softening, especially as parts of drinking water supply installations, 
pressure maintenance installations, pressure increasing installations, service water heating installations and heating 
installations; pressure expansion tanks and vessels, in particular membrane pressure expansion tanks vessels as parts 
of drinking water supply installations, pressure maintenance installations, pressure increasing installations, service water 
heating installations and heating installations; hydraulic accumulators; pressure maintenance systems or pressure 
increasing systems for ensuring a predetermined water pressure in heating systems, cooling systems, solar systems or 
water supply or water distribution systems; valves, namely valves for heating, filling valves, cut off valves, relief valves, 
cut off cocks; heat exchangers, plate heat exchangers, pipe coil heat exchangers for heat and power engineering; 
degassing devices, namely devices for degassing liquids; heating water feeding installations, namely devices for filling 
the water level; strainers, namely faucets with water filters as parts of heating systems, cooling systems, solar systems, 
water supply systems and water distribution systems; ionizers for the treatment of air and water; filters for drinking water; 
apparatus for filtering water; apparatus for purifying water; hot water tanks; service water tanks.

Cl.37;Installation, assembling and maintenance services of drinking water supply installations, pressure maintenance 
installations, pressure increasing installations, service water heating installations and heating installations.
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2997673    22/10/2014
[International Registration No. : 1242201]
TianDe Limited liability company

E. Alekseevoj St., 112a, Barnaul RU-656019 Altai Krai Russian Federation

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Abrasives; amber [perfume]; scale removing preparations for household purposes; antistatic preparations for 
household purposes; aromatics [essential oils]; cake flavourings [essential oils]; flavorings for beverages [essential oils]; 
breath freshening sprays; canned pressurized air for cleaning and dusting purposes; polishing stones; abrasive paper; 
emery paper; polishing paper; petroleum jelly for cosmetic purposes; cotton wool for cosmetic purposes; sachets for 
perfuming linen; adhesives for cosmetic purposes; scented water; Javelle water; lavender water; toilet water; laundry 
wax; parquet floor wax; non-slipping wax for floors; mustache wax; tailors' wax; creams for leather; polish for furniture 
and flooring; shoemakers' wax; polishing wax; heliotropine; dental bleaching gels; geraniol; make-up; deodorants for 
human beings or for animals; depilatory preparations; scented wood; perfumes; non-slipping liquids for floors; 
windshield cleaning liquids; greases for cosmetic purposes; volcanic ash for cleaning; toiletries; perfumery; decorative 
transfers for cosmetic purposes; ionone [perfumery]; smoothing stones; eyebrow pencils; cosmetic pencils; silicon 
carbide [abrasive]; carbides of metal [abrasives]; alum stones [astringents]; tripoli stone for polishing; adhesives for 
affixing false eyelashes; adhesives for affixing false hair; quillaia bark for washing; corundum [abrasive]; beard dyes; 
colorants for toilet purposes; cosmetic dyes; laundry starch; laundry glaze; polishing creams; cosmetic creams; skin 
whitening creams; polishing rouge; incense; hair spray; nail polish; hair lotions; lotions for cosmetic purposes; 
aftershave lotions; beauty masks; oils for cosmetic purposes; oils for toilet purposes; essential oils; essential oils of 
cedarwood; essential oils of lemon; oils for cleaning purposes; bergamot oil; gaultheria oil; jasmine oil; lavender oil; 
almond oil; rose oil; oil of turpentine for degreasing; whiting; cleaning chalk; almond milk for cosmetic purposes; 
cleansing milk for toilet purposes; musk [perfumery]; soap; disinfectant soap; deodorant soap; shaving soap; soap for 
brightening textile; cakes of toilet soap; medicated soap; antiperspirant soap; soap for foot perspiration; almond soap; 
mint for perfumery; cosmetic kits; emery; false nails; eau de Cologne; bases for flower perfumes; cotton sticks for 
cosmetic purposes; joss sticks; pastes for razor strops; dentifrices; pumice stone; hydrogen peroxide for cosmetic 
purposes; abrasive cloth; glass cloth; lipsticks; pomades for cosmetic purposes; shaving preparations; cosmetic 
preparations for baths; bath preparations, not for medical purposes; hair waving preparations; laundry soaking 
preparations; grinding preparations; smoothing preparations [starching]; leather bleaching preparations; polishing 
preparations; denture polishes; mouth washes, not for medical purposes; cosmetic preparations for slimming purposes; 
starch glaze for laundry purposes; furbishing preparations; fabric softeners for laundry use; laundry bleach; dry-cleaning 
preparations; paint stripping preparations; lacquer-removing preparations; make-up removing preparations; floor wax 
removers [scouring preparations]; varnish-removing preparations; rust removing preparations; nail care preparations; 
cleaning preparations; preparations for cleaning dentures; wallpaper cleaning preparations; preparations for unblocking 
drain pipes; color- [colour-] brightening chemicals for household purposes [laundry]; shining preparations [polish]; make-
up powder; diamantine [abrasive]; stain removers; scouring solutions; false eyelashes; tissues impregnated with 
cosmetic lotions; safrol; laundry blueing; turpentine, for degreasing; potpourris [fragrances]; bleaching soda; washing 
soda, for cleaning; bath salts, not for medical purposes; bleaching salts; fumigation preparations [perfumes]; 
preservatives for leather [polishes]; ammonia [volatile alkali] [detergent]; astringents for cosmetic purposes; eyebrow 
cosmetics; make-up preparations; sun-tanning preparations [cosmetics]; hair dyes; neutralizers for permanent waving; 
preparations to make the leaves of plants shiny; cosmetic preparations for eyelashes; cosmetic preparations for skin 
care; shoe wax; cosmetics; cosmetics for animals; mascara; detergents other than for use in manufacturing operations 
and for medical purposes; degreasers other than for use in manufacturing processes; bleaching preparations 
[decolorants] for cosmetic purposes; antiperspirants [toiletries]; talcum powder, for toilet use; terpenes [essential oils]; 
emery cloth; cloths impregnated with a detergent for cleaning; henna [cosmetic dye]; shampoos; shampoos for pets; dry 
shampoos; sandpaper; soda lye; extracts of flowers [perfumes]; ethereal essences; badian essence; mint essence 
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[essential oil].

Cl.35;Arranging subscriptions to telecommunication services for others; import-export agencies; commercial 
information agencies; advertising agencies; cost price analysis; rental of advertising space; business auditing; 
employment agencies; computerized file management; book-keeping; invoicing; demonstration of goods; transcription of 
communications [office functions]; opinion polling; marketing studies; business information; commercial information and 
advice for consumers [consumer advice shop]; business investigations; marketing research; personnel recruitment; 
business management and organization consultancy; business organization consultancy; business management 
consultancy; professional business consultancy; layout services for advertising purposes; business management of 
performing artists; news clipping services; updating of advertising material; word processing; organization of exhibitions 
for commercial or advertising purposes; arranging newspaper subscriptions for others; organization of trade fairs for 
commercial or advertising purposes; shop window dressing; business appraisals; payroll preparation; data search in 
computer files for others; sponsorship search; business management assistance; commercial or industrial management 
assistance; presentation of goods on communication media, for retail purposes; economic forecasting; auctioneering; 
sales promotion for others; office machines and equipment rental; rental of advertising time on communication media; 
publicity material rental; rental of vending machines; rental of photocopying machines; publication of publicity texts; 
radio advertising; bill-posting; distribution of samples; dissemination of advertising matter; direct mail advertising; 
writing of publicity texts; advertising; on-line advertising on a computer network; advertising by mail order; television 
advertising; document reproduction; compilation of statistics; compilation of information into computer databases; 
business inquiries; systemization of information into computer databases; tax preparation; drawing up of statements of 
accounts; psychological testing for the selection of personnel; business management of hotels; commercial 
administration of the licensing of the goods and services of others; administrative processing of purchase orders; public 
relations; modelling for advertising or sales promotion; typing; relocation services for businesses; price comparison 
services; procurement services for others [purchasing goods and services for other businesses]; outsourcing services 
[business assistance]; telephone answering for unavailable subscribers; photocopying services; business efficiency 
expert services.
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Priority claimed from 31/10/2014; Application No. : 01298551 ;Benelux 

3062511    27/03/2015
[International Registration No. : 1251928]
DSM SINOCHEM PHARMACEUTICALS NETHERLANDS B.V.

Alexander Fleminglaan 1 NL-2613 AX Delft

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemical and biochemical substances for use in the manufacture of pharmaceuticals.

Cl.5;Chemical and biochemical preparations for pharmaceutical use.
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Priority claimed from 17/02/2015; Application No. : 013746292 ;European Union 

3062567    12/03/2015
[International Registration No. : 1251329]
BIOMÉRIEUX

F-69280 MARCY L'ETOILE France

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.

32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
978451, 1769568

IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific apparatus and instruments for the monitoring, detection, diagnosis and analysis of contaminating 
substances in industrial, agricultural agri-food, cosmetic, pharmaceutical and environmental products; diagnostic 
apparatus and instruments, not for medical use; software in the field of in-vitro diagnosis.

Cl.10;Apparatus and instruments for medical, pharmaceutical and veterinary diagnosis.
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Priority claimed from 29/09/2014; Application No. : 86409002 ;United States of America 

3064169    25/11/2014
[International Registration No. : 1251504]
ARBONNE INTERNATIONAL, LLC

9400 Jeronimo Road Irvine CA 92618 US

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Full line of hair care, body care and skin care products; full line of hair care, body care and skin care products, 
namely, cleansing cream, cleansing gel, cleansing lotion, body lotion, hydrating body lotion, moisturizing lotion, foot care 
lotion, cleansing scrub, masque, facial scrub, toner, refining toner, balancing toner, freshener, moisture cream, night 
cream, eye cream, corrective eye cream, rejuvenating cream, rejuvenating mist, skin conditioning oil, hand cream, shave 
gel, astringent spray, exfoliant, moisturizer, oil free cleanser, oil free toner, oil absorbing facial powder, deep-cleaning 
wash, sunscreen, lip balm, after sun lotion, hair protectant, suntaning preparations, suntanning oil, tan enhancer, 
hydrazine wash, day cream, facial serum, corrective eye cream, reversing gelée, pore cleaning masque, free-radical 
protecting body serum, foaming body wash, shampoo, conditioner, scalp revitalizer, balancing cream, hair and body 
wash, body oil, sea salt scrub, bath and shower gel, bath salts, massage oil, makeup, color wand, finishing powder, 
pressed powder, eye pencils, eye shadow, face blushers, eyelash thickener, lip moisturizer, lipsticks, lip pencils, eye 
makeup remover pads, lip ointment; full line of color cosmetics; fragrances; namely, perfume and Cologne.

Cl.5;Oil free acne lotion, nutritional supplements, dietary supplements, nutritional drink mix for use as a meal 
replacement, vitamins, herbal supplements, vitamin and mineral supplements.

Cl.14;Jewelry; jewelry boxes; watches.

Cl.18;Fashion handbags, purses, handbags, shoulder bags, carryalls, travel bags makeup bags sold empty, cosmetic 
bags sold empty and toiletry bags sold empty.

Cl.25;Clothing, namely, shirts, T-shirts, sweaters, jackets, sweatshirts, pants socks, hats.

Cl.35;Retail store and on-line retail store services, retail shop-at-home party services, mail order services, on-line 
ordering services and retail distributorship services featuring cosmetics, fragrances, personal care, body, beauty and 
health products, nutritional and food supplements, dietary supplements, medicated cosmetics, medicated skin care 
preparations, clothing, bags, jewelry and stationery; arranging and conducting incentive reward programs to promote the 
sale of cosmetics, fragrances, personal care, body, beauty and health products, nutritional and food supplements, dietary 
supplements, medicated cosmetics, medicated skin care preparations, clothing, bags, jewelry and stationery; business 
consultation; advertising and marketing consultancy; advice in the field of business management and marketing; 
business organization and operation consultancy; arranging and conducting special events for business, commercial, 
promotional or advertising purposes; assistance with business management and planning; charitable services, namely, 
organizing and developing projects to promote the development, of teenagers.
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3068127    01/04/2015
[International Registration No. : 1251266]
EAGLE HOCKEY AUSTRALIA PTY LTD

Hockey House, 281-283 Burke Road GLEN IRIS VIC 3146 Australia

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.25;Clothing, particularly clothing for playing hockey.

Cl.28;Sporting equipment, particularly sporting equipment for playing hockey.
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Priority claimed from 03/10/2014; Application No. : MI2014C009141 ;Italy 

3068921    16/03/2015
[International Registration No. : 1251303]
VALENTINO S.P.A.

Via Turati, 16/18 I-20121 MILANO Italy

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.18;Leather and imitations of leather; purses; school bags; school satchels; card cases; travelling trunks; duffel bags 
for travel; rucksacks; wallets; shopping bags; attaché cases; beach bags; bags; handbags; travelling bags; handbag 
frames; pouches; briefcases; cases of leather; vanity cases not fitted; leather key cases; suitcases; bags for sports; hat 
boxes of leather; garment bags for travel; leather shoulder belts; leather straps; fur; raw skins; dog collars; clothing for 
pets; umbrellas; walking sticks; whips, saddlery, harness fittings.

Cl.25;Clothing; overalls; underwear; sweaters; shirts; jumpers; suits; ready-made clothing; trousers; outer clothing; 
knitwear; coats; skirts; petticoats; pullovers; overcoats; jackets; stuff jackets; ski jackets; ski pants; parkas; clothing of 
leather; T-shirts; blouses; pants; dressing gowns; formal dresses; vests; jerseys; pajamas; bathrobes; brassieres; 
camisoles; corselets; slips; children"s clothing; layettes; bathing caps; bathing suits; clothing for gymnastics; waterproof 
clothing; raincoats; masquerade costumes; footwear; slippers; bath slippers; boots; sport boots; horse-riding boots; 
galoshes; shoes; beach shoes; sandals; sport shoes; gymnastic shoes; overshoes; headgear; hats; caps; cap peaks; 
socks; sock suspenders; stockings; garters; gloves; mittens; muffs; shawls; ties; neckties; scarves and foulards 
(clothing article); veils; bandanas; fur stoles; furs (clothing); belts; wedding dresses.
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Priority claimed from 03/06/2014; Application No. : 14 4 095 341 ;France 
Advertised In Journal - is Treated as Cancelled and Readvertised under section 20(1)(2)

3071590    01/12/2014
[International Registration No. : 1252460]
SAFRAN HELICOPTER ENGINES

F-64510 Bordes FR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MIRANDAH ASIA INDIA

Mirandah Asia (India), Level 5, Caddie Commercial Tower, Hospitality District, Aerocity, IGI Airport, New Delhi-110037

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Data processing equipment; computer programs and software; magnetic, optical and digital recording media, CD-
ROMs, DVDs; electronic media for data banks; apparatus for recording, transmission, reproduction of sound, images 
and/or data.

Cl.35;Assistance in the operation and management of industrial or commercial companies; advisory services for 
commercial management of industrial or commercial companies; statistical study and compilation of commercial data; 
compilation of information into computer databases; management and compilation of databases; data analysis, 
compilation, systematization, management and processing; exploitation of commercial data; exploitation of commercial 
data banks; provision (preparation) of statistical data.

Cl.37;Repair, servicing and maintenance of vehicles and machines.

Cl.38;Provision of access to databases; transmission of information (telecommunication service) contained in a data 
bank and/or on a server via Internet and/or intranet access; rental of access time to a database server center.

Cl.41;Education; training; organization and conducting of internships, colloquiums, seminars, conferences, 
symposiums and congresses; publication of books, magazines, newspapers, periodicals, publications and printed matter; 
production of information and images held on an Internet server.

Cl.42;Evaluation, assessments and research in the fields of science and technology provided by engineers; research 
and development of new products; technical project studies; testing of machines; testing of materials; design and 
development of software and computer programming; statistical studies of industrial data; electronic data storage.
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Priority claimed from 17/11/2014; Application No. : 013463773 ;European Union 

3076465    27/04/2015
[International Registration No. : 1253643]
SUPFINA GRIESHABER GMBH & CO. KG

Schmelzegrün 7 77709 Wolfach DE

Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHADHA & CHADHA.

F-46, HIMALYA HOUSE, 23 KASTURBA GANDHI MARG, NEW DELHI -110001.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machines for surface processing; machine tools; grinding machines; machines for treating surfaces; polishing 
machines and apparatus (electric); finishing machines; attachments for the aforesaid machines, included in this class; 
machine parts for the aforesaid machines, included in this class.

Cl.40;Treatment of materials, namely superfinishing of roller bearings parts, rollers, camshafts, crank shafts and 
workpieces of metal, plastic, ceramic or glass; machining of surfaces; contract manufacturing, for others, of workpieces 
of metal, in particular roller bearing parts, camshafts, crank shafts.
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Priority claimed from 11/01/2015; Application No. : 671193 ;Switzerland 

3076473    25/03/2015
[International Registration No. : 1253655]
OETIKER SCHWEIZ AG

Spätzstrasse 11 CH-8810 Horgen CH

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Clamps, pipe fittings, tube fittings, pipe couplings, tube couplings.

Cl.7;Machines and machine tools for the production and fitting of clamps, couplings for pipes and couplings for tubes.
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Priority claimed from 04/11/2014; Application No. : 30 2014 064 819 ;Germany 

3092190    02/05/2015
[International Registration No. : 1255410]
MONTECH WERKSTOFFPRÜFMASCHINEN GMBH

Carl-Benz-Str. 11 74722 Buchen Germany

Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHADHA & CHADHA.

F-46, HIMALYA HOUSE, 23 KASTURBA GANDHI MARG, NEW DELHI -110001.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
MARK TO BE USED AS A WHOLE AND AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

Cl.7;Machines and devices for manufacturing specimens for material testing, namely for synthetics and rubber, in 
particular sample cutters, sample blanking machines, sample presses and bale cutters.

Cl.9;Measurement and testing machines for materials, namely for synthetics and rubber, in particular for the 
determination of fluidity, thermal stability, wear, hardness, density, elasticity, viscosity, vulcanization characteristics, 
processing capability, storage life, ozone resistance, dispersion, fatigue, abrasion and process capability, as well as long-
term and service-life testing; computer software for material testing machines, namely for testing synthetics and rubber; 
computer software for the analysis, process control and quality control in the material production, namely for synthetics 
and rubber; computer software for laboratory information management systems, in particular for the documentation of 
formulations and material mixtures accompanying development for synthetics and rubber; computer software for the 
linking of the above-mentioned software components.

Cl.42;Calibration of measurement instruments; functional testing of measurement instruments.
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Priority claimed from 03/07/2014; Application No. : 013055091 ;European Union 

3100066    22/12/2014
[International Registration No. : 1257156]
KUKA DEUTSCHLAND GMBH

Zugspitzstr. 140 86165 Augsburg DE

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI.

74 - F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI - 400 018.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machines for material treatment, transport, manufacture and production and machine tools, in particular robots; 
engines and motors, drive units, in particular for robots; machine parts; machine coupling and transmission components, 
in particular for robots; machines for gripping, moving and positioning mechanical components and/or tools; parts and 
accessories for the aforesaid goods, included in this class.

Cl.9;Measuring, detecting and monitoring instruments, devices and regulators, in particular for robotics; scientific 
research and laboratory apparatus, educational apparatus and simulators; parts and accessories for all the aforesaid 
goods, included in this class; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, 
regulating, controlling or distributing electricity, in particular for robot control; remote controlled apparatus and 
instruments for controlling and regulating machines, manufacturing installations, robots; apparatus and instruments for 
testing; test benches; data processing equipment and computers, calculating machines; recorded computer programs, 
other than for medical diagnostics and therapy, environmental rehabilitation or financing; downloadable computer 
programs, other than for medical diagnostics and therapy, environmental rehabilitation or financing; measuring 
instruments; electric/electronic operating apparatus for machines and tools.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto, in particular for robotics; 
industrial analysis and research services, in particular for robotics; design and development of computer hardware and 
software.
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Priority claimed from 19/11/2014; Application No. : 14/4134957 ;France 

3104227    28/11/2014
[International Registration No. : 1256567]
XILAM ANIMATION

86/90 rue Notre-Dame de Nazareth F-75003 PARIS France

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Soaps; sanitary and toiletry products, namely, soaps, shower gels, hair products, toothpastes; perfumery; 
cosmetics; soaps; essential oils; cosmetics; hair lotions; shampoos; make-up products; potpourri; deodorants; body 
creams; perfumery products; perfume extracts; incense.

Cl.9;Exposed films (films); videotapes; animated cartoons; transparencies; magnetic and optical data media; apparatus 
for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; audio and video disks; audio and video compact disks; 
optical disks; optical compact disks; photographic apparatus; teaching apparatus; software; game software; video 
cassettes; DVDs and other digital recording media; computer programs; portable telephones; calculating machines; audio
books; commercial phonograms; home theater projectors; optical accessories, namely, chains, small chains, cords, glass 
cloth, cases, sunshade clips, frames, lenses, replacement lenses, holders for spectacles, spectacle covers; downloadable 
mobile software applications; mobiles; decorative magnets; sound recording disks; digital compact disks; recorded 
computer programs; educational programs on computer media; eyewear; spectacle cases.

Cl.14;Amulets; finger rings; jewelry articles, jewelry; precious stones; watch cases; bracelets; brooches; sundials; 
chains; watch chains; necklaces; clocks; medals; watches; wristwatches; watch straps; chronometers; alarm clocks; key 
rings; figurines (statuettes) of precious metal; jewelry cases not of precious metal.

Cl.16;Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials; printing products (printed matter); stationery; office 
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requisites; photographs; adhesive materials for stationery use; posters; advertisement boards of paper or cardboard; 
staples for offices; albums; almanacs; aquarelles; writing slates; lithographic works of art; engravings (works of art); 
stickers; comic strips; bibs of paper; bibs of paper; comic books; pads; drawing pads; boxes of cardboard or paper; 
pamphlets; writing or drawing books; text exercise books; calendars; tracing patterns; notebooks; cards; musical 
greeting cards; catalogs; song books; folders for papers; files; letter trays; conical paper bags; paper cutters; chalk for 
writing, marking and for lithography; pencils; pencil sharpeners; transfers [decalcomanias]; graphic prints; inkstands; 
hand towels of paper; printed forms; drawing materials; drawing instruments; writing supplies; watercolor [watercolour] 
saucers for artists; rubber erasers; engravings; envelopes; figurines of papier mâché; school supplies; pictures; printed 
matter; writing instruments; newspapers; letter paper; household and table linen of paper; books; booklets; manuals 
[handbooks]; journals (magazines); bookmarks; embroidery patterns; doilies of paper; tablecloths of paper; palettes for 
paint; paintbrushes; drawing boards; engraving plates; indexes; bags and sachets (envelopes, pouches) for packaging; 
writing pads; pens; plastic materials for packaging; printing blocks; periodicals; photographs; stencil plates; pencil 
holders; printed publications; thumbtacks; drawing rulers; graphic representations; bookends; bookmarkers; statuettes 
of papier mâché; inking pads; boxes for pens; drawing sets; cardboard tubes; pencil lead holders; packaging papers; 
signboards of paper or cardboard; postcards; character sticker books and coloring books; activity books; diaries 
(planners); labels; timetables; protective document holders; customizable files, magazines; shopping bags, flip-top bags, 
all made of paper or of plastics; terminal bags of paper or of plastic; advertising pamphlets; paintings (pictures) and 
engravings; pencil cases and boxes; letter paper; tissues of paper; face towels of paper; table linen of paper.

Cl.18;Luggage; cases of leather or leatherboard; satchels; card holders; traveling trunks; school satchels; sling bags 
for carrying infants; trunks [luggage]; suitcases (carrying cases); attaché cases; umbrellas; parasols; briefcases; 
beggars" bags; shoulder bags with straps; backpacks; handbags; shopping bags; wheeled bags; school bags; bags for 
campers; beach bags; travel bags; bundle bags; game-bags; garment bags; suitcases; trinket baskets of leather; purses 
(coin purses); wallets; walking sticks; traveling sets and trunks; key cases.

Cl.20;Head-rest; cupboards; benches; playpens for babies; cradles; boxes of wood or plastic; desks [furniture]; cases 
not of metal; index cabinets; filing cabinets; chairs; high chairs for children; easy chairs; wax figures; toy chests; chests 
not of metal; chests; chests of drawers; cushions; air cushions, not for medical use; tea carts; drawing tables; divans; 
infant walkers; racks; non-electric fans for personal use; armchairs; mirrors; garment covers for storage; newspaper 
display stands; beds; mattresses; furniture; office furniture; school furniture; brush mountings; kennels for household 
pets; pillows; air pillows not for medical use; straw mattresses; umbrella stands; baskets, not of metal; furniture items; 
table tops; hat stands; umbrella stands; magazine racks; display stands; standing desks; sleeping bags for camping; 
writing desks; seats; sofas; tables; shelves for storage; stools; bolsters; ottomans; small wooden, inflatable and foam 
furniture for children; frames; decorative works of art made of wood, cork, reed, cane, wicker, horn, bone, tortoiseshell, 
amber, mother-of-pearl, meerschaum; inflatable mattresses; sleeping bags.

Cl.21;Figurines of porcelain, terracotta or glass; watering cans; butter dishes; non-electric feeding bottle warmers; 
glass jars [carboys]; drinking vessels; cookie jars; lunch boxes; bread bins; soap boxes; boxes of glass; candy boxes not 
of precious metal; bottles; brushes; toothbrushes; perfume burners; decanters; stew-pans; shoe horns; cloths for 
cleaning; glue-pots; fruit cups; boxes of metal for dispensing paper towels; soap dispensers; toilet paper dispensers; 
furniture dusters; drinking flasks for travelers; goblets not made of precious metal; cups of paper or plastic; vanity cases; 
bottle openers; glove stretchers; pie servers; insect traps; paper plates; dishes, not of precious metal; porcelain ware; 
pots; pottery; flowerpot covers not of paper; sponge holders; soap holders; menu card holders; knife rests for the table; 
trash cans; chamber pots; rolling pins; buckets; saucers not of precious metals; ceramic, porcelain and earthenware 
figurines especially charms; tidies made of porcelain, glass, ceramic.

Cl.24;Fabrics; bed and table covers; traveling rugs [lap robes]; lap robes; towels; bed linen; blankets, bed covers; bed 
spreads; bed sheets; fitted bed sheets; pillow cases; bolster covers; eiderdowns [quilts]; duvet covers; mattress covers; 
bumper guards for cribs; mosquito nets; pillow shams; sleeping bag sheets; canvases; fabrics; tablecloths made of 
textile and table linen; place mats; serviettes and table runners of textile; kitchen linen, namely, barbecue mitts, cloth 
doilies, cloth napkins, dish towels, table napkins of textile, kitchen towels, washing mitts, fabric table runners, carafe 
coasters made of fabric; curtains (net curtains); wall hangings of textile; curtain holders of textile material; fabric banners;
handkerchiefs of textile; bath linen (except clothing); bath towels and cloths for cleaning; household linen; furniture 
coverings of textile and plastic; fabric covers for toilet lids; cushion covers; covers [loose] for furniture; wall hangings of 
textile; shower curtains; fabrics made of cotton, nylon and/or polyester; fabric of imitation animal skins; lingerie fabric; 
golf towels; tidies made of textile materials.

Cl.25;Clothing; headgear; bedroom slippers; articles of clothing (garments); bathing caps; bathing trunks; swimsuits; 
bathing suits; bath sandals; bath slippers; bandanas (neckerchiefs); headbands; caps (headwear); bibs, not of paper; 
berets; overalls; leotards; caps (bonnets); boots; half-boots; suspenders; collar protectors; briefs; hoods; caps; belts; 
shawls; dressing gowns (robes); sweaters; hats; bedroom slippers; socks; footwear; beach footwear; footwear for sports; 
shirts; short-sleeve shirts; tights; collars; slips; underwear [lingerie]; suits; masquerade costumes; neckties; breeches for 
wear; underwear; sashes for wear; esparto shoes or sandals; scarves; gloves; vests; spats; clothing (garments); 
raincoats; leggings [leg warmers]; skirts; petticoats; singlets; coats; mittens; trousers; slippers; overcoats; parkas; 
dressing gowns; pelerines; pelisses; pullovers, pajamas; underpants; dresses; saris; sandals; tee-shirts; aprons; 
underwear; shoes; togas; knitwear; uniforms; stuff jackets; jackets; clothing of leather; clothing for gymnastics; clothing 
of imitations of leather; sweatshirts; flip-flops; clappers; polo shirts.

Cl.27;Paper for wall coverings; wallpapers; carpets; non-slip mats; gymnastic mats; wall hangings not of textile; 
tapestries not of textile; doormats.

Cl.28;Games, toys; articles for gymnastics and sports; swings; balls for games; play balloons; dolls" feeding bottles; 
marbles for games; building blocks (toys); explosive bonbons [Christmas crackers]; skating boots with skates attached; 
play balls; soap bubbles; detonating caps (toys); playing cards; kites; dolls" rooms; rocking horses (toys); targets; bells 
for Christmas trees; novelties for parties; checkerboards; decorations for Christmas trees; flying disks (toys); 
chessboards; practical jokes; darts; cups for dice; rattles; ring games; ball games; ball games; bocce ball games; 
building games; checkers [games]; dice games; dominos; chess games; board games; automatic games other than those 
designed solely for use with television receivers; electronic games other than those designed to be used only with a 
television set; toys for pets; counters [discs] for games; dolls" beds; mahjong; dolls" houses; puppets; mobiles; musical 
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mobiles; scale model vehicles; teddy bears; ice or roller skates; plush toys; guns; skateboards; dolls; jigsaw puzzles; 
dolls" clothes; soap bubbles [toys]; slides; clay pigeons; vehicles (toys); spinning tops; scooters; backgammon games; 
parlor games; pistols holders (holsters) as toys; educational games; infant development toys and games; activity mats for 
children; rackets; theatrical, carnival, costume masks; apparatus for games adapted for use only with a television set; 
educational games on computer media; confetti.

Cl.35;Bill-posting; advertising mail; dissemination of advertisements; demonstration of goods; dissemination of 
samples; document reproduction; advertising mail; publication of advertising texts; dissemination of advertising material, 
leaflets, prospectuses, printed matter; advertising; advertising by mail order; radio advertising; television advertising, 
online advertising on a computer network; promotional operations.

Cl.38;Communication via telephone or via computer terminals; broadcasting and distribution of television and 
cinematographic programs (on films, magnetic tapes, disks, films, cable, satellite, and analogue and digital terrestrial 
means); television broadcasting; telematic messaging services; information transmission services by telematic means; 
message and image transmission via the international communication network; provision of access to an online Website 
community for registered users to share information in connection with the products distributed on the site and with their 
personal tastes; online provision of a social network; press and information agencies.

Cl.41;Entertainment; entertainment information; cultural activities; television entertainment; presentation of live 
performances; scriptwriting services; operation of movie theaters; entertainer services; televised games; production of 
cinematographic films; production of shows; production of cartoons; production of films on videotape; videotaping; 
entertainment services provided by performing artists, presentation of live performances, production of shows; rental of 
motion pictures; rental of sound recordings, cinema projection apparatus and theater set accessories; rental of 
videotapes; production of television programs; organization of competitions concerning education or entertainment; 
game services provided on-line from a computer network; cinema or television studios; organization of musicals; 
entertainment in the form of musicals; exhibitions; services for editing and publishing texts, illustrations, books, 
newspapers, periodicals, reviews, magazines, publications and printed matter of all kinds and in all forms, including 
electronic and digital publications, audio and/or video media, multimedia carriers (interactive disks, digital-audio CD-
ROMs), multimedia programs (computer editing of texts and/or images, still or animated), games and particularly 
television and audiovisual games, games on compact disks and digital-audio compact discs, on magnetic media; toy 
lending library services, namely, play services and services for lending games and toys, booking of seats for shows and 
concerts; leisure services; circus services; club services (entertainment or education); amusement parks; organization, 
production and presentation of shows and exhibitions; entertainment and cultural activities; organization of exhibitions 
for cultural or educational purposes.
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Priority claimed from 23/12/2014; Application No. : 86489183 ;United States of America 

3105219    05/01/2015
[International Registration No. : 1257826]
SAINT-GOBAIN PERFORMANCE PLASTICS CORPORATION

31500 Solon Road Solon OH 44139 US

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Tolerance rings for use in machinery, namely, industrial machinery; machine parts, namely, bearings and 
bushings; bearings made of plastic or plastic and metal, for use in machinery; machine bearings, namely, sleeve 
bearings, flat plates, O-rings, and textile half-sleeve bearings, incorporated in textile machinery.

Cl.11;Tolerance rings for use in heating, ventilation, air conditioning apparatus and installations, and electric fans.

Cl.12;Tolerance rings for vehicles, namely, land, air, water, and in-water vehicles, and for engines, motors and 
structural parts of the aforesaid vehicles.

Cl.40;Custom manufacture machine parts and elements; information and advice relating to the aforesaid services.

Cl.42;Engineering and design services of machinery and parts of machinery; machine design for others; engineering 
and design consultancy in the field of machines; information and advice relating to all the aforesaid services.
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Priority claimed from 27/11/2014; Application No. : 30 2014 008 451 ;Germany 

3110989    22/05/2015
[International Registration No. : 1257681]
ACANDIS GMBH

Theodor-Fahrner-Str. 6 75177 Pforzheim DE

Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHADHA & CHADHA.

F-46, HIMALYA HOUSE, 23 KASTURBA GANDHI MARG, NEW DELHI -110001.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Pharmaceutical preparations, included in this class.

Cl.10;Medical stents (surgical implants made of artificial materials), grafts (surgical implants made of artificial 
materials), flow diverters (surgical implants made of artificial materials) for use in the radiology and neurology sectors, in 
particular for treating strokes and neurovascular disorders (all aforesaid goods in particular for use in blood vessels).
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Priority claimed from 23/12/2014; Application No. : 86488843 ;United States of America 

3111082    30/12/2014
[International Registration No. : 1258046]
SAINT-GOBAIN PERFORMANCE PLASTICS CORPORATION

31500 Solon Road Solon OH 44139 US

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Tolerance rings for use in machinery, namely, industrial machinery; machine parts, namely, bearings and 
bushings; bearings made of plastic or plastic and metal, for use in machinery; machine bearings, namely, sleeve 
bearings, flat plates, o-rings, and textile half-sleeve bearings, incorporated in textile machinery.

Cl.11;Tolerance rings for use in heating, ventilation, air conditioning apparatus and installations, and electric fans.

Cl.12;Tolerance rings for vehicles, namely, land, air, water, and in-water vehicles, and for engines, motors and 
structural parts of the aforesaid vehicles.

Cl.40;Custom manufacture machine parts and elements; information and advice relating to the aforesaid services.

Cl.42;Engineering and design services of machinery and parts of machinery; machine design for others; engineering 
and design consultancy in the field of machines; information and advice relating to all the aforesaid services.
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Priority claimed from 05/11/2014; Application No. : VA 2014 02670 ;Denmark 

3113556    30/04/2015
[International Registration No. : 1258639]
HUMMEL HOLDING A/S

Balticagade 20 DK-8000 Aarhus C Denmark

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.18;Leather and imitation leather, animal skins, hides; trunks and travelling bags; umbrellas and parasols; walking 
sticks; whips, harness and saddlery; bags, including bags for sports, travelling bags, haversacks, vanity cases, not fitted, 
backpacks, school satchels, leather pouches, purses, clutch bags, handbags.

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headgear; clothing, footwear and headgear for sports; leisure clothing, footwear and 
headgear; fashion clothing, footwear and headgear; business clothing, footwear and headgear; clothing, footwear and 
headgear for children and babies; sweatbands.

Cl.28;Games and playthings; gymnastic and sporting articles not included in other classes; decorations for Christmas 
trees; balls for playing games and sports; rosin used by athletes; nets for ball games; ball inflators; bags especially 
designed for balls; bags adapted for sports balls.
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3115227    10/07/2015
[International Registration No. : 1254477]
MILESTONE SYSTEMS A/S

Banemarksvej 50 DK-2605 Brøndby Denmark

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software for use in video surveillance.

Cl.42;Development, design, programming, updating and maintenance of computer software for use in video 
surveillance.
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Priority claimed from 06/09/2014; Application No. : 86387230 ;United States of America 

3161955    18/12/2014
[International Registration No. : 1262153]
LIONS GATE ENTERTAINMENT INC.

2700 Colorado Avenue, Suite 200 Santa Monica CA 90404 US

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI.

74 - F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI - 400 018.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Motion picture films featuring dramatic and musical performances; musical sound recordings, musical video 
recording; digital media, namely, pre-recorded DVDs, downloadable audio and video recordings and CDs featuring and 
promoting motion pictures, music, and dance workouts; decorative magnets; mouse pads; covers for cell phones and 
tablet computers; computer game software for use with personal computers; box sets containing prerecorded DVDs 
digital downloads, and books all featuring and promoting motion pictures, dancing and music.

Cl.16;Blank journals; books and souvenir programs relating to motion pictures, music, and theatrical productions; 
calendars; framed art prints; photographic prints; photographs mounted as life-size cardboard cutouts; postcards; 
posters; sheet music; song books; stickers.

Cl.18;All purpose carrying bags; tote bags.

Cl.21;Beverageware; plastic water bottles sold empty.

Cl.25;Clothing, namely, baby bibs of cloth, dresses, jackets, jerseys, scarves, shirts; clothing, namely, t-shirts, hooded 
shirts, infantwear, maternity shirts, pants, shirts, sweatpants, sweatshirts, tank tops, windshirts, and headwear.

Cl.41;Production and distribution of motion pictures; live theatrical performances; live musical performances; 
providing information relating to motion pictures, dancing, music, and live theatrical performances; providing a website 
featuring non-downloadable, prerecorded multimedia files, information, and photographs relating to motion pictures, 
dancing, music, and live theatrical performances; online journals, namely, blogs relating to motion pictures, dancing, 
music, and live theatrical performances.
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Priority claimed from 02/02/2015; Application No. : 1303811 ;Benelux 

3171991    28/05/2015
[International Registration No. : 1263763]
STAMICARBON B.V.

Mercator 3 NL-6135 KW Sittard

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machines, namely filter machines, separators and centrifuges (machines), coating machines, waste processing and 
recycling machines, machines for the production of materials and machines for the processing of raw materials; machine 
tools, tools and parts thereof, such as filters and filter components for use in the chemical industry; condensing 
installations; ejectors (machines); granulators (machines); pressure vessels [parts of machines]; heat exchangers [parts 
of machines], gas separators, gas compressors, vacuum pumps, gas turbines, turbine generators, processing apparatus 
for rubber, machines for processing plastic, pelletizing machines, mixing machines, extrusion machines for plastic, 
injection molding machines, coating machines, robots for handling material, pelletizing robots, processing equipment for 
solid waste; all aforesaid machines and apparatus for use in the chemical industry.

Cl.11;Apparatus for heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating and water supply and sanitary 
purposes for use in the chemical industry; chemical reactors as far as not included in other classes; gas scrubbers [parts 
of gas installations]; air scrubbers; anti-splash devices; evaporators; parts of the aforementioned goods, such as filters 
and filter components for use in the chemical industry.

Cl.35;Business advisory services related to the setting up of chemical plants and installations; advice on business 
organization and business economics in the field of chemical plants and installations; managing centers for technical 
training and courses for the benefit of the chemical industry; business advisory services relating to the setting up of 
centers for technical training and courses for the benefit of the chemical industry.

Cl.37;Supervision of building work in the field of the construction of chemical plants and installations.

Cl.41;The provision of technical training and courses for the benefit of the chemical industry and also advice therefor.

Cl.42;Technological advice on the construction of chemical plants and installations and the providing of technical 
information hereupon; design of chemical plants and installations, parts thereof and control systems therefor; technical 
planning and advisory services relating to the design of chemical plants and installations; engineering services related to 
the technical operation of chemical plants and installations and advisory services related thereto; advisory services for 
the automation of chemical plants and installations; simulation of chemical and/or physical processes and the design of 
systems for these simulations; development of software for the chemical industry and the processing industry and for the 
simulation of processes for the benefit of education and industry.

Cl.45;Licensing of industrial property rights in particular in the field of chemical plants and installations and related 
products and services.
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Priority claimed from 03/12/2014; Application No. : 1662021 ;Australia 

3173387    11/03/2015
[International Registration No. : 1264046]
TENNIS AUSTRALIA LIMITED

Melbourne Park, Batman Avenue MELBOURNE VIC 3000 Australia

Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHADHA & CHADHA.

F-46, HIMALYA HOUSE, 23 KASTURBA GANDHI MARG, NEW DELHI -110001.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Electronic goods; electronic goods, namely DVDs and CDs; computer software; application software; personal 
computer application software; software for accessing information on a global computer network; downloadable software 
applications (apps); downloadable software via the Internet and wireless devices; downloadable software in the field of 
social networking; downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application; software to enable uploading, posting, 
showing, displaying, tagging, blogging, sharing or otherwise providing electronic media or information over the Internet 
or other communications network; video games and computer games for playing in game arcades and game playing 
venues.

Cl.24;Textiles and textile goods in this class including towels, flags, banners, bath linen (except clothing), textile wall 
hangings, non-woven textile fabrics, bunting, household linen, brocades; loose furniture covers; plastic coverings for 
furniture; handkerchiefs; bed covers including quilts, blankets, eiderdowns, sheets, pillowcases, mattress covers and 
protectors, padded quilts, travelling rugs; table covers including textile table napkins and serviettes, textile table linen, 
textile table mats and coasters, table runners

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headgear including but not limited to T-shirts, polo shirts, shorts, caps, bucket hats, vests, 
polo fleeces, trousers, socks, shoes, headbands, visors, bandanas, wristbands, sweat bands, skirts, tracksuits, spray 
jackets and ties; tennis clothing; tennis shoes.

Cl.28;Games and playthings including but not limited to tennis racquets, tennis balls, tennis bags adapted (shaped) to 
contain a racket, sports bags adapted (shaped) to contain specific sports apparatus, tennis batons, sponge balls, paddle 
bats, tennis shatter balls, board games; tennis court nets, totem tennis; coin operated games; self contained apparatus 
and instruments for playing games including mechanical games, electronic games, computerised games, battery 
operated games, games that are portable, games that include a built-in display, games that include a built-in program, 
games that receive one or more programs; hand held portable self contained apparatus and instruments for playing 
games; parts, fittings and accessories in this class for the aforesaid goods; electronic video arcade game machines.

Cl.38;Telecommunications; radio telecommunications, radio broadcasting, television telecommunications, television 
broadcasting, cable television telecommunications, cable television broadcasting, computer aided transmission of 
messages and images, communications by computer terminals and news agency services; audio and video broadcasting 
services over the Internet or other communications network, namely, uploading, posting, showing, displaying, tagging 
and electronically transmitting information, audio, and video clips; providing access to a website on the Internet for the 
purpose of social networking; chatroom services; web casting services; communication by computer and mobile 
electronic devices; providing access to computer, electronic and online databases; electronic transmission of data, 
messages and information; providing online forums for communication on topics of general interest; providing online 
communications links which transfer web site users to other local and global web pages; providing access to third party 
web sites via a universal login; providing online chat rooms and electronic bulletin boards; audio, text and video 
broadcasting services over computer or other communication networks namely, uploading, posting, displaying, tagging, 
and electronically transmitting data, information, audio and video images.

Cl.41;Tennis competitions; tennis tournaments; tennis matches; organisation and conducting of tennis games; tennis 
exhibitions; tennis events; tennis telecasts; tennis broadcasts; tennis education; tennis information; tennis awards; 
arranging tennis clinics; conducting tennis clinics; organisation and conducting of professional, amateur and charity 
tennis matches; entertainment, sporting and cultural activities; amusement and recreation; tennis coaching; tennis 
umpiring; sporting activities; sport competitions; sport matches; organising and conducting of sport games; sport 
exhibitions; sport events; hosting sport award functions; education services; sport education; physical education; 
coaching; sport coaching; physical coaching; training services; sport training; physical training; video library services; 
radio and television entertainment; film, video, radio and television production and entertainment (including tennis related 
or themed film festivals and other cultural events); production of tennis videos and films; tennis related or themed film 
festivals and other cultural events; leisure activities; publication of books, magazines, pamphlets and printed matter 
(other than publicity texts); providing electronic publications and journals online.
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Priority claimed from 30/04/2014; Application No. : MI2014C004431 ;Italy 

3179912    19/06/2015
[International Registration No. : 1237084]
ELITE S.P.A.

Piazza degli Affari, 6 I-20123 MILANO (MI) IT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHADHA & CHADHA.

F-46, HIMALYA HOUSE, 23 KASTURBA GANDHI MARG, NEW DELHI -110001.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
MARK TO BE USED AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

Cl.35;Marketing, advertising and promotional services; market research and information services; promoting the goods 
and services of others via computer and communication networks; providing information regarding goods from 
searchable indexes and databases of information, including texts, electronic documents, databases, graphics and 
audiovisual information, on computer and communication networks, all having content relating to economics, finance and 
business management; providing information online relating to business management via computer or communication 
networks, including texts, electronic documents, databases, graphics and audiovisual information, on computer and 
communication networks, all relating to business management; none of the aforesaid services relating to insurance and 
reinsurance services.

Cl.36;Financial affairs; monetary affairs; real estate affairs, in particular, financial analysis, research and consulting 
services, financial services, financial forecasting, financial exchanges, management plans and financial plans, financial 
risk management and related instruments, including market indexes; managing underlying baskets of securities, 
providing information relating to economics, finance online via computer and communication networks; providing 
information relating to economics, finance and databases of information, including texts, electronic documents, 
databases, graphics and audiovisual information, on computer and communication networks, including social networking 
systems or platform, all relating to economics, finance; none of the aforesaid services relating to insurance and 
reinsurance services.

Cl.38;Providing access to computer, electronic and online databases; telecommunications services, namely electronic 
transmission of data, messages and information; providing online forums for communicating content relating to 
economics, finance and business management; audio, text and video broadcasting over computer or other 
communication networks, namely uploading, posting, displaying, tagging and electronically transmitting data, 
information, audio and video images relating to economics, business management and finance; providing an online 
network that enables users to transfer data and share data relating to economics, business management and finance; 
none of the aforesaid services relating to insurance and reinsurance services.

Cl.41;Providing online information about educational, informational purposes, the content of which relates to 
economics, finance and business management; none of the aforesaid services relating to insurance and reinsurance 
services.
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Priority claimed from 27/06/2014; Application No. : 30 2014 051 405.2/35 ;Germany 

3183135    18/12/2014
[International Registration No. : 1264990]
DYSTAR COLOURS DISTRIBUTION GMBH

Am Prime Parc 10-12 65479 Raunheim DE

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Business organisation consultancy in relation to weak spots in manufacturing and dyeing processes, with the 
aim of making processes more environmentally friendly; auditing, namely business organisation management of supply 
chains, with the aim of improving processes from a chemical and toxicological perspective and making them more 
environmentally friendly and sustainable.

Cl.41;Providing of training in the field of weak spots in manufacturing and dyeing processes, with the aim of making 
processes more environmentally friendly; courses in the field of weak spots in manufacturing and dyeing processes, with 
the aim of making processes more environmentally friendly; providing of training and further training, instruction; 
provision of training courses; providing of training and courses in relation to environmental protection, toxicology and 
sustainability; organising, arranging and conducting of training courses, seminars, workshops, symposia, congresses 
and conferences, in the field of environmental protection, environment management and sustainability, in relation to the 
textile industry; consultancy services relating to the analysis of training requirements; production of training materials for 
distribution in technical lectures; publication of printed matter, books, handbooks, magazines and brochures, publication 
via electronic media.
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Cl.42;Technical consultancy and technical analysis of weak spots in manufacturing and dyeing processes, with the aim 
of making processes more environmentally friendly; chemical analysis; quality control auditing, in particular preparation 
of technical reports relating to supply chains, with the aim of improving processes from a chemical and toxicological 
perspective and making them more environmentally friendly and sustainable; environmental impact assessment services; 
research in the fields of environmental protection and sustainability in relation to the textile industry; consultancy 
services relating to research in the field of environmental protection and sustainability in relation to the textile industry; 
preparation of technical analyses in the fields of environmental protection and sustainability, in relation to the textile 
industry; preparation of audits in the field of environmental protection, toxicology and sustainability, in relation to the 
textile industry; preparation of certifications in the field of environmental protection, toxicology and sustainability, in 
relation to the textile industry; scientific research services in the field of sustainability in relation to the textile industry; 
technical consultancy in relation to energy, quality, toxicology and environmental management, in relation to the textile 
industry; research and preparation of technical reports relating to the textile industry, namely in the fields of textile 
technology, textile chemistry, textile finishing, analysis and development of textile materials and products, textile ecology,
environmental analysis, sustainability, social responsibility, occupational safety, product quality; quality control of 
clothing and textiles; material testing, preparation of surveys and technical reports, product certification services; 
development and conducting of material testing, technical testing procedures, evaluations, audits, product certification, 
including consultancy in these fields; certification of textile materials and products, and other consumer goods.
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Priority claimed from 17/07/2014; Application No. : 302014053176.3/25 ;Germany 

3191734    07/01/2015
[International Registration No. : 1264995]
AUDI AG

85045 Ingolstadt Germany

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Recorded content; information technology and audiovisual equipment; magnets, magnetizers and demagnetizers; 
apparatus, instruments and cables for electricity; optical devices, enhancers and correctors; safety, security, protection 
and signalling devices; diving equipment; navigation, guidance, tracking, targeting and map making devices; measuring, 
detecting and monitoring instruments, indicators and controllers; scientific research and laboratory apparatus, 
educational apparatus and simulators.

Cl.14;Gemstones, pearls and precious metals, and imitations thereof; jewellery; time instruments; other articles of 
precious metals and precious stones, and imitations thereof, not included in other classes; jewellery boxes and watch 
boxes.

Cl.25;Headgear; clothing; footwear.

Cl.27;Floor coverings and artificial floor coverings; wall and ceiling coverings.
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Priority claimed from 20/10/2014; Application No. : 013380894 ;European Union 

3200381    22/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1248215]
IDEAL OF SWEDEN AB

Drottninggatan 26 SE-602 24 Norrköping SE

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI.

74 - F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI - 400 018.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE.THE WORD " OF 
SWEEDEN".

Cl.9;Laptop bags; laptop cases; mobile telephone cases; display screen protectors in the nature of films for mobile 
phones; telephone headsets; headphone-microphone combinations; mobile telephone batteries; battery chargers for use 
with telephones.

Cl.18;Handbags, wallets and purses; credit-card holders [wallets].
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3222772    23/02/2015
[International Registration No. : 1269079]
INNOVAIRRE COMMUNICATIONS, LLC

825 Hylton Road Pennsauken NJ 08110 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Mark to be used a whole.

Cl.35;Direct mail advertising; data processing services; computerized database management services provided via 
global computer networks in the fields of non-profits; preparing mailing lists; development of marketing strategies and 
concepts; business marketing and direct mail consulting services; donation processing services, namely mail opening 
and administrative order fulfillment services; donor management services, namely, managing donor acquisition, 
conversion and retention by preparation of business reports featuring donor campaign performance, donor database 
management, donor account auditing and analysis, and updating of donor data and information in computer databases.

Cl.36;Charitable fund raising.

Cl.40;Custom manufacture of direct mailing packages to be sent for sales and marketing purposes directly to 
consumers or businesses; alteration and retouching of photographic images and artwork.

Cl.42;Creative and graphic art design services in the field of direct mail packages and advertising copy; electronic 
imaging, scanning, digitizing of photographic images and artwork.
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Priority claimed from 12/03/2015; Application No. : 30 2015 201 994 ;Germany 

3227747    08/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1270305]
ROSENBERGER HOCHFREQUENZTECHNIK GMBH & CO. KG

Hauptstr. 1 83413 Fridolfing Germany

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Connectors for telecommunication apparatus; automatic switching apparatus [for telecommunication]; fibre optic 
telecommunications apparatus; cables for telecommunications; communication apparatus [telecommunication]; 
communications equipment [telecommunication]; manual switching apparatus for telecommunication; 
telecommunications circuit board units; transmitters [telecommunication]; telecommunication apparatus; 
telecommunications cables; telecommunications devices; telecommunications instruments for use in cellular radio 
networks; telecommunications wires; telecommunications lines; telecommunication lines cables.

Cl.37;Installation and repair of telecommunications networks (hardware); installation of wireless telecommunications 
equipment and wireless local area networks (hardware); installing of telecommunications networks (hardware); computer 
hardware and telecommunication apparatus installation, maintenance and repair; repair or maintenance of 
telecommunication machines and facilities (hardware); repair of telecommunication machines and apparatus; wiring of 
buildings for telecommunication transmission.
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Priority claimed from 11/02/2015; Application No. : 672381 ;Switzerland 

3240027    10/06/2015
[International Registration No. : 1271687]
CURADEN AG

Amlehnstrasse 22, CH-6010 Kriens Switzerland

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI.

74 - F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI - 400 018.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Care products, for non-medical use, for maintaining and improving daily dental hygiene, washing products, 
cleaning products, dentifrices; cleaning and polishing products used for dentures; products not for medical use for 
mouth washing and rinsing; cosmetics, particularly body care and beauty care products; soaps; perfumery products; 
essential oils, hair lotions.

Cl.5;Abrasive and polishing products used in dentistry and dental technology.

Cl.16;Instructional or teaching material (except apparatus); printed matter, particularly brochures and books; all the 
goods as defined relating to oral prophylaxis.

Cl.44;Health counseling, namely relating to oral prophylaxis.
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Priority claimed from 12/05/2015; Application No. : RN2015C000211 ;Italy 

3244690    26/06/2015
[International Registration No. : 1273143]
DOMO S.P.A.

Via Del Progresso s.n., Fraz. Calcinelli I-61030 SALTARA (PU) Italy

Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHADHA & CHADHA.

F-46, HIMALYA HOUSE, 23 KASTURBA GANDHI MARG, NEW DELHI -110001.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
MARK TO BE USED AS A WHOLE AND AS PER LABLE SUBMITTED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

Cl.21;Pans; metal pans; pancake frying pans; cooking pots; non-electric skillets; butter pans; shallow pans for 
cooking; pot stands; serving pots; tableware, cookware and containers; non-electric slow cookers; rice cooking pots 
[non-electric]; steamers [cookware].

Cl.35;Import and export of pans, metal pans and cookware; retail or wholesale services for kitchen utensils, pots and 
pans; providing consumer information relating to goods and services for advertising and marketing purposes via 
telecommunications networks, within the framework of e-commerce; organization of exhibitions for commercial or 
advertising purposes.
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Priority claimed from 20/05/2015; Application No. : 677030 ;Switzerland 

3248477    25/08/2015
[International Registration No. : 1273270]
OETIKER SCHWEIZ AG

Spätzstrasse 11 CH-8810 Horgen Switzerland

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Clamps, pipe fittings, tube fittings, pipe couplings, tube couplings.

Cl.7;Machines and machine tools for the production and fitting of clamps, couplings for pipes and couplings for tubes.

Cl.8;Hand-operated hand tools for fitting clamps.
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3251377    18/06/2015
[International Registration No. : 1274256]
BBOXX LTD

Second Floor, 11 Pilgrim Street London EC4V 6RN United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling 
electricity; solar panels; portable solar panels; batteries; sealed batteries; solar batteries; rechargeable batteries; 
chargers for batteries; boxes for batteries; mountings and casings for solar panels and batteries; control units for the 
distribution of electricity; electricity inverters, inverters for power supplies; televisions, satellite decoders, DVD players, 
radios and other electronic apparatus for use with solar panels; chargers for mobile phones and other electronic 
apparatus; and parts and accessories for all the aforesaid goods.

Cl.11;Apparatus for lighting, heating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and sanitary purposes; 
solar heating panels, solar panels used in heating and lighting; lamps powered by solar panels; electric lamps; mountings 
and casings for solar thermal collectors (heating); refrigerators; electric fans; parts and accessories for all the aforesaid 
goods.
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Priority claimed from 27/10/2014; Application No. : 86436025 ;United States of America 

3260274    06/01/2015
[International Registration No. : 1277270]
LITTELFUSE, INC.

8755 West Higgins Road, Suite 500 Chicago IL 60631 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI.

74 - F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI - 400 018.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Fuses; electrical fuses; fuses for automobiles; fuse clips; mounting devices for fuses; circuit breakers; circuit 
breaker panel boards; electric circuit openers; electric circuit closers; electrical relays; electrical transformers; 
transistors; capacitors; electrical connectors; electrical components in the nature of filters; oscillators; electrical 
switches; semiconductors; rectifiers; integrated circuits; electronic circuits; circuit overload protector devices; circuit 
testers; circuits for heavy current; continuity test apparatus for electrical circuits; faulty circuit indicators; integrated 
circuit cards and components; integrated circuit modules; printed circuits; printed circuit boards; electric relays, namely, 
thermal relays; electric pilot lights adapted for panel mounting, namely, indicator lights for indicating that an electric 
circuit is energized; electric automotive buzzers; automotive flashers; automotive fuses; panel-mounted fuse holders for 
use with electrical fuses; fuse blocks; fuse holders; fuse modules; fuse cap covers; fuse terminals; fuse reducers; fuse 
adapters; fuse junction blocks; fuse storage containers; fuse power distribution modules; solar fuses; fuse distribution 
blocks; ground-fault and phase-voltage indicators; ground-fault relays; arc-flash relays; residual current relays; surge 
protectors; diodes; ground-fault circuit interrupters; diode arrays; LED circuit protection devices; electric relays, namely, 
motor protection relays; electric resistors; electrical controllers; electrical controllers for electric generators; electrical 
controllers for diesel and gas engines; electronic indicator panels; indicator lights for use in equipment control panels; 
touch panels; user interfaces, namely, electric control panels and touchscreens for electrotechnical and electronic 
devices; electric annunciator panels; engine cylinder pressure analyzer; trailing-cable protection device, namely, 
combination ground-wire monitor and ground-fault relay; trailing-cable protection device, namely, parallel path isolator; 
computer operating software and firmware for electrical relays; varistors; relay current transformers; covers and 
mounting adapters for electrical relays; accessories for electrical relays and controls, namely, communication adapters, 
ground reference modules, high-tension couplers, relay test equipment, remote indication and reset assemblies, sensing 
resistors, termination assemblies, input modules, and diagnostic assemblies; direct current solenoids; power supplies; 
switchgears; electric switch houses; electrical arc detection and suppressing device used in low-voltage switchgear; 
electrical switchgear, namely, voltage-boosting devices for electric power lines; electronic controls for motors; 
programmable logic controllers for motors; electricity distribution consoles; e-houses, namely, apparatus and 
instruments for conveying, distributing, transforming, storing, regulating, or controlling electricity, all contained within 
prefabricated modular buildings and sold as a unit; portable electric power centers for power distribution, monitoring, and
controlling; electric relays, namely, feeder protection relays; keypads for use with devices that control electricity; portable 
power cable couplers; electric generator controls; neutral grounding resistors; electric monitoring relays; electric relays, 
namely, pump protection relays; timers; electric flashers; power and voltage monitors; liquid level and load sensors; 
power-monitoring control consoles; programmable logic panels for monitoring and controlling electrical power; electrical 
panels, namely, power-take-off panels, pump-control panels, and starter panels; electronic control systems for machines; 
control unit for power distribution in transportation vehicles; power distribution boxes used in transportation vehicles; 
radio control module; electric fuse boxes; power controllers; electrical disconnect switches; semiconductor fuses; 
generator and engine diagnostic apparatus and equipment; optical sensors; position sensors; speed sensors; rotary 
sensors; fluid sensors; shock sensors; switches for use in vehicle steering wheels; polymer resettable fuses; polymer 
positive temperature coefficient devices, namely, fuses; gas discharge tubes; metal oxide varistors; multi-layer varistors; 
polymeric electrostatic discharge (ESD) suppressors; surge protection modules; proximity sensors; level sensors; flow 
sensors; low-voltage disconnect switches; battery separators; battery isolators; lift gate battery chargers; electric relays, 
namely, bi-stable relays; bi-stable solenoids; power distribution modules; low-current switches; vehicle ignition switches; 
high-current disconnect switches; battery disconnect switches; electrical controller area network (CAN) modules; smart 
electrical power distribution modules.

Cl.40;Custom manufacture of portable power distribution centers, electrical substations, and electrical apparatus and 
equipment; custom manufacture of e-houses, namely, apparatus and instruments for conveying, distributing, 
transforming, storing, regulating, or controlling electricity, all contained within prefabricated modular buildings and sold 
as a unit.

Cl.42;Custom design and engineering of portable power distribution centers, electrical substations, and electrical 
apparatus and equipment; custom design and engineering of e-houses, namely, apparatus and instruments for 
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conveying, distributing, transforming, storing, regulating, or controlling electricity, all contained within prefabricated 
modular buildings and sold as a unit; product development services; providing on-line, non-downloadable software to 
assist with the selection of parts, board layout design, and simulation analysis in connection with electronic devices; 
providing temporary use of on-line, non-downloadable software tools to assist with the selection of parts, board layout 
design, and simulation analysis in connection with electronic devices; consultation in the field of custom design of 
electrical apparatus and equipment; safety testing and analysis of electrical systems; product testing; product safety 
testing; product testing for regulatory compliance; product failure analysis services; materials testing and analyzing; 
electrical product evaluation.
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Priority claimed from 22/12/2014; Application No. : AM 52986/2014 ;Austria 

3276442    22/06/2015
[International Registration No. : 1278105]
PURELOOP GESMBH

Unterfeldstrasse 3 A-4052 Ansfelden Austria

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machines for processing plastics and plastic waste; recycling installations for plastics; machines for recycling 
treatment of plastics and for treating waste, in particular plastic waste, biomasses or household waste; cutting, 
comminuting, compacting and homogenizing devices for plastic materials, plastic foils, plastic bottles or plastic waste; 
machines for plasticizing plastics; machines for agglomerating plastics; machines for comminuting plastics; machines 
for granulating plastics; machines for filtering plastic melts; installations for the heat treatment of plastics; installations 
for the solid phase polycondensation of plastics; extrusion installations; intrusion installations; extruders for plastics, 
extruder screws, plastic melt filters, filtering devices for plastic melts, backwashing filters, screen filters, screen 
changers, screens and filters for extruders; degassing devices, degassing devices for extruders for plastic material; (all 
the aforementioned goods machines and machine parts).

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto) industrial analysis and research 
services, design and development of computer hardware and software, all in the fields of plastic processing, reprocessing
and recycling of plastics, in particular made of production waste or of industrial waste or commercial waste or of post 
consumer waste; planning and consultancy services therefor in the fields of reprocessing or recycling of plastics as well 
as in the fields of plastics recycling and fiber recycling; planning and design of installations and installation components 
in the fields of processing plastics and plastic recycling; development and design of application-optimized processing 
and recycling solutions for production waste; research and development services concerning new plastic processing 
installations or recycling installations for others; technical project studies in the fields of processing and recycling, in 
particular of plastics.
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Priority claimed from 04/03/2015; Application No. : 013792346 ;France 

3286715    03/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1280665]
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORPORATION

New Orchard Road Armonk NY 10504 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Artificial intelligence software using text and vision analysis to input, analyze, classify and understand 
unstructured data.

Cl.35;Business management consultancy and business management and consultancy services relating thereto; 
business development services; market study; data processing services, advisory and consultancy services relating to 
business, business management services, business risk management services, business risk assessment services, 
business organization services, business planning services, business expertise services, business development 
services, business data analysis services, information and business research services, business networking services, 
business promotion services provided to users on demand via the Internet from the server of a provider of cloud 
computing; and advertising services.

Cl.42;Software as a Service (SaaS), namely provision of artificial intelligence software using text and vision analysis to 
input, analyze, classify and understand unstructured data.
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Priority claimed from 18/05/2015; Application No. : VA 2015 01209 ;Denmark 

3291233    16/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1280989]
BIOSA DANMARK APS

Sonnerupvej 41, Dragebjerggard DK-3300 Frederiksværk Denmark

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Compost; soil conditioning preparations; chemical compositions for water treatment; preparations of 
microorganisms, other than for medical and veterinary use.

Cl.5;Nutritional supplements; dietary supplements for animals; yeast dietary supplements; air purifying preparations; 
cultures of microorganisms for medical and veterinary use; pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; sanitary 
preparations for medical purposes; dietetic preparations for medical use; infant formula; preparations for destroying 
noxious animals; antifungal preparations and herbicides.

Cl.31;Agricultural, horticultural and forestry products as well as grains (not included in other classes); live animals; 
fresh fruits and vegetables; seeds; natural plants and flowers; foodstuffs and fodder for animals; malt.

Cl.32;Beers, mineral and aerated waters and other non-alcoholic beverages; fruit juice beverages; syrups and other 
preparations for making beverages; non-alcoholic drinks in the form of fermented beverages containing herbs and 
microorganisms; non-alcoholic drinks in the form of beverages with added herbs and microorganisms.
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3294842    25/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1281378]
YOYO WALLET LIMITED

Kirkman House, 12-14 Whitfield Street London W1T 2RF United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software applications in connection with payment, banking, financial and money management, none 
being financial modelling software for professional use; computer software applications for use on mobile 
telecommunications devices and wireless technology devices, including smartphones and tablets, in connection with 
payment, banking, financial and money management, none being financial modelling software for professional use; 
computer software applications for administration of credit, loyalty and payment schemes none being financial modelling 
software for professional use; hand-held devices for payment and value exchange services; pre-paid cards for 
contactless payment; point of sale card and mobile device readers; electronic payment and credit vouchers; electronic 
publications on all the aforesaid goods.

Cl.35;Advertising; marketing; business administration; commercial information and advice for consumers; 
organisation, operation and supervision of loyalty and incentive schemes; administration of loyalty and rewards 
programmes; administering schemes with promotions or points to be used in exchange for goods or experiences; 
promoting the sale of the goods and services of others through rewards and incentives, generated by use of mobile 
telecommunications devices and wireless technology devices, including smartphones and tablets, for payment; 
electronic and mobile shopping retail services connected with food and drink, books, newspapers and journals, DVDs, 
stationery, mobile telephones and communication devices, laptops and tablets, fuel, clothing and footwear and headgear, 
furniture, toys, paints, tools, plants and garden furniture; the provision of information and advisory services relation to all 
the aforesaid.

Cl.36;Financial services, excluding stocks and shares; banking services; money and funds transfer services; payment 
services; automated banking services; private banking services; internet banking; mobile phone banking services; 
issuing of tokens of value and credit vouchers; issuing of gift vouchers; issuing of money off vouchers; issuing of loyalty 
and incentive scheme vouchers; issuing of gift vouchers in connection with promotion and loyalty schemes; issuing 
vouchers for the admission to events or for an exchange of gifts via a website and wireless devices; electronic payment 
processing services; payment transaction authentication and verification services; value exchange services; contactless 
technology banking services using mobile telecommunications devices and hand-held wireless devices, including 
smartphones and tablets; secure electronic cash transactions and electronic cash transmissions, over public computer 
networks or the internet, or wireless communications networks, to facilitate electronic commerce and/or electronic funds 
transfer; provision of financial information, including balance statements; currency exchange services; the provision of 
financial services for payment or exchange in connection with retail services provided through mobile 
telecommunications means, namely, payment services through wireless devices; advice and information in relation to all 
the aforesaid.
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Priority claimed from 18/05/2015; Application No. : 1310582 ;Benelux 

3309866    19/08/2015
[International Registration No. : 1283429]
SOLVAY SA

Rue de Ransbeek 310 B-1120 Bruxelles

Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHADHA & CHADHA.

F-46, HIMALYA HOUSE, 23 KASTURBA GANDHI MARG, NEW DELHI -110001.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Unprocessed plastics; unprocessed and synthetic resins, namely polysulfone, polyethersulfone, polyphenylsulfone
and blends thereof (PPSU / PSU, PPSU/PEI polyetherimide, PPSU/PC polycarbonate) and polyvinylidene fluoride.

Cl.17;Plastics in extruded or batch foamed or bead foam form for use in manufacture; semi structural, structural, 
packing, stopping and thermally and/or acoustically insulating materials; insulation and barrier articles and materials, 
namely PSU, PESU, PPSU or PVDF structural and semi structural foam and foam core for lightweight sandwich structures 
and panels; semi-finished products of PSU, PESU, PPSU or PVDF synthetic resin and resin blends thereof for foam; 
foams made from synthetic resins; plastics in the form of foam.
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Priority claimed from 04/11/2015; Application No. : 201513668 ;Norway 

3317906    12/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1287279]
NEXT BIOMETRICS GROUP ASA

Filipstad brygge 1 N-0252 Oslo Norway

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI.

74 - F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI - 400 018.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
THE MARK IS TO BE USED A WHOLE AND AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

Cl.9;Scientific, electric and optical apparatus and instruments and apparatus and instruments for signalling and control 
and data processing apparatus and devices, namely, computers, computer hardware, magnetic data carriers featuring 
biometric information used in fingerprint scanning; optical data carriers featuring biometric information used in 
fingerprint scanning; computer software recorded on data carriers featuring authentication, authorization and access 
used in fingerprint scanning; downloadable computer software featuring authentication, authorization and access used in 
fingerprint scanning; data processing and computer equipment, namely, data readers, microprocessors, magnetic 
encoded identity cards, integrated circuits, encoded smart cards, including access cards, debit cards and credit cards, 
used with fingerprint scanning; optical readers; electronic readers and controllers for controlling access to a premises; 
fingerprint scanners; fingerprint sensors; touchscreens performing a finger scan operation within the pixel design of a 
display on the touching pane; displays for picturing fingerprints; fingerprint cameras, magnetically encoded identity 
cards with fingerprint sensors; magnetically encoded security cards for identification purposes; computer programs for 
reading identity cards; computer programs for analysis and control of fingerprints.
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Cl.16;Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, namely, printed paper labels and signs, stationery, 
writing paper, paper envelopes, books, brochures, catalogues, paper advertising cards and posters limited to fingerprint 
scanning; document covers, carrying cases of cardboard or paper, handbooks limited to fingerprint scanning, 
instructional and teaching books and manuals limited to fingerprint scanning.
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3716432    26/10/2017
[International Registration No. : 1381783]
ANIMONDA PETCARE GMBH

Frankfurter Straße 31 49214 Bad Rothenfelde Germany

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO

14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietary supplements for animals; disinfectants; vermin destroying 
preparations; food supplements; dietary supplements and dietetic preparations; dietary supplements for pets; dietetic 
beverages adapted for medical purposes; dietetic foods adapted for medical use; dietetic substances adapted for 
veterinary use; nutritional supplements; dietary supplements for pets in the nature of a powdered drink mix; fungicides; 
herbicides; pharmaceutical compositions; pharmaceutical creams; pharmaceutical preparations; pharmaceuticals; 
veterinary diagnostic reagents; veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for veterinary use; food supplements for 
veterinary use; medical foodstuff additives for veterinary use; veterinary preparations and substances; antibiotics for 
veterinary use; diagnostic preparations for veterinary purposes; hygienic preparations for veterinary use; feed 
supplements for veterinary use; biochemical preparations for veterinary use; chemical reagents for veterinary use; 
medicated animal feed; reagents for analytical purposes [for veterinary purposes]; veterinary preparations for treatment 
of intestinal bacteria; petroleum jelly for medical or veterinary purposes; greases for medical or veterinary purposes; 
ferments for medical or veterinary use; diagnostic preparations for medical or veterinary purposes; medical and 
veterinary preparations and articles.

Cl.31;Dog biscuits; beverages for pets; litter for animals; foodstuffs and fodder for animals; cereals preparations being 
food for animals; salt licks; malt albumin for animal consumption [other than for medical use]; live animals; fresh fruits 
and vegetables; seeds; malt; algarovilla for animal consumption; algae for human or animal consumption; aloe vera 
plants; aromatic sand for pets [litter]; oysters, live; trees; berries, fresh fruits; flower bulbs; beans, fresh; distillery waste 
for animal consumption; eggs for hatching, fertilised; chicory, fresh; peas, fresh; peanuts, fresh; peanut meal for animals; 
peanut cake for animals; fish, live; fishing bait, live; fish meal for animal consumption; cucumbers, fresh; lemons, fresh; 
lettuce, fresh; leeks, fresh; spinach, fresh; pet food; lime for animal forage; grains for animal consumption; meal for 
animals; straw [forage]; poultry, live; mash for fattening livestock; vegetables, fresh; barley; sanded paper for pets [litter]; 
grains [cereals]; cereal seeds, unprocessed; groats for poultry; oats; hazelnuts; yeast for animal consumption; hay; 
undressed timber; wood chips for the manufacture of wood pulp; hops; hop cones; lobsters, live; cocoa beans, raw; 
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potatoes, fresh; edible chews for animals; seed germ for botanical purposes; bran; bran mash for animal consumption; 
coconuts; coconut shell; kola nuts; copra; rough cork; strengthening animal forage; wreaths of natural flowers; live 
crayfish; crustaceans, live; garden herbs, fresh; spiny lobsters, live; preparations for egg laying poultry; linseed for 
animal consumption; linseed meal for animal consumption; flax meal [fodder]; lentils, fresh; maize; maize cake for cattle; 
malt for brewing and distilling; almonds [fruits]; chestnuts, fresh; animal fattening preparations; stall food for animals; 
menagerie animals; straw mulch; flowers; by-products of the processing of cereals, for animal consumption; nuts [fruits]; 
fruit, fresh; olives, fresh; oil cake; palms [leaves of the palm tree]; palm trees; plants; plants, dried, for decoration; 
seedlings; mushrooms, fresh; mushroom spawn for propagation; peppers [plants]; pollen [raw material]; rape cake for 
cattle; vine plants; rice, unprocessed; rice meal for forage; rhubarb, fresh; fish spawn; rye; unsawn timber; rose bushes; 
beet, fresh; sowing seeds; residue in a still after distillation; sea-cucumbers, live; silkworms; silkworm eggs; cuttle bone 
for birds; bushes; straw litter; pine cones; bred stock; natural turf; litter peat; grapes, fresh; fruit residue [marc]; draff; 
flowers, dried, for decoration; truffles, fresh; fodder; salt for cattle; bird food; juniper berries; wheat; wheat germ for 
animal consumption; roots for food; chicory roots; citrus fruit, fresh; bagasses of cane [raw material]; sugarcane; onions, 
fresh vegetables; live clams.
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Priority claimed from 05/05/2017; Application No. : 4359640 ;France 

3739389    27/10/2017
[International Registration No. : 1385916]
BOSTIK

253 avenue du Président Wilson F-93210 LA PLAINE SAINT-DENIS France

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO

14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemical products for use in industry; artificial and synthetic resins; acrylic and epoxy resins; adhesives (adhesive
materials) for use in industry; mastics for bonding.

Cl.2;Mastic (natural resin).

Cl.17;Caulking and insulating materials; sealant compounds for joints; insulating coatings; insulating varnish; 
waterproof packings.

Cl.19;Non-metallic building materials; mortar for building; cement; coatings (building materials); plaster; pitch; 
concrete; lime; patching and leveling plaster coats for walls, floors and ceilings; products for patching walls, floors and 
ceilings.
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3773651    18/01/2018
[International Registration No. : 1362665]
MÖVENPICK HOLDING AG

Oberneuhofstrasse 12 CH-6340 Baar Switzerland

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION 
INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.29;Meat, fish, salmon and products based on salmon, poultry and game; charcuterie, meat extracts; preserved, 
frozen, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; salads; jellies, jams, compotes, pickles, spreads based on fruits and 
vegetables; soups (pre-cooked); eggs; milk and dairy products; milk-based desserts; yogurt; yogurt beverages and milk-
based beverages (also containing coffee); dairy products and substitutes; butter; cheese spread; cheeses; curd; cream; 
edible oils and fats; prepared nuts; cooked dishes (based on the aforesaid products).

Cl.30;Coffee, coffee extracts, tea, cocoa and their substitutes; chocolate, filled and non-filled pralines, sweets; cakes 
and tarts, confectionery (including frozen); confectionery and sugar confectionery products; desserts; puddings; rice-
based desserts, muesli desserts; soufflés (desserts); puddings (desserts); semolina pudding; rice; tapioca and sago; 
flour and preparations made from cereals; bread, sandwiches, biscuits; pastry and confectionery products; sugar, natural 
sweeteners, glazes and sweet fillings, honey, treacle; yeast, baking-powder; salt; mustard; vinegars; sauces 
(condiments), salad dressings; spices; cooked dishes (based on the aforesaid goods); fruit coulis [sauces].

Cl.43;Provision of food and drink in restaurants, take-away, wine bars, brasseries, coffee shops; hotel, restaurant and 
mass catering installation services; temporary accommodation, in particular in hotels; hospitality services, restaurant and 
canteen services; catering services (including consulting relating thereto); rental of conference rooms; organization and 
holding of banquets; accommodation and/or catering services, as well as provision of campgrounds; provision of 
catering kitchens; rental of containers, tableware and kitchen utensils as well as rental of equipment for the hospitality 
industry and the catering sector.
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Priority claimed from 01/11/2017; Application No. : 40201721480Y ;Singapore 

3826982    03/11/2017
[International Registration No. : 1400242]
RIGEL TECHNOLOGY (S) PTE LTD

20 Changi Business Park Central 2 Singapore 486031 Singapore

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAHUL CHAUDHRY & PARTNERS

RCY HOUSE, C-235, DEFENCE COLONY, NEW DELHI-110024

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.11;Sanitary apparatus and installations; water distribution installations; water flushing installations; water supply 
installations; washers of rubber for water taps; sanitary ware; sanitary ware made of ceramic materials, plastics, 
porcelain, stoneware or stainless steel; hydro-powered sanitary apparatus; flushing apparatus; infrared controlled 
flushing apparatus; flushing tanks; flush valves [water regulating valves]; toilets [water-closets]; toilet bowls; toilet 
cisterns; toilet lids; toilet seats; urinals; electronic controlled urinals; lavatories; electronic controlled lavatories; bidets; 
electronic controlled bidets; hand bidet spray; bidet hoses; faucets; taps [faucets]; taps for water supply; mixer taps 
[faucets]; electronic controlled mixer taps [faucets]; self-closing taps and mixer taps [faucets]; electronically controlled 
self-closing taps and mixer taps [faucets]; basin taps; basin mixers (taps); shower taps; shower mixers; sink taps; sink 
mixers; bib taps; bib mixers; disinfectant dispensers for toilets; hand drying apparatus for washrooms; electronic 
powered hand dryers; douches (showers); electric shower apparatus; enclosures for showers; hand showers; heads for 
showers; showers; shower apparatus; shower basins; shower heads; shower hoses; bath tubs; bath fittings; bath 
installations; spa baths; heaters for baths; sauna bath installations; sinks; sluices (sanitary installations); hair dryers; 
water heaters [apparatus]; water coolers; hot and cold water dispensers; all included in class 11.

Cl.20;Hooks for bathrobes; shelf dividers (non-metallic -); bathroom mirrors; mirror frames; clothes lines (rotary -) of 
non-metallic materials; curtain rods; toilet seat cover dispensers (non-metallic -) [fixed].

Cl.21;Liquid soap dispensers; rings for towels [bathroom fittings]; holders for toothbrushes [other than of precious 
metal]; soap dishes, soap and sponge holders [other than of precious metal]; toilet paper holders; paper towels 
dispensers [other than of precious metal]; wall mounted dispensers (metal -) for paper towels; waste disposal receptacles 
[bins].
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Priority claimed from 16/11/2017; Application No. : 017483678 ;European Union 

3869442    22/03/2018
[International Registration No. : 1408349]
Future Cleaning Technologies BV

Hoppenkuil 27 B NL-5626 DD Eindhoven

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Biological preparations; bacterial preparations [other than for medical or veterinary use]; bacteria for use in 
cleaning preparations.

Cl.3;Cleaning preparations; microbiological cleaning preparations; biological cleaning preparations.

Cl.5;Disinfectants; bactericides; antibacterial cleanser.
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Priority claimed from 25/09/2017; Application No. : 302017000107124 ;Italy 

3880513    30/11/2017
[International Registration No. : 1410985]
ALCE NERO S.P.A.

VIA PALAZZETTI 5/C I-40068 S. LAZZARO DI SAVENA (BO) Italy

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHADHA & CHADHA IP

F-46, HIMALAYA HOUSE, 23 K.G. ROAD, NEW DELHI-110001, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Dietetic foods adapted for medical purposes; infant formula; digestives for pharmaceutical purposes; lacteal flour 
for babies; powdered milk for babies; baby food products; homogenized food adapted for medical purposes; dietary 
supplements for humans.

Cl.29;Meat, fish, poultry and game; meat extracts; preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; jellies, 
jams, compotes; eggs; milk and milk products; oils and fats; broth; tomato paste; jams; meat, tinned; fruit preserves; 
vegetables, tinned; fish, preserved; delicatessen products made of meat; cheese, jellies for food; isinglass for food; lard; 
vegetables, preserved; dried pulses; extra virgin olive oil; fish, preserved; meats; sausages; milk substitutes; rice milk; 
soya milk; coconut milk; almond milk; whey; peanut milk-based beverages; coconut milk-based beverages; almond milk-
based beverages; milk beverages, milk predominating; crustaceans, not live; dates; fruit preserved in alcohol; tomato 
puree; potato chips; fruit pulp.

Cl.30;Coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial coffee; rice; tapioca and sago; flour and preparations made from cereals; bread, 
pastries and confectionery; edible ices; sugar, honey, treacle; yeast, baking-powder; salt; mustard; vinegar, sauces 
[condiments]; spices; ice for refreshment; food flavorings, other than essential oils; cereal bars; stick liquorice 
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[confectionery]; cocoa-based beverages; coffee-based beverages; chamomile-based beverages; chocolate-based 
beverages; drinking chocolate; tea-based beverages; bicarbonate of soda for cooking purposes; sweetmeats [candy]; 
puddings; unroasted coffee; capers; caramels [candy]; chocolate; waffles; chocolate spreads containing nuts; cakes; 
flowers or leaves for use as tea substitutes; wheat germ for human consumption; bubble gum; muesli; bread; pasta; 
pesto [sauce]; pizzas; sherbets (ices).

Cl.32;Beers; mineral and aerated waters and other non-alcoholic beverages; fruit juice beverages; syrups and other 
preparations for making beverages; smoothies; isotonic beverages; preparations for making liqueurs; soda water; juices.
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Priority claimed from 16/02/2018; Application No. : UK00003290645 ;United Kingdom 

3895292    16/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1414059]
FPP Edu Tech Limited

Carrick House, 49 Fitzwilliam Square West Dublin 2 Ireland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Advertising, marketing and promotional services; organisation of trade fairs; organisation of fairs for commercial 
and advertising purposes; career planning consultancy; career networking services; career placement consulting 
services; information services relating to jobs and career opportunities; providing marketing information via websites.

Cl.41;Organisation of seminars and conferences; arranging of workshops; organisation of exhibitions for cultural 
purposes; conducting guided tours; providing information about education; career information and advisory services 
(educational and training advice); provision of training.
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3895803    27/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1413379]
Deublin Company

2050 Norman Drive Waukegan IL 60085-6747 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RNA IP ATTORNEYS

VATIKA TOWERS, 10TH FLOOR BLOCK-B, SECTOR-54 GURGAON - 122002 NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION HARYANA, 
INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Metal pipe fittings in the nature of rotating pipe couplings and joints.

Cl.7;Rotating unions for installation on machine tools; mechanical device used to convey liquid or gas from a stationary 
source into rotating equipment to allow transfer of pressurized liquid or gas from the stationary source into the rotating 
equipment for heating, cooling, lubricating or transfer of fluid power.
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3895816    04/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1413363]
AGATHA CHRISTIE LIMITED

161 Drury Lane London WC2B 5PN United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Agents address:
VUTTS & ASSOCIATES

SUITE NO. 704, THE CASTLE, PLOT 36-A,SECTOR-56, GURGAON-110002. (HARYANA).

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Pre-recorded magnetic, digital and optical recording media and data carriers, including audio and video cassettes, 
digital audio tapes, video tapes, vinyl records, compact discs (CDs), audio digital discs, magnetic discs, optical discs, 
floppy discs, holographic discs, DVDs, cartridges for computer and video games, magnetic or digital cards, cards bearing 
electronically recorded data, smart cards, flash memory cards, memory sticks, USB flash drives; cinematographic films; 
television films; slide films; slide film mounts; photographic films; computer software; computer application software for 
mobile devices; downloadable software via the internet and wireless devices; downloadable software in the nature of a 
mobile application; video and computer games in the form of computer programs recorded on data carriers or 
downloaded via the internet; electronic publications; non-printed publications; publications in electronically, magnetically 
or optically recorded and readable forms; multimedia entertainment goods recorded in electronic, magnetic, digital or 
optical forms or downloaded via the internet; downloadable digital media and recordings containing sound, images, text, 
information, signals or software; downloadable video and audio recordings provided via the internet and mobile devices; 
downloadable video, video recordings, animation films and programs provided via a video on demand service; audio 
books, electronic books, digital books, podcasts, webcasts, ringtones, wallpapers, screensavers, icons, images, all the 
aforementioned recorded or downloaded via the internet; digital book readers; electronic memo books; digital tablets; 
mobile telephones, parts, fittings and accessories therefor; computer mouse mats and computer wrist mats; parts and 
fittings for all the aforesaid goods.

Cl.16;Printed matter; books; artwork publications; newspapers, periodicals and magazines; advertising publications; 
educational publications; promotional publications; booklets; booklets relating to games; pamphlets; event programs; 
computer software in printed form; instruction manuals relating to computer software; computer game instruction 
manuals; strategy guide books for games; strategy guide magazines for games; writing or drawing books; collectable 
cards; bookmarks; covering materials for books; covers for books; paper for wrapping books; protective covers for 
books; photographs; photo stands; photograph albums; scrapbooks; stationery; notepaper; envelopes; notebooks; 
address books; visitors" books; writing instruments; pens; pencils; adhesive materials for stationery use; artists" 
materials; paint brushes; office requisites; desk sets, blotters, book ends; instructional and teaching material; calendars, 
diaries, personal organisers; greetings cards; posters; postcards; wrapping paper; gift tags.

Cl.41;Education; providing of training; entertainment; cultural activities; provision of entertainment services through 
the media of publications; publishing services (including electronic publishing services); publishing and editing of 
printed matter and printed publications; on-line publishing of electronic books, audio books, journals, newsletters, 
digests, reports, newspapers and magazines (non-downloadable); music publishing and music recording services; 
provision of entertainment services; entertainment by means of theatre productions, music performances, roadshows, 
radio, television, film and internet; entertainment services in the form of television and radio shows, programs, films and 
series, theater and stage productions, cabaret, live musical performances, concert performances, sound recordings, 
cinema performances, films and multimedia entertainment production; entertainment services in the form of electronic, 
computer and video games provided by means of the internet and other remote communications device; planning, 
organizing, directing, production, performance and presentation of theatre performances and shows, stage performances 
and shows, plays, musical performances and shows, dramas, live comedy shows and live performances, cinematographic
films, video films, animated films and cartoons; production of pre-recorded video, television and cinema films; video-tape 
film production; planning, organizing, directing, production and presentation of television programs, television series, live
television programs, radio programs, radio broadcasts, musical programs, musical shows, live musical performances, 
concerts; television, radio, film and show production; production of on-line entertainment material, including non-
downloadable webcam recordings, blogs, podcasts and multimedia entertainment production; production of recorded 
audio-visual presentations; production of entertainment in the form of video tapes; video game entertainment services; 
electronic games services provided from a computer database or by means of the internet; electronic game services and 
competitions provided by means of the internet; electronic games services, including provision of computer games on 
line or by means of a global computer network; providing interactive multi-player computer games via the internet and 
electronic communication networks; provision of internet games (non-downloadable); provision of games by means of a 
computer based system; cinema theaters; motion picture theaters; movie theatres; production of musical recordings and 
musical videos; recording, film, video and television studio services; amusement park services; theme park services; 
entertainment and educational services in the nature of lectures and performances provided on cruises, tours, 
excursions, exhibitions, and private events; entertainment services in the nature of interactive shows, plays, 
performances and dinner parties featuring adaptations of scripts of mystery novels and fictional characters and involving 
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participation of the audience; arranging of competitions for education or entertainment; entertainment information; 
entertainment information services, information services relating to books, films, movies, shows, plays, theatre 
performances, music, television and radio programs and series computer and video games; ticket information services 
for entertainment events; providing entertainment information via a website; arranging and conducting conferences, 
conventions, congresses and exhibitions; audio-visual display presentation services for entertainment purposes; 
production, arranging and conducting of presentations for cultural, entertainment and educational purposes; organisation
of events for entertainment and cultural purposes; museum services and provision of museum facilities for presentations 
and exhibitions; art gallery services for cultural, educational or entertainment purposes; courses of instruction in history 
and literature; exhibition of cine films, video films and video film sound tracks; movie theatre presentations; organisation 
of entertainment and cultural events; arranging of festivals for cultural, educational and entertainment purposes; audio, 
film, video and television recording and production services; production of sound and image recordings on sound and 
image carriers; production of entertainment in the form of video and audio recordings; dissemination of entertainment 
material; rental of audio books and electronic books; rental and hire of pre recorded media, DVDs, video and audio 
cassettes and tapes; rental of cinematographic films, motion picture films and television programs; film and television 
program distribution (other than transportation); orchestra services.
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3902532    15/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1414857]
Välinge Innovation AB

Prästavägen 513 SE-263 65 Viken Sweden

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.19;Building materials (non-metallic); non-metallic rigid pipes for building; asphalt, pitch and bitumen; non-metallic 
transportable buildings; monuments, not of metal.

Cl.20;Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; goods (not included in other classes) of wood, cork, reed, cane, wicker, horn, 
bone, ivory, whalebone, shell, amber, mother-of-pearl, meerschaum and substitutes for all these materials, or of plastics; 
cabinet work; covers for clothing [wardrobe]; doors for furniture; furniture fittings, not of metal; furniture casters, not of 
metal; table tops.

Cl.27;Carpets, rugs, mats and matting, linoleum and other materials for covering existing floors; wall hangings (non-
textile).
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Priority claimed from 02/08/2017; Application No. : 302017000088845 ;Italy 

3915990    26/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1384069]
FRANCESCO FRANCESCHETTI ELASTOMERI S.r.l.

Via Giulio Pastore, 33/35 I-25040 Corte Franca (BS) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Plastic materials, in particular polymers and thermoplastic polymer compounds.

Cl.17;Semi-finished plastic materials, in particular polymers and thermoplastic polymer compounds.
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3917329    21/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417382]
HDP Media Sp. z o.o.

ul. Robotnicza 68C PL-53-608 Wroclaw Poland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Apparatus for recording data; data processing equipment; apparatus for recording images; apparatus for recording 
sound; television recorders; apparatus for the transmission of data; apparatus for the transmission of images; apparatus 
for the transmission of sound; apparatus for the reproduction of images; apparatus for the reproduction of sound; 
apparatus for the processing of images; audio processing apparatus; film production apparatus; electric cables for the 
transmission of sounds and images; peripherals adapted for use with computers; computers; digitisers; video digitizers; 
audio digitisers; analogue to digital converters; converters, electric; sync generators; video local area network 
controllers; switches, electric; data switches; audio interfaces; interfaces for computers; video mixers; audio mixers; 
audio-video scalers; digital signal processing apparatus; transceivers; network hubs; active matrix displays; video 
imaging systems; data processing programs; computer programs for editing images, sound and video; interactive 
computer software; computer application software for tv; computer software to enable the provision of electronic media 
via communications networks; downloadable computer software for the transmission of data; computer software for 
controlling the operation of audio and video devices; media software; file synchronization software; computer software 
for the transmission of positioning data; software for processing images, graphics and text; educational software; 
encryption apparatus; encoding and decoding apparatus and instruments; magnetic data carriers; computer software 
development tools; microphones; loudspeakers; pre-recorded audio tapes; pre-recorded videos; video mixers; audio 
mixers; sound mixing apparatus; audio mixing consoles; video mixing desks; video effects apparatus; video accelerators;
graphics accelerators; signal processors for audio speakers; electronic transformers; frequency transformers; acoustic 
transformers; rectifiers; portable media players; computer application software for mobile telephones; editing machines 
for movie films; cinematographic film (apparatus for editing -); three dimensional picture manipulators; three dimensional 
viewers; computer software platforms; linear encoders; videodiscs; video processors; video projectors; video 
multiplexers; video players; video receivers; video tuners; video transmitters; video recordings; video enhancers; video 
devices; videotapes; videotapes; video screens; video monitors; video accelerators; video films; video servers; 
camcorders; video disc players; colour video processors; video telephones; video communications apparatus; video 
communications apparatus; video disc players; microscope video processors; video compact discs; musical video 
recordings; digital video recorders; interactive video apparatus; video monitor controllers; video intercom apparatus; 
video cassette players; audio- and video-receivers; video screens; blank video cassettes; video surveillance systems; 
prerecorded videodiscs; digital video servers; digital video players; video frequency amplifiers; video projection 
monitors; video conferencing apparatus; video conferencing apparatus; interactive video software; software programs for 
video games; discs (compact -) [audio-video]; video cameras adapted for monitoring purposes; video editing apparatus; 
video tape editing controllers; audio visual recordings; combination video players and recorders; personal video 
recorders (pvrs); prerecorded motion picture videos; downloadable video recordings; video camera stands; lenses for 
video cameras; prerecorded music videos; wireless audio and video receivers; computer software to enable 
teleconferencing, videoconferencing and videophone services; games (cartridges for video -) [software]; video 
reproducing apparatus; videodisc recorders; video amplifying apparatus; portable video cameras with built-in 
videocassette recorders; interface circuits for video cameras; video streaming devices; devices for streaming media 
content over local wireless networks; video cameras for broadcasting; video circuit boards; software programs for video 
games; video cameras adapted for monitoring purposes; downloadable video recordings featuring music; electric and 
electronic video surveillance installations; computer programs for editing images, sound and video; computer joysticks; 
joysticks for use with computers, other than for video games; signal convertors; controllers (regulators); digital electronic 
controllers; signal processing apparatus; signal cables for it, av and telecommunication; display devices, television 
receivers and film and video devices; image stabilisers; image intensifiers; image scanners; imaging devices for scientific 
purposes; image capturing and developing devices; playing devices for sound and image carriers; recording devices for 
sound and image carriers; wireless communication devices for voice, data, or image transmission; sound recorders; 
recording apparatus; recording apparatus; film recorders; apparatus for recording sound; apparatus for recording sound; 
film recording apparatus; electronic magnetic recording media; portable sound recording apparatus; digital recording 
media; sound and picture recording apparatus; mixing desks [signal]; digital mixing desks; graphics accelerators; 
multimedia accelerator boards; video graphics accelerator; computer accelerator board; microprocessor cards; cards 
containing microprocessors; microprocessor controls; microchip cards; encoded electronic chip cards; sound cards; 
encoded cards; video cards; memory cards; usb port cards; memory expansion cards; computer network adapters; smart 
cards [integrated circuit cards]; secure digital (sd) memory cards; electronic key cards; computer daughterboards; 
ethernet cards; computer graphics boards; add-on-cards for computers; add-in cards for micro computers; electronic 
circuit cards; flash memory card; computer interface boards; smart cards [integrated circuit cards]; smart cards 
[integrated circuit cards]; smart cards [integrated circuit cards]; magnetic cards being computer software; cards bearing 
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electronically recorded data; pc cards; electronic cards for processing images; ic memory cards; prerecorded flash 
memory cards; magnetic cards for carrying data; ram [random access memory] card; read only memory [rom] cards; 
cards encoded to access computer software; interface cards for data processing apparatus; lan computer cards; memory 
cards for video game machines; interface cards for data processing equipment in the form of printed circuits; lan [local 
area network] computer cards for connecting portable computer devices to computer networks; virtual reality software; 
virtual reality game software; virtual classroom software; virtual reality glasses; virtual reality hardware; virtual reality 
headsets; vpn [virtual private network] operating software; vpn [virtual private network] hardware; programmable logic 
arrays; film matrices; programmable controllers; software programmable microprocessors; programmable timers; 
programmable control apparatus; programmable telecommunication apparatus; programmable digital read-out units; 
programmable logic controllers; software programmable microprocessors; programmable digital television recorders; 
keyboards; wireless keyboards; multifunction keyboards; encryption apparatus; multiplexers; multimedia multiplexers; 
time division multiplexers; transmultiplexers; audio/visual and photographic devices; television receivers; tv sets; 
television transmitters; television decoders; television receivers; tv sets; television outlets; television cameras; cable 
television transmitters; closed circuit television apparatus; cable television converters; receivers for receiving cable 
television; internet protocol televisions; tv sets; television monitoring apparatus; software for televisions; 3d television 
receivers; television standards converters; television signal amplifiers; software for interactive television; satellite 
television signal scramblers; interactive television terminal sets; application software for televisions; hd (high definition) 
televisions; satellite television receiving apparatus; uhd (ultra high definition) televisions; dmb (digital multimedia 
broadcasting) televisions; computer application software for tv; high definition set-top boxes; liquid crystal display (lcd) 
televisions; video cameras for broadcasting; transmitting apparatus for television broadcasting; display modules for 
television receivers; 3d spectacles for television receivers; operating system programs for hybrid televisions; 
transmitting and receiving apparatus for television broadcasting; computer programmes for interactive television and for 
interactive games and/or quizzes; cinematographic films; animated cartoons; exposed film; motion picture screens; film 
cameras; cine projectors; downloadable movies; film processing apparatus; film reproducing apparatus; film recording 
apparatus; film production apparatus; movie editing projectors; projection screens; editing machines for movie films; 
cinematographic film (apparatus for editing -); audiovisual teaching apparatus; information technology and audiovisual 
equipment; downloadable templates for designing audiovisual presentations; audiovisual headsets for playing video 
games; computer software to enhance the audio-visual capabilities of multimedia applications, namely, for the integration 
of text, audio, graphics, still images and moving pictures; visual monitoring apparatus; optical viewing screens; 
downloadable educational course materials; multimedia projectors; multimedia terminals; multi-media recordings; 
multimedia software; interactive multimedia computer programs; microcomputer apparatus; interactive multimedia 
computer game programs; interactive multimedia software for playing games; multimedia software recorded on cd-rom; 
augmented reality software; real-time data processing apparatus; augmented reality software for use in mobile devices; 
audiovisual apparatus; audio- and video-receivers; high definition graphic chipsets; application software for cloud 
computing services; downloadable cloud computing software; communications processors; signal processing apparatus;
speech processors; speech processors; sound processors; data processors; application processors; central processing 
units; microscope video processors; multichannel sound processors; digital signal processors; digital sound processors;
central processing units; central processing unit boards; pulse code modulating processors; raster image processors; 
image processors; central processing unit coolers; computer central processing units; central processing unit [cpu] fans; 
central processing unit [cpu] clocks; computer graphics software; downloadable computer graphics; downloadable image
files; graphical user interface software; cinematographic apparatus; projection apparatus; audio electronic apparatus; 
optical communications instruments; teaching and instructional apparatus; digital audio interface apparatus; apparatus 
for recording images; three dimensional picture manipulators; digital audio recorders; data loggers and recorders; 
information storage apparatus [electric or electronic]; upi [universal peripheral interface] software; apparatus for 
broadcasting sound, data or images; computer systems; data collection apparatus; encryption apparatus; security tokens 
[encryption devices]; computer software for encryption; audio video switches; audio-video interfaces; chroma keys; luma 
keys; audio-video signal crossing matrices; audio-video signal switching matrices; switching matrix software; crossing 
matrix software; virtual studios, namely apparatus for connecting 3d virtual reality with a video image for the creation of 
video presentations (video material, a television studio); virtual studio software; digital signal processing apparatus; 
apparatus for digital image processing; software for the composition of 3d animations and special effects; video capture 
cards for computers.

Cl.42;Design, development and implementation of software; installation of software; computer software technical 
support services; design of computer hardware; visual design; computer hardware and software consultancy; computer 
system analysis; it project management; creating, maintaining and hosting the websites of others; hosting the computer 
sites (web sites) of others; editing of computer programs; website development services; maintenance and updating of 
computer software; computer software consultancy; development and testing of software; development of software for 
audio and video operators; development of software for processing and distribution of multimedia contents; services for 
the design of electronic data processing software; development and design of digital sound and image carriers; design of 
hardware for audio and video operators; design of hardware for processing and distribution of multimedia contents; 
design of three dimensional displays; research in the field of social media; computer-aided design of video graphics; 
electronic storage of digital video files; computer programming of video games; video game development services; 
design of software for audio and video operators; development of hardware for audio and video operators; encryption of 
digital images; design and development of image processing software; design of virtual reality software; development of 
virtual reality software; design and development of virtual reality software; providing virtual computer systems through 
cloud computing; providing virtual computer environments through cloud computing; developing programs for 
simulating experiments or series of experiments in a virtual optical laboratory; design and development of computer 
game software and virtual reality software; development of computer software for use with programmable controllers; 
programming of computer animations; animation design for others; animation and special-effects design for others; 
electronic storage of videos; programming of educational software; hosting multimedia educational content; 
programming of multimedia equipment; programming of multimedia applications; development of interactive multimedia 
software; hosting multimedia entertainment content; hosting multimedia educational content; design and development of 
multimedia products; hosting of multimedia content for others; design of hardware for multimedia data storing and 
recalling; design of software for processing and distribution of multimedia contents; design of software for multimedia 
data storing and recalling; development of software for multimedia data storing and recalling; design of audio-visual 
creative works; preparation of design parameters for visual images; monitoring of computer systems by remote access; 
design of computer microchips; design of mathematical models; computer system design; designing of electronic 
systems; design services relating to integrated circuits; designing computer codes; development of computer languages; 
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design of information systems; design and development of driver software; design and development of operating system 
software; computer design services; product design; design of web pages; design services; computer system design; 
design of audio-visual creative works; design services for data processing systems; design of graphic software systems; 
design of electric circuit boards; computer graphics design services; project studies relating to software; computer 
software design; design of information systems relating to management; custom design of software packages; computer-
aided design of video graphics; microchip design services; image processing software design; design and development 
of computer firmware; design of word processing software; design services relating to integrated circuits; design of 
hardware for digital signal processing; consultancy and information services relating to computer software design; 
design and development of software and hardware for signal amplification and transmission; design of hardware for data 
and multimedia content conversion from and to different protocols; consulting in the field of cloud computing networks 
and applications; rendering of computer graphics (digital imaging services); design and graphic arts design for the 
creation of web sites; computer programming; computer programming and software design; software development, 
programming and implementation; professional consultancy services relating to computer programming; engineering 
consultancy relating to computer programming; data encryption and decoding services.
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3917330    02/01/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417375]
Metallicus, Inc.

660 4th Street, Suite 107 San Francisco CA 94107 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable mobile applications for implementing digital currency payments and transactions, and for managing 
digital currency accounts.

Cl.35;Providing incentive award programs for customers through the issuance and processing of loyalty 
cryptocurrency for frequent use of participating businesses; promoting the sale of goods and services of others through 
electronic provision of cryptocurrency, promotions and discounts.

Cl.36;Financial services, namely, providing cryptocurrency for use via global computer networks, via payment 
networks and via decentralized or distributed ledgers; financial services, namely, providing financial information via 
digital wallets that manage cryptocurrency accounts and store cryptocurrency account information; payment processing 
services in the field of cryptocurrency payments; providing electronic processing of cryptocurrency transfers and 
transactions.

Cl.42;Provision of digital wallets in the nature of online non-downloadable financial software for managing 
cryptocurrency accounts and storing cryptocurrency account information.
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3917335    27/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1417361]
MIP METRO Group Intellectual Property GrnbH & Co. KG

Metro-Straße 1 40235 Düsseldorf Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; furbishing preparations; buffing compounds; 
grease-removing preparations; abraders; soap; perfumery; beauty care cosmetics; hair lotion; dentifrice; scouring 
solutions; make-up removing preparations; antistatic preparations for household purposes; antiperspirants [toiletries]; 
aromatic essential oils; flavorings [flavourings] for beverages [essential oils]; breath freshening strips; breath freshening 
sprays; ethereal essences; eyebrow cosmetics; cake flavorings [essential oils]; bath salts, not for medical purposes; 
cosmetic preparations for baths; bath preparations, not for medical purposes; balms other than for medical purposes; 
beard dyes; mustache wax; bergamot oil; pumice stone; skin whitening creams; bleaching preparations [decolorants] for 
cosmetic purposes; laundry bleach; bleaching salts; bleaching soda; extracts of flowers [perfumes]; polish for furniture 
and flooring; floor wax; deodorants for human beings or for animals; detergents other than for use in manufacturing 
operations and for medical purposes; canned pressurized air for cleaning and dusting purposes; scented wood; sachets 
for perfuming linen; scented water; perfume water; depilatory preparations; scale removing preparations for household 
purposes; colorants for toilet purposes; paint stripping preparations; cosmetic dyes; greases for cosmetic purposes; 
shining preparations [polish]; starch glaze for laundry purposes; smoothing preparations [starching]; hair dye; hair 
straightening preparations; hair spray; hair rinses [shampoo-conditioners]; shampoos; cosmetic creams; cosmetic 
preparations for skin care; adhesives for cosmetic purposes; cosmetics; cosmetic kits; cosmetic pencils; cleaning chalk; 
false nails; false eyelashes; lacquer-removing preparations; lavender oil; lavender water; creams for leather; lip glosses; 
lipsticks; lipstick cases; floor wax removers [scouring preparations]; lotions for cosmetic purposes; air fragrancing 
preparations; make-up preparations; preparations for unblocking drain pipes; douching preparations for personal 
sanitary or deodorant purposes [toiletries]; musk [perfumery]; mouthwashes, not for medical purposes; nail art stickers; 
nail polish; nail care preparations; washing soda, for cleaning; soda lye; neutralizers for permanent waving; oils for toilet 
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purposes; oils for cosmetic purposes; oils for cleaning purposes; oils for perfumes and scents; pastes for razor strops; 
mint for perfumery; mint essence [essential oil]; polishing creams; polishing paper; smoothing stones; polishing wax; 
pomades for cosmetic purposes; potpourris [fragrances]; dry-cleaning preparations; shaving preparations; shaving soap; 
after-shave lotions; fumigation preparations [perfumes]; joss sticks; windshield cleaning liquids; cleansing milk for toilet 
purposes; cleaning agents for household purposes; rust removing preparations; non-slipping liquids for floors; non-
slipping wax for floors; sandpaper; cosmetic preparations for slimming purposes; abrasive paper; make-up powder; 
emery paper; beauty masks; shoe cream; shoe polish; shoe wax; sunscreen preparations; laundry starch; talcum powder, 
for toilet use; wallpaper cleaning preparations; turpentine, for degreasing; cosmetics for animals; shampoos for pets; 
toiletries; drying agents for dishwashing machines; tissues impregnated with make-up removing preparations; tissues 
impregnated with cosmetic lotions; petroleum jelly for cosmetic purposes; laundry blueing; laundry soaking preparations;
laundry preparations; hydrogen peroxide for cosmetic purposes; cotton wool for cosmetic purposes; cotton sticks for 
cosmetic purposes; fabric softener for laundry; cosmetic preparations for eyelashes; dental bleaching gels; animal 
grooming preparations; essential oils and aromatic extracts; cleaning and fragrancing preparations; tailors' and cobblers' 
wax.

Cl.4;Industrial oil; industrial greases; dust wetting compositions; candles and wicks for lighting; alcohol [fuel]; oils for 
paints; petrol; beeswax; lignite; combustible briquettes; christmas tree candles; wicks for candles; dust removing 
preparations; ethanol [fuel]; illuminating grease; oil-gas; fuel oil; wood briquettes; coal dust [fuel]; wood spills for 
lighting; candles for lighting; firelighters; coke; fuel; lamp wicks; preservatives for leather [oils and greases]; gas for 
lighting; lighting fuel; textile oil; paper spills for lighting; paraffin; petroleum, raw or refined; rape oil for industrial 
purposes; lubricating grease; lubricating oil; grease for footwear; soya bean oil preparations for non-stick treatment of 
cooking utensils; sunflower oil for industrial purposes; peat [fuel]; peat briquettes [fuel]; carburants; petroleum jelly for 
industrial purposes; solidified gases [fuel]; wax [raw material]; illuminating wax; industrial wax; wool grease; fuels and 
illuminants; electrical energy; dust controlling compositions; lubricants and industrial greases, waxes and fluids; non-
chemical additives in connection with the aforesaid goods, included in this class; wax for skis.

Cl.5;Pharmaceutical preparations; veterinary preparations; dietetic foodstuffs and preparations for medical or 
veterinary purposes; infant formula; dietary supplements for humans and animals; plasters, materials for dressings; 
dressings, medical; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying noxious animals; 
fungicides; herbicides; algicides; alcohol for pharmaceutical purposes; parasiticides; antiseptics; antiseptic cotton; 
appetite suppressants for medical purposes; eye-washes; babies' diaper-pants; babies' diapers; bath salts for medical 
purposes; bath preparations for medical purposes; therapeutic preparations for the bath; bacterial poisons; balms for 
medical purposes; bandages for dressings; cotton for medical use; chemical preparations for medical purposes; 
chemical preparations for pharmaceutical purposes; chemical preparations for veterinary purposes; sanitary towels; 
deodorants for clothing and textiles; detergents for medical purposes; diabetic bread adapted for medical use; diagnostic 
agents for medical use; dietetic substances for medical purposes; dietetic beverages adapted for medical purposes; 
dietetic foods adapted for medical use; albuminous preparations for medical purposes; fly catching paper; adhesives for 
dentures; yeast for pharmaceutical purposes; adhesive plasters; remedies for perspiration; charcoal for pharmaceutical 
purposes; corn remedies; dog lotions; dog washes; pants, absorbent, for incontinents; insecticides; insect repellents; 
personal sexual lubricants; tincture of iodine; cooling sprays for medical purposes; camphor oil for medical purposes; 
candy for medical purposes; chewing gum for medical purposes; germicides; adhesive tapes for medical purposes; 
compresses; herbal teas for medicinal purposes; stick liquorice for pharmaceutical purposes; linseed for pharmaceutical 
purposes; solutions for contact lenses; solvents for removing adhesive plasters; lotions for pharmaceutical purposes; air 
purifying preparations; magnesia for pharmaceutical purposes; medicinal drinks; medicinal herbs; menstruation 
knickers; sanitary tampons; menthol; lactose for pharmaceutical purposes; mineral food supplements; mineral waters for 
medical purposes; mineral water salts; acne treatment preparations; preparations for the treatment of burns; preparations 
for callouses; air deodorising preparations; douching preparations for medical purposes; mothproofing preparations; 
mothproofing paper; mouthwashes for medical purposes; medicinal oils; antiparasitic collars for animals; antiparasitic 
preparations; lozenges for pharmaceutical purposes; pesticides; mint for pharmaceutical purposes; bunion pads; rat 
poison; fumigating sticks; fumigation preparations for medical purposes; contact lens cleaning preparations; medicine 
cases, portable, filled; ointments for pharmaceutical purposes; panty liners; sunburn ointments; sunburn preparations for 
pharmaceutical purposes; starch for dietetic or pharmaceutical purposes; breast-nursing pads; tobacco-free cigarettes 
for medical purposes; thermal water; animal washes; tinctures for medical purposes; glucose for medical purposes; 
tissues impregnated with pharmaceutical lotions; vermin destroying preparations; first-aid boxes, filled; surgical 
dressings; absorbent cotton; vitamin preparations; wart pencils; wadding for medical purposes; cotton swabs for medical 
purposes; insect repellent incense; incontinence diapers; sugar for medical purposes; dietary supplements and dietetic 
preparations; hygienic preparations and articles; pest control preparations and articles.

Cl.6;Common metals and their alloys; railway material of metal; non-electric cables and wires of common metal; 
ironmongery, small items of metal hardware; pipes and tubes of metal; safes; ores of metal; bicycle parking installations 
of metal; aluminium foil; outdoor blinds of metal; cabanas of metal; bindings of metal; fittings of metal for building; tree 
protectors of metal; building panels of metal; buildings of metal; clips of metal for cables and pipes; tanks of metal; 
bottles [metal containers] for compressed gas or liquid air; fittings of metal for beds; bed casters of metal; thread of metal 
for tying-up purposes; sheets and plates of metal; lead, unwrought or semi-wrought; lead seals; tile floorings of metal; 
bolts of metal; vats of metal; letter boxes of metal; bronzes [works of art]; roof coverings of metal; boxes of common 
metal; box fasteners of metal; wire of common metal; wire of common metal alloys, except fuse wire; wire cloth; wire 
rope; drain pipes of metal; turnstiles of metal; metal pegs; wall plugs of metal; nozzles of metal; brackets of metal for 
building; iron, unwrought or semi-wrought; metal hardware; badges of metal for vehicles; locks of metal for vehicles; 
traps for wild animals; paint spraying booths of metal; metal kegs; lintels of metal; fittings of metal for windows; shutters 
of metal; window openers, non-electric; metal window frames; window casement bolts; window pulleys; window closers, 
non-electric; prefabricated houses [kits] of metal; refractory construction materials of metal; furnace fireguards; figurines 
[statuettes] of common metal; metal bottle caps; bottle closures of metal; foils of metal for wrapping and packaging; 
hoppers of metal, non-mechanical; foot scrapers; metal floors; hooks of metal for clothes rails; memorial plates of metal; 
metal cash boxes; armored doors of metal; scaffolding of metal; greenhouses of metal, transportable; latticework of 
metal; bells; knobs of metal; metal hooks; bathtub grab bars of metal; towel dispensers, fixed, of metal; house numbers of
metal, non-luminous; slings of metal for handling loads; insect screens of metal; jalousies of metal; metal cable clips; 
cable joints of metal, non-electric; tiles of metal for building; chests of metal; couplings of metal for chains; metal clothes 
hooks; vice claws of metal; pitons of metal; tin cans; baskets of metal; works of art of common metal; copper, unwrought 
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or semi-wrought; copper wire, not insulated; copper rings; loading pallets of metal; anti-friction metal; belts of metal for 
handling loads; laths of metal; arbours [structures of metal]; ducts of metal for ventilating and air conditioning 
installations; rods of metal for welding; porches of metal [building]; wall claddings of metal [building]; cables of metal, 
non-electric; chains of metal; frames of metal for building; rings of metal; fittings of metal for furniture; furniture casters 
of metal; sleeves [metal hardware]; nails; metal name plates; rivets of metal; casement windows of metal; paving blocks 
of metal; posts of metal; advertisement columns of metal; wheel clamps [boots]; lock bolts; metal pipes; collars of metal 
for fastening pipes; junctions of metal for pipes; roller blinds of steel; locks of metal for bags; hinges of metal; washers of 
metal; metal rails; signboards of metal; locks of metal, other than electric; keys; rings of common metal for keys; screws 
of metal; nuts of metal; screw tops of metal for bottles; braces of metal for load handling; swimming pools [metal 
structures]; floating containers of metal; safety cashboxes; metal safety cash boxes; signalling panels, non-luminous and 
non- mechanical, of metal; tension links; chests of metal for food; cotter pins of metal; ladders of metal; diving boards of 
metal; bungs of metal; barbed wire; steel sheets; iron wire; steel buildings; poles of metal; metal stepladders; pins 
[hardware]; ferrules of metal for walking sticks; trays of metal; transport pallets of metal; partitions of metal; staircases of 
metal; step stools of metal; door fittings, of metal; door stops of metal; door handles of metal; door bells of metal, non-
electric; latch bars of metal; tinplate packings; packaging containers of metal; sealing caps of metal; padlocks; wall tiles 
of metal; wall linings of metal [building]; water-pipes of metal; tinplate; white metal; tool boxes of metal, empty; tool 
chests of metal, empty; weather- or wind- vanes of metal; wind-driven bird-repelling devices made of metal; fences of 
metal; tent pegs of metal; building and construction materials and elements of metal; unprocessed and semi- processed 
materials of metal, not specified for use; doors, gates, windows and window coverings of metal; structures and 
transportable buildings of metal; statues and works of art of common metals; containers, and transportation and 
packaging articles, of metal; parts and accessories for all the aforesaid goods, included in this class.

Cl.7;Machine tools; machine coupling and transmission components (except for land vehicles); agricultural implements 
other than hand-operated; incubators for eggs; vending machines; 3D printers; stalk separators [machines]; waste 
compacting machines; filling machines; suction machines for industrial purposes; separators; colour-washing machines; 
mineral water making machines; fleshing machines; grain separators; belt conveyors; metal drawing machines; aerating 
pumps for aquaria; concrete mixers [machines]; apparatus for drawing up beer under pressure; beer pumps; binding 
apparatus for hay; bellows [parts of machines]; bellows for forging; forge bellows; printing machines for use on sheet 
metal; paper feeders [printing]; machines and apparatus for wax-polishing, electric; drill chucks [parts of machines]; 
drilling heads [parts of machines]; drilling bits [parts of machines]; drilling machines; drilling rigs, floating or non-
floating; brewing machines; rammers [machines]; grinding machines; brake shoes other than for vehicles; brake pads 
other than for vehicles; thermic lances [machines]; bread cutting machines; bookbinding apparatus and machines for 
industrial purposes; ironing machines; brushes [parts of machines]; churns; butter machines; rotary steam presses, 
portable, for fabrics; steam engines; steam cleaning machines; can openers, electric; lathes [machine tools]; printing 
presses; pneumatic transporters; compressed air machines; compressed air engines; compressed air pumps; 
compressed air guns for the extrusion of mastics; printing machines; printing plates; pressure reducers [parts of 
machines]; pressure regulators [parts of machines]; pressure valves [parts of machines]; printing rollers for machines; 
printing cylinders; jet engines other than for land vehicles; dynamo brushes; dynamo belts; dynamos; bicycle dynamos; 
wrapping machines; brushes, electrically operated [parts of machines]; electrodes for welding machines; current 
generators; electric hammers; beverage preparation machines, electromechanical; food preparation machines, 
electromechanical; degreasers [machines]; hoppers [mechanical discharging]; dust removing installations for cleaning 
purposes; earth moving machines; labellers [machines]; power hammers; painting machines; dyeing machines; paint 
spray guns; inking apparatus for printing machines; springs [parts of machines]; window openers, electric; window 
openers, hydraulic; window openers, pneumatic; window closers, electric; window closers, hydraulic; window closers, 
pneumatic; flues for engine boilers; filters [parts of machines or engines]; filtering machines; finishing machines; bottle 
sealing machines; bottle washing machines; bottle capping machines; pulleys; braiding machines; meat choppers 
[machines]; belts for conveyors; conveyors [machines]; moulding machines; type- setting machines [photocomposition]; 
milling machines; freewheels other than for land vehicles; electric fruit presses for household use; bottle filling machines; 
pedal drives for sewing machines; fodder presses; galvanizing machines; sheaf-binding machines; gas- operated blow 
torches; embossing machines; blowing machines; blowing machines for the compression, exhaustion and transport of 
gases; blowing machines or fans for the compression, sucking and carrying of grain; crankcases for machines, motors 
and engines; grating machines for vegetables; air cushion devices for moving loads; apparatus for aerating beverages; 
apparatus for aerating water; gears for weaving looms; dishwashers; hangers [parts of machines]; reapers; winnowers; 
grain husking machines; gears, other than for land vehicles; die-cutting and tapping machines; threading machines; 
foundry machines; glass- working machines; glaziers' diamonds [parts of machines]; smoothing presses; railroad 
constructing machines; glow plugs for diesel engines; ditchers [ploughs]; engraving machines; molds [parts of 
machines]; chaff cutter blades; taps [parts of machines, engines or motors]; hammers [parts of machines]; electric hand 
drills; hand-held tools, other than hand- operated; reeling apparatus, mechanical; hoods [parts of machines]; elevating 
apparatus; ' jacks [machines]; stitching machines; raking machines; tedders; planing machines; high pressure washers; 
woodworking machines; lifting apparatus; tilt hammers; hydraulic engines and motors; hydraulic controls for machines, 
motors and engines; sizing machines; coffee grinders, other than hand-operated; mangles; universal joints [cardan 
joints]; carding machines; notchers [machine-tools]; boiler tubes [parts of machines]; scale collectors for machine 
boilers; power saws; kick starters for motorcycles; clack valves [parts of machines]; glue guns, electric; adhesive tape 
dispensers [machines]; blades [parts of machines]; kneading machines; carbon brushes [electricity]; pistons for engines; 
piston segments; compactors; compressors [machines]; compressors for refrigerators; condensing installations; basket 
presses; fuel dispensing pumps for service stations; kitchen machines, electric; ball-bearings; ball rings for bearings; 
radiators [cooling] for motors and engines; handling apparatus for loading and unloading; derricks; bearing brackets for 
machines; journals [parts of machines]; agricultural machines; service lifts; moving pavements [sidewalks]; roller 
bridges; leather-working machines; leather paring machines; electric arc cutting apparatus; electric arc welders; 
typesetting machines; lifts, other than ski-lifts; elevator operating apparatus; punches for punching machines; punching 
machines; electric soldering apparatus; gas-operated soldering irons; electric soldering irons; soldering lamps; soldering 
blow pipes, gas-operated; filters for cleaning cooling air, for engines; aero condensers; air pumps [garage installations]; 
reapers and binders; reapers and threshers; harvesting machines; knives for mowing machines; calenders; handling 
machines, automatic [manipulators]; racket stringing machines; bicycle assembling machines; machines for the textile 
industry; machines for the production of sugar; machines for manufacturing bitumen; cord making machines; lace 
making machines; machines for making pasta; machines for processing plastics; housings [parts of machines]; steam 
engine boilers; machine wheels; stands for machines; tables for machines; axles for machines; hoists; matrices for use in 
printing; boxes for matrices [printing]; mechanized livestock feeders; chisels for machines; electric shears; mortising 
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machines; milking machines; knives [parts of machines]; knives, electric; blade holders [parts of machines]; blade 
sharpening [stropping] machines; metalworking machines; cream/milk separators; mixing machines; feeders [parts of 
machines]; mixers [machines]; electric blenders for household purposes; dairy machines; boat motors; aeronautical 
engines; engines for air cushion vehicles; engine mounts other than for land vehicles; mills [machines]; crushers for 
kitchen use, electric; mills for household purposes, other than hand-operated; millstones; flour mill machines; waste 
disposals; sewing machines; riveting machines; emergency power generators; paper production machines; parquet wax-
polishers, electric; pepper mills other than hand-operated; ploughs; ploughshares; guns [tools using explosives]; 
stereotype machines; connecting rods for machines, motors and engines; pneumatic controls for machines, motors and 
engines; pneumatic tube conveyors; pneumatic jacks; machines and apparatus for polishing [electric]; die-stamping 
machines; tympans [parts of printing presses]; presses [machines for industrial purposes]; filter presses; pneumatic 
hammers; steamrollers; puddling machines [parts of machines, motors or engines]; pumps for heating installations; 
pump diaphragms; machine wheelwork; tambours for embroidery machines; rams [machines]; lawnmowers [machines]; 
turf removing ploughs; friezing machines; rakes for raking machines; reduction gears other than for land vehicles; 
regulators [parts of machines]; steam traps; electric cleaning apparatus; trimming machines; belts for machines; diggers 
[machines]; roller bearings; moving staircases [escalators]; rotary printing presses; beaters, electric; agitators; saw 
blades [parts of machines]; saw benches [parts of machines]; saws; sowers [machines]; satinizing machines; air suction • 
machines; teat cups [suction cups] for milking machines; exhausts for motors and engines; sifting machines; clutches 
other than for land vehicles; sharpening machines; shovels, mechanical; clippers [machines]; valves [parts of machines]; 
rail-laying machines; engines for boats; beating machines; mud catchers and collectors [machines]; reels, mechanical, 
for flexible hoses; trueing machines; grindstones [parts of machines]; carriages for knitting machines; slide rests [parts 
of machines]; grease boxes [parts of machines]; lubricating pumps; grease rings [parts of machines]; lubricators [parts of 
machines]; whisks, electric, for household purposes; snowplows; cutting blow pipes, gas-operated; cutters [machines]; 
coal-cutting machines; lasts for shoes [parts of machines]; shoe polishers, electric; carriage aprons; gas-operated 
welding apparatus; electric welding apparatus; electrical apparatus for sealing plastics [packaging]; electric welding 
machines; machine fly-wheels; pulleys [parts of machines]; self-oiling bearings; separating machines; typesetting 
machines [printing]; machines and apparatus for carpet shampooing, electric; sealing machines for industrial purposes; 
sorting machines for industry; chucks [parts of machines]; feeding apparatus for engine boilers; carburetter feeders; de-
aerators for feedwater; spinning machines; spinning frames; spinning wheels; reels [parts of machines]; bobbins for 
weaving looms; rinsing machines; converters for steelworks; stators [parts of machines]; vacuum cleaners; vacuum 
cleaner bags; vacuum cleaner hoses; vacuum cleaner attachments for disseminating perfumes and disinfectants; stone-
working machines; stamping machines; control mechanisms for machines, engines or motors; control cables for 
machines, engines or motors; stuffing boxes [parts of machines]; darning machines; shock absorber plungers [parts of 
machines]; road making machines; road sweeping machines [self- propelled]; knitting machines; chaff cutters; current 
generators; tobacco processing machines; tarring machines; dividing machines; swaging machines; hair clipping 
machines for animals; potters' wheels; bearings for transmission shafts; transferring machines; driving chains other than 
for land vehicles; belts for motors and engines; propulsion mechanisms other than for land vehicles; spin driers [not 
heated]; drums [parts of machines]; whitewashing machines; turbines other than for land vehicles; turbo compressors; 
door closers, hydraulic; door closers, pneumatic; typecasting machines; superheaters; transmissions, other than for land 
vehicles; transmissions for machines; anti-pollution devices for motors and engines; electric food processors; weeding 
machines; vacuum pumps [machines]; fans for motors and engines; fan belts for motors and engines; carburetters; bottle 
stoppering machines; vibrators [machines] for industrial use; curtain drawing devices, electrically operated; vulcanisation
apparatus; jacks [machines]; truck lifts; rolling mill cylinders; rolling mills; heat exchangers [parts of machines]; washing 
installations for vehicles; washing apparatus; coin-operated washing machines; water separators; water heaters [parts of 
machines]; hydraulic turbines; shuttles [parts of machines]; looms; loom shafts; alternators; wine presses; shaft 
couplings [machines]; tools [parts of machines]; holding devices for machine tools; winches; net hauling machines 
[fishing]; wind turbines; hosiery looms; wringing machines for laundry; sausage machines; rack and pinion jacks; journal 
boxes [parts of machines]; central vacuum cleaning installations; centrifugal mills; spraying machines; centrifugal 
pumps; centrifugal machines; grinding machines for the kitchen, electric; shredders [machines] for industrial use; 
cigarette machines for industrial purposes; sparking plugs for internal combustion engines; igniting magnetos; igniting 
devices for internal combustion engines; cutting machines; cylinders for machines; cylinders for motors and engines; 
pistons for cylinders; cylinder heads for engines; agricultural, earthmoving, construction, oil and gas extraction and 
mining equipment; pumps, compressors and fans; robots; moving and handling equipment; machines and machine tools 
for treatment of materials and for manufacturing; engines and powertrains for machines; dispensing machines; sweeping, 
cleaning, washing and laundering machines; fuel economisers; parts and accessories for the aforesaid goods, included in
this class.

Cl.8;Hand tools and implements (hand operated); cutlery; razors; wire strippers [hand tools]; priming irons [hand tools]; 
razor strops; sharpening steels; awls; oyster openers; bayonets; beard clippers; hobby knives [scalpels]; tree pruners; 
pruning shears; fireplace bellows [hand tools]; bow saws; bits [parts of hand tools]; borers; gimlets [hand tools]; drill 
holders [hand tools]; ratchets [hand tools]; extension pieces for braces for screw taps; bits [hand tools]; drill rods (hand 
tools); breast drills; crow bars; broadaxes; branding irons; flat irons; caulking irons; daggers; can openers, non-electric; 
drills; pin punches; egg slicers, non-electric; irons [non-electric hand tools]; ice axes; manicure sets, electric; depilation 
apparatus (electric and non-electric); razor cases; palette knives; masons' hammers; penknives; tweezers; files [tools]; 
fingernail polishers, electric or non-electric; scaling knives; mincing knives [hand tools]; milling cutters [hand tools]; 
hand implements for hair curling (non-electric); non-electric caulking guns; forks; pruning knives; secateurs; garden 
tools, hand-operated; goffering irons; mitre [miter (Am.)] boxes [hand tools]; nail drawers [hand tools]; mandolins for 
slicing vegetables; instruments and tools for skinning animals; apparatus for destroying plant parasites, hand-operated; 
frames for handsaws; taps [hand tools]; dies [hand tools]; foundry ladles [hand tools]; glaziers' diamonds [parts of hand 
tools]; polishing irons [glazing tools]; sand trap rakes; engraving needles; curling tongs; depilation appliances, electric 
and non-electric; hair clippers for personal use, electric and non-electric; ditchers [hand tools]; cleavers; hammers [hand 
tools]; hand drills [hand tools]; implements for decanting liquids [hand tools]; hand pumps; rams [hand tools]; hand tools,
hand-operated; rakes [hand tools]; harpoons; harpoons for fishing; levers; lifting jacks, hand-operated; hackles [hand 
tools]; sickles; bill-hooks; planes; plane irons; hollowing bits [parts of hand tools]; gouges [hand tools]; sledgehammers; 
farriers' knives; sharpening instruments; hunting knives; hoes [hand tools]; fish tapes [hand tools]; instruments for 
punching tickets; cheese slicers, non-electric; molding irons; ladles [hand tools]; ceramic knives; truncheons; scraping 
tools [hand tools]; mortise chisels; pick hammers; agricultural implements, hand-operated; jig-saws; wick trimmers 
[scissors]; perforating tools [hand tools]; punch pliers [hand tools]; spoons; air pumps, hand-operated; machetes; 
manicure sets; trowels; graving tools [hand tools]; knives; blades [hand tools]; blades [weapons]; metal band stretchers 
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[hand tools]; mortars for pounding; money scoops; needle files; emery files; nail files, electric; cuticle tweezers; nail 
clippers, electric or non-electric; nail nippers; nail extractors; nail punches; riveting hammers [hand tools]; riveters [hand 
tools]; numbering punches; fruit pickers [hand tools]; ear-piercing apparatus; budding knives; pedicure sets; trowels 
[gardening]; earth rammers [hand tools]; grafting tools [hand tools]; tongs; hair-removing tweezers; guns [hand tools]; 
guns, hand-operated, for the extrusion of mastics; pizza cutters, non-electric; punches [hand tools]; braiders [hand tools]; 
lawn clippers [hand instruments]; razors, electric or non-electric; razor blades; shaving cases; reamers; reamer sockets; 
rasps [hand tools]; hoop cutters [hand tools]; annular screw plates; diggers [hand tools]; tube cutters [hand tools]; tube 
cutting instruments; sabres; sword scabbards; saw blades [parts of hand tools]; saws [hand tools]; saw holders; shovels 
[hand tools]; scissors; shears; shear blades; shearers [hand instruments]; mallets [hand instruments]; punch rings 
[knuckle dusters]; stone hammers; abrading instruments [hand instruments]; blade sharpening instruments; grindstones 
[hand tools]; sharpening stones; emery grinding wheels; cutters; cutting tools [hand tools]; edge tools [hand tools]; 
wrenches [hand tools]; screwdrivers; vices; bench vices [hand implements]; clamps for carpenters or coopers; lasts 
[shoemakers' hand tools]; fire irons; paring knives; swords; scythe rings; scythe stones; fullers [hand tools]; rabbeting 
planes; spatulas [hand tools]; expanders [hand tools]; metal wire stretchers [hand tools]; spades [hand tools]; picks 
[hand tools]; centre punches [hand tools]; marline spikes; syringes for spraying insecticides; insecticide sprayers [hand 
tools]; rammers [hand tools]; augers [hand tools]; embossers [hand tools]; chisels; holing axes; paring irons [hand tools];
pestles for pounding; silver plate [knives, forks and spoons]; apparatus for tattooing; hair clippers for animals [hand 
instruments]; weeding forks [hand tools]; thistle extirpators [hand tools]; livestock marking tools; cattle shearers; 
crimping irons; fulling tools [hand tools]; tool belts [holders]; whetstone holders; stropping instruments; vegetable 
choppers; eyelash curlers; tap wrenches; squares [hand tools]; pliers; insecticide sprayers (hand-operated); drawing 
knives; carpenters' augers; hygienic and beauty implements for humans and animals; edged and blunt weapons; hand-
operated implements for chopping food, kitchen knives and cutlery; hand-operated tools and implements for treatment of 
materials, and for construction, repair and maintenance; lifting tools; parts and fittings for all of the aforesaid goods, 
included in this class; knife handles of metal; tool handles of metal; knife handles, not of metal; scythe handles, not of 
metal; tool handles, not of metal; scrapers for skis; tool handles, not of metal.

Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound or images; magnetic data media; sound recording discs; compact discs, DVDs; digital recording media; coin-
operated mechanisms; cash registers; calculators; data processing equipment; computers; computer software; fire 
extinguishers; 3D spectacles; drainers for use in photography; branch boxes [electricity]; adding machines; aerometers; 
electric batteries for vehicles; batteries, electric; battery jars; battery boxes; acoustic couplers; alarms; acoustic alarms; 
alarm bells, electric; whistle alarms; alcoholmeters; ammeters; testing apparatus not for medical purposes; anode 
batteries; answering machines; junction boxes [electricity]; connections for electric lines; electric couplings; antennas; 
anticathodes; apertometers [optics]; apparatus and installations for the production of x-rays, not for medical purposes; 
apparatus and instruments for astronomy; distance recording apparatus; apparatus for measuring the thickness of skins; 
oxygen transvasing apparatus; appliances for measuring the thickness of leather; railway traffic safety appliances; 
mirrors for inspecting work; asbestos clothing for protection against fire; asbestos gloves for protection against 
accidents; asbestos screens for firemen; breathing apparatus for underwater swimming; breathing apparatus, except for 
artificial respiration; respiratory masks, other than for artificial respiration; respirators for filtering air; shutter releases; 
balancing apparatus; steering apparatus, automatic, for vehicles; azimuth instruments; baby monitors; beacons, 
luminous; barometers; limiters [electricity]; light meters; petrol gauges; observation instruments; accelerometers; 
betatrons; downloadable image files; phototelegraphy apparatus; video telephones; galena crystals [detectors]; 
diaphragms [photography]; anti-glare glasses; anti-glare visors; flashing lights [luminous signals]; lightning conductors 
[rods]; flashlamps for cameras; flash bulbs; furnaces for laboratory use; letter scales; spectacles [optics]; spectacle 
cases; spectacle frames; spectacle lenses; weight measuring instruments; incubators for bacteria culture; compact disc 
players; chemistry apparatus and instruments; chips [integrated circuits]; chromatography apparatus for laboratory use; 
chronographs [time recording apparatus]; magnetic encoders; encoded identification bracelets, magnetic; encoded 
magnetic cards; compact discs [read-only memory]; compact discs [audio-video]; computer operating programs, 
recorded; computer hardware; peripherals adapted for use with computers; computer programs (recorded); computer 
programs [downloadable software]; recorded computer software; game software; computer keyboards; crash test 
dummies; decompression chambers; decorative magnets; densimeters; densitometers; distillation apparatus for 
scientific purposes; stills for laboratory experiments; detectors; diagnostic apparatus, not for medical purposes; 
transparencies [photography]; slide projectors; theft prevention installations, electric; burglar alarms; diffraction 
apparatus [microscopy]; digital signs; digital photo frames; dictating machines; light dimmers [regulators], electric; 
alidades; diskettes; disk drives for computers; dna chips; dosage dispensers; fuse wire; automatic indicators of low 
pressure in vehicle tires [tyres]; darkroom lamps [photography]; darkrooms [photography]; dvd players; dynamometers; 
electronic book readers; egg-candlers; electrical adapters; electric installations for the remote control of industrial 
operations; igniting apparatus, electric, for igniting at a distance; electronic locks; coils, electric; transformers 
[electricity]; resistances, electric; electric wires; electric cables; condensers [capacitors]; electrolysers; electromagnetic 
coils; electron tubes; electronic notice boards; electronic publications, downloadable; electronic pens; electronic 
agendas; electrified fences; range finders; distance measuring apparatus; discharge tubes, electric, other than for 
lighting; demagnetizing apparatus for magnetic tapes; anti-interference devices [electricity]; epidiascopes; ergometers; 
thread counters; ticket dispensers; kilometer recorders for vehicles; invoicing machines; counterfeit [false] coin 
detectors; facsimile machines; binoculars; teleprinters; tv sets; telephone apparatus; electro-dynamic apparatus for the 
remote control of railway points; remote control apparatus; fire boats; fire blankets; fire engines; fire pumps; fire alarms; 
fire beaters; fireproof clothing; fireproof garments; fire hose; films, exposed; exposed film; film cameras; film cutting 
apparatus; filters for respiratory masks; filters [photography]; fluorescent screens; cameras [photography]; photovoltaic 
cells; photocopiers [photographic, electrostatic, thermic]; photometers; apparatus to check franking; hands free kits for 
phones; frequency meters; spark-guards; masts for wireless aerials; radiotelephony sets; radiotelegraphy sets; 
galvanometers; apparatus for fermentation [laboratory apparatus]; apparatus for analysing gases; gasometers; 
gasometers [measuring instruments]; printed circuit boards; printed circuits; automated teller machines [atm]; coin-
operated musical automata [juke boxes]; money counting and sorting machines; speed indicators; speed checking 
apparatus for vehicles; speed measuring apparatus [photography]; speed regulators for record players; workmen's 
protective face-shields; weights; screw-tapping gauges; grids for batteries; retorts; global positioning system [gps] 
apparatus; semi-conductors; salinometers; holders for electric coils; wrist rests for use with computers; high-frequency 
apparatus; altimeters; holograms; dog whistles; hydrometers; hygrometers; identity cards, magnetic; inductors 
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[electricity]; interfaces for computers; ionization apparatus not for the treatment of air or water; electricity conduits; 
identification threads for electric wires; identification sheaths for electric wires; wire connectors [electricity]; sheaths for 
electric cables; verniers; calibrating rings; capillary tubes; smart cards [integrated circuit cards]; cassette players; 
carriers for dark plates [photography]; cathodes; boiler control instruments; cinematographic film, exposed; switchboxes 
[electricity]; optical character readers; terminals [electricity]; push buttons for bells; bells [warning devices]; 
downloadable ring tones for mobile phones; slope indicators; eyeglass chains; eyeglass cords; knee-pads for workers; 
coaxial cables; collectors, electric; comparators; directional compasses; contacts, electric; contact lenses; containers for 
contact lenses; regulating apparatus, electric; headphones; couplers [data processing equipment]; correcting lenses 
[optics]; gasoline gauges; bullet-proof clothing; bullet-proof waistcoats [vests (Am.)]; copper wire, insulated; laboratory 
trays; laboratory centrifuges; chargers for electric batteries; lactodensimeters; surveying instruments; sleeves for 
laptops; laptop computers; bags adapted for laptops; lasers, not for medical purposes; magic lanterns; loudspeakers; 
cabinets for loudspeakers; gauges; jigs [measuring instruments]; electrical conductors; ducts [electricity]; data 
processing apparatus; light-emitting diodes [led]; luminous signs; blueprint apparatus; heliographic apparatus; light-
emitting electronic pointers; rulers [measuring instruments]; punched card machines for offices; logs [measuring 
instruments]; plumb bobs; sounding apparatus and machines; air analysis apparatus; magnifying glasses; magnetic 
tapes; magnetic tape units for computers; magnetic wires; magnets; disks, magnetic; solenoid valves [electromagnetic 
switches]; manometers; marker buoys; solderers' helmets; measures; rules [measuring instruments]; dressmakers' 
measures; materials for electricity mains [wires, cables]; material testing instruments and machines; mouse [computer 
peripheral]; mouse pads; mechanisms for counter-operated apparatus; coin-operated mechanisms for television sets; 
megaphones; diaphragms for scientific apparatus; quantity indicators; measuring apparatus; measuring devices, electric; 
measuring glassware; measuring instruments; rods [surveying instruments]; measuring spoons; levelling staffs 
[surveying instruments]; plane tables [surveying instruments]; metal detectors for industrial or military purposes; 
meteorological balloons; cosmographic instruments; mathematical instruments; meteorological instruments; 
metronomes; microphones; micrometers; micrometer screws for optical instruments; microprocessors; microscopes; 
microtomes; cell phones; modems; monitors [computer hardware]; monitors [computer programs]; editing appliances for 
cinematographic films; mouth guards for sports; juke boxes, musical; downloadable music files; lens hoods; food 
analysis apparatus; nose clips for divers and swimmers; nautical apparatus and instruments; navigation apparatus for 
vehicles [on-board computers]; navigational instruments; fog signals, non-explosive; neon signs; surveyors' levels; 
notebook computers; objectives [lenses] [optics]; lenses for astrophotography; containers for microscope slides; 
ohmmeters; ear plugs for divers; octants; instruments containing eyepieces; eyepieces; optical goods; optical apparatus 
and instruments; optical data media; fiber optic cables; optical fibers; optical condensers; optical lamps; optical lenses; 
optical discs; optical glass; oscillographs; ozonisers [ozonators]; parking meters; pedometers; periscopes; radio pagers; 
petri dishes; apparatus and instruments for physics; pipettes; planimeters; plates for batteries; record players; juke 
boxes for computers; plotters; polarimeters; precision measuring apparatus; precision balances; prisms [optics]; 
projection apparatus; projection screens; pyrometers; mercury levels; radar apparatus; radiological apparatus for 
industrial purposes; radios; vehicle radios; frames for photographic transparencies; centering apparatus for 
photographic transparencies; screens for photoengraving; smoke detectors; test tubes; abacuses; circular slide rules; 
slide-rules; reflecting discs for wear, for the prevention of traffic accidents; refractometers; refractors; stage lighting 
regulators; head cleaning tapes [recording]; cleaning apparatus for sound recording discs; riding helmets; relays, 
electric; retorts' stands; life buoys; life-saving rafts; life-saving capsules for natural disasters; fire escapes; safety nets; 
safety tarpaulins; lifebelts; life saving apparatus and equipment; life vests; rheostats; levels [instruments for determining 
the horizontal]; cell phone straps; hemline markers; x- ray apparatus not for medical purposes; x-ray photographs, other 
than for medical purposes; x-ray films, exposed; x-ray tubes not for medical purposes; radiology screens for industrial 
purposes; cathodic anti-corrosion apparatus; saccharometers; egg timers [sandglasses]; needles for record players; 
satellites for scientific purposes; satellite navigational apparatus; glazing apparatus for photographic prints; acid 
hydrometers; acidimeters for batteries; scanners [data processing equipment]; acoustic conduits; diaphragms 
[acoustics]; horns for loudspeakers; switchboards; commutators; switches, electric; electric apparatus for commutation; 
integrated circuits; distribution consoles [electricity]; control panels [electricity]; marine compasses; naval signalling 
apparatus; mechanical signs; screens [photography]; encoded key cards; fuses; crucibles [laboratory]; balances 
[steelyards]; protective suits for aviators; gloves for protection against x-rays for industrial purposes; head protection; 
protective helmets for sports; protective masks; protection devices against x-rays, not for medical purposes; transmitting 
sets [telecommunication]; transmitters [telecommunication]; transmitters of electronic signals; sounding leads; sounding 
lines; sextants; safety restraints, other than for vehicle seats and sports equipment; electronic security tags; signals, 
luminous or mechanical; signaling buoys; electro-dynamic apparatus for the remote control of signals; signal bells; 
signal lanterns; signalling whistles; signalling panels, luminous or mechanical; wafers for integrated circuits; simulators 
for the steering and control of vehicles; sirens; smartphones; computer software applications, downloadable; solar 
panels for the production of electricity; sonars; probes for scientific purposes; solar batteries; sunglasses; voltmeters; 
voltage regulators for vehicles; computer memory devices; memory cards for video game machines; spectrograph 
apparatus; spectroscopes; clothing especially made for laboratories; cases especially made for photographic apparatus 
and instruments; furniture especially made for laboratories; spherometers; mirrors [optics]; sports glasses; speaking 
tubes; sprinkler systems for fire protection; spools [photography]; stands for photographic apparatus; camera tripods; 
pitot tubes; time clocks [time recording devices]; sockets, plugs and other contacts [electric connections]; covers for 
electric outlets; stereoscopes; stereoscopic apparatus; actinometers; fire hose nozzles; road signs, luminous or 
mechanical; marking gauges [joinery]; bar code readers; stroboscopes; lighting ballasts; current rectifiers; electrified 
rails for mounting spot lights; circuit closers; electric loss indicators; converters, electric; inverters [electricity]; 
viewfinders, photographic; sulfitometers; buzzers; tablet computers; tachometers; pocket calculators; electronic pocket 
translators; diving suits; gloves for divers; divers' masks; taximeters; particle accelerators; telephone wires; telephone 
receivers; telephone transmitters; telegraph wires; telegraphs [apparatus]; teleprompters; telescopes; temperature 
indicators; temperature indicator labels, not for medical purposes; theodolites; thermometers, not for medical purposes; 
thermostats; thermostats for vehicles; audiovisual receivers; tone arms for record players; sound recording strips; sound 
recording apparatus; tape recorders; toner cartridges, unfilled, for printers and photocopiers; sound locating 
instruments; sound recording carriers; sound transmitting apparatus; amplifiers; sound reproduction apparatus; 
totalizators; wearable portable media players; walkie-talkies; personal stereos; step-up transformers; transistors 
[electronic]; transponders; triodes; drying apparatus for photographic prints; drying racks [photography]; peepholes 
[magnifying lenses] for doors; electric door bells; voltage surge protectors; mains monitoring apparatus (electric -); 
resuscitation mannequins [teaching apparatus]; filters for ultraviolet rays, for photography; clothing for protection 
against accidents, irradiation and fire; shoes for protection against accidents, irradiation and fire; gloves for protection 
against accidents; nets for protection against accidents; protection devices for personal use against accidents; 
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audiovisual teaching apparatus; urinometers; usb flash drives; vacuum gauges; vacuum tubes [radio]; variometers; 
pressure indicator plugs for valves; junction sleeves for electric cables; connectors [electricity]; enlarging apparatus 
[photography]; traffic-light apparatus [signalling devices]; traffic cones; surveying apparatus and instruments; surveying 
chains; shutters [photography]; amplifying tubes; distribution boxes [electricity]; panels for the distribution of electricity; 
video baby monitors; videotapes; video screens; camcorders; video cassettes; video recorders; video game cartridges; 
viscosimeters; apparatus for changing record player needles; scales; weighing apparatus and instruments; voting 
machines; heat regulating apparatus; vehicle breakdown warning triangles; washing trays [photography]; water level 
indicators; marine depth finders; bubble levels; intercommunication apparatus; wavemeters; anemometers; wind socks 
for indicating wind direction; carpenters' rules; protractors [measuring instruments]; rods for water diviners; counters; 
animated cartoons; time recording apparatus; time switches, automatic; cell switches [electricity]; processors [central 
processing units]; telescopic sights for artillery; telescopic sights for firearms; compasses [measuring instruments]; 
batteries for lighting; cyclotrons; recorded content; information technology and audiovisual equipment; magnets, 
magnetizers and demagnetizers; scientific and laboratory devices using electricity; apparatus, instruments and cables for 
electricity; optical devices, enhancers and correctors; safety, security, protection and signalling devices; diving 
equipment; navigation, guidance, tracking, targeting and map making devices; measuring, detecting and monitoring 
instruments, indicators and controllers; scientific research and laboratory apparatus, educational apparatus and 
simulators; protective workwear; parts and accessories for all the aforesaid goods, included in this class.

Cl.11;Apparatus for lighting, steam generating, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and sanitary purposes; 
flare stacks for use in the oil industry; air valves for steam heating installations; sinks; sewage purification installations; 
exhaust hoods for kitchens; installations for processing nuclear fuel and nuclear moderating material; brackets for gas 
burners; hot air bath fittings; hydromassage bath apparatus; apparatus for dehydrating food waste; ash boxes; ash 
conveyor installations, automatic; expansion tanks for central heating installations; watering installations, automatic; 
acetylene burners; acetylene generators; acetylene flares; heaters, electric, for feeding bottles; bakers' ovens; bath 
fittings; heaters for baths; bathtubs; bath installations; barbecues; aquarium lights; lighting installations for air vehicles; 
lighting apparatus and installations; lighting apparatus for vehicles; light-emitting diodes [LED] lighting apparatus; lamps;
ventilation hoods; ventilation hoods for laboratories; bed warmers; watering machines for agricultural purposes; bidets; 
anti-glare devices for vehicles [lamp fittings]; anti-glare devices for automobiles [lamp fittings]; torches for lighting; arc 
lamps; germicidal burners; furnaces, other than for laboratory use; bread-making machines; bread toasters; swimming 
pool chlorinating apparatus; lights, electric, for Christmas trees; chromatography apparatus for industrial purposes; 
electric autoclaves; steam generating installations; food steamers, electric; steam boilers, other than parts of machines; 
fabric steamers; steam accumulators; ceiling lights; dental ovens; disinfectant apparatus; disinfectant dispensers for 
toilets; deodorising apparatus, not for personal use; distillation columns; distillation apparatus; fruit roasters; roasting 
jacks; pressure water tanks; showers; shower stalls; heaters for heating irons; ice machines and apparatus; ice boxes; 
electrically heated carpets; blankets, electric; electric fans for personal use; kettles, electric; defrosters for vehicles; 
discharge tubes, electric, for lighting; flares; searchlights; vehicle reflectors; vehicle headlamps; sockets for electric 
lights; forges, portable; flues for heating boilers; aquarium filtration apparatus; curling lamps; electric deep fryers; kiln 
furniture [supports]; loading apparatus for furnaces; footmuffs, electrically heated; footwarmers, electric or non-electric; 
forage drying apparatus; friction lighters for igniting gas; gas lighters; gas burners; gas boilers; gas condensers, other 
than parts of machines; gas lamps; gas purification apparatus or installations for the purification of gas; gas scrubbers 
[parts of gas installations]; freezers; steam facial apparatus [saunas]; beverage cooling apparatus; light bulbs; 
incandescent burners; filaments for electric lamps; grills [cooking appliances]; rotisseries; roasting spits; miners' lamps; 
hair dryers; tap water faucets; hand drying apparatus for washrooms; luminous house numbers; hot air apparatus; water 
heaters; blankets, electric, not for medical purposes; aquarium heaters; heating apparatus for solid, liquid or gaseous 
fuels; heating apparatus, electric; heating boilers; boilers, other than parts of machines; heating cushions [pads], electric, 
not for medical purposes; heating elements; radiator caps; hot air ovens; heating plates; radiators [heating]; heating 
apparatus; heating installations; heaters for vehicles; fireplaces; fire hydrants; ionization apparatus for the treatment of 
air or water; electric appliances for making yogurt; electric coffeepots; electric coffee percolators; coffee roasters; 
nuclear reactors; air conditioning installations; air conditioners for vehicles; air conditioning apparatus; oxyhydrogen 
burners; cooking apparatus and installations; kilns; cooking utensils, electric; kitchen ranges; cooking rings; carbon for 
arc lamps; chandeliers; cookers; cooling installations for liquids; cooling installations for tobacco; refrigerators; 
refrigerating containers; coolers for furnaces; refrigerating chambers; refrigerating cabinets; refrigerated showcases; 
laboratory burners; laboratory lamps; light bulbs for directional signals for vehicles; lamps for directional signals of 
automobiles; electric lamps; burners for lamps; lamp glasses; lamp casings; lamp globes; lamp chimneys; lamp shades; 
lampshade holders; fairy lights for festive decorations; lanterns for lighting; lava rocks for use in barbecue grills; glue-
heating appliances; pipes [parts of sanitary installations]; vehicle lights; automobile lights; luminous tubes for lighting; 
electric discharge tubes for lighting; light diffusers; humidifiers for central heating radiators; air deodorising apparatus; 
air reheaters; filters for air conditioning; air filtering installations; air cooling apparatus; air purifying apparatus and 
machines; germicidal lamps for purifying air; spa baths [vessels]; air sterilisers; air dryers; ventilation [air-conditioning] 
installations for vehicles; ventilation [air-conditioning] installations and apparatus; magnesium filaments for lighting; malt 
roasters; sea water desalination plants; microwave ovens [cooking apparatus]; microwave ovens for industrial purposes; 
milk cooling installations; mixer taps for water pipes; multicookers; anti-splash tap nozzles; level controlling valves in 
tanks; stoves [heating apparatus]; fittings, shaped, for ovens; structural plates for ovens; oven fittings made of fireclay; 
furnace grates; oil burners; oil lamps; oil-scrubbing apparatus; pasteurisers; petrol burners; polymerisation installations; 
radiators, electric; refining towers for distillation; fumigation apparatus, not for medical purposes; dampers [heating]; 
chimney flues; lamp reflectors; regulating and safety accessories for gas apparatus; regulating and safety accessories for 
gas pipes; regulating and safety accessories for water apparatus; regulating accessories for water or gas apparatus and 
pipes; clean rooms; boiler pipes [tubes] for heating installations; taps [cocks, spigots] [faucets (Am.)] for pipes; coils 
[parts of distilling, heating or cooling installations]; roasters; sanitary apparatus and installations; sauna bath 
installations; heating apparatus for defrosting windows of vehicles; automobile headlamps; electric pressure cooking 
saucepans; chimney blowers; safety lamps; safety accessories for water or gas apparatus and pipes; bath tubs for sitz 
baths; solar furnaces; feeding apparatus for heating boilers; alcohol burners; ornamental fountains; street lamps; 
sterilizers; tobacco roasters; pocket searchlights; pocket warmers; diving lights; immersion heaters; plate warmers; solar 
thermal collectors [heating]; thermostatic valves [parts of heating installations]; cooling appliances and installations; 
toasters; toilets [water- closets]; toilet bowls; toilet seats; water flushing installations; Turkish bath cabinets, portable; 
toilets, portable; filters for drinking water; desiccating apparatus; drying apparatus and installations; drying installations; 
drip irrigation emitters [irrigation fittings]; ultraviolet ray lamps, not for medical purposes; washers for water taps; urinals 
[sanitary fixtures]; fans [air-conditioning]; fans [parts of air-conditioning installations]; incinerators; evaporators; waffle 
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irons, electric; heat pumps; heat regenerators; heat accumulators; heat exchangers, not parts of machines; hot water 
bottles; hotplates; heated display cabinets; water heaters [apparatus]; hot water boilers; hot water heating installations; 
wash-hand basins [parts of sanitary installations]; laundry room boilers; laundry dryers, electric; water softening 
apparatus and installations; water filtering apparatus; flushing tanks; water cooling installations; water conduits 
installations; water purifying installations; water purifying apparatus and machines; water sterilizers; water supply 
installations; water intake apparatus; whirlpool-jet apparatus; central heating radiators; decorative water fountains; cycle 
lights; flues and installations for conveying exhaust gases; sun tanning appliances; sanitary installations, water supply 
and sanitation equipment; burners, boilers and heaters; lighting and lighting reflectors; food and beverage cooking, 
heating, cooling and treatment equipment; filters for industrial and household use; industrial treatment installations, 
namely gas filters and purifiers, industrial ovens and furnaces (not for food or beverages), chemical processing 
equipment, industrial installations for the filtration of liquids, installations for the collection of gases, installations for the 
collection of liquids, installations for the separation of impurities from molten metals, bioreactors for clarifying industrial 
waste water, apparatus for draining food waste; personal heating and drying implements; refrigerating and freezing 
equipment; regulating and safety accessories for water and gas installations; nuclear installations; heating, ventilating, 
and air conditioning and purification equipment (ambient); igniters; parts and accessories for all the aforesaid goods, 
included in this class; socks, electrically heated.

Cl.12;Apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water; vehicle covers [shaped]; air bags [safety devices for automobiles];
audible warning systems for cycles; amphibious airplanes; trailers [vehicles]; trailer hitches for vehicles; transmission 
chains for land vehicles; transmission shafts for land vehicles; aeronautical apparatus, machines and appliances; buses; 
cars; automobile tires [tyres]; dredgers [boats]; launches; side cars; concrete mixing vehicles; sleeping berths for 
vehicles; rolling stock for funicular railways; saddle covers for bicycles or motorcycles; covers for vehicle steering 
wheels; balance weights for vehicle wheels; anti-glare devices for vehicles; ships; davits for boats; boat hooks; masts for 
boats; brake segments for vehicles; brake pads for automobiles; brake linings for vehicles; brake discs for vehicles; 
brake shoes for vehicles; dining cars [carriages]; portholes; motor homes; vehicle chassis; automobile chassis; anti-theft 
devices for vehicles; telpher railways [cable cars]; cable transport apparatus and installations; trolleys; bogies for railway 
cars; torque converters for land vehicles; tricycles; jet engines for land vehicles; shopping trolleys [carts (Am.)]; railway 
couplings; electric vehicles; motors, electric, for land vehicles; ferry boats; underbodies of vehicle; undercarriages for 
vehicles; bicycle stands; brakes for bicycles, cycles; bicycles; rims for wheels of bicycles, cycles; chains for bicycles, 
cycles; baskets adapted for cycles; handle bars for bicycles, cycles; motors for cycles; cycle hubs; dress guards for 
bicycles, cycles; pedals for cycles; pumps for bicycles, cycles; wheels for bicycles, cycles; frames for bicycles, cycles; 
bicycle tires [tyres]; cycle saddles; inner tubes for bicycles, cycles; spokes for bicycles, cycles; direction indicators for 
bicycles; direction signals for vehicles; brakes for vehicles; vehicles for locomotion by land; windows for vehicles; bodies
for vehicles; wheeled vehicles; vehicle wheel spokes; vehicle tires; vehicle seats; doors for vehicles; hoods for vehicles; 
parachutes; rims for vehicle wheels; repair outfits for inner tubes; aircraft; mine cart wheels; freewheels for land vehicles; 
crankcases for land vehicle components, other than for engines; luggage nets for vehicles; panniers adapted for cycles; 
luggage carriers for vehicles; armored vehicles; gear boxes for land vehicles; casting carriages; hydroplanes; casters for 
trolleys [vehicles] [carts (Am.)]; non-skid devices for vehicle tires [tyres]; golf cars [vehicles]; hot air balloons; tailboard 
lifts [parts of land vehicles]; lifting cars [lift cars]; horns for vehicles; hydraulic circuits for vehicles; upholstery for 
vehicles; yachts; cars for cable transport installations; coachwork for motor vehicles; waggons; caissons [vehicles]; 
automobile chains; pushchairs; pushchair hoods; tilting-carts; dump carts; cycle cars; head-rests for vehicle seats; 
mudguards; ambulances; refrigerated vehicles; refrigerated wagons [railroad vehicles]; couplings for land vehicles; 
cranks for cycles; barges; vans [vehicles]; trucks; tipping bodies for lorries [trucks]; treads for retreading tires [tyres]; 
casings for pneumatic tires [tyres]; traction engines; locomotives; air cushion vehicles; air pumps [vehicle accessories]; 
military vehicles for transport; mopeds; motors for land vehicles; automobile hoods; engine mounts for land vehicles; 
motorcycles; hubs for vehicle wheels; bands for wheel hubs; omnibuses; paddles for canoes; stroller covers 
[pushchairs]; connecting rods for land vehicles, other than parts of motors and engines; pontoons; screws [propellers] 
for ships; buffers for railway rolling stock; axles for vehicles; gearing for land vehicles; hub caps; space vehicles; treads 
for vehicles [tractor type]; reduction gears for land vehicles; pneumatic tires [tyres]; tires for vehicle wheels; coaches; 
spare wheel covers; scooters [vehicles]; wheelchairs; reversing alarms for vehicles; rearview mirrors; oars; rowlocks; 
ships' hulls; two-wheeled trolleys; saddles for bicycles, cycles or motorcycles; saddlebags adapted for bicycles; clutches 
for land vehicles; windshield wipers; headlight wipers; fenders for ships; cleats [nautical]; funnels for ships; spars for 
ships; steering gears for ships; sleeping cars; inner tubes for pneumatic tires [tyres]; tubeless tires [tyres] for bicycles, 
cycles; hose carts; ejector seats for aircraft; sleighs [vehicles]; anti-skid chains; snowmobiles; seat covers for vehicles; 
funnels for locomotives; inclined ways for boats; cycle mudguards; aerial conveyors; dredgers; adhesive rubber patches 
for repairing inner tubes; chairlifts; safety belts for vehicle seats; safety seats for children, for vehicles; safety harnesses 
for vehicle seats; ski lifts; ski carriers for cars; sun visors for automobiles; timbers [frames] for ships; spoke clips for 
wheels; dining cars; spikes for tires [tyres]; spoilers for vehicles; sports cars; sprinkling trucks; flanges for railway wheel 
tires [tyres]; dirigible balloons [airships]; steering wheels for vehicles; rudders; suspension shock absorbers for vehicles; 
shock absorbers for automobiles; shock absorbing springs for vehicles; vehicle bumpers; bumpers for automobiles; 
tramcars; caps for vehicle petrol [gas] tanks; torsion bars for vehicles; vehicle suspension springs; tractors; delivery 
tricycles; handling carts; cleaning trolleys; driving chains for land vehicles; propulsion mechanisms for land vehicles; 
vehicle running boards; turbines for land vehicles; transmissions, for land vehicles; valves for vehicle tires [tyres]; 
disengaging gear for boats; tipping apparatus, parts of trucks and waggons; water vehicles; seaplanes; windscreens; 
mobile homes [caravans]; caravans; sculls; bicycle gears; cigar lighters for automobiles; cycle stands; vehicles and 
conveyances.

Cl.13;Fireworks.

Cl.14;Alloys of precious metal; chronoscopes; time instruments; badges of precious metal; agates; amulets [jewellery, 
jewelry (Am.)]; anchors [clock- and watchmaking]; pins being jewelry; bracelets [jewellery, jewelry (Am.)]; wristwatches; 
atomic clocks; ingots of precious metals; jewelry of yellow amber; brooches [jewelry]; busts of precious metal; 
chronographs [watches]; cloisonné jewellery [jewelry (Am.)]; diamonds; boxes of precious metal; wire, thread of precious 
metal; jewellery; clocks and watches, electric; ivory jewelry; barrels [clock- and watchmaking]; jewelry findings; jet, 
unwrought or semi-wrought; ornaments of jet; gold, unwrought or beaten; gold thread [jewellery, jewelry (Am.)]; semi-
precious stones; necklaces [jewellery, jewelry (Am.)]; hat ornaments of precious metal; iridium; chains [jewelry]; tie bars; 
tie pins; works of art of precious metal; copper tokens; cuff links; medals; lockets [jewellery, jewelry (Am.)]; coins; 
earrings; olivine [gems]; osmium; palladium; pearls [jewellery, jewelry (Am.)]; pearls made of ambroid [pressed amber]; 
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beads for making jewelry; platinum [metal]; rhodium; rings [jewellery, jewelry (Am.)]; ruthenium; key rings [trinkets or 
fobs]; jewelry cases [caskets or boxes]; ornamental pins; jewelry rolls; shoe ornaments of precious metal; silver, 
unwrought or beaten; spun silver [silver wire]; sundials; spinel [precious stones]; statues of precious metal; stopwatches;
paste jewellery [costume jewelry (Am.)]; watches; watch straps; cases for clock- and watchmaking; clock cases; watch 
cases; pendulums [clock- and watchmaking]; cases for watches [presentation]; watch springs; watch glasses; watch 
chains; charms; movements for clocks and watches; clock and watch hands; clasps for jewelry; alarm clocks; 
clockworks; control clocks [master clocks]; dials for clock and watch making; gemstones, pearls and precious metals, 
and imitations thereof; other goods of precious metals and precious stones, namely statues and figurines made from or 
coated with precious metals or semi-precious metals or precious stones or imitations thereof, ornaments, coins and 
tokens made from or coated with precious metals or semi-precious metals or precious stones or imitations thereof, works 
of art of precious metal, key rings (trinkets or fobs); jewellery boxes and watch boxes; parts and accessories for all the 
aforesaid goods, included in this class; rosaries.

Cl.16;Bookbinding material; photographs [printed]; artists' materials; painters' brushes; typewriters, electric or non-
electric; office requisites, except furniture; teaching materials [except apparatus]; plastic materials for packaging (not 
included in other classes); printing fonts; printing blocks; garbage bags of paper or of plastics; tissues of paper for 
removing make-up; transfers [decalcomanias]; address plates for addressing machines; address stamps; addressing 
machines; folders for papers; document files [stationery]; albums; almanacs; moisteners [office requisites]; 
announcement cards [stationery]; document laminators for office use; aquarelles; architects' models; arithmetical tables; 
wristbands for the retention of writing instruments; atlases; stickers [stationery]; money holders; moisteners for gummed 
surfaces [office requisites]; cabinets for stationery [office requisites]; mats for beer glasses; pictures; paintings 
[pictures], framed or unframed; biological samples for use in microscopy [teaching materials]; blueprints; pencils; pencil 
holders; pencil leads; pencil sharpeners, electric or non-electric; pencil sharpening machines, electric or non-electric; 
pads [stationery]; pamphlets; paperweights; letter trays; postage stamps; writing paper; brochures; cords for 
bookbinding; bookbinding apparatus and machines [office equipment]; bookbinding cloth; fabrics for bookbinding; 
bookbindings; books; bookends; staples for offices; chromolithographs [chromos]; comic books; diagrams; document 
holders [stationery]; printers' reglets; electrotypes; inking sheets for document reproducing machines; inking sheets for 
duplicators; printers' blankets, not of textile; printing type; type [numerals and letters]; covers [stationery]; obliterating 
stamps; labels, not of textile; stencil cases; flags of paper; folders [stationery]; binding strips [bookbinding]; ink ribbons; 
inking ribbons for computer printers; typewriter ribbons; spools for inking ribbons; color prints; watercolor [watercolour] 
saucers for artists; paint boxes [articles for use in school]; paint trays; penholders; pen clips; pen boxes; pens [office 
requisites]; pen wipers; humidity control sheets of paper or plastic for foodstuff packaging; figurines [statuettes] of 
papier mâché; filter paper; finger-stalls [office requisites]; isinglass for stationery or household purposes; bottle wrappers
of cardboard or paper; correcting fluids [office requisites]; flyers; plastic film for wrapping; sheets of reclaimed cellulose 
for wrapping; molds for modelling clays [artists' materials]; forms, printed; photo-engravings; franking machines for 
office use; fountain pens; stuffing of paper or cardboard; trays for sorting and counting money; geographical maps; song 
books; terrestrial globes; greeting cards; graphic representations; graphic reproductions; etching needles; engraving 
plates; engravings; glue for stationery or household use; elastic bands for offices; gummed tape [stationery]; gummed 
cloth for stationery purposes; stands for pens and pencils; manuals [handbooks]; hand labelling appliances; hand-rests 
for painters; stapling presses [office requisites]; hectographs; histological sections for teaching purposes; wood pulp 
paper; wood pulp board [stationery]; envelopes [stationery]; hat boxes of cardboard; paper coffee filters; calendars; 
coasters of paper; file cards; cards; tags for index cards; cardboard; cardboard tubes; catalogues; adhesive bands for 
stationery or household purposes; apparatus for mounting photographs; adhesive tape dispensers [office requisites]; 
clipboards; bags for microwave cooking; carbon paper; copying paper [stationery]; correcting tapes [office requisites]; 
correcting ink [heliography]; credit card imprinters, non-electric; chalk for lithography; chalk holders; balls for ball-point 
pens; french curves; bibs of paper; bookmarkers; steel letters; luminous paper; lithographs; lithographic stones; office 
perforators; perforated cards for jacquard looms; blotters; loose-leaf binders; plastic bubble packs for wrapping or 
packaging; canvas for painting; palettes for painters; house painters' rollers; painting templates; painters' easels; 
marking chalk; marker pens; graining combs; stencils; pencil lead holders; modelling paste; polymer modelling clay; 
modelling materials; plastics for modelling; modelling clay; modelling wax, not for dental purposes; musical greeting 
cards; notebooks; paper-clips; numbering apparatus; oleographs; files [office requisites]; pantographs [drawing 
instruments]; electrocardiograph paper; paper for recording machines; paper ribbons; paper tapes and cards for the 
recordal of computer programmes; paper sheets [stationery]; face towels of paper; paper handtowels; papier mâché; 
covers of paper for flower pots; paper knives [cutters] [office requisites]; paper bows; table napkins of paper; paper 
handkerchiefs; paper bags; pastel crayons; tracing patterns; tracing cloth; tracing paper; parchment paper; seals 
[stamps]; posters; placards of paper or cardboard; advertisement boards of paper or cardboard; plastic cling film, 
extensible, for palletization; place mats of paper; packing [cushioning, stuffing] materials of paper or cardboard; portraits; 
postcards; prospectuses; erasing products; rubber erasers; scrapers [erasers] for offices; erasing shields; etchings; 
paper for radiograms; ledgers [books]; passport covers; drawing boards; drawing pens; tracing needles for drawing 
purposes; push pins; drawing t-squares; newsletters; indexes; cream containers of paper; trading cards other than for 
games; absorbent sheets of paper or plastic for foodstuff packaging; stencils [stationery]; boxes of cardboard or paper; 
checkbook covers; slate pencils; writing slates; shields [paper seals]; signboards of paper or cardboard; tailors' chalk; 
manifolds [stationery]; sewing patterns; drawer liners of paper, perfumed or not; pencil boxes; nibs; nibs of gold; 
inkstands; writing instruments; writing or drawing books; writing chalk; writing cases [stationery]; typewriter keys; rollers 
for typewriters; writing materials; writing cases [sets]; writing brushes; desk mats; printed publications; stencil plates; 
handwriting specimens for copying; school supplies [stationery]; page holders; composing frames [printing]; galley racks 
[printing]; seals; sealing wax; sealing machines for offices; sealing compounds for stationery purposes; sealing wafers; 
silver paper; steel pens; photograph stands; starch paste [adhesive] for stationery or household purposes; steatite 
[tailor's chalk]; holders for stamps [seals]; cases for stamps [seals]; stamp pads; seal ink pads; stamp stands; prints 
[engravings]; embroidery designs [patterns]; tickets (travel tickets, entrance tickets); ink; inkwells; inkstones; ink sticks; 
tablecloths of paper; table linen of paper; toilet paper; printing sets, portable [office requisites]; transparencies 
[stationery]; indian inks; envelope sealing machines, for offices; tablemats of paper; bags [envelopes, pouches] of paper 
or plastics, for packaging; packaging material made of starches; wrapping paper; duplicators; mimeograph apparatus and 
machines; square rulers; vignetting apparatus; viscose sheets for wrapping; blackboards; writing board erasers; xuan 
paper for chinese painting and calligraphy; drawing materials; sketch pads; drawing boards [painters' articles]; drawing 
sets; drawing instruments; charcoal pencils; drawing rulers; drawing squares; drawings; chart pointers, non-electronic; 
printed timetables; periodicals; magazines [periodicals]; newspapers; paper shredders for office use; paper clasps; 
numbers [type]; cigar bands; compasses for drawing; works of art and figurines of paper and cardboard, and architects' 
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models; decoration and art materials and media; filtering materials of paper; bags and articles for packaging, wrapping 
and storage of paper, cardboard or plastics; stationery and educational supplies; printed matter; paper and cardboard; 
disposable sterilization pouches; rubber bands; parts and accessories for all the aforesaid goods, included in this class.

Cl.17;Latex [rubber]; guttapercha; asbestos; mica; plastics in extruded form for use in manufacture; packing, and 
stopping materials; flexible tubes, not of metal; acrylic resins [semi-finished products]; compressed air pipe fittings, not 
of metal; asbestos fibers [fibres]; asbestos felt; asbestos packing; asbestos fabrics; asbestos paper; asbestos 
millboards; asbestos slate; asbestos cloth; asbestos sheets; asbestos coverings; balata; bark coverings for sound 
insulation; cotton wool for packing [caulking]; anti-dazzle films for windows [tinted films]; foam supports for flower 
arrangements [semi-finished products]; expansion joint fillers; weatherstripping compositions; water-tight rings; 
weatherstripping; dielectrics [insulators]; elastic threads, not for use in textiles; substances for insulating buildings 
against moisture; insulating refractory materials; filtering materials [semi-processed foams or films of plastic]; sheets of 
regenerated cellulose, other than for wrapping; ebonite [vulcanite] molds [moulds]; sealant compounds for joints; garden 
hoses; fiberglass [fibreglass] fabrics, for insulation; fiberglass for insulation; glass wool for insulation; mica, raw or partly 
processed; rubber material for recapping tires [tyres]; gum, raw or semi-worked; rubber seals for jars; threads of rubber, 
not for use in textiles; clack valves of rubber; rubber solutions; sleeves of rubber for protecting parts of machines; stops 
of rubber; shock-absorbing buffers of rubber; rings of rubber; cords of rubber; rubber stoppers; brake lining materials, 
partly processed; ebonite [vulcanite]; insulators for electric mains; insulators for railway tracks; insulators; insulating 
paints; insulating tape; insulating felt; insulating varnish; foils of metal for insulating; insulating fabrics; insulating 
gloves; insulators for cables; insulating oil for transformers; insulating oils; insulating paper; insulating plaster; liquid 
rubber; rubber, raw or semi- worked; lute; adhesive bands, other than for medical purposes, for stationery or for 
household purposes; carbon fibers [fibres], other than for textile use; synthetic resins [semi-finished products]; plastic 
substances, semi-processed; plastic fibers [fibres], not for textile use; plastic sheeting for agricultural purposes; plastic 
film, not for wrapping; threads of plastic materials, not for textile use; clutch linings; chemical compositions for repairing 
leaks; canvas hose pipes; reinforcing materials, not of metal, for pipes; pipe gaskets; threads of plastic for soldering; 
mineral wool [insulator]; compositions to prevent the radiation of heat; boiler composition to prevent the radiation of heat;
paper for electrical capacitors; padding materials of rubber or plastics; packing [cushioning, stuffing] materials of rubber 
or plastics; pipe muffs, not of metal; junctions, not of metal, for pipes; soundproofing materials; slag wool [insulator]; 
floating anti-pollution barriers; self-adhesive tapes, other than for medical purposes, for stationery or for household 
purposes; asbestos safety curtains; synthetic rubber; washers of rubber or vulcanized fiber [fibre]; valves of india-rubber 
or vulcanized fiber [fibre]; non-metallic connecting hoses for vehicle radiators; viscose sheets, other than for wrapping; 
vulcanized fiber [fibre]; non-conducting materials for retaining heat; waterproof packings; cellulose acetate, semi-
processed; cylinder jointings; flexible pipes, tubes, hoses, and fittings therefor, including valves, non-metallic; seals, 
sealants and fillers; insulation and barrier articles and materials; unprocessed and semi- processed materials, not 
adapted for a specific use, included in this class, namely polyester, mineral fibers, elastomers, cellulose, fibres 
impregnated with artificial resins; acrylic sheeting for use in manufacture; laminated plastic sheets for use in 
manufacture; laminated plastic materials for use in manufacture; laminated plastics material for use with computerised 
engraving tools; laminated plastics material for use with mechanical engraving tools; spunbond melt blown polyethylene 
for use in manufacture; extruded plastic in the form of bars, blocks, pellets, rods, sheets and tubes for use in 
manufacturing; extruded polythene sheeting of high light transmission [other than for packaging]; flexible plastic films, 
other than for packaging; plastics materials in the form of sheets [semi-finished products]; sheets of printable coated 
polyethylene; sheets of printable polypropylene; foils of plastics [semi-finished products]; rigid polyvinyl chloride foamed 
sheets for use in manufacture; heat sealable plastics for the manufacture of lids for containers; heat sealable plastics 
sheeting for use in manufacture; heat sealable plastics laminates for use in manufacture; plastic material in extruded form 
for use in production; plastic substances in the form of sheets, films, blocks, rods and tubes; plastics materials in the 
form of tapes [semi-finished products]; plastics materials in the form of blocks [semi-finished products]; plastics 
materials in the form of sections [semi-finished products]; plastics materials in the form of rods [semi-finished products]; 
plastics materials in the form of strips [semi-finished products]; translucent tri-wall sheets made of polycarbonates, other 
than for wrapping purposes; translucent twin-wall sheets made of polycarbonates, other than for wrapping purposes; 
plastics materials in the form of plates [semi-finished products]; polyamide foams; polythene films [other than for 
wrapping or packaging]; polypropylene films, other than for wrapping or packaging; polystyrene [semi finished]; 
polyurethane film for use in laminated glass; polyurethane foam [semi-finished]; polyurethane foam in form of blocks; 
polyurethane foam in form of strips for use in manufacture; polyurethane foam in form of sections for use in manufacture; 
polyvinyl chloride film [other than for wrapping or packaging]; polyvinyl chloride compounds [semi- processed]; plastic 
foam materials for use in manufacture; blown films [other than for packaging]; plastic rods and bars; recycled plastics; 
recycled compound plastics; recycled compound plastics for use in manufacture; synthetic and composite materials, 
namely carbon fibres, cellulose acetates, glass fibres and glass wool; acrylic resin sheeting for use in the manufacture of 
laminated glass; transparent acrylic resin sheets incorporating conductive meshes; mouldable synthetic resins [semi-
finished]; mixtures of resins with fillers for use as intermediates; expanded synthetic resins [semi-processed]; expanded 
unsaturated polyester resins [semi-processed]; glass reinforced resins [semi-worked or semi-finished]; semi-finished 
polyamide resins in the form of sheets; semi-worked polymer resins; semi-processed, synthetic polymer resins; urea-
formaldehyde resins [semi-worked]; urea resins [semi-worked]; resins in extruded form for general industrial use; resins 
in liquid form [semi-processed]; resins for use in cable splicing; resins for use in controlling the flow properties of fluids; 
resins for use in controlling the viscosity of fluids; carbon fibre reinforced synthetic resins for use in manufacture; 
synthetic resins in form of sheets for use in manufacture; synthetic resin compositions [semi- processed] for industrial 
purposes; synthetic resins in the form of rods for use in manufacture; resin -impregnated tapes for fabricating parts for 
aerospace applications; resin-impregnated fabrics for the fabrication of components; resin- impregnated tapes fort the 
fabrication of aerospace components; resin- impregnated carbon fibre fabrics, not for textile use; semi-finished 
polyamide resins for use in manufacture; polyethylene resin [semi-finished]; polyethylene synthetic resin [semi- 
processed] for foam mouldings; polymer resin fibres [other than for use in textiles]; polyvinyl chloride resins [semi-
processed]; repair resins (synthetic -); semi-worked polymer resins in the form of bales; semi-worked polymer resins in 
the form of bands; semi-worked polymer resins in the form of fibres; semi-worked polymer resins in the form of plates; 
unsaturated polyester resins [semi-finished]; unsaturated synthetic polyester resins [semi-finished]; thermosetting resins 
[semi-processed]; cast nylon for use in manufacture; chemical fibres not for textile use; microporous synthetic sheets for 
the manufacture of protective clothing; microporous synthetic strips for the manufacture of protective, clothing; self 
lubricating cast nylon, for use in manufacture; synthetic fibers [other than for use in textiles]; viscose sheets [semi-
finished product]; yarns of ceramic fibres [other than for use in textiles]; finished or semi-finished goods, of materials 
included in the class, specified for use, namely ebonite [vulcanite] molds [moulds], moulds of rubber for use in the 
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production of decorative paving stones, moulds of rubber for use in the production of path edgings, moulds of rubber for 
use in the production of paving stones, semi-finished rubber in the form of mouldings, plastics, partially processed, for 
injection moulding, injection moulds for automobile motor parts; shock-absorbing and packaging materials; vibration 
dampers; masking film for use in photography and graphic arts; masking materials for use in printing in blocking 
radiation; ground coverings of polyethylene; sealing material for expansion joints, not of metal; elastomer sheeting for 
protecting surfaces in areas used for shot-blasting; elastomer sheeting for protecting surfaces in areas used for shot-
peening; extruded polythene sheeting for the construction of greenhouses; extruded polythene sheeting for the 
construction of cloches; covers made of rubber for protecting electrical components; rubber covers for switches; plastic 
masking films [other than for use in packaging]; plastic sheeting for preventing weed growth; plastic sheeting for use in 
horticulture; plastic sheeting for use in forestry; laminate foil for application to a substrate; laminated plastic covers 
protecting materials; laminated plastic films for use on windows; film for mulching; polyethylene sheeting for use in 
covers; polyethylene sheets for laying on the ground to suppress weeds; polyethylene sheeting for laying over the frames 
of horticultural structures; polyethylene sheeting for laying over the frames of agricultural structures; polythene 
sheetings for covering plants; polythene sheetings for covering seeds; underfloor sheets of rubber [insulating materials]; 
roll covers of rubber; spacers (vulcanised fibre-) for use with fibre-optic cables; articles made of synthetic rubber for 
jointing purposes; fabric expansion joints; expansion joints for use in floor constructions; expansion joints for use in wall 
constructions; grommets made of synthetic rubber; grommets made of vulcanized fibre; drywall joint tape; thread (screw 
-) jointing compounds; spacer brackets (rubber-); spacers (rubber-) for use with optical cables; spacers of rubber for use 
with sandwich panels; elastomeric material for expansion joints; spring washers of rubber; fire-resistant sealings for 
expansion joints; flexible sealings for expansion joints; ribbon cable (rubber clips for-); grommets made of rubber; engine 
mounts of rubber for watercraft; rings made of rubber for the suspension of exhausts; rings made of rubber for the 
suspension of engines; mountings made of rubber for transmission assemblies; insulating clips of rubber for cables; 
engine mounts of synthetic rubber for watercraft; washers of rubber for the protection of lag screws; washers of rubber 
for the protection of hooks; washers of rubber for the protection of screws; washers of rubber for the protection of draw 
bolts; washers of rubber for forming tight joints [other than for water taps]; washers of vulcanised fibre for the protection 
of lag screws; washers of vulcanised fibre for the protection of hooks; washers of vulcanised fibre for the protection of 
screws; washers of vulcanised fibre for the protection of draw bolts; washers of rubber [other than for water taps]; splice 
connectors (rubber-) for non-electric cables; articles made of rubber for jointing purposes; membranes and semi-
processed synthetic filtering materials; adhesive tapes, strips and foils for industrial purposes; partly-processed friction 
materials for clutch facing and brake linings; tire restoration and repair materials made of rubber; adhesive tapes for 
industrial use; rubber pouches; protective asbestos screens; handles and supports of rubber; statues and works of art, 
namely decorative articles [badges] made of mica; decorative articles [badges] made of rubber; figurines made from 
rubber; decorative plastics films being semi-finished products; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods included in 
this class.

Cl.18;Animal skins; trunks and suitcases; whips; harnesses; saddlery; briefbags; pouch baby carriers; slings for 
carrying infants; beach bags; clothing for pets; alpenstocks; harness fittings; wallets; bags for campers; chamois leather, 
other than for cleaning purposes; kid; attaché cases; net bags for shopping; shopping bags; casings, of leather, for 
springs; sleeves, of leather, for springs; umbrella or parasol ribs; feed bags; bits for animals [harness]; walking sticks; 
purses; animal harnesses; goldbeaters' skin; parts of rubber for stirrups; collars for animals; suitcases; suitcase handles; 
handbags; handbag frames; curried skins; cattle skins; horseshoes; hat boxes of leather; game bags [hunting 
accessories]; card cases [notecases]; boxes of leather or leather board; boxes of vulcanised fibre; chain mesh purses; 
sling bags for carrying infants; chin straps, of leather; garment bags for travel; cat o' nine tails; knee-pads for horses; 
vanity cases, not fitted; credit card cases [wallets]; imitation leather; leather, unworked or semi-worked; leather leads; 
straps of leather [saddlery]; muzzles; moleskin [imitation of leather]; music cases; horse blankets; halters; horse collars; 
umbrella handles; trunks [luggage]; travelling sets [leatherware]; holdalls; butts [parts of hides]; backpacks; bags for 
climbers; riding saddles; saddle trees; pads for horse saddles; fastenings for saddles; blinkers [harness]; umbrella 
covers; frames for umbrellas or parasols; umbrella rings; umbrella sticks; straps for skates; keycases; school knapsacks; 
satchels; shoulder belts [straps] of leather; walking stick seats; bags for sports; stirrups; stirrup leathers; cane handles; 
bags; wheeled shopping bags; haversacks; bridoons; shoulder belts; bags [envelopes, pouches] of leather, for 
packaging; business card cases; tool bags of leather, empty; harness straps; reins; horse bridles; traces [harness]; 
umbrellas and parasols; luggage, bags, wallets and other carriers; leather and imitation leather, hides; straps for soldiers' 
equipment; leatherboard; leather thread; girths of leather; boxes made of leather; studs of leather; leather straps; valves 
of leather; leather laces; leather cloth; furniture coverings of leather; leather for furniture; leather for shoes; trimmings of 
leather for furniture; worked or semi-worked hides and other leather; industrial packaging containers of leather; sheets of 
imitation leather for use in manufacture; imitation leather sold in bulk; leather sold in bulk; straps made of imitation 
leather; sheets of leather for use in manufacture; saddlery, whips and animal apparel; parts and accessories for all the 
aforesaid goods, included in this class; reins for guiding children.

Cl.19;Rigid pipes, not of metal [building]; bitumen; pitch; buildings, transportable, not of metal; monuments, not of 
metal; gutter pipes, not of metal; bicycle parking installations, not of metal; branching pipes, not of metal; alabaster; 
alabaster glass; mooring bollards, not of metal; aquariums [structures]; aquarium gravel; aquarium sand; reinforcing 
materials, not of metal, for building; asbestos mortar; asbestos cement; asphalt paving; outdoor blinds, not of metal and 
not of textile; cabanas, not of metal; beacons, not of metal, non-luminous; joists, not of metal; girders, not of metal; huts; 
felt for building; building glass; wood for building; building materials, not of metal; building panels, not of metal; building 
stone; buildings, not of metal; tanks of masonry; silica [quartz]; concrete; concrete building elements; shuttering, not of 
metal, for concrete; binding agents for making briquettes; bituminous products for building; bituminous coatings for 
roofing; floor tiles, not of metal; planks [wood for building]; letter boxes of masonry; rubble; busts of stone, concrete or 
marble; non-metal roof coverings; non-metal roofing; roofing, not of metal, incorporating solar cells; roofing paper; 
pantiles; roof gutters, not of metal; scantlings [carpentry]; roofing slates; roofing shingles; non-metal roofing tiles; cask 
wood; safety glass; drain pipes, not of metal; turnstiles, not of metal; penstock pipes, not of metal; railway sleepers, not 
of metal; paint spraying booths, not of metal; lintels, not of metal; shutters, not of metal; window casements not of metal; 
window glass, for building; prefabricated houses [kits], not of metal; refractory construction materials, not of metal; 
figurines [statuettes] of stone, concrete or marble; folding doors, not of metal; agglomerated bagasses of cane [building 
material]; veneer wood; floors, not of metal; memorial plaques, not of metal; perches; geotextiles; armored doors, not of 
metal; scaffolding, not of metal; framework, not of metal, for building; non-metal cornices; greenhouses, transportable, 
not of metal; greenhouse frames, not of metal; foundry molds [moulds], not of metal; plaster; gypsum [building material]; 
trellises, not of metal; window glass, except glass for vehicle windows; glass granules for road marking; plate glass 
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[windows], for building; tombs [monuments], not of metal; tomb or grave enclosures, not of metal; tombs, not of metal; 
burial vaults, not of metal; gravestone slabs, not of metal; gravestones; tombstone stelae, not of metal; tombstone 
plaques, not of metal; granite; cement for blast furnaces; manufactured timber; moldable wood; wood, semi-worked; 
wood for making household utensils; xylolith; veneers; wooden floor boards; furrings of wood; wood pulp board, for 
building; wood paving; wood panelling; chicken-houses, not of metal; insect screens, not of metal; insulating glass 
[building]; jalousies, not of metal; tiles, not of metal, for building; platforms, prefabricated, not of metal; lime; calcareous 
marl; limestone; chimney pots, not of metal; chimney cowls, not of metal; flashing, not of metal, for building; angle irons, 
not of metal; roof flashing, not of metal; potters' clay [raw material]; gravel; stained-glass windows; drain traps [valves], 
not of metal or plastic; water-pipe valves, not of metal or plastic; cork [compressed]; skating rinks [structures], not of 
metal; works of art of stone, concrete or marble; artificial stone; laths, not of metal; arbours [structures] not of metal; 
duckboards, not of metal; crash barriers, not of metal, for roads; ducts, not of metal, for ventilating and air-conditioning 
installations; luminous paving blocks; magnesia cement; macadam; porches, not of metal, for building; fair huts; marble; 
masts [poles], not of metal; wall claddings, not of metal, for building; mortar for building; mosaics for building; casement 
windows, not of metal; cement for furnaces; olivine for building; building paper; building cardboard; parquet flooring; 
parquet floor boards; palisading, not of metal; paving slabs, not of metal; paving blocks, not of metal; cement posts; 
posts, not of metal; advertisement columns, not of metal; cement slabs; slabs, not of metal, for building; porphyry 
[stone]; moldings, not of metal, for building; coatings [building materials]; rocket launching platforms, not of metal; 
moldings, not of metal, for cornices; raw chalk; sandstone tubes; sand, except foundry sand; silver sand; sandstone for 
building; manhole covers, not of metal; grog [fired refractory material]; schists; slate powder; reeds, for building; slag 
[building material]; clinker stone; sawn timber; chimneys, not of metal (prefabricated); mantelpieces; chimney pipes (not 
of metal); clinker ballast; pigsties, not of metal; sills, not of metal; swimming pools [structures, not of metal]; floating 
docks, not of metal, for mooring boats; caissons for construction work under water; non-luminous and non-mechanical 
signs, not of metal; signalling panels, non-luminous and non-mechanical, not of metal; silos, not of metal; hips for 
roofing; plywood; diving boards, not of metal; sheet piles, not of metal; stables, not of metal; stone; fire burrs; coal tar; 
works of stonemasonry; street gutters, not of metal; binding material for road repair; materials for making and coating 
roads; signs, non-luminous and non-mechanical, not of metal, for roads; road coating materials; road marking sheets and 
strips of synthetic material; poles, not of metal, for power lines; props, not of metal; non-metal wainscotting; tar; tarred 
strips, for building; building cardboard [asphalted]; telephone booths, not of metal; telegraph posts, not of metal; terra 
cotta; clay; slate; potters' clay; partitions, not of metal; staircases, not of metal; stair-treads [steps], not of metal; stringers
[parts of staircases], not of metal; tufa; door panels, not of metal; door frames, not of metal; cladding, not of metal, for 
building; lengthening pieces, not of metal, for chimneys; vinyl siding; bird baths [structures, not of metal]; aviaries, not of 
metal [structures]; wall tiles, not of metal; wall linings, not of metal, for building; water-pipes, not of metal; fences, not of 
metal; cement; fireproof cement coatings; earth for bricks; ceilings, not of metal; building and construction materials and 
elements, not of metal; doors, gates, windows and window coverings, not of metal; structures and transportable 
buildings, not of metal; unprocessed and semi-processed materials not adapted for any specific use, included in this 
class, namely pitch, tar, bitumen and asphalt, stone, rock, clay and minerals, wood and artificial wood; statues and works 
of art, included in this class; parts and accessories for all the aforesaid goods, included in this class.

Cl.20;Mirrors (silvered glass); picture frames; shelves for storage; filing cabinets; ambroid plates; ambroid bars; 
mooring buoys, non-metallic; dinner wagons; display boards; medicine cabinets; medicine chests; inflatable furniture; 
trestles [furniture]; stuffed animals; stuffed birds; tortoiseshell; bamboo; bamboo curtains; benches [furniture]; clips, not 
of metal, for cables and pipes; tanks, not of metal nor of masonry; closures for containers, non-metallic; yellow amber; 
funerary urns; bed fittings, not of metal; beds; portable beds for pets; wood bedsteads; bed casters, not of metal; 
bedding, except linen; beehives; flower-stands [furniture]; flower stands; bolts, not of metal; vats, not of metal; letter 
boxes, not of metal or masonry; book rests [furniture]; library shelves; sideboards; office furniture; brush mountings; 
busts of wood, wax, plaster or plastic; containers, not of metal [storage, transport]; decorations of plastic for foodstuffs; 
boxes of wood or plastic; pegs [pins], not of metal; plugs [dowels], not of metal; ivory, unworked or semi-worked; 
furniture shelves; fans for personal use, non-electric; hand-held flagpoles, not of metal; locks, not of metal, for vehicles; 
staves of wood; taps for casks, not of metal; barrel hoops, not of metal; figurines (statuettes) of wood, wax, plaster or 
plastic; whalebone, unworked or semi-worked; fishing baskets; non-metal bottle caps; bottle racks; corks for bottles; 
bottle casings of wood, bottle closures, not of metal; chopping blocks [tables]; handling pallets, not of metal; freestanding
partitions [furniture]; hairdressers' chairs; fodder racks; hooks, not of metal, for clothes rails; coatstands; curtain hooks; 
curtain holders, not of textile material; curtain rings; curtain rollers; curtain rods; plaited straw, except matting; woven 
timber blinds [furniture]; comb foundations for beehives; plate racks; gun racks; grab handles, not of metal, for bathtubs; 
hand-held mirrors [toilet mirrors]; towel dispensers, fixed, not of metal; towel stands [furniture]; crates; non-luminous 
house numbers, not of metal; stag antlers; workbenches; stools; wood ribbon; reels of wood for yarn, silk, cord; 
honeycombs; horn, unworked or semi-worked; garment covers [storage]; dog kennels; hat stands; kennels for household 
pets; identification bracelets, not of metal; non-metal dog tags; interior textile window blinds; indoor window blinds 
[shades] [furniture]; slatted indoor blinds; sleeping mats; non-metal cable clamps; screens for fireplaces [furniture]; 
settees; edgings of plastic for furniture; carts for computers [furniture]; index cabinets; chests, not of metal; bolsters; 
number plates, not of metal; high chairs for babies; infant walkers; cushions; pet cushions; drain traps [valves] of plastic; 
water-pipe valves of plastic; clothes hangers; clothes hooks, not of metal; tailors' dummies; knobs, not of metal; chests of
drawers; pillows; head-rests [furniture]; coral; hampers [baskets]; baskets, non-metallic; wickerwork; corks; hospital 
beds; scratching posts for cats; works of art of wood, wax, plaster or plastic; plastic key cards, not encoded and not 
magnetic; cabinet work; counters [tables]; loading pallets, not of metal; loading gauge rods, not of metal, for railway 
waggons [wagons]; cask stands, not of metal; bed bases; playpens for babies; lecterns; beds for household pets; easy 
chairs; air pillows, not for medical purposes; air cushions, not for medical purposes; air mattresses, not for medical 
purposes; massage tables; mattresses; mats for infant playpens; meerschaum; furniture of metal; furniture fittings, not of 
metal; furniture partitions of wood; furniture casters, not of metal; doors for furniture; mobile boarding stairs, not of 
metal, for passengers; mobiles [decoration]; troughs, not of metal, for mixing mortar; nesting boxes for household pets; 
rivets, not of metal; nesting boxes; vehicle numberplates, not of metal; paper blinds; screens [furniture]; bead curtains for 
decoration; mother-of-pearl, unworked or semi-worked; placards of wood or plastics; armchairs; picture frame moldings; 
curtain tie-backs; sections of wood for beehives; picture rods; rattan; stands for calculating machines; racks; shelves for 
filing-cabinets [furniture]; rings, not of metal, for keys; collars, not of metal, for fastening pipes; saw benches [furniture]; 
saw horses; coffin fittings, not of metal; funerary caskets; hinges, not of metal; display racks; deck chairs; signboards of 
wood or plastics; tortoiseshell imitation; reeds [plaiting materials]; umbrella stands; non-mechanical reels, not of metal, 
for flexible hoses; winding spools, not of metal, non-mechanical, for flexible hoses; keyboards for hanging keys; jewelry 
organizer displays; costume stands; cupboards; screws, not of metal; nuts, not of metal; vice benches, not of metal; 
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screw tops, not of metal, for bottles; typing desks; writing desks; desks; lockers; school furniture; covers for clothing 
[wardrobe]; floating containers, not of metal; trolleys [furniture]; seats of metal; sofas; divans; stakes for plants or trees; 
meat chests, not of metal; mirror tiles; chests for toys; ladders of wood or plastics; removable mats or covers for sinks; 
bungs, not of metal; flower-pot pedestals; poles, not of metal; statues of wood, wax, plaster or plastic; steps [ladders], not 
of metal; standing desks; corozo; embroidery frames; straw edgings; straw plaits; straw mattresses; seats; trays, not of 
metal; containers, not of metal, for liquid fuel; bakers' bread baskets; stair rods; animal horns; animal hooves; animal 
claws; tables; tables of metal; table tops; dressing tables; shoulder poles [yokes]; transport pallets, not of metal; step 
stools, not of metal; non-metal door bolts; door handles, not of metal; door bells, not of metal, non-electric; door 
knockers, not of metal; door fasteners, not of metal; valves, not of metal, other than parts of machines; packaging 
containers of plastic; stoppers, not of metal; silvered glass [mirrors]; showcases; pulleys of plastics for blinds; curtain 
rails; trolleys for computers [furniture]; wall-mounted baby changing platforms; washstands [furniture]; hydrostatic 
[water] beds, not for medical purposes; casks of wood for decanting wine; inflatable publicity objects; baby changing 
mats; cradles; wind chimes [decoration]; drafting tables; magazine racks; newspaper display stands; tent pegs, not of 
metal; goods, not of metal, namely mooring buoys, locks and keys, door, gate and window fittings, valves, fasteners, 
clappers, clamps, connections, hand-fans, clack valves, grab handles and rails, joints, hooks and holding devices, 
identification bracelets, moulds and shapers, holders for pennants, dowels, protectors and support equipment, coils, 
stiffening materials, rings, rods, saw horses, mats for sinks, spacer rings, intermediate layers for bath tubs, stair fittings, 
elasticsprings, staple adaptors, staves, posts and poles, suction pads, tensioner pulleys, parts for tents, paper tissue 
holders not of metal, trays; statues, figurines, works of art and ornaments and decorations, included in this class; 
furniture; animal housing and beds; unprocessed and semi- processed materials, included in this class and not adapted 
for any specific use, namely yellow amber, parts of animals, meerschaum, parts of plants; containers, and closures and 
holders therefor, non-metallic; ladders and movable steps, non-metallic; displays, stands and inflatable plastic signs, 
non-metallic; stoppers of plastics; parts and accessories to all the aforementioned goods, included in this class.

Cl.21;Household or kitchen utensils and containers; combs; sponges; brushes [except paint brushes]; material for 
brush-making; cleaning articles; steelwool; unworked or semi-worked glass (except glass used in building); porcelain and 
earthenware, not included in other classes; aquarium hoods; dustbins; make-up removing appliances; dusting apparatus, 
non-electric; dishwashing brushes; aerosol dispensers, not for medical purposes; cinder sifters [household utensils]; 
eyebrow brushes; car washing mitts; baby baths, portable; heaters for feeding bottles, non-electric; baking mats; cotton 
waste for cleaning; mugs; basins [receptacles]; containers for household or kitchen use; watering devices; brooms; beer 
mugs; flower pots; cloth for washing floors; scrubbing brushes; candy boxes; hair for brushes; bulb basters; frying pans; 
cooking skewers of metal; nozzles for watering cans; bread boards; bread bins; bread baskets, domestic; ironing boards; 
flat-iron stands; lamp-glass brushes; brushes for body and beauty care; brush goods; busts of porcelain, ceramic, 
earthenware or glass; butter dishes; butter-dish covers; chamois leather for cleaning; china ornaments; food steamers, 
non-electric; hot pots, not electrically heated; closures for pot lids; deodorising apparatus for personal use; egg cups; 
buckets; glass jars [carboys]; disposable table plates; coolers [ice pails]; electric brushes, except parts of machines; 
electric combs; enamelled glass; cruets; oil cruets; chopsticks; mouse traps; dripping pans; figurines [statuettes] of 
porcelain, ceramic, earthenware or glass; filters for household use; flasks; bottles; bottle openers, electric and non-
electric; fly traps; molds [kitchen utensils]; ice cube molds; deep fryers, non-electric; fruit presses, non-electric, for 
household purposes; mangers for animals; poultry rings; vegetable dishes; spice sets; basting spoons [cooking 
utensils]; spouts; glass for vehicle windows; glass incorporating fine electrical conductors; glass bulbs [receptacles]; 
glass flasks [containers]; boxes of glass; glasses [receptacles]; fiberglass thread, not for textile use; fiberglass other than 
for insulation or textile use; glass bowls; mosaics of glass, not for building; powdered glass for decoration; glass 
stoppers; painted glassware; glass wool other than for insulation; oven mitts; grills [cooking utensils]; grill supports; 
plungers for clearing blocked drains; glove stretchers; utensils for household purposes; gloves for household purposes; 
abrasive sponges for scrubbing the skin; trouser presses; attracting and killing insects (electric devices for -); insect 
traps; heat-insulated containers; insulating flasks; heat-insulated containers for beverages; thermally insulated 
containers for food; cabarets [trays]; coffee filters, non-electric; coffeepots, non-electric; coffee grinders, hand-operated; 
coffee percolators, non-electric; coffee services [tableware]; tar-brushes, long handled; large-toothed combs for the hair; 
comb cases; pitchers; decanters; coasters, not of paper and other than table linen; cheese-dish covers; stew-pans; 
cookie jars; ceramics for household purposes; candle extinguishers; candle jars [holders]; candelabra [candlesticks]; 
candle rings; clothing stretchers; garlic presses [kitchen utensils]; buttonhooks; cookery molds [moulds]; cooking pot 
sets; mess-tins; cauldrons; cooking pots; cooking utensils, non-electric; baskets for domestic use; demijohns; 
corkscrews, electric and non-electric; cosmetic utensils; cosmetic spatulas; tie presses; crystal [glassware]; cake molds 
[moulds]; kitchen containers; kitchen utensils; basting brushes; cake brushes; refrigerating bottles; isothermic bags; 
works of art of porcelain, ceramic, earthenware or glass; glue-pots; liqueur sets; majolica; covers, not of paper, for flower 
pots; knife rests for the table; cocktail shakers; blenders, non-electric, for household purposes; furniture dusters; mops; 
kitchen grinders, non-electric; mills for domestic purposes, hand-operated; water apparatus for cleaning teeth and gums; 
chamber pots; nail brushes; nest eggs, artificial; noodle machines, hand-operated; fruit cups; opal glass; opaline glass; 
cups of paper or plastic; boxes for dispensing paper towels; waste paper baskets; paper plates; perfume vaporizers; 
apparatus for wax-polishing, non-electric; pepper mills, hand-operated; pepper pots; horse brushes; fitted picnic baskets, 
including dishes; plates of glass; plates to prevent milk boiling over; cookie [biscuit] cutters; polishing apparatus and 
machines, for household purposes, non-electric; polishing gloves; polishing leather; polishing materials for making 
shiny, except preparations, paper and stone; lunch boxes; powder compacts; powder puffs; cleaning instruments, hand-
operated; scouring pads; cleaning rags; cleaning tow; vitreous silica fibers [fibres], not for textile use; fused silica [semi-
worked product], other than for building; shaving brushes; shaving brush stands; rat traps; perfume burners; smoke 
absorbers for household purposes; kitchen graters; hand-operated cleaning implements; beaters, non-electric; mixing 
spoons [kitchen utensils]; cocktail stirrers; salad bowls; salt cellars; spatulas [kitchen utensils]; brushes for cleaning 
tanks and containers; bowls [basins]; scoops [tableware]; saucepan scourers of metal; abrasive pads for kitchen 
purposes; signboards of porcelain or glass; make-up sponges; whisks, non-electric, for household purposes; cutting 
boards for the kitchen; non-electric autoclaves; shoe horns; brushes for footwear; wax-polishing appliances, non-electric, 
for shoes; shoe trees; dish covers; dishes; trivets [table utensils]; sponges for household purposes; sponge holders; pig 
bristles (bristles); earthenware saucepans; soap boxes; soap dishes; soap dispensers; sieves [household utensils]; lazy 
susans; napkin rings; strainers; siphon bottles for carbonated water; piggy banks; vessels of metal for making ices and 
iced drinks; menu card holders; plate glass [raw material]; confectioners' decorating bags [pastry bags]; nozzles for 
watering hose; steel wool for cleaning; towel rails and rings; dusting cloths; feather-dusters; earthenware; boot jacks; 
boot trees [stretchers]; buckets made of woven fabrics; litter boxes [trays] for pets; currycombs; soup bowls; trays for 
domestic purposes; trays of paper for household purposes; epergnes; tableware, other than knives, forks and spoons; 
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services [dishes]; drinking flasks; cups; tea caddies; tea infusers; teapots; tea cosies; tea services [tableware]; tea 
strainers; pastry cutters; rolling pins, domestic; plates; carpet sweepers; carpet beaters [hand instruments]; animal 
bristles [brushware]; combs for animals; crumb trays; toilet utensils; toilet cases; toilet roll holders; toilet roll dispensers; 
toilet sponges; pot lids; pots; pottery; potholders; pie servers; non-electric portable coldboxes; drinking troughs; cages 
for household pets; funnels; drinking vessels; drinking glasses; drinking straws; drinking horns; tankards; feeding 
troughs; ironing board covers, shaped; saucers; urns; bird baths; birdcages; rings for birds; waffle irons, non-electric; 
washing boards; clothes-pegs; laundry drying racks; washtubs; kettles, non-electric; pipettes [wine-tasters]; mop 
wringers; wool waste for cleaning; toothbrushes; toothbrushes, electric; floss for dental purposes; toothpicks; toothpick 
holders; crushers for kitchen use, non-electric; indoor aquaria; indoor terrariums [plant cultivation]; sugar bowls; statues, 
figurines, signs and works of art, included in this class; repotting containers for plants; holders for flowers and plants 
[flower arranging]; syringes for watering flowers and plants; window-boxes; jardinieres of glass; jardinieres of 
earthenware; flower vases; flower vases of precious metal; seed tray inserts; gardening gloves; watering cans; plastic 
lids for plant pots; plant baskets; lawn sprinklers; seed trays; nozzles for hosepipes; spray nozzles for garden hoses; 
sprayers attached to garden hoses; sprayer wands for garden hoses; pot plant support sticks; planters of glass; planters 
of earthenware; planters of plastic; porcelain flower pots; planters of clay; vases; glass vases; water syringes for 
spraying plants; plastic spray nozzles; indoor terrariums [vivariums]; brushes and brush-making articles; tableware, 
cookware and containers; cosmetic and toilet utensils and bathroom articles; articles for animals, namely aquariums and 
vivariums, devices for pest and vermin control, bird baths, cages, feeding and watering articles, fish bowls, grooming 
articles, nesting articles, tags, waste disposal articles; household articles for clothing and footwear, namely boot jacks 
and shoehorns, button hooks, stretchers for clothing, presses and mangles for clothing, shoe polishers, shoe trees 
(stretchers) and shapers; parts and accessories for all the aforesaid goods, included in this class; broom handles, made 
of metal; nutcrackers; ladles for wine; sugar tongs; broom handles, not of metal.

Cl.22;Nets, tarpaulins, sails, sacks, (not included in other classes); flock [stuffing]; raw fibrous textile; car towing 
ropes; cords for hanging pictures; outdoor blinds of textile; strips for tying-up vines; wrapping or binding bands, not of 
metal; bindings, not of metal; liber; cotton waste [flock] for padding and stuffing; raw cotton; cotton tow; fibrous gaskets 
for ships; binding thread, not of metal, for agricultural purposes; thread, not of metal, for wrapping or binding; string; 
packing string; down feathers; eiderdown; vehicle covers, not fitted; feathers for stuffing upholstery; feathers for 
bedding; wadding for filtering; fishing nets; straw wrappers for bottles; silk flock; stuffing, not of rubber, plastics, paper 
or cardboard; sheaf-binding yarns; glass fibers [fibres] for textile use; grasses for upholstering; hemp; hemp bands; 
hammocks; slings, not of metal, for handling loads; wood shavings; wood wool; ladder tapes for Venetian blinds; jute; 
cables, not of metal; camel hair; combed wool; kapok; carbon fibers [fibres] for textile use; cocoons; coconut fiber [fibre]; 
plastic fibers [fibres] for textile use; straps, not of metal, for handling loads; body bags; canvas for sails; linters; awnings 
of plastic; awnings of textile; twine for nets; net pens for fish farming; network; twine made of paper; wax ends; whipcord; 
padding and stuffing materials; packing [cushioning, stuffing] materials, not of rubber, plastics, paper or cardboard; mail 
bags; vitreous silica fibers [fibres] for textile use; ramie fibre; raffia; purse seines; raw linen [flax]; raw silk; horsehair; 
bags [sacks] for the transport and storage of materials in bulk; sawdust; fleece wool; schappe [raw silk waste]; sails; 
snares [nets]; sash cords; harness, not of metal, for handling loads; shorn wool; seaweed for stuffing; sails for ski 
sailing; gaskets (fibrous -) for ships; sisal; esparto grass; carded wool; rope ladders; straw for stuffing upholstery; nets 
for camouflage; covers for camouflage; ropes, not of metal; textile fibers; animal hair; bags [envelopes, pouches] of 
textile, for packaging; packing rope; bags for washing hosiery; wadding for padding and stuffing upholstery; tow; brattice 
cloth; raw or treated wool; upholstery wool [stuffing]; wool flock; raw textile fibers and substitutes; goods made of textile 
and fibres, namely slings and bands, bags and sacks for packaging, storage and transport, tarpaulins, awnings, tents and 
unfitted coverings, sails, ropes and string, nets, ventilation cloths; parts and accessories for all the aforesaid goods, 
included in this class.

Cl.23;Yarns and threads for textile use; spun cotton; cotton yarn; chenille yarn; yarns for textile use; thread of metal for 
embroidery; rubber thread for textile use; hemp thread and yarn; jute thread and yarn; coir thread and yarn; rayon thread 
and yarn; threads of plastic materials for textile use; linen thread and yarn; sewing thread and yarn; spun silk; silk yarn; 
embroidery thread and yarn; darning thread and yarn; spun thread and yarn; worsted; wool yarn; yarns and threads.

Cl.24;Woven materials; bed blankets; table linen; cloths for removing make-up; bath linen, except clothing; fabric, 
impervious to gases, for aeronautical balloons; banners of textile or plastic; fustian; cotton fabrics; bed covers of paper; 
bed clothes and blankets; cushion covers; billiard cloth; brocades; chenille fabric; cheviots [cloth]; crepon; damask; tick 
[linen]; drugget; printers' blankets of textile; shower curtains of textile or plastic; bunting of textile or plastic; bolting 
cloth; flags, not of paper; eiderdowns [down coverlets]; filtering materials of textile; felt; linen cloth; flannel [fabric]; frieze 
[cloth]; linings [textile]; lining fabric for shoes; curtains of textile or plastic; curtain holders of textile material; gauze 
[cloth]; sanitary flannel; fiberglass fabrics, for textile use; haircloth [sackcloth]; gummed cloth, other than for stationery 
purposes; trellis [cloth]; hemp cloth; hemp fabric; household linens; hat linings, of textile, in the piece; printed calico 
cloth; ticks [mattress covers]; jersey [fabric]; jute fabric; canvas for tapestry or embroidery; coasters [table linen]; cheese 
cloth; calico; shams; pillowcases; crepe [fabric]; rayon fabric; fabric of imitation animal skins; shrouds; marabouts 
[cloth]; mattress covers; furniture coverings of plastic; upholstery fabrics; furniture coverings of textile; moleskin [fabric]; 
mosquito nets; place mats, not of paper; door curtains; ramie fabric; glass cloths [towels]; travelling rugs [lap robes]; 
velvet; curtains; sleeping bag liners; coverings for furniture; silk cloth; silk fabrics for printing patterns; esparto fabric; 
buckram; quilts; labels of cloth; knitted fabric; taffeta [cloth]; diaper changing cloths for babies; plastic material 
[substitute for fabrics]; face towels of textile; towels of textile; fabric for footwear; handkerchiefs of textile; tablemats, not 
of paper; tablecloths, not of paper; table runners; table napkins of textile; table linen, not of paper; fitted toilet lid covers 
of fabric; cloth; sheets [textile]; tulle; non-woven textile fabrics; oilcloth for use as tablecloths; lingerie fabric; diapered 
linen; bath mitts; elastic woven material; adhesive fabric for application by heat; traced cloth for embroidery; woollen 
cloth; zephyr [cloth]; textile material; textile goods, and substitutes for textile goods; sleeping bags for camping; oilcloth.

Cl.25;Heels; heelpieces for footwear; albs; suits; babies' pants [clothing]; layettes [clothing]; bathing suits; bathing 
trunks; bathrobes; bathing caps; bath sandals; bath shoes; bandanas [neckerchiefs]; berets; leg warmers; clothing of 
imitations of leather; motorists' clothing; paper clothing; visors [headwear]; boas [necklets]; teddies [undergarments]; 
boxer shorts; brassieres; chasubles; ladies' dresses; panties; shower caps; insoles; pocket squares; masquerade 
costumes; mittens; fishing vests; football shoes; footmuffs, not electrically heated; gabardines [clothing]; galoshes; 
gaiters; money belts [clothing]; non-slipping devices for footwear; belts [clothing]; clothing for gymnastics; gymnastic 
shoes; half-boots; scarfs; gloves [clothing]; slippers; shirt yokes; shirts; slips [undergarments]; shirt fronts; wooden 
shoes; trousers; trouser straps; braces for clothing [suspenders]; girdles; hats; hat frames [skeletons]; jackets [clothing]; 
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jerseys [clothing]; stuff jackets [clothing]; bodices [lingerie]; skull caps; hoods [clothing]; ready-made linings [parts of 
clothing]; pockets for clothing; ready-made clothing; camisoles; corsets; shoulder wraps [clothing]; detachable collars; 
neckties; ascots; short-sleeve shirts; bibs, not of paper; leather clothing; leggings [trousers]; underwear; sweat-
absorbent underwear; liveries; maniples; cuffs; coats; pelisses; mantillas; corselets; miters [hats]; robes; muffs 
[clothing]; caps [headwear]; cap peaks; outerclothing; ear muffs [clothing]; combinations [clothing]; paper hats [clothing];
pelerines; petticoats; ponchos; pullovers; pajamas (Am.); cyclists' clothing; welts for footwear; rainwear; skirts; sandals; 
saris; sarongs; neck scarfs [mufflers]; sashes for wear; pyjamas; sleep masks; veils [clothing]; wimples; lace boots; 
fittings of metal for footwear; footwear; footwear soles; footwear uppers; tips for footwear; overalls; aprons [clothing]; 
dress shields; ski gloves; ski boots; skorts; underpants; socks; sock suspenders; boots for sports; sneakers; sports 
jerseys; sports singlets; boots; boot uppers; headbands; esparto shoes or sandals; stoles; fur stoles; studs for football 
boots; beach clothes; beach shoes; stocking suspenders; stockings; sweat-absorbent stockings; heelpieces for 
stockings; tights; sweaters; togas; jumper dresses; knitwear [clothing]; tee-shirts; turbans; overcoats; uniforms; valenki 
[felted boots]; wet suits for water-skiing; vests; hosiery; top hats; headgear; clothing; waterproof clothing, also for use in 
production.

Cl.26;Lace; embroidery; ribbons and braid; snap fasteners; hooks and eyes; needles; artificial flowers; badges for 
wear, not, of precious metal; ornamental novelty badges [buttons]; appliqués [haberdashery]; brassards; expanding 
bands for holding sleeves; elastic ribbons; ribbons [haberdashery]; cords for clothing; lace for edgings; trimmings for 
clothing; brooches [clothing accessories]; binding needles; chenille [passementerie]; heat adhesive patches for 
decoration of textile articles; bodkins; false beards; false moustaches; tapes for curtain headings; feathers [clothing 
accessories]; festoons [embroidery]; sewing thimbles; whalebones for corsets; heat adhesive patches for repairing textile 
articles; tinsels [trimmings for clothing]; fringes; artificial garlands; mica spangles; gold embroidery; belt clasps; hair 
bands; hair coloring caps; bobby pins; hair pins; hair pegs; bows for the hair; hair barrettes; hair extensions; tresses of 
hair; hooks [haberdashery]; trouser clips for cyclists; fastenings for suspenders; hat ornaments, not of precious metal; 
frills [lacework]; edgings for clothing; eyelets for clothing; frills for clothing; dress fastenings; skirt flounces; hook and 
pile fastening tapes; rug hooks; corset busks; collar supports; artificial flower wreaths; artificial plants; haberdashery, 
except thread; curlpapers; human hair; needle cases; boxes for needles; needle cushions; needles for wool combing 
machines; sewing boxes; sewing needles; false hems; curling pins; spangles for clothing; beads, other than for making 
jewelry; wigs; false hair; picot [lace]; lace trimmings; prize ribbons; saddlers' needles; cords for rimming, for clothing; 
shuttles for making fishing nets; hooks for corsets; blouse fasteners; buckles [clothing accessories]; shoe laces; shoe 
hooks; shoemakers' needles; shoe eyelets; shoe buckles; shoe fasteners; shoe ornaments, not of precious metal; 
shoulder pads for clothing; silver embroidery; bobbins for retaining embroidery floss or wool [not parts of machines]; 
competitors' numbers; pin cushions; pins, other than jewellery [jewelry (Am.)]; embroidery needles; darning lasts; 
darning needles; ostrich feathers [clothing accessories]; knitting needles; toupees; braids; tassels [haberdashery]; birds' 
feathers [clothing accessories]; monogram tabs for marking linen; letters for marking linen; numerals for marking linen; 
woollen laces; accessories for apparel, sewing articles and decorative textile articles; hair ornaments, hair rollers, hair 
fastening articles, and false hair; artificial fruit, flowers and vegetables; needle-threaders.

Cl.27;Door mats; foot mats; mats; linoleum; carpet tiles for covering floors; wall hangings (non-textile); carpets for 
automobiles; bath mats; floor coverings; vinyl floor coverings; non-slip mats; gymnastic mats; artificial turf; mats of 
woven rope for ski slopes; wallpaper; reed mats; carpets; carpet underlay; textile wallpaper; decorative wall hangings, not 
of textile; floor coverings and artificial ground coverings; wall and ceiling coverings; parts and fittings for all of the 
aforesaid goods, included in this class.

Cl.28;Gymnastic articles not included in other classes; decorations for Christmas trees; fishing tackle; fish hooks; rods 
for fishing; reels for fishing; gut for fishing; rattles [playthings]; ball pitching machines; baseball gloves; building games; 
building blocks [toys]; pool table cushions; skittles [games]; billiard cue chalk; billiard balls; billiard cues; billiard tables; 
coin-operated billiard tables; bingo cards; bite sensors [fishing tackle]; bob-sleighs; bodyboards; body-building 
apparatus; bows for archery; archery implements; boxing gloves; board games; ornaments for Christmas trees, except 
illumination articles and confectionery; Christmas tree stands; checkers [games]; checkerboards; gut for rackets; divot 
repair tools [golf accessories]; dominoes; kites; scent lures for hunting or fishing; skating boots with skates attached; 
electronic targets; elbow guards [sports articles]; chest expanders [exercisers]; stationary exercise bicycles; scale model 
vehicles; paintball guns [sports apparatus]; costume masks; fencing gauntlets; fencing masks; fencing weapons; 
shuttlecocks; radio-controlled toy vehicles; amusement machines, automatic and coin-operated; gaming machines for 
gambling; machines for physical exercises; apparatus for games; conjuring apparatus; parlor games; weight lifting belts 
[sports articles]; paragliders; bells for Christmas trees; golf gloves; golf clubs; golf bags, with or without wheels; golf bag 
carts; appliances for gymnastics; gloves for games; hang gliders; harpoon guns [sports articles]; rosin used by athletes; 
kite reels; hockey sticks; horseshoe games; fairground ride apparatus; chips for gambling; counters for games; 
kaleidoscopes; playing cards; candle holders for Christmas trees; landing nets for anglers; climbers' harness; Christmas 
crackers; knee guards [sports articles]; decoys for hunting or fishing; confetti; spinning tops [toys]; cricket bags; bait 
[artificial]; billiard cue tips; bar-bells; hunting game calls; play balloons; bladders of balls for games; air pistols [toys]; 
mah-jong; puppets; bowling apparatus and machinery; toy masks; masts for sailboards; matryoshka dolls [wooden 
nested russian dolls]; mobiles [toys]; scale model kits [toys]; paintballs [ammunition for paintball guns] [sports 
apparatus]; marbles for games; nets for sports; pachinkos; paper party hats; piñatas; toy pistols; stuffed toys; plush toys;
quoits; punching bags; billiard markers; dolls; dolls' beds; dolls' feeding bottles; doll houses; dolls' clothes; doll rooms; 
puzzles; creels [fishing traps]; surfboard leashes; ring games; slides [playthings]; rollers for stationary exercise bicycles; 
scooters [toys]; roller skates; roller skates, in-line skates; roulette wheels; scratch cards for playing lottery games; 
strings for rackets; chessboards; chess games; swings; rocking horses; party favors; practical jokes [novelties]; shin 
guards [sports articles]; targets; batting gloves [accessories for games]; sleds [sports articles]; ice skates; butterfly nets; 
artificial snow for Christmas trees; snow globes; snowshoes; protective paddings [parts of sports suits]; swimming pools 
[play articles]; swimming kick boards; floats for fishing; bite indicators [fishing tackle]; flippers for swimming; water 
wings; swimming belts; swimming jackets; seal skins [coverings for skis]; soap bubbles [toys]; skateboards; sole 
coverings for skis; ski bindings; skis; edges of skis; snowboards; bags especially designed for skis and surfboards; slot 
machines [gaming machines]; balls for games; playing balls; indoor football tables; dice; toys for domestic pets; toy 
vehicles; toy figures; toy models; rackets; poles for pole vaulting; starting blocks for sports; ascenders [mountaineering 
equipment]; sling shots [sports articles]; controllers for game consoles; controllers for toys; sailboards; surfboards; 
waterskis; twirling batons; camouflage screens [sports articles]; teddy bears; tennis ball throwing apparatus; tennis nets; 
theatrical masks; men's athletic supporters [sports articles]; tables for table tennis; clay pigeons [targets]; clay pigeon 
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traps; portable games with liquid crystal displays; trampolines; spring boards [sports articles]; harness for sailboards; 
backgammon games; video game apparatus; cups for dice; darts; discuses for sports; flying discs [toys]; percussion 
caps [toys]; caps for pistols [toys]; percussion caps (playthings); sporting articles and equipment; decorations for 
Christmas trees and artificial Christmas trees; fairground and playground apparatus; toys, games, playthings and 
novelties; parts and accessories for all the aforesaid goods, included in this class.

Cl.29;Poultry; game; meat extracts; preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruit and vegetables; jellies for food; jams; 
compotes; eggs; milk; milk products; edible oils; edible fats; ajvar [preserved peppers]; albumin milk; seaweed extracts 
for food; alginates for culinary purposes; non-alcoholic eggnog; apple purée; artichokes, preserved; eggplant paste; 
oysters, not live; black pudding; beans, preserved; bouillon; bouillon concentrates; fat-containing mixtures for bread 
slices; butter; buttercream; dates; curd; yolk of eggs; powdered eggs; albumen for culinary purposes; white of eggs; 
peas, preserved; peanut butter; peanuts, prepared; peanut milk for culinary purposes; pickled gherkins; fatty substances 
for the manufacture of edible fats; fish, not live; salted fish; fish, preserved; fish fillets; foods made from fish; fish, tinned 
[canned (Am.)]; isinglass for food; fish meal for human consumption; fish mousses; fish roe, prepared; preserved meat; 
meat jellies; canned meat; salted meats; fruit chips; fruit preserved in alcohol; fruit pulp; fruit salads; fruit-based snack 
food; prawns, not live; poultry, not live; gelatine; vegetables, cooked; vegetables, dried; vegetables, preserved; 
vegetables, tinned [canned (Am.)]; vegetable mousses; vegetable salads; toasted laver; herrings, not live; lobsters, not 
live; ginger jam; yogurt; vegetable soup preparations; tripe; crystallized fruit; potato chips; potato flakes; potato fritters; 
cheese; caviar; kephir [milk beverage]; hummus [chickpea paste]; kimchi [fermented vegetable dish]; animal marrow for 
food; bone oil, edible; coconut butter; coconut fat; coconut, desiccated; coconut oil; evaporated milk; preserved garlic; 
soups; crayfish, not live; croquettes; crustaceans, not live; rennet; salmon, not live; spiny lobsters, not live; liver; liver 
pâté; linseed oil for culinary purposes; lecithin for culinary purposes; lentils, preserved; milk of almonds for culinary 
purposes; margarine; marmalade; almonds, ground; corn oil for food; milk ferments for culinary purposes; milk 
beverages, milk predominating; blue mussels [not live]; milk shakes; whey; nuts, prepared; fruit, preserved; frozen fruits; 
fruits, tinned [canned (Am.)]; olives, preserved; olive oil for food; palm kernel oil for food; palm oil for food; vegetable 
marrow paste; pectin for culinary purposes; vegetable juices for cooking; pickles; mushrooms, preserved; pollen 
prepared as foodstuff; cranberry sauce [compote]; prostokvasha [soured milk]; quark; colza oil for food; rice milk [milk 
substitute]; ryazhenka [fermented baked milk]; raisins; cream [dairy products]; seeds, prepared; anchovy; sardines, not 
live; sauerkraut; fruit peel; shellfish, not live; ham; whipped cream; snail eggs for consumption; pork; lard; sea-
cucumbers, not live; silkworm chrysalis, for human consumption; sesame oil; tahini [sesame seed paste]; shrimps, not 
live; smetana [sour cream]; soya beans, preserved, for food; soya milk [milk substitute]; sunflower seeds, prepared; 
sunflower oil for food; bacon; suet for food; preparations for making soup; tuna, not live; tofu; tomato paste; tomato juice 
for cooking; truffles, preserved; clams, not live; aloe vera prepared for human consumption; edible birds' nests; game, 
not live; sausages; sausages in batter; meats; preparations for making bouillon; onions, preserved; fish, seafood and 
molluscs; dairy products and dairy substitutes; birds eggs and egg products; oils and fats; processed fruits, fungi and 
vegetables (including nuts and pulses); prepared meals consisting primarily of meat, fish, poultry or vegetables; soups 
and broths; snacks and desserts, namely birds' nests; stews and casseroles; condensed tomatoes; dips; pork snacks; 
soya preparations; prepared meals, mostly of meat; fish, seafood or vegetables; snacks and side dishes of potatoes; 
soups and soup preparations; stews, stocks and broths; yucca chips; peanut milk [non-alcoholic beverage]; gut for 
making sausages; sausage skins and imitations thereof.

Cl.30;Rice; tapioca; sago; flour; cereals; bread; pastries; sweetmeats [candy]; edible ices; sugar; honey; syrups and 
treacles; yeast; baking powder; salt; mustard; vinegar; sauces [condiments]; ice; seaweed [condiment]; aniseed; 
flavorings [flavourings], other than essential oils, for beverages; wheat flour; flavorings [flavourings], other than essential 
oils, for cakes; beer vinegar; buns; unleavened bread; petit-beurre biscuits; cheeseburgers [sandwiches]; chow-chow 
[condiment]; chutneys [condiments]; couscous [semolina]; curry [spice]; custard; dessert mousses [confectionery]; ice 
cream; peanut confectionery; essences for foodstuffs, except etheric essences and essential oils; vermicelli [noodles]; 
meat tenderizers, for household purposes; meat pies; meat gravies; fondants [confectionery]; fruit coulis [sauces]; spring 
rolls; pastry; minced garlic [condiment]; royal jelly; fruit jellies [confectionery]; hominy; husked barley; pearl barley; 
barley meal; crushed barley; tea-based beverages; chips [cereal products]; cereal bars; cereal-based snack food; 
condiments; cloves [spice]; glucose for culinary purposes; gluten additives for culinary purposes; semolina; groats for 
human food; crushed oats; oat flakes; oatmeal; husked oats; halvah; ginger [spice]; frozen yogurt [confectionery ices]; 
coffee flavorings [flavourings]; artificial coffee; vegetal preparations for use as coffee substitutes; coffee-based 
beverages; cocoa-based beverages; candy; capers; caramels [candy]; potato flour; chewing gum; cookies; cooking salt; 
salt for preserving foodstuffs; crackers; infusions, not medicinal; cakes; cake frosting [icing]; garden herbs, preserved 
[seasonings]; cake powder; cake dough; turmeric; liquorice [confectionery]; stick liquorice [confectionery]; food 
flavorings, other than essential oils; gingerbread; corn flour; maize meal; macaroni; macaroons [pastry]; maltose; malt for 
human consumption; malt biscuits; malt extract for food; almond confectionery; marinades; marzipan; almond paste; 
mayonnaise; farinaceous foods; sea water for cooking; coffee beverages with milk; cocoa beverages with milk; creamed 
rice; chocolate beverages with milk; ham glaze; pastry dough; muesli; nutmegs; oat-based food; peppers [seasonings]; 
noodle-based prepared meals; noodles; chocolate-coated nuts; nut flours; palm sugar; breadcrumbs; pasta sauce; pâtés 
en croûte; pies; pastilles [confectionery]; pelmeni [dumplings stuffed with meat]; pesto [sauce]; petits fours [cakes]; 
pancakes; pepper; mint for confectionery; peppermint candy; pizzas; popcorn; bee glue; high-protein cereal bars; 
puddings; quiches; ravioli; rice cakes; rice-based snack food; relish [condiment]; ice, natural or artificial; unroasted 
coffee; saffron [seasoning]; preparations for stiffening whipped cream; dressings for salad; sandwiches; sauces (spices); 
leaven; chocolate; chocolate-based beverages; chocolate mousses; allspice; celery salt; bread rolls; mustard meal; soya 
bean paste [condiment]; soya flour; soya sauce; sorbets [ices]; spaghetti; powders for ice cream; baking soda 
[bicarbonate of soda for cooking purposes]; food starch; starch for food; star aniseed; sushi; natural sweeteners; 
tabbouleh; tacos; tapioca flour; dough; ferments for pastes; pasta; tomato sauce; tarts; chocolate decorations for cakes; 
candy decorations for cakes; tortillas; vanilla [flavoring] [flavouring]; vanillin [vanilla substitute]; waffles; vareniki [stuffed 
dumplings]; cream of tartar for culinary purposes; wheat germ for human consumption; sausage binding materials; 
aromatic preparations for food; chicory [coffee substitute]; cinnamon [spice]; gluten prepared as foodstuff; pralines; 
confectionery for decorating christmas trees; rusks; prepared meals and savoury snacks, in particular snacks based on 
corn, cereals, flour and sesame, biscuits and crackers, dumplings, pancakes, pasta, rice and cereal foodstuffs, pastes and
farinaceous foods, sandwiches and pizzas, spring rolls and seaweed rolls, steamed buns, tortilla foodstuffs; salts, 
seasonings, flavourings and condiments; baked goods, confectionery, chocolate and desserts; sugars, natural 
sweeteners, sweet coatings and fillings, bee products; ice creams, frozen yogurts and sorbets; coffee, teas and cocoa 
and substitutes therefor; processed cereals and starches for foodstuffs, and goods made therefrom; baking preparations 
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and yeast; piccalilli; fish crackers.

Cl.31;Sowing seeds; agricultural products not included in other classes; horticultural products not included in other 
classes; forestry products not included in other classes; live animals; fruit, fresh; vegetables, fresh; seeds; natural plants;
flowers, natural; foodstuffs and fodder for animals; malt; algae for human or animal consumption; aloe vera plants; 
artichokes, fresh; oysters, live; trees; raw barks; berries, fresh fruits; flower bulbs; beans, fresh; nettles; Christmas trees; 
chicory, fresh; peas, fresh; peanuts, fresh; sweet chestnuts, fresh; fish, live; fish spawn; cucumbers, fresh; spinach, 
fresh; grains; marrows, fresh; poultry, live; grains [cereals]; fresh green salad; hazelnuts; herrings, live; wood chips for 
the manufacture of wood pulp; hops; hop cones; lobsters, live; locust beans, raw; cocoa beans, raw; potatoes, fresh; 
seed germ for botanical purposes; bran; garlic, fresh; coconuts; wreaths of natural flowers; live crayfish; crustaceans, 
live; garden herbs, fresh; salmon, live; spiny lobsters, live; lentils, fresh; maize; almonds [fruits]; mussels, live; straw 
mulch; nuts [fruits]; olives, fresh; oranges, fresh; plants; mushrooms, fresh; peppers [plants]; fresh leeks; rice, 
unprocessed; rhubarb, fresh; rye; beet, fresh; sardines, live; edible sesame, unprocessed; bushes; pine cones; tuna, live; 
grapes, fresh; flowers, dried, for decoration; wheat; citrus fruit, fresh; sugarcane; onions, fresh vegetables; live animals, 
organisms for breeding; agricultural and aquacultural crops, horticulture and forestry products; all aforementioned goods 
except for animal feed.

Cl.32;Mineral water [beverages]; aerated water; non-alcoholic beverages; fruit drinks; juices; syrups for making 
beverages; powders for effervescing beverages; pastilles for effervescing beverages; preparations for making mineral 
water; preparations for making aerated water; essences for making beverages; vegetable juices; smoothies; soya-based 
beverages, other than milk substitutes; preparations for making beverages.

Cl.33;Fruit extracts, alcoholic; pre-mixed alcoholic beverages, other than beer-based; preparations for making alcoholic
beverages; alcoholic beverages (except beer).

Cl.34;Ashtrays; firestones; lighters for smokers; gas containers for cigar lighters; chewing tobacco; mouthpieces for 
cigarette holders; liquid nicotine solutions for use in electronic cigarettes; pipe cleaners for tobacco pipes; pipe racks for 
tobacco pipes; snuff; snuff boxes; tobacco jars; pocket machines for rolling cigarettes; oral vaporizers for smokers; 
cigarettes; cigarette cases; cigarette filters; cigarette paper; books of cigarette papers; cigarillos; cigars; cigar cutters; 
cigar cases; humidors; tobacco and tobacco products (including substitutes); matches; personal vaporisers and 
electronic cigarettes, and flavourings and solutions therefor; parts and accessories for all the aforesaid goods, included 
in this class.
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3917374    25/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1294509]
Jungle Beat Animation Limited

25a, Kensington Church Street London W8 4LL United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; 
mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; 
computer software; fire-extinguishing apparatus; animated films; motion picture films; cinematographic films; pre-
recorded animated films; animated cartoons; animated television series; pre-recorded videos; pre-recorded television 
programmes; pre-recorded radio programmes; downloadable animations, still and moving images, text, films and music; 
electronic media and magnetic media all bearing music, sound, text, data, movies, cartoons, animations, animated films, 
electronic publications, games or a combination thereof; downloadable computer software, programmes and mobile 
applications; downloadable ring-tones; downloadable digital computer screen wallpapers; printed publications in 
electronically, magnetically or optically recorded and recordable form; downloadable electronic publications, including 
with embedded still and moving images, animations, graphics, text, audio recordings, visual recordings, audio-visual 
recordings or a combination thereof; books, interactive books, audio books, comic books, graphic novels, activity books 
for children, colouring books, magazines, newsletters, periodicals, publications, icons, story books, stories in illustrated 
form, cartoons, illustrations, games, quizzes, activity cards, greetings cards, occasion cards, calendars, posters, images, 
pictures, graphics, maps, activity and game cards, instructional and teaching materials, in electronic or digital form, 
including all the aforesaid with embedded still and moving images, animations, graphics, text, audio recordings, visual 
recordings, audio-visual recordings or a combination thereof; blank and pre-recorded audio cassettes, compact discs, 
CDs, DVDs, CD-ROMs, optical-magnetic discs, audio cassettes, video tapes, computer memory discs, computer memory 
cards and digital data carriers; sound, musical, video and/or data recordings; digital sound, video and/or data recordings 
or a combination thereof; computer game programs; downloadable video games, including interactive multi-player 
games; games application software for use with mobile phones, Personal Digital Assistants, handheld computers, 
computer tablets and other mobile devices; digital applications, which can be accessed online or by mobile telephones, 
computer tablets and other mobile devices, computers, and game consoles; software for digital entertainment; video 
game software; downloadable software, programmes, audio-visual recordings and digital applications relating to 
animated cartoon characters; electronic book readers; apparatus, instruments and media for reception, reproduction, 
transmission and/or storage of sound, video, still and moving images, audio visual content, films, text, games and/or 
music, or a combination thereof; computer accessories; computer peripherals; mouse-mats; computer mice; covers, 
skins and cases for mobile telephones, computer tablets, Personal Digital Assistants and eBook readers; magnets; 
sunglasses; cases for sunglasses; anti-glare visors; protective clothing for children; safety helmets; headwear for 
protection against injury; protective eyewear; goggles; swimming masks; eye protection wear for sports; wet suits for 
diving; wrist pads, knee pads, elbow pads, shin pads and leg guards, all for the protection against injury [other than 
sports articles or parts of sports suits]; parts and fittings for any of the aforementioned goods.
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Cl.25;Clothing; footwear; headgear; sports footwear; flip-flops; sandals; scarves; caps; hats; bandanas; visors; t-shirts;
blouses; sportswear; swimwear; leisurewear; sleepwear; outerwear; hoodies; sweatshirts; costumes; fancy dress; party 
hats; underwear; gloves; shorts; trousers; skirts; dresses; belts for wear; socks; including all of the aforementioned for 
children, toddlers and babies; parts and fittings for any of the aforementioned goods.

Cl.28;Games and playthings; gymnastic and sporting articles not included in other classes; decorations for Christmas 
trees; toys; novelties; stuffed and plush toys; soft toys; toy animals; squeeze toys; balls for play; balloons; seasonal 
ornaments and decorations; electronic games; interactive games; electronic board games; hand-held electronic games; 
electronic educational teaching games; educational games; hand-held units for playing electronic games; apparatus for 
games; handheld units for playing video games; arcade games; beach toys; construction toys; role-playing toys; jigsaws 
puzzles; board games; card games; toys based on cartoon characters; toys and games with moving parts; play sets; toy 
and play sets involving animal figures and animals-inspired figures; mechanical toys; toys with lights and sound effects; 
toys sold in kit form; costume masks; masks for children for fancy dress; party novelties; party games; wrist pads; knee 
pads; elbow pads; shin pads; leg guards; bags adapted for sporting articles; play sets including animal figures; glove and 
hand puppets; craft models; activity mats for babies; baby and toddler gyms and mats containing infant toys; beanbags 
in the form of playthings; bath toys; inflatable toys; floatation apparatus for swimming; swimming floats for recreational 
use; toys for use in swimming pools; toys and DVDs and/or CDs and/or CD-Roms sold as a unit; playthings and DVDs 
and/or CDs and/or CD-Roms sold as a unit; theme park rides; parts and fittings for any of the aforementioned goods.

Cl.41;Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities; theatrical, musical, video, 
television, film and radio entertainment services; entertainment services relating to television, cinema, videos, radio and 
theatre; development, creation, editing, production, presentation and distribution of multi-media content, CGI animated 
cartoons, CGI animated films, cinematographic films, pre-recorded animated films, animated cartoons, animated 
television series, television programmes, television shows, radio programmes, animated clips, videos and shows; 
production of special effects; providing digital content for entertainment and/or educational purposes; online 
entertainment services, including interactive entertainment services; educational, training and entertainment services in 
connection with animations, animated cartoons, CGI animated cartoons, CGI animated films, animated cinematographic 
films and cartoon characters; production, presentation, distribution, and rental of media content for entertainment and/or 
educational purposes, for all media; provision, production, development, editing, composition, presentation, distribution, 
networking, rental and leasing of audio recordings, visual recordings, audio-visual recordings, data, images, graphics, 
text, animated images, printed publications, electronic publications, cartoons, animations, sounds or a combination 
thereof, all in connection with or relating to a continuous series of animated cartoons, CGI animated cartoons, CGI 
animated films, videos, cartoon characters, television programmes, television shows, contests or games; providing on-
line publications (non downloadable) including books, interactive books, audio books, comic books, graphic novels, 
activity books for children, colouring books, magazines, newsletters, periodicals, icons, story books, stories in illustrated 
form, cartoons, illustrations, games, quizzes, activity cards, greetings cards, occasion cards, calendars, posters, images, 
pictures, graphics, maps, activity and game cards, instructional and teaching materials in electronic or digital form, 
including all the aforesaid with embedded still and moving images, animations, graphics, text, audio recordings, visual 
recordings, audio-visual recordings or a combination thereof; providing games, quizzes, competitions, animated 
cartoons, animated films, animated cartoon characters, animated clips, videos, movies, books, instructional and teaching 
materials, electronic publications via computer programs and digital applications; publishing services; electronic 
publishing services; desk top publishing; electronic desk top publishing; publication of printed matter, printed 
publications, texts, magazines, newsletters, periodicals, books, interactive books, audio books, comic books, graphic 
novels, activity books for children, colouring books, story books, stories in illustrated form, cartoons, illustrations, 
games, quizzes, activity cards, greetings cards, occasion cards, calendars, posters, images, pictures, graphics, maps, 
game cards, instructional and teaching materials, including all the aforesaid goods in electronic form; providing 
interactive, multi-player and single-player computer games via the internet and electronic communication networks; 
entertainment services in the field of games; electronic games services; online computer game services; providing 
computer games, and video games which can be accessed online or by mobile telephones, computer tablets and other 
mobile devices, computers, and game consoles; interactive entertainment for use with a mobile phone; interactive 
entertainment services in the nature of interactive television programmes, interactive games, interactive television shows, 
interactive contests, interactive game shows, interactive competitions, interactive quizzes, interactive comedy game 
shows, interactive studio entertainment, interactive audience participation events and interactive live entertainment 
services; amusement and theme park services; amusement arcade services; provision of recreation facilities; parks and 
garden services for recreational purposes; arranging, organising and conducting shows, panel games, competitions, 
games, contests, concerts, fun days, quizzes, parties, audience participation events, studio entertainment, live stage 
shows, exhibitions, events and live entertainment events; arranging and conducting of courses, seminars and workshops 
in the filed of motion picture films, movies, documentaries, television shows, television programmes, radio shows, radio 
programmes, animated movies, animations, CGI animations, documentaries, music, live performances and sports shows, 
film and television entertainment; providing entertainment information via a website; on-line publication of journals or 
diaries [blog services] featuring user generated content; including all the aforementioned services provided by means of 
electronic media, computer and communication networks, communication devices, digital platforms, the Internet, 
websites, social communication platforms, computer programmes and digital applications; information, advisory and 
consultancy services relating to all the aforesaid services.
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Priority claimed from 12/12/2017; Application No. : 40201724559R ;Singapore 

3917882    22/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416663]
MANAGEMENT DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE OF SINGAPORE

501 Stirling Road Singapore 148951 Singapore

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.16;Paper, cardboard; booklets; paper bags; spiral bound pads; brochures; flyers; posters and cards; printed matter; 
printed instructional and teaching materials; printed books; educational materials (other than apparatus) for use in 
teaching; advertising material being printed matter; covers for books; bookbinding material.

Cl.35;Appraisals (business-); assistance (business management-); business consultancy (professional-); business 
information; business inquiries; business management and organisation consultancy; business research; commercial or 
industrial management assistance; management (advisory services for business-); management consultancy (personnel-
); market research; compilation and systemization of information into computer databases; data management and 
business data analysis.

Cl.41;Arranging and conducting of conferences; arranging and conducting of seminars; arranging and conducting of 
symposiums; arranging and conducting of workshops (training); organisation of competitions for education or 
entertainment; information (education-); organisation of exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes; publication of 
books; publication of texts (other than publicity texts); publication of electronic books and journals on-line; tuition; 
lending libraries; vocational guidance (education or training advice); educational services provided by schools.
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Priority claimed from 29/03/2018; Application No. : 40-2018-0041888 ;Republic of Korea 

3918280    03/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416886]
VREZ INNOVATION INC.

U Space 1-A Suite 302, 660, Daewangpangyo-ro, Bundang-gu, Seongnam-si Gyeonggi-do Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Stereoscopic equipment for 3D viewing; 3D viewer apparatus for smart phones; battery chargers; electrical cells 
and batteries; downloadable digital video recordings; rest for smartphones; lenses; three dimensional viewers; three 
dimensional picture manipulators; virtual reality headsets; computer software platforms; virtual reality game software; 
augmented reality software; media content; bluetooth speaker; smart phone speakers; USB cards; USB cables; USB cable
gender changers for smart phones; lens cases; hand strap for smart phones; selfie lenses; downloadable multimedia file; 
electronic publications, downloadable; software platforms for virtual reality and augmented reality; three dimensional 
viewers for virtual reality and augmented reality used for smartphones.

Cl.28;Battery-powered computer game with LCD screen; home video game machines; game machines and apparatus; 
game consoles; fitted covers specially adapted for game consoles; controllers for game consoles; role playing games; 
video game machines; interactive floor pads for controlling video games; hand-held units for playing video games; bags 
specially adapted for video game consoles; arcade video game machines; electronic educational game machines for 
children; video game machines for commercial use (other than those adapted for use with television receivers); games; 
video game consoles for use with an external display screen or monitor; hand-held units for playing electronic games for 
use with an external display screen or monitor; electronic games apparatus; guitar skins for electronic guitar game 
controllers; portable games with liquid crystal displays.

Cl.35;Retail and wholesale services through a comprehensive shopping mall by internet; business intermediary 
services relating to mail order by telecommunications; retail store services featuring three dimensional viewers for virtual 
reality and augmented reality used for smartphones; retail store services featuring stereoscopic equipment for 3D 
viewing; retail store services featuring electronic game software; retail store services featuring computer software 
platforms; retail store services featuring media content; retail store services featuring game consoles; retail store 
services featuring games; retail store services featuring electronic audio and visual apparatus and instruments; retail 
store services featuring clothing via the Internet; retail store services featuring footwear via the Internet; retail store 
services featuring caps [headwear] via the Internet; retail store services featuring bags via the Internet; retail store 
services featuring purses via the Internet; retail store services featuring jewellery made of precious metals via the 
Internet; retail store services featuring dustproof plugs for smartphones via the Internet; on-line advertising and 
marketing services; providing consumer information relating to goods and services; presentation of goods on 
communication media, for retail purposes.

Cl.38;Providing access to platforms on the Internet, as well as on the mobile Internet; transmission of data, audio, video
and multimedia files, including downloadable files and files streamed over a global computer network; streaming of digital
media content for others; providing streaming services of movies/music/video/gaming and multimedia content; digital 
streaming services featuring electronic games; access to online virtual world for children; providing access to an online 
virtual community via the internet/mobile; providing access to online chat rooms; providing telecommunication services 
for e-commerce platforms on the Internet and other electronic media; transmission of digital files for shopping 
information service; providing access to communication channels for internet shopping; broadcasting of teleshopping 
programs; interactive broadcasting and communications services; internet broadcasting services; provision of 
teleconferencing facilities for educational purposes; providing access to Internet platforms for online contents.

Cl.41;Provision of on-line training using VR devices; on-line language education using VR devices; entertainment 
services; entertainment and amusement information; provision of multimedia entertainment programs by television, 
broadband, wireless and on-line services; provision of non-downloadable films and television programs via a video-on-
demand service; mobile game services; game services provided on-line from a computer network; providing online non-
downloadable comic books and graphic novels; provision of non-downloadable electronic publications; providing online 
videos through home video game consoles; providing of entertainment image via video game machines for household 
use; presentation of music videos via mobile devices online; providing of on-line electronic publications (not 
downloadable) via mobile devices; distance learning services provided on-line using VR devices.
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Cl.42;Design and development of virtual reality software; cross-platform conversion of digital content into other forms 
of digital content; platform as a service [PaaS]; hosting multimedia entertainment content; hosting on-line web facilities 
for others for sharing on-line content; hosting digital content on the Internet; developing programs for simulating 
experiments or series of experiments in a virtual optical laboratory; development of computer software for 3D 
content/stereoscopic 3D projection/3D animation technology; hosting multimedia educational content; online character 
design services; platform as a service for multimedia content using virtual reality and augmented reality technologies.
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Priority claimed from 28/11/2017; Application No. : 87699933 ;United States of America 

3918283    25/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416904]
Delaware Capital Formation, Inc.

Suite 5, 501 Silverside Road Wilmington DE 19809 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals, emulsifiers, adhesives and agents used in the manufacture of photosensitive emulsions; chemicals, 
emulsifiers, adhesives and agents for use in the textile, printing and graphic industries; detergents, degreasing agents 
and solvents for use in the textile, printing and graphic industries; photosensitive emulsions.

Cl.2;Printing inks; inks for leather; inks for skin-dressing; printers' pastes; filled ink cartridges; fabric paints; printing 
toner; printing inks, coatings, pigments and dispersions; ink jet printer inks; digital inks; sublimation inks; inks for textile 
printing; copying inks; inks for use in the textile, printing, and graphic industries; varnishes; lacquers; preservatives 
against rust and against deterioration of wood; colorants; natural resins, raw; metals in foil and powder form for use in 
painting, decorating, printing and art.

Cl.7;Printing machines; machines, namely, plaiting machines, finishing machines, coating machines, laminating 
machines, feeding machines, handling machines, electrically-powered textile printers, industrial inkjet printing machines; 
finishing machines for the textile, printing, and graphic industries; coating machines for the textile, printing, and graphic 
industries; laminating machines for the textile, printing, and graphic industries; machines for the production of paints, 
varnishes, lacquers and inks; machines for reeling paper; structural parts and spare parts of the aforementioned goods, 
as far as contained in this class.

Cl.9;Downloadable computer software for operating printing machines, plaiting machines, finishing machines, coating 
machines, laminating machines, feeding machines, handling machines, textile printers, industrial inkjet printing 
machines, machines for the production of paints, varnishes, lacquers, and inks, machines for reeling paper, plotters, 
drying apparatus, drying installations, steam generating apparatus and steam generating installations; plotters; print 
heads for plotters; measuring scales; computer hardware and software for storing data in the textile, printing, and graphic 
industries; spectrophotometer for use in identifying and measuring colors; software for controlling and monitoring of 
printing processing for tinting plants, mixing systems, storage systems, spectrophotometers, color proofing, color 
matching and color calibration; feeding units comprised of stands adapted for printers featuring ink feeders, floor stands 
for ink feeders, platforms for ink feeders, ink tanks, cartridges, and ink cups for plotters and digital printers and automatic 
inks feeding systems with embedded management software; structural parts and spare parts of the aforementioned 
goods, as far as contained in this this class.

Cl.16;Paper; printing paper; paper for use in the printing and graphics industries.

Cl.35;Advertising, business management, and business consulting in the textile, printing, and graphics industries; 
retail services featuring products and services in the textile, printing, and graphics industries.

Cl.37;Installation, repair and maintenance of apparatus in the textile, printing, and graphic industries.

Cl.40;Printing services; textile treatment services.

Cl.41;Education and training services in the textile, printing, and graphic industries.
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Priority claimed from 23/10/2017; Application No. : 201713997 ;Norway 

3918291    19/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416821]
Spacemaker AS

Grundingen 2 N-0250 Oslo Norway

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software programs recorded on data carriers; computer software, downloadable; computer software, 
recorded; software development tools.

Cl.36;Real estate agency services relating to the purchase and sale of buildings.

Cl.42;Analysis of technical data; architectural and technical consultancy, namely technical services in the field of real 
estate technology; architectural planning and consultancy services; architectural services for the design of buildings; 
architectural services for the design of commercial buildings; architectural services for the design of industrial buildings; 
architectural services for the design of shopping centers; architectural services for the design of office buildings; 
architectural consultancy services; construction planning; design and construction planning services and consultancy 
relating thereto; design and development of computer hardware architecture; provision of technical information in 
relation to computers; providing technical advice in the field of scientific and industrial research; preparation of reports 
relating to technical project studies for construction projects; consultancy and information services relating to 
information technology architecture and infrastructure; software as a service [SaaS]; drawing services in the field of 
technical drawing; engineering design; engineering surveying; technical project planning; technical consultancy relating 
to the application and use of computer software; technical consultancy relating to the design of computer hardware, 
software and computer peripherals; technical consultancy relating to product development; technical consultancy in the 
field of energy saving and energy efficiency; technical drawing; technical project studies in the field of construction; 
conducting technical project studies for construction projects; maintenance of computer software.
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3918298    10/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416550]
LUCENCE DIAGNOSTICS PTE. LTD.

217 Henderson Road, 03-08 Henderson Industrial Park Singapore 159555 Singapore

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.42;Medical research; medical laboratory services; scientific and technological services and research and design 
relating thereto; scientific research for medical purposes in the area of cancerous diseases; scientific investigations for 
medical purposes; biomedical research services; computer programming in the medical field; analysis of tissues for 
medical research; scientific laboratory services; research and development of new products; design and development of 
computer hardware and software.

Cl.44;Medical services; medical diagnostic services; medical analysis services for the diagnosis of cancer; medical 
treatment services; medical examination of individuals; medical screening; health care consultancy services [medical]; 
health screening; medical laboratory services related to the treatment of patients; medical clinics; medical counselling; 
medical consultations; genetic testing for medical purposes; services for the preparation of medical reports; provision of 
medical information.
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3918301    16/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416827]
Foshan Aeros Industrial Equipment Co., Ltd

No. 6 Ming Xi Road, Ming Cheng Town, Gaoming District, Foshan Guangdong China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Pumps; shredders for industrial use; electronic industrial equipment; food preparation machines, 
electromechanical; sugar coating machines; oxygen and nitrogen making equipment; conveyors; food packaging 
machines; wrapping machines; mechanical seals; mixing machines; sieves.

Cl.11;Chromatography apparatus for industrial purposes; solar thermal collectors; cooling appliances and 
installations; drying apparatus and installations; lighting apparatus and installations; microwave ovens for industrial 
purposes; roasting apparatus; heat exchangers, other than parts of machines; water conduits installations; air-
conditioning installations.
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Priority claimed from 07/12/2017; Application No. : 30 2017 112 609 ;Germany 

3918303    29/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416835]
VIEGA Holding GmbH & Co. KG

Viega Platz 1 57439 Attendorn Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Building materials of metal; metal modular building units; mounting racks of metal for fixing of WCs [building 
materials]; mounting racks of metal for fixing of vanity units [building materials]; mounting racks of metal for fixing of 
bidets [building materials]; mounting racks of metal for fixing of urinals [building materials]; parts and accessories to the 
aforementioned goods, as far as included in this class.

Cl.11;Sanitary installations; cisterns; flushing apparatus for urinals; drainage connectors for mounting in mounting 
racks [as parts of sanitary installations]; parts and accessories to the aforementioned goods, as far as included in this 
class.

Cl.17;Sound-damping covering materials, not of metal; parts and accessories to the aforementioned goods, as far as 
included in this class.

Cl.19;Building materials, not of metal; parts and accessories to the aforementioned goods, as far as included in this 
class.
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Priority claimed from 10/01/2018; Application No. : 17678368 ;European Union 

3918369    04/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416688]
RECTICEL S.A.

Avenue des Olympiades 2 B-1140 Brussels

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.10;Beds; spring mattresses; pillows; bolsters; cushions; mattresses; seats; armchairs; canapés; divans; headrests; 
backrests; armrests; stand-up-aids; all the aforementioned goods for medical purposes.

Cl.17;Expanded plastic materials (semi-finished products) and foam materials (padding, cushioning and stuffing 
materials) for manufacturing and stuffing furniture, beds, spring mattresses, pillows, bolsters, cushions, mattresses, box-
springs, couchettes, seats, easy chairs, settees, divans, head-rests, backrests, armrests; expanded plastic materials 
(semi-finished products) and foam materials (padding, cushioning and stuffing materials) for manufacturing and stuffing 
cushions in vehicles.

Cl.20;Furniture; padded furniture; beds; mattresses; pillows; bolsters; cushions; mattresses; box springs; bunks; 
seats; easy chairs; settees; divans; headrests; backrests; armrests.
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3920312    14/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1418099]
HEISHIN Ltd.

1-1-54, Misakihommachi, Hyogo-ku, Kobe-shi Hyogo 652-0852 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Loading and unloading machines and apparatus; chemical processing machines and apparatus; food processing 
machines and apparatus; beverage processing machines and apparatus; woodworking machines and apparatus; 
papermaking machines and apparatus; paper processing machines and apparatus; printing machines and apparatus; 
bookbinding machines and apparatus; agricultural machines; painting machines and apparatus; coating machines and 
apparatus; packaging machines and apparatus; wrapping machines and apparatus; plastic processing machines and 
apparatus; semiconductor manufacturing machines and systems; rubber processing machines; progressing cavity 
pumps; fluid pumps; food mixing machines for commercial use; food peeling machines for commercial use; food cutting, 
chopping and slicing machines for commercial use; dishwashers; machines and apparatus for wax-polishing, electric; 
electric vacuum cleaners; waste compacting machines; waste crushing machines; pumps and parts and fittings therefor; 
industrial robots and parts and fittings therefor; robotic arms for industrial purposes and parts and fittings therefor; fluid 
discharging machines and apparatus for use in the manufacture of precision devices, foods and beverages, 
semiconductors, automobile parts and parts and fittings therefor; fluid dispensers for use in the manufacture of precision 
devices, foods and beverages, semiconductors, automobile parts and parts and fittings therefor; fluid painting and 
coating machines and apparatus for use in the manufacture of precision devices, foods and beverages, semiconductors, 
automobile parts and parts and fittings therefor; fluid filling machines and apparatus for use in the manufacture of 
precision devices, foods and beverages, semiconductors, automobile parts and parts and fittings therefor; sewage 
pulverisers; machines for shredding garbage; waste crushing machines for night-soil disposal; waste crushing machines 
for sewage processing; crushing machines for industrial wastewater treatment; machines for shredding chemical 
feedstock in the manufacture of pharmaceuticals or chemicals; machines for shredding papermaking material for 
papermaking and paper processing; crushing machines for industrial waste treatment; machines for shredding foods for 
commercial use; food processing crushers for commercial use; waste crushing machines for food residues; waste 
disintegrators; waste crushing machines; disintegrators for chemical processing; garbage disposal machines; waste 
disposal machines; food waste disposal machines.

Cl.9;Laboratory apparatus and instruments; ozonisers; electrolysers; egg-candlers; computers and their peripherals; 
computer programs; fluid discharging machines and apparatus for laboratory and research use; fluid dispensers for 
laboratory and research use; fluid painting and coating machines and apparatus for laboratory and research use; fluid 
filling machines and apparatus for laboratory and research use.

Cl.11;Waste water treatment tanks; septic tanks; water purifying apparatus; water purification units; desiccating 
apparatus; drying apparatus and installations; recuperators for chemical processing; steamers; evaporators; distillation 
apparatus; heat exchangers; milk sterilizers; forage drying apparatus; deep fryers for commercial use; dish drying 
machines for commercial use; rice cookers for commercial use; cooking pots for commercial use; roasters for 
commercial use; cooking ovens for commercial use; tap water faucets; level controlling valves for tanks; pipe line cocks; 
sewage sludge treatment apparatus; wastewater treatment apparatus for industrial purposes; purification apparatus for 
sewage; purification installations for sewage.
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Priority claimed from 09/06/2016; Application No. : 1776125 ;Australia 

3920326    01/08/2018
[International Registration No. : 1335944]
Simply Olive & Bee Pty Ltd

252a Magill Road Beulah Park SA 5067 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Non-medicated skin and body care products; non-medicated moisturisers, ointments, creams and balms for 
moisturising, soothing and softening the skin; cosmetics.

Cl.5;Hygienic lubricants, lubricants for medical use and personal sexual lubricants; preparations for use in vaginal 
lubrication and moisturising; antibacterial preparations for cleansing the skin; medicated preparations for the skin and 
body including moisturisers, ointments, creams and balms.
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3920329    26/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1360952]
JINFA LABI MATERNITY & BABY ARTICLES CO., LTD.

No. 107,Tuoji Rd(south), Jinping Distnct, Shantou Guangdong China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Cakes of toilet soap; shampoo; cleaning preparations; laundry preparations; talcum powder; perfumes; bath 
powder; dentifrices.

Cl.5;Breast-nursing pads; pants, absorbent, for incontinents; diapers for incontinents; panty liners [sanitary]; tissues 
impregnated with pharmaceutical lotions; sanitary pads; medicines for human purposes; food for babies.

Cl.8;Hair clippers for personal use, electric and non-electric; nail clippers, electric or non-electric; tweezers; scissors; 
tableware [knives, forks and spoons]; spanners [hand tools]; mincing knives [hand tools]; garden tools, hand-operated; 
tin openers, non-electric; daggers.

Cl.10;Feeding bottles; feeding bottle teats; breast pumps; babies' pacifiers [teats]; maternity belts; abdominal belts; 
incontinence sheets; thermometers for medical purposes; physiotherapy apparatus; spoons for administering medicine.

Cl.11;Heaters, electric, for feeding bottles; kettles, electric; cooking utensils, electric; lamps; handheld electric hair 
dryers; disinfectant apparatus; bath tubs; fan heaters; fans [air-conditioning]; refrigerators.

Cl.12;Strollers; trolleys; pushchair hoods; non-motorized, collapsible luggage carts; bicycles; safety seats for children, 
for vehicles; wheelchairs; pumps for bicycle tires; head-rests for vehicle seats; reversing alarms for vehicles.

Cl.16;Bibs of paper; toilet paper; boxes of cardboard or paper; towels of paper; note books; stationery; steel pens; 
drawing boards.

Cl.18;Animal skins; fur-skins; umbrellas; canes; stirrup leathers; travelling bags; furniture coverings of leather; leather 
straps.

Cl.20;Pillows; bedding, except linen; infant walkers; bassinettes; beds.

Cl.21;Heaters for feeding bottles, non-electric; tableware, other than knives, forks and spoons; porcelain ware; drinking 
vessels; baby baths, portable; chamber pots; brushes; cloths for cleaning; toothbrushes; vacuum bottles.

Cl.24;Quilts; bedspreads; bed blankets; towels of textile; mosquito nets; turkish towels; pillowcases; sleeping bags for 
camping; baby sleeping bags [sleepwear].

Cl.25;Clothing; layettes [clothing]; bibs, not of paper; hosiery; shoes; hats.

Cl.27;Straw mats; mats; reed mats; carpets; floor mats; decorative wall hangings, not of textile.

Cl.28;Toys; toy vehicles; dolls; building blocks [toys]; chess pieces; bladders of balls for games; apparatus for games; 
kites; swimming pools [play articles]; christmas trees of synthetic material.

Cl.29;Charcuterie; fish-based foodstuffs; vegetables, preserved; crystallized fruits; eggs; milk products; edible oils.

Cl.30;Coffee; tea-based beverages; candy; glucose syrups for food; cereal-based snack food; ice cream; condiments; 
pastries.

Cl.32;Mineral water [beverages]; non-alcoholic beverages; vegetable-based drinks; powders used in the preparation of 
fruit-based beverages; beer.

Cl.35;Advertising; demonstration of goods; on-line advertising on a computer network; commercial administration of 
the licensing of the goods and services of others; market studies; import-export agency services; personnel management 
consultancy; compilation of information into computer databases; drawing up of statements of accounts; sponsorship 
search; sales promotion for others; relocation services for businesses.

Cl.41;Academies [education]; organization of fashion shows for entertainment purposes; publication of books; 
photography; amusement park services; health club services [health and fitness training]; modelling for artists; 
zoological garden services.
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Priority claimed from 02/11/2017; Application No. : 40201721566P ;Singapore 

3920376    27/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417509]
ASCENDAS PTE LTD

1 Fusionopolis Place, 10-10 Galaxis Singapore 138522 Singapore

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Advertising; marketing; business management assistance; business management and organization consultancy; 
business management consultancy; business consulting services; business development services; promoting the goods 
and services of others; service to assist in establishing a network of business contacts; assistance to industrial or 
commercial enterprises in the running of their business; business administration services; business intermediary 
services relating to the matching of potential private investors with entrepreneurs needing funding; business referrals 
services; call centre services [customer service]; commercial intermediation services; conducting, arranging and 
organizing trade shows and trade fairs for commercial and advertising purposes; office functions; office administration 
services for others; office management services for others; operational business assistance to enterprises; provision of 
commercial and business contact information; rental of office machinery and equipment.

Cl.36;Financial affairs; real estate affairs; international fund investment; financial services; hire-purchase financing; 
capital investment; real estate investment; administration of trusts; financial trust management; investment trust 
management; investment trust services; trusteeship; real estate management; rental of offices [real estate]; financial 
evaluation [insurance, banking, real estate]; financial analysis; financial consultancy; venture capital fund management; 
rental of offices for co-working; rental of serviced offices [real estate]; real estate rental.
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3920377    02/03/2018
[International Registration No. : 1418451]
Joint-Stock Company "GRUPPA CHTPZ"

Kotelnicheskaya emb., 1/15, B RU-115172 Moscow Russian Federation

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Fittings of metal for compressed air lines; tanks of metal; reservoirs of metal; bottles [metal containers] for 
compressed gas or liquid air; preserving boxes of metal; preserve tins; tin cans; casks of metal; barrels of metal; silos of 
metal; prefabricated houses [kits] of metal; chimneys of metal; containers of metal for storing acids; iron slabs; skating 
rinks [structures] of metal; elbows of metal for pipes; manifolds of metal for pipelines; buildings of metal; buildings, 
transportable, of metal; steel buildings; masts of metal; pipe muffs of metal; props of metal; branching pipes of metal; 
platforms, prefabricated, of metal; collars of metal for fastening pipes; floating docks of metal, for mooring boats; 
containers of metal for liquid fuel; floating containers of metal; junctions of metal for pipes; posts of metal; pipework of 
metal; pipes of metal; tubes of metal; steel pipes; steel tubes; flanges of metal [collars].

Cl.7;Machines and machine tools; engines, other than for land vehicles; machine coupling and transmission 
components, except for land vehicles; agricultural implements, other than hand-operated; incubators for eggs; drums 
[parts of machines]; rolling mill cylinders; shaft holders for machine cutting tools.

Cl.19;Non-metallic building materials; non-metallic rigid pipes for building; asphalt, pitch and bitumen; buildings, 
transportable, not of metal; monuments, not of metal; penstock pipes, not of metal; drain pipes, not of metal; ducts, not of 
metal, for ventilating and air-conditioning installations; chimneys, not of metal.

Cl.37;Construction; repair; installation services.

Cl.39;Transport; packaging and storage of goods; travel arrangement; parcel delivery; car rental; vehicle rental; rental 
of vehicle roof racks; chauffeur services; transportation services; freight forwarding.
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Cl.40;Treatment of materials; metal casting; metal treatment; soldering; recycling of waste; metal plating; custom steel 
rolling and fabrication to the order and specification of others; blacksmithing; custom assembling of materials for others; 
sorting of waste and recyclable materials [transformation]; millworking; galvanizing.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and related research and design services; industrial analysis and research 
services; design and development of computer hardware and software; conducting technical project studies; 
engineering; software installation; testing of materials; mechanical research; chemical research; research and 
development of new products for others; technical research; calibration [measuring]; quality control; updating of 
computer software; maintenance of computer software; surveying; delivery of goods by ship.
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3920614    08/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1418412]
SAVAS PLASTIK SANAYI VE TICARET ANONIM SIRKETI

Beysan San. Sit. Birlik Cad. No:18 Haramidere Büyükçekmece Istanbul Turkey

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.20;Beehives, artificial honeycombs and sections of wood for honeycombs; bamboo curtains, roller indoor blinds [for 
interiors], slatted indoor blinds, bead curtains for decoration, curtain hooks, curtain rings, curtain tie-backs, curtain rods; 
portable ladders and mobile boarding stairs of wood or synthetic materials; kennels, nesting boxes and beds for 
household pets; fishing baskets; ornaments and decorative goods of wood, cork, reed, cane, wicker, horn, bone, ivory, 
whalebone, shell, amber, mother-of-pearl, meerschaum, beeswax, plastic or plaster, included in this class, namely 
figurines, holiday ornaments for walls and sculptures; mirrors; packaging containers of wood or plastics, casks for use in 
transportation or storage, barrels, storage drums, tanks, boxes, storage containers, transportation containers, chests, 
loading pallets and closures for the aforementioned goods, of wood or plastics; display boards, frames for pictures and 
paintings, identification plates, identification tags, nameplates, identification labels made of wood or synthetic materials; 
bouncing chairs for babies, playpens for babies, cradles, infant walkers; non-metal wheel chocks; furniture, made of any 
kind of material; mattresses, pillows, air mattresses and cushions, not for medical purposes, water beds, not for medical 
purposes; small hardware goods of wood or synthetic materials included in this class, furniture fittings, of wood or 
synthetic materials, opening and closing mechanisms of wood or synthetic materials.

Cl.21;Perfume burners, perfume sprayers, perfume vaporizers, electric or non-electric make-up removing appliances, 
powder puffs, toilet cases; unworked or semi-worked glass, except building glass, mosaics of glass and powdered glass 
for decoration, except for building, glass wool other than for insulation or textile use; nozzles for sprinkler hose, nozzles 
for watering cans, watering devices, garden watering cans; mouse traps, insect traps, electric devices for attracting and 
killing flies and insects, fly catchers, fly swatters; ornaments and decorative goods of glass, porcelain, earthenware or 
clay, included in this class, namely statues, figurines and vases; cages for household pets, indoor aquariums, vivariums 
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and indoor terrariums for animals and plant cultivation; hand-operated non-electric cleaning instruments and appliances, 
brushes, other than paintbrushes, steel chips for cleaning, sponges for cleaning, steel wool for cleaning, cloths of textile 
for cleaning, gloves for dishwashing, non-electric polishing machines for household purposes, brooms for carpets, mops;
toothbrushes, electric toothbrushes, dental floss, shaving brushes, hair brushes, combs; non-electric household or 
kitchen utensils, included in this class, [other than forks, knives, spoons], services [dishes], pots and pans, bottle 
openers, flower pots, drinking straws, non-electric cooking utensils; ironing boards and shaped covers therefor, drying 
racks for washing, clothes drying hangers.

Cl.35;The bringing together, for the benefit of others, of a variety of goods, namely, chemicals used in industry, 
science, photography, agriculture, horticulture and forestry, manures and soils, unprocessed artificial resins and 
unprocessed plastics, fire extinguishing compositions, adhesives not for medical, household and stationery purposes, 
paints, varnishes, lacquers, preservatives against rust, preservatives against deterioration of wood, thinners and binders 
for paints, pigments, preservatives for metals, shoe dyes, printing dyes and ink, toners (including filled toner cartridges), 
colorants for food, pharmaceuticals and beverages, raw natural resins, metals in foil and powder form for painters, 
decorators, printers and artists, bleaching and cleaning preparations, detergents other than for use in manufacturing 
operations and for medical purposes, laundry bleach, fabric softeners for laundry use, stain removers, dishwasher 
detergents, perfumery, cosmetics, fragrances, deodorants for personal use and animals, soaps, dental care preparations: 
dentifrices, denture polishes, tooth whitening preparations, mouth washes, not for medical purposes, abrasive 
preparations, emery cloth, sandpaper, pumice stone, abrasive pastes, polishing preparations for leather, vinyl, metal and 
wood, polishes and creams for leather, vinyl, metal and wood, wax for polishing, industrial oils and greases, cutting 
fluids, dust absorbing, wetting and binding compositions, solid fuels, coal, firewood, liquid and gas fuels, petrol, diesel 
oil, liquefied petroleum gas, natural gas, fuel oil and their non-chemical additives, candles, wicks, semi-finished wax, wax 
and paraffin for lighting purposes, pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations for medical purposes, chemical 
preparations for medical and veterinary purposes, chemical reagents for pharmaceutical and veterinary purposes, dietary 
supplements for pharmaceutical and veterinary purposes, dietary supplements, nutritional supplements, medical 
preparations for slimming purposes, food for babies, herbs and herbal beverages adapted for medicinal purposes, dental 
preparations and articles: teeth filling material, dental impression material, dental adhesives and material for repairing 
teeth, sanitary preparations for medical use, hygienic pads, hygienic tampons, plasters, materials for dressings, diapers, 
including those made of paper and textiles, preparations for destroying vermin, fungicides, herbicides, deodorants, other 
than for human beings or for animals, air deodorising preparations, disinfectants, antiseptics, detergents for medical 
purposes, ores of non-precious metal, common metals and their alloys and semi-finished products made of these 
materials, goods and materials of common metal used for storage, wrapping, packaging and sheltering purposes, 
containers of metal (storage, transport), buildings of metal, frames of metal for building, poles of metal for building, metal 
boxes, packaging containers of metal, aluminium foil, fences made of metal, guard barriers of metal, metal tubes, storage 
containers of metal, metal containers for the transportation of goods, ladders of metal, goods of common metal for 
filtering and sifting purposes, doors, windows, shutters, jalousies and their cases and fittings of metal, non-electric 
cables and wires of metal, ironmongery, small hardware of metal, ventilation ducts, vents, vent covers, pipes, chimney 
caps, manhole covers, grilles of metal for ventilation, heating, sewage, telephone, underground electricity and air 
conditioning installations, metal panels or boards (non-luminous and non-mechanical) used for signalling, route showing, 
publicity purposes, signboards of metal, advertisement columns of metal, signaling panels of metal, non-luminous and 
non-mechanical traffic signs of metal, pipes of metal for transportation of liquids and gas, drilling pipes of metal and their 
metal fittings, valves of metal, couplings of metal for pipes, elbows of metal for pipes, clips of metal for pipes, connectors 
of metal for pipes, safes (strong boxes) of metal, metal railway materials, metal rails, metal railway ties, railway switches, 
bollards of metal, floating docks of metal, mooring buoys of metal, anchors, metal moulds for casting, other than machine 
parts, works of art made of common metals or their alloys, metal closures, bottle caps of metal, metal poles, metal pallets 
and metal ropes for lifting, loading and transportation purposes, metal hangers, ties, straps, tapes and bands used for 
load-lifting and load-carrying, wheel chocks made primarily of metal, machines, machine tools and industrial robots for 
processing and shaping wood, metals, glass, plastics and minerals, 3D printers, construction machines and robotic 
mechanisms (machines) for use in construction: bulldozers, diggers (machines), excavators, road construction and road 
paving machines, drilling machines, rock drilling machines, road sweeping machines, lifting, loading and transmission 
machines and robotic mechanisms (machines) for lifting, loading and transmission purposes: elevators, escalators and 
cranes, machines and robotic mechanisms (machines) for use in agriculture and animal breeding, machines and robotic 
mechanisms (machines) for processing cereals, fruits, vegetables and food, engines and motors, other than for land 
vehicles, parts and fittings therefor, hydraulic and pneumatic controls for engines and motors, brakes other than for 
vehicles, brake linings for engines, crankshafts, gearboxes, other than for land vehicles, gearboxes, cylinders for engines,
pistons for engines, turbines, not for land vehicles, filters for engines and motors, oil, air and fuel filters for land vehicle 
engines, exhausts for land vehicle engines, exhaust manifolds for land vehicle engines, engine cylinders for land 
vehicles, engine cylinder heads for land vehicles, pistons for land vehicle engines, carburetors for land vehicles, fuel 
conversion apparatus for land vehicle engines, injectors for land vehicle engines, fuel economisers for land vehicle 
engines, pumps for land vehicle engines, valves for land vehicle engines, starter motors for land vehicles, dynamos for 
land vehicle engines, sparking plugs for land vehicle engines, bearings (parts of machines), roller or ball bearings, 
machines for mounting and detaching tires, alternators, current generators, electric generators, current generators 
operated with solar energy, machines, painting machines, automatic spray guns for paint, electric, hydraulic and 
pneumatic punching machines and guns, electric adhesive tape dispensers (machines), electric guns for compressed gas 
or liquid spraying machines, electric hand drills, electric hand saws, electric jigsaw machines, spiral machines, 
compressed air machines, compressors (machines), vehicle washing installations, robotic mechanisms (machines) with 
the abovementioned functions, apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images, cameras, 
photographic cameras, television apparatus, video recorders, CD and DVD players and recorders, mp3 players, 
computers, desktop computers, tablet computers, microphones, loudspeakers, earphones, telecommunications 
apparatus, apparatus for the reproduction of sound or images, computer peripheral devices, cell phones, covers for cell 
phones, telephone apparatus, computer printers, scanners [data processing equipment], photocopiers, apparatus for 
recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images, cameras, photographic cameras, television apparatus, video 
recorders, CD and DVD players and recorders, mp3 players, computers, desktop computers, tablet computers, 
microphones, loudspeakers, earphones, telecommunications apparatus, apparatus for the reproduction of sound or 
images, computer peripheral devices, cell phones, covers for cell phones, telephone apparatus, computer printers, 
scanners [data processing equipment], photocopiers, magnetic and optic data carriers and computer software and 
programmes recorded thereto, downloadable and recordable electronic publications, encoded magnetic and optic cards, 
antennas, satellite antennas, amplifiers for antennas, parts of the aforementioned goods, ticket dispensers, automatic 
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teller machines (ATM), electronic components used in the electronic parts of machines and apparatus, semi-conductors, 
electronic circuits, integrated circuits, chips [integrated circuits], diodes, transistors [electronic], magnetic heads for 
electronic apparatus, electronic locks, photocells, remote control apparatus for opening and closing doors, optical 
sensors, counters and quantity indicators for measuring the quantity of consumption, automatic time switches, clothing 
for protection against accidents, irradiation and tire, safety vests and life-saving apparatus and equipment, eyeglasses, 
sunglasses, optical lenses and cases, containers, parts and components thereof, apparatus and instruments for 
conducting, transforming, accumulating or controlling electricity, electric plugs, junction boxes [electricity], electric 
switches, circuit breakers, fuses, lighting ballasts, battery starter cables, electrical circuit boards, electric resistances, 
electric sockets, transformers [electricity], electrical adapters, battery chargers, electric door bells, electric and electronic 
cables, batteries, electric accumulators, alarms and anti-theft alarms, other than for vehicles, electric bells, signalling 
apparatus and instruments, luminous or mechanical signs for traffic use, fire extinguishing apparatus, fire engines, fire 
hose and fire hose nozzles, radar apparatus, sonars, night vision apparatus and instruments, decorative magnets, 
metronomes, surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments, furniture especially made for medical 
purposes, artificial limbs and prostheses, medical orthopaedic articles: corsets for medical purposes, orthopaedic shoes, 
elastic bandages and supportive bandages, surgical gowns and surgical sterile sheets, adult sexual aids, condoms, 
babies' bottles, babies' pacifiers, teats, teethers for babies, lighting installations, lights for vehicles and interior-exterior 
spaces, heating installations using solid, liquid or gas fuels or electricity, central heating boilers, boilers for heating 
installations, radiators [heating], heat exchangers, not parts of machines, stoves, kitchen stoves, solar thermal collectors 
[heating], steam, gas and fog generators, steam boilers, other than parts of machines, acetylene generators, oxygen 
generators, nitrogen generators, installations for air-conditioning and ventilating, cooling installations and freezers, 
electric and gas-powered devices, installations and apparatus for cooking, drying and boiling: cookers, electric cooking 
pots, electric water heaters, barbecues, electric laundry driers, hair driers, hand drying apparatus, sanitary installations, 
taps [faucets], shower installations, toilets [water-closets], shower and bathing cubicles, bath tubs, toilet seats, sinks, 
wash-hand basins [parts of sanitary installations], water softening apparatus, water purification apparatus, water 
purification installations, waste water purification installations, electric bed warmers and electric blankets, not for medical 
use, electric pillow warmers, electric or non-electric footwarmers, hot water bottles, filters for aquariums and aquarium 
filtration apparatus, industrial type installations for cooking, drying and cooling purposes, pasteurizers and sterilizers, 
motor land vehicles, motorcycles, mopeds, engines and motors for land vehicles, clutches for land vehicles, 
transmissions, transmission belts and transmission chains for land vehicles, gearing for land vehicles, brakes, brake 
discs and brake linings for land vehicles, vehicle chassis, automobile bonnets, vehicle suspension springs, shock 
absorbers for automobiles, gearboxes for land vehicles, steering wheels for vehicles, rims for vehicle wheels, bicycles 
and their bodies, handlebars and mudguards for bicycles, vehicle bodies, tipping bodies for trucks, trailers for tractors, 
frigorific bodies for land vehicles, trailer hitches for vehicles, vehicle seats, head-rests for vehicle seats, safety seats for 
children, for vehicles, seat covers for vehicles, vehicle covers (shaped), sun-blinds adapted for vehicles, direction signals 
and arms for direction signals for vehicles, windscreen wipers and wiper arms for vehicles, inner and outer tires for 
vehicle wheels, tubeless tires, tire-fixing sets comprised of tire patches and tire valves for vehicles, windows for vehicles, 
safety windows for vehicles, rearview mirrors and wing mirrors for vehicles, anti-skid chains for vehicles, luggage carriers
for vehicles, bicycle and ski carriers for cars, saddles for bicycles or motorcycles, air pumps for vehicles, for inflating 
tires, anti-theft alarms for vehicles, horns for vehicles, safety belts for vehicle seats, air bags (safety devices for 
automobiles), baby carriages, wheelchairs, pushchairs, wheelbarrows, shopping carts, single or multi-wheeled 
wheelbarrows, shopping trolleys, grocery carts, handling carts, rail vehicles: locomotives, trains, trams, waggons, cable 
cars, chairlifts, vehicles for locomotion by water and their parts, other than their motors and engines, vehicles for 
locomotion by air and their parts, other than their motors and engines, firearms, air pistols (weapons), spring-loaded 
firearms, adapted cases and shoulder straps therefor, heavy weapons, mortars and rockets, fireworks, sprays for 
personal defence purposes, jewellery, imitation jewellery, gold, precious stones and jewellery made thereof, cufflinks, tie 
pins, statuettes and figurines of precious metal, clocks, watches and chronometrical instruments, chronometers and their 
parts, watch straps, musical instruments and cases for musical instruments, paper and cardboard, paper and cardboard 
for packaging and wrapping purposes, cardboard boxes, paper towels, toilet paper, paper napkins, plastic materials for 
packaging and wrapping purposes, printing blocks and types, bookbinding material, printed publications, printed matter, 
books, magazines, newspapers, bill books, printed dispatch notes, printed vouchers, calendars, posters, photographs 
[printed], paintings, stickers [stationery], postage stamps, stationery, office stationery, instructional and teaching material 
[except furniture and apparatus], writing and drawing implements, artists' materials, paper products for stationery 
purposes, adhesives for stationery purposes, pens, pencils, erasers, adhesive tapes for stationery purposes, cardboard 
cartons [artists' materials], writing paper, copying paper, paper rolls for cash registers, drawing materials, chalkboards, 
painting pencils, watercolors [paintings], office requisites, paint rollers and paintbrushes for painting, rubber, gutta-
percha, gum, asbestos, mica and semi-finished synthetic goods made from these materials in the form of powder, bars, 
panels and foils, insulation, stopping and sealing materials: insulation paints, insulation fabrics, insulating tape and band, 
insulation covers for industrial machinery, joint sealant compounds for joints, gaskets, O-rings for sealing purposes, 
flexible pipes made from rubber and plastic, hoses made of plastic and rubber, including those used for vehicles, 
junctions for pipes of plastic and rubber, pipe jackets of plastic and rubber, hoses of textile material, junctions for pipes, 
not of metal, pipe jackets, not of metal, connecting hose for vehicle radiators, unworked or semi-worked leather and 
animal skins, imitations of leather, stout leather, leather used for linings, goods made of leather, imitations of leather or 
other materials, designed for carrying items, bags, wallets, boxes and trunks made of leather or stout leather, keycases, 
trunks [luggage], suitcases, umbrellas, parasols, sun umbrellas, walking sticks, whips, harness, saddlery, stirrups, straps 
of leather (saddlery), sand, gravel, crushed stone, asphalt, bitumen, cement, gypsum, plaster, concrete, marble blocks for 
construction, building materials (as finished products) made of concrete, gypsum, clay, potters' clay, stone, marble, 
wood, plastics and synthetic materials for building, construction, road construction purposes, non-metallic buildings, 
non-metallic building materials, poles not of metal for power lines, barriers not of metal, natural and synthetic coatings in 
the form of panels and sheets, being building materials, bitumen cardboard coatings for roofing, bitumen coating for 
roofing, doors and windows of wood and synthetic materials, traffic signs not of metal, non-luminous and non- 
mechanical, for roads, monuments and statuettes of stone, concrete and marble, building glass, prefabricated swimming 
pools not of metal (structures), aquarium sand, furniture, made of any kind of material, mattresses, pillows, air mattresses 
and cushions, not for medical purposes, sleeping bags for camping, water beds, not for medical purposes, mirrors, 
beehives, artificial honeycombs and sections of wood for honeycombs, bouncing chairs for babies, playpens for babies, 
cradles, infant walkers, display boards, frames for pictures and paintings, identification plates, identification tags, 
nameplates, identification labels made of wood or synthetic materials, packaging containers of wood or plastics, casks 
for use in transportation or storage, barrels, storage drums, tanks, boxes, storage containers, transportation containers, 
chests, loading pallets and closures for the aforementioned goods, of wood or plastics, small hardware goods of wood or 
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synthetic materials, furniture fittings, of wood or synthetic materials, opening and closing mechanisms of wood or 
synthetic materials, ornaments and decorative goods of wood, cork, reed, cane, wicker, horn, bone, ivory, whalebone, 
shell, amber, mother-of-pearl, meerschaum, beeswax, plastic or plaster, namely figurines, holiday ornaments for walls and
sculptures, baskets, fishing baskets, kennels, nesting boxes and beds for household pets, portable ladders and mobile 
boarding stairs of wood or synthetic materials, bamboo curtains, roller indoor blinds [for interiors], slatted indoor blinds, 
strip curtains, bead curtains for decoration, curtain hooks, curtain rings, curtain tie-backs, curtain rods, non- metal wheel 
chocks, hand-operated non-electric cleaning instruments and appliances, brushes, other than paintbrushes, steel chips 
for cleaning, sponges for cleaning, steel wool for cleaning, cloths of textile for cleaning, gloves for dishwashing, non-
electric polishing machines for household purposes, brooms for carpets, mops, toothbrushes, electric toothbrushes, 
dental floss, shaving brushes, hair brushes, combs, non-electric household or kitchen utensils, [other than forks, knives, 
spoons], services [dishes], pots and pans, bottle openers, flower pots, drinking straws, non-electric cooking utensils, 
ironing boards and shaped covers therefor, drying racks for washing, clothes drying hangers, cages for household pets, 
indoor aquariums, vivariums and indoor terrariums for animals and plant cultivation, ornaments and decorative goods of 
glass, porcelain, earthenware or clay, namely statues, figurines and vases, mouse traps, insect traps, electric devices for 
attracting and killing flies and insects, fly catchers, fly swatters, perfume burners, perfume sprayers, perfume vaporizers, 
electric or non-electric make-up removing appliances, powder puffs, toilet cases, nozzles for sprinkler hose, nozzles for 
watering cans, watering devices, garden watering cans, unworked or semi-worked glass, except building glass, mosaics 
of glass and powdered glass for decoration, except for building, glass wool other than for insulation or textile use, ropes, 
strings, rope ladders, hammocks, fishing nets, tents, awnings, tarpaulins, sails, vehicle covers, not fitted, bags of textile, 
for packaging, padding and stuffing materials, except of rubber and plastics, including those of wool and cotton, textile 
fibers, raw spun fiber, glass fibers for textile use, yarns and threads for textile use, threads and yarns for sewing, 
embroidery and knitting, thread, elastic yarns and threads for textile use, woven or non-woven textile fabrics, textile 
goods for household use, curtains, bed covers, sheets (textile), pillowcases, blankets, quilts, towels, flags, pennants, 
labels of textile, swaddling blankets, clothing, including underwear and outerclothing, other than special purpose 
protective clothing, socks, mufflers [clothing], shawls, bandanas, scarves, belts [clothing], footwear, shoes, slippers, 
sandals, headgear, hats, caps with visors, berets, caps [headwear], skull caps, laces and embroidery, guipures, festoons, 
ribbons (haberdashery), ribbons and braid, fastening tapes for clothing, cords for clothing, letters and numerals for 
marking linen, embroidered emblems, badges for wear, not of precious metal, shoulder pads for clothing, buttons for 
clothing, fasteners for clothing, eyelets for clothing, zippers, buckles for shoes and belts, fasteners, shoe and belt 
buckles, pins, other than jewellery, adhesive patches for decoration of textile articles, laces, needles, sewing needles, 
needles for sewing machines, needles for knitting and embroidery, boxes for needles, needle cushions, artificial flowers, 
artificial fruits, hair pins, hair buckles, hair bands, decorative articles for the hair, not made of precious metal, wigs, hair 
extensions, electric or non-electric hair curlers, other than hand implements, carpets, rugs, mats, prayer rugs, linoleum, 
artificial turf, linoleum for covering floors, gymnasium mats, wallpaper, wall hangings not of textile, games and toys, 
arcade video game machines, game apparatus and machines for use with an external display screen and monitor, 
including those coin-operated, toys for animals, toys for outdoor playgrounds, parks and game parks, gymnastic and 
sporting articles, fishing tackle, artificial fishing bait, decoys for hunting and fishing, Christmas trees of artificial material, 
ornaments for Christmas trees, artificial snow for Christmas trees, rattles (playthings), novelties for parties, dances (party 
favors), paper party hats, meat, fish, poultry and game, processed meat products, dried pulses, soups, bouillon, 
processed olives, olive paste, milk and milk products, butter, edible oils, dried, preserved, frozen, cooked, smoked or 
salted fruits and vegetables, tomato paste, prepared nuts and dried fruits as snacks, hazelnut spreads and peanut butter, 
tahini (sesame seed paste), eggs and powdered eggs, potato chips, coffee, cocoa, coffee or cocoa based beverages, 
chocolate based beverages, pasta, stuffed dumplings, noodles, pastries and bakery products based on flour, desserts 
based on flour and chocolate, bread, simit [Turkish ring- shaped bagel covered with sesame seeds], pogaca [Turkish 
bagel], pita, sandwiches, katmer [Turkish pastry], pies, cakes, baklava [Turkish dessert based on dough coated with 
syrup], kadayif [Turkish dessert based on dough], desserts based on dough coated with syrup, puddings, custard, 
kazandibi [Turkish pudding], rice pudding, keskul [Turkish pudding], honey, bee glue for human consumption, propolis 
for food purposes, condiments for foodstuff, vanilla (flavoring), spices, sauces (condiments), tomato sauce, yeast, baking 
powder, flour, semolina, starch for food, sugar, cube sugar, powdered sugar, tea, ice tea, confectionery, chocolate, 
biscuits, crackers, wafers, chewing gums, ice-cream, edible ices, salt, cereal-based snack food, popcorn, crushed oats, 
corn chips, breakfast cereals, processed wheat for human consumption, crushed barley for human consumption, 
processed oats for human consumption, processed rye for human consumption, rice, molasses for food, agricultural and 
horticultural products, seeds, forestry products, live animals, fertilized eggs for hatching, plants, dried plants for 
decoration, fresh garden herbs, dried garden herbs for decoration, animal foodstuffs, malt not for human consumption, 
beers, preparations for making beer, mineral water, spring water, table water, soda water, fruit and vegetable juices, fruit 
and vegetable concentrates and extracts for making beverages, non-alcoholic soft drinks, energy drinks, alcoholic 
beverages (except beers), wines, raki [traditional Turkish alcoholic drink], whisky, liqueurs, alcoholic cocktails, tobacco, 
chewing tobacco, cigarettes, cigars, smokers' articles including those made of precious metals: pipes, mouthpieces for 
cigars and cigarettes, ashtrays, tobacco boxes, pocket apparatus for rolling cigarettes, cigarette paper, tobacco pipes, 
firestones, lighters for smokers, matches, enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase those goods, such 
services may be provided by retail stores, wholesale outlets, by means of electronic media or through mail order 
catalogues.
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3920638    27/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417959]
MEDIART

9 rue Archimède F-59650 VILLENEUVE D'ASCQ France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.16;Books; newspapers; booklets; manuals [handbooks]; pamphlets; magazines [periodicals]; catalogs; magazines 
[periodicals]; printed periodicals in the field of tourism; guides; tourist guide books; stationery; diaries (planners); 
notebooks; envelopes [stationery]; note books [stationery]; drawing books; pads [stationery]; drawing pads; notepads; 
sketch pads; sketch pads; sketch books; sketchbooks; pencil holders; drawing boards; writing and drawing instruments; 
pen and pencil boxes; pens; fountain pens; coloring pens; ballpoint pens; pencils; drawing pencils; colored pencils; 
painting pencils; artists' materials; painting sets for artists; pallets for painting; reproductions of paintings; painting sets 
for art; paintboxes and brushes; drawing sets; canvas paper; painters' easels; watercolor saucers for artists; 
photographs; paintings (pictures), framed or unframed; postcards; calendars; almanacs; posters; stickers [stationery]; 
cards and drawings for coloring; coloring books; greeting cards; writing paper; announcement cards [stationery]; 
cardboard and plastic files and folders; geographical maps; document holders made of cardboard or paper; cardboard or 
paper filing boxes; small bags [envelopes, pouches] of paper or plastics for packaging.

Cl.28;Games, toys; parlor games; computerized video board games for entertainment purposes; playing cards or board 
games; toy models; figurines (toys).

Cl.35;Advertising; online advertising on a computer network; rental of advertising time and space on any 
communication media; rental of any advertising materials and commercial presentations; dissemination of 
advertisements; publication of advertising texts; billboard advertising, distribution of advertising material (leaflets, 
prospectuses, printed matter, samples); organization of exhibitions, colloquiums for commercial or advertising purposes; 
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arranging of subscriptions to a television channel for others; services for arranging subscriptions to telecommunication 
services for others; arranging subscriptions for others to printed matter, specialized journals, newspapers, electronic 
publications, digital publications and to all information media, texts, sound and/or images, audiovisual or multimedia 
products, for interactive or other use, on corresponding media (audio digital compact discs, audio digital video discs); 
retail sale and bringing together and providing [presentation], for the benefit of others, of the following products: 
cartridges, cassettes and disks for video games, video game software, interactive video game programs, downloadable 
video game programs, books, newspapers, booklets, manuals, pamphlets, journals, catalogs, magazines [periodicals], 
printed periodicals in the field of tourism, guides, tourist guide books, stationery, diaries [planners], notebooks, 
envelopes [stationery], note books [stationery], drawing books, pads [stationery], drawing pads, notepads, sketch pads, 
sketch art pads, sketch notebooks, sketchbooks, pencil holders, drawing boards, writing and drawing instruments, pen 
and pencil boxes, pens, fountain pens, coloring pens, ballpoint pens, pencils, drawing pencils, colored pencils, painting 
pencils, artists' materials, painting sets for artists, pallets for painting, reproductions of paintings, painting sets for art, 
paint boxes and brushes, drawing sets, canvas paper, painters' easels, watercolor saucers for artists, photographs, 
paintings [pictures], framed or unframed, postcards, calendars, almanacs, posters, stickers [stationery], cards and 
drawings for coloring, coloring books, greeting cards, writing paper, announcement cards [stationery], cardboard and 
plastic files and folders, geographical maps, document holders made of cardboard or paper, cardboard or paper filing 
boxes, small bags [envelopes, pouches] of paper or plastics for packaging, umbrellas, parasols, key cases, attaché cases, 
card cases [wallets], wallets, bags, textile bags, briefcases, suitcases, trunks, vanity cases, traveling sets [leatherware], 
games, toys, board games, computerized video board games for entertainment purposes, playing cards or table games, 
toy models, figurines [toys], enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase those products in retail stores, in a 
general catalog of goods, on an Internet site, on television or on any other form of electronic telecommunications media 
[excluding transport thereof].

Cl.38;Telecommunications; telecommunication services via national and international networks (Internet); sending of 
messages, data, information and images via any telecommunication network, including the Internet; transmission and 
dissemination of data via computer networks, cable, satellite, radio relay, remote computer communication, 
communication networks; transmission and broadcasting of television channels, radio channels, television programs, 
radio programs, simultaneous programming, television channel selection, televised films, animated films, television films, 
soap operas, television series, short programs, short or feature films, videograms, cartoons and animated series, 
television entertainment shows, television reports, radio reports, debates, television documentaries, audiovisual and 
multimedia works, cinematographic films, photographs, animated and/or still images, music, sound, messages, 
information, data by all telephone or videophone means, by television, television broadcasting, by radio, from 
phonograms and videograms, by cable, digital terrestrial broadcasting, satellite, computer networks; cable television 
broadcasting; broadcasting of television and radio programs; transmission and broadcasting of information relating to 
audiovisual productions, radio programs and television programs, via all media.

Cl.39;Travel reservation agencies; organization of travel, holidays, excursions and sightseeing tours; advisory services 
and information relating to travel and escorting of travelers.

Cl.41;Entertainment; leisure services; production, creation, directing, editing, distribution, rental and lending of 
audiovisual works, videos, television programs, radio programs, films, television films, short films and feature films, 
serials, televised films, television series, cartoons and cartoon series, documentary films, documentary series, cinema 
films other than advertising, animated films, radio programs, television programs, short television programs, reports, 
radio reports, entertainment, debates and multimedia works on all sound and/or image media; provision of entertainment 
by means of television, cable television, satellite television, radio, cinema and via the Internet; recording studio and 
television studio services; microfilming; videotaping; subtitling; news reporter services; photography, namely taking of 
photographs; organization of shows (impresario services); show production; editing and publishing of texts (other than 
advertising texts), illustrations, books, journals, newspapers, periodicals, magazines, publications of all types and in all 
forms (other than for advertising purposes) including electronic and digital publications (other than for advertising) of 
sound and/or visual media, multimedia carriers, multimedia programs, television and audiovisual games.
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3920664    28/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1418136]
AKENA TECHNOLOGIES

133 rue Simon Vollant F-59130 LAMBERSART France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.28;Fishing tackle; billiard cues; board games; ice skates; sailboards; rackets; snowshoes; skis.

Cl.35;Advertising; presentation of goods on all communication media, for retail sale; computerized file management 
service; online advertising on a computer network; publication of advertising texts; rental of advertising space; 
dissemination of advertisements.
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3920798    26/01/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417528]
Exonda Salon Tools GmbH

Friedländer Straße 39 36132 Eiterfeld Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.8;Hand-operated apparatus for hair care and/or for hair styling, for use in hairdressing salons and/or in the field of 
animal shearing; electric and mechanical hand-held apparatus for hair care and/or hair styling; hand-operated 
hairdressing apparatus; hand-held hairdressing apparatus; cutting tools [hand tools]; hair cutting devices; shearers; hair 
clippers for animals; scissors; hair curling irons; polishing irons (glazing tools); crimping tongs; shaving instruments; 
razors; holders for hand-operated apparatus for hair care and/or hair styling, for use in hairdressing salons and/or in the 
field of animal shearing, for electric and mechanical hand-held apparatus for hair care and/or hair styling, for hand-
operated hairdressing apparatus, for hand-held hairdressing apparatus, for cutting apparatus, for hair cutting apparatus, 
for shearers, for hair clippers for animals (hand instruments), for shears, for curling tongs, for straightening irons, for 
crimping irons, for shaving apparatus, for razors.

Cl.11;Apparatus for lighting, steam generating, heat generating and drying for the purposes of hair care, hair styling 
and/or for use in hairdressing salons; hairdressing apparatus for lighting, steam generating, heat generating and drying; 
hair driers; hood hair dryers for beauty salon use; infrared lamps, not for medical purposes; steam generating apparatus; 
holders for apparatus for lighting, steam generating, heat generating and drying for the purposes of hair care, hair styling 
and/or for use in hairdressing salons, for hairdressing apparatus for lighting, steam generating, heat generating and 
drying, for hair dryers, for hair dryer hoods, for radiation apparatus, for infrared apparatus, for steaming apparatus, for 
hand-held steamers; hair steamers for use in beauty salons; adapted support arm systems with integrated power supply 
for supporting, positioning and/or electric supplying apparatus for lighting, steam generating, heat generating and drying 
for the purposes of hair care, hair styling and/or for use in hairdressing salons, hairdressing apparatus for lighting, steam 
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generating, heat generating and drying, for hair dryers, for hair dryer hoods, radiation apparatus, infrared apparatus, 
steaming apparatus, hand-held steamers; spring arms and spring arm systems, including being floor, wall or ceiling 
systems, for supporting, positioning and/or electric apparatus for lighting, steam generating, heat generating and drying 
for the purposes of hair care, hair styling and/or for use in hairdressing salons, hairdressing apparatus for lighting, steam 
generating, heat generating and drying, hair dryers, hair dryer hoods, radiation apparatus, infrared apparatus, steaming 
apparatus, hand-held steamers; supporting arms and horizontally movable beams, including having height-adjustable 
spring or motor arms for apparatus for lighting, steam generating, heat generating and drying for the purposes of hair 
care, hair styling and/or for use in hairdressing salons, for hairdressing apparatus for lighting, steam generating, heat 
generating and drying, for hair dryers, for hair dryer hoods, for radiation apparatus, for infrared apparatus, for steaming 
apparatus, for hand-held steamers; adapted connecting elements including brackets and connecting pieces for adapting 
or receiving or mounting apparatus for lighting, steam generating, heat generating and drying for the purposes of hair 
care, hair styling and/or for use in hairdressing salons, hairdressing apparatus for lighting, steam generating, heat 
generating and drying, hair dryers, hair dryer hoods, radiation apparatus, infrared apparatus, steaming apparatus, hand-
held steamers.

Cl.35;Retail and wholesale services, also online, in connection with hand-operated apparatus for hair care and/or hair 
styling, for use in hairdressing salons and/or in the field of animal shearing, with electric and mechanical hand-held 
apparatus for hair care and/or hair styling, with hand-operated hairdressing apparatus, with hand-held hairdressing 
apparatus, with cutting apparatus, with hair cutting apparatus, with shearers, with hair clippers for animals (hand 
instruments), with shears, with curling tongs, with straightening irons, with crimping irons, with shaving apparatus, of 
razors; retail and wholesale services, also online, in connection with supports and stands for hand- operated apparatus 
for hair care and/or hair styling, for use in hairdressing salons and/or in the field of animal shearing, for electric and 
mechanical hand-held apparatus for hair care and/or hair styling, for hand-operated hairdressing apparatus, for hand-held 
hairdressing apparatus, for cutting apparatus, for hair cutting apparatus, for shearers, for hair clippers for animals (hand 
instruments), for shears, for curling tongs, for straightening irons, for crimping irons, for shaving apparatus, for razors; 
retail and wholesale services, also online, in connection with apparatus for lighting, steam generating, heat generating 
and drying for the purposes of hair care, hair styling and/or for use in hairdressing salons, with hairdressing apparatus 
for lighting, steam generating, heat generating and drying, with hair dryers, with hair dryer hoods, with radiation 
apparatus, with infrared apparatus, with steaming apparatus, with hand-held steamers; retail and wholesale services, also 
online, in connection with supports and stands for apparatus for lighting, steam generating, heat generating and drying 
for the purposes of hair care, hair styling and/or for use in hairdressing salons, for hairdressing apparatus for lighting, 
steam generating, heat generating and drying, for hair dryers, for hair dryer hoods, for radiation apparatus, for infrared 
apparatus, for steaming apparatus, for hand-held steamers; retail and wholesale services, also online, in connection with 
support arm systems with integrated power supply units for supporting, positioning and/or supplying apparatus for 
lighting, steam generating, heat generating and drying for the purposes of hair care, hair styling and/or for use in 
hairdressing salons, with hairdressing apparatus for lighting, steam generating, heat generating and drying, with hair 
dryers, with hair dryer hoods, with radiation apparatus, with infrared apparatus, with steaming apparatus, with hand-held 
steamers; retail and wholesale services, also online, in connection with spring arms and spring arm systems, including 
being floor, wall or ceiling systems, for supporting, positioning and/or supplying apparatus for lighting, steam generating, 
heat generating and drying for the purposes of hair care, hair styling and/or for use in hairdressing salons, with 
hairdressing apparatus for lighting, steam generating, heat generating and drying, with hair dryers, with hair dryer hoods, 
with radiation apparatus, with infrared apparatus, with steaming apparatus, with hand-held steamers; retail and wholesale 
services, also online, in connection with supporting arms and horizontally movable beams, including having height-
adjustable spring or motor arms for apparatus for lighting, steam generating, heat generating and drying for the purposes 
of hair care, hair styling and/or for use in hairdressing salons, for hairdressing apparatus for lighting, steam generating, 
heat generating and drying, for hair dryers, for hair dryer hoods, for radiation apparatus, for infrared apparatus, for 
steaming apparatus, for hand-held steamers; retail and wholesale services, also online, in connection with connecting 
elements including brackets and connecting pieces for adapting or receiving or mounting apparatus for lighting, steam 
generating, heat generating and drying for the purposes of hair care, hair styling and/or for use in hairdressing salons, 
with hairdressing apparatus for lighting, steam generating, heat generating and drying, with hair dryers, with hair dryer 
hoods, with radiation apparatus, with infrared apparatus, with steaming apparatus, with hand-held steamers.

Cl.37;Maintenance, repair and/or servicing of hand-operated apparatus for hair care and/or hair styling, for use in 
hairdressing salons and/or in the field of animal shearing, of electric and mechanical hand-held apparatus for hair care 
and/or hair styling, of hand- operated hairdressing apparatus, of hand-held hairdressing apparatus, of cutting apparatus, 
of hair cutting apparatus, of shearers, of hair clippers for animals (hand instruments), of shears, of curling tongs, of 
straightening irons, of crimping irons, of shaving apparatus, of razors; maintenance, repair and/or servicing of supports 
and stands for hand-operated apparatus for hair care and/or hair styling, for use in hairdressing salons and/or in the field 
of animal shearing, for electric and mechanical hand-held apparatus for hair care and/or hair styling, for hand-operated 
hairdressing apparatus, for hand-held hairdressing apparatus, for cutting apparatus, for hair cutting apparatus, for 
shearers, for hair clippers for animals (hand instruments), for shears, for curling tongs, for straightening irons, for 
crimping irons, for shaving apparatus, for razors; maintenance, repair and/or servicing of apparatus for lighting, steam 
generating, heat generating and drying for the purposes of hair care, hair styling and/or for use in hairdressing salons, for 
hairdressing apparatus for lighting, steam generating, heat generating and drying, for hair dryers, for hair dryer hoods, for 
radiation apparatus, for infrared apparatus, for steaming apparatus, for hand-held steamers; maintenance, repair and/or 
servicing of supports and stands for apparatus for lighting, steam generating, heat generating and drying for the 
purposes of hair care, hair styling and/or for use in hairdressing salons, for hairdressing apparatus for lighting, steam 
generating, heat generating and drying, for hair dryers, for hair dryer hoods, for radiation apparatus, for infrared 
apparatus, for steaming apparatus, for hand-held steamers; maintenance, repair and/or servicing of support arm systems 
and with integrated power supply units for supporting, positioning and/or supplying apparatus for lighting, steam 
generating, heat generating and drying for the purposes of hair care, hair styling and/or for use in hairdressing salons, 
hairdressing apparatus for lighting, steam generating, heat generating and drying, hair dryers, hair dryer hoods, radiation 
apparatus, infrared apparatus, steaming apparatus, hand-held steamers; maintenance, repair and/or servicing of spring 
arms and spring arm systems, including being floor, wall or ceiling systems, for supporting, positioning and/or supplying 
apparatus for lighting, steam generating, heat generating and drying for the purposes of hair care, hair styling and/or for 
use in hairdressing salons, hairdressing apparatus for lighting, steam generating, heat generating and drying, hair dryers, 
hair dryer hoods, radiation apparatus, infrared apparatus, steaming apparatus, hand-held steamers; maintenance, repair 
and/or servicing of supporting anns and horizontally movable beams, including having height- adjustable spring or motor 
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arms for apparatus for lighting, steam generating, heat generating and drying for the purposes of hair care, hair styling 
and/or for use in hairdressing salons, for hairdressing apparatus for lighting, steam generating, heat generating and 
drying, for hair dryers, for hair dryer hoods, for radiation apparatus, for infrared apparatus, for steaming apparatus, for 
hand-held steamers; maintenance, repair and/or servicing of connecting elements including brackets and connecting 
pieces for adapting or receiving or mounting apparatus for lighting, steam generating, heat generating and drying for the 
purposes of hair care, hair styling and/or for use in hairdressing salons, hairdressing apparatus for lighting, steam 
generating, heat generating and drying, hair dryers, hair dryer hoods, radiation apparatus, infrared apparatus, steaming 
apparatus, hand-held steamers.
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3921439    06/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417636]
nora systems GmbH

Höhnerweg 2-4 69469 Weinheim Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.17;Unprocessed and semi-processed rubber, gum and substitutes for all these materials; plastics and resins in 
extruded form for use in manufacture; semi-processed plastic substances; elastomers; sheets and sheetings made of 
rubber or gum; sheets and sheetings made of plastic; sheets and sheetings made of thermoplastic elastomers; rubber; 
rubber sheets; elastomer sheets; stair edgings of rubber or plastic; plastics materials in the form of profiles [semi-
finished products]; semi-finished rubber in the form of profiles.

Cl.19;Building materials, non-metallic; building and construction materials and elements, not of metal; non-metallic 
flooring materials; non-metallic flooring; floors, not of metal; rubber flooring; plastic flooring; flooring made of 
thermoplastic elastomers; tiles; tile floorings, not of metal; floor tiles, not of metal; rubber floor tiles; flooring tiles of 
synthetic materials; tile flooring made of thermoplastic elastomers; non-metallic surfacings for stairs; construction 
materials for the manufacturing of floors, not of metal; skirtings for floors, not of metal; stair components (non-metallic -); 
stair treads, not of metal; profiles for building construction (non-metallic); mouldings, not of metal, for building.

Cl.27;Carpets; rugs; mats; linoleum; floor coverings and artificial ground coverings; carpets, rugs and mats; wall and 
ceiling coverings; floor coverings; floors coverings of rubber; floor coverings of plastic; floor coverings of thermoplastic 
elastomers.
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3921442    20/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417706]
SWISS KRONO Tec GmbH

Friedrichstraße 94 10117 Berlin Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.19;Goods for structural building with timber, namely construction kits for prefabricated houses or non-metal parts 
for prefabricated houses, especially prefabricated house construction kits for building external cellars, bicycle storage, or 
sheds; building materials [non-metallic], especially building materials consisting of biomaterial, including, but not limited 
to, organic raw materials of biological origin, such as wood, wood fibres, grasses or biomaterials, especially wood-based 
materials or materials of plastics, including, but not limited to, bioplastics or biomaterial-plastic composite materials or 
biomaterial-plastic material mixes; the above-mentioned materials with or without the addition of mineral or other fillers; 
wood-based materials; boards and moulded bodies not of metal, for building; boards and moulded bodies from wood or 
wood-based materials, especially boards and moulded bodies from chipped wood, wood particles or hard-fibre material, 
or from plastic or other non-metal materials, for building, the above-mentioned goods also with wood-veneer protective 
layers; boards and moulded bodies from a mixture of wood, wood-based materials, especially chipped wood, wood 
particles, hard-fibre material, as well as plastic, or other non-metal materials or as composite material, made of the above-
mentioned materials, for building,the above-mentioned goods also with wood-veneer protective layers; wood-plastic 
composite materials, wood-plastic material mixes, wood-based material-plastic composite materials, and wood-based 
material-plastic material mixes, for building, the above-mentioned goods also with wood-veneer protective layers; hybrid 
boards, especially with bamboo middle layer, for building; chipboard, veneered chipboard, laminated chipboard, fire-
resistant, fire-proof or refractory chipboard panels and moulded bodies,the above-mentioned goods for building; thin 
chipboard, oriented strand board, boards from long, flat, oriented chips,the above-mentioned goods especially for 
building; fibreboards and moulded bodies made of fibres for building; wood fibreboards, veneered fibreboards, laminated 
fibreboard, melamine-resin-coated medium density fibreboards; melamine-resin-coated high density fibreboards,the 
above-mentioned goods especially for building; wood-fibre polymer materials for building; floor coverings, not of metal, 
especially from biomaterial, such as wood or wood-based materials, or from plastic or other non-metal materials; wooden 
flooring, parquet flooring and parquet slabs, parquet flooring made of cork, parquet wood flooring, especially with a 
middle layer of wood-based materials; paper and paper moulded bodies for building, namely paper impregnated with 
artificial resin for laminates; laminates (non-metallic), especially consisting of biomaterial, such as wood or wood-based 
materials, or plastics or other non-metal materials especially for building; high-pressure laminates and laminates grouted 
directly or continuously, not of metal; panels, not of metal, especially laminate panels, especially consisting of 
biomaterial, such as wood or wood-based materials, or plastics or other non-metal materials, for building; wood, also 
manufactured timber,compressible wood, wood, semi-worked; timber boarding; wooden beams; timber planking; wood 
sheeting; wooden doors; wood strips; planks of wood; wood veneers; terrace boards; floor slabs, not of metal; mouldings 
for building; wood; planks of wood for building; sawn timber; plywood; glue-laminated wood, especially with a lacquered 
surface; the above-mentioned goods for building; doors, especially sliding doors, not of metal, especially consisting of 
biomaterial such as wood or wood-based materials, or plastics; shuttering (non-metallic), especially concrete casings, for 
building; borders, not of metal, especially for building; radiator covers, not of metal, especially consisting of biomaterial, 
such as wood or wood-based materials, or plastics; floor coverings and terrace decking, floor laminates and floor panels, 
laminates, panels and claddings for walls, ceilings and facades made of non-metallic materials, especially for building, 
and especially consisting of biomaterial, including, but not limited to, organic raw materials of biological origin, such as 
wood, wood fibres, grasses, or plastics including, but not limited to, bioplastics or biomaterials, especially wood-based 
materials, or biomaterial-plastic composite materials or biomaterial-plastic material mixes; floor coverings and terrace 
decking, floor laminates and floor panels, laminates, panels and claddings for walls, ceilings and facades made of non-
metallic materials, especially for building and especially consisting of biomaterial including, but not limited to, organic 
raw materials of biological origin, such as wood, wood fibres, grasses or plastics including, but not limited to, bioplastics 
or biomaterials, especially wood-based materials, or biomaterial-plastic composite materials or biomaterial-plastic 
material mixes,the above-mentioned materials with or without the addition of mineral or other fillers as well as the above-
mentioned goods having a decorative and/or abrasion-resistant surface and/or having soundproofing properties and/or 
being water-repellent or waterproof and/or being fire-resistant, fire-proof, or refractory; non-metallic transportable 
buildings; floor coverings, especially consisting of biomaterial including, but not limited to, organic raw materials of 
biological origin, such as wood, wood fibres, grasses, or plastics including, but not limited to, bioplastics or biomaterial-
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plastic composite materials or biomaterial-plastic material mixes,the above-mentioned materials with or without the 
addition of mineral or other fillers; laminate panels [floor coverings]; high-pressure laminates and laminates grouted 
directly or continuously as floor coverings.

Cl.20;Furniture, including goods for furniture decorating and interior decorating, namely coated, lacquered, and printed 
chipboards, MDF boards, LDF boards, HDF boards and CDF boards as furniture parts, shelves [furniture parts], 
countertops [furniture parts]; boards and moulded bodies being parts of furniture, the above-mentioned goods also with a 
melamine surface; furniture consisting of biomaterial including, but not limited to, organic raw materials of biological 
origin, such as wood, wood fibres, grasses, or plastics including, but not limited to, bioplastics or biomaterial-plastic 
composite materials or biomaterial-plastic material mixes, the above-mentioned materials with or without the addition of 
mineral or other fillers; work counters [furniture]; wooden shelving [furniture]; edge beadings, corner protectors, edgings, 
edge borders, decorative edging strips [furniture parts] consisting of biomaterial including, but not limited to, organic raw 
materials of biological origin, such as wood, wood fibres, grasses, or plastics including, but not limited to, bioplastics or 
biomaterial-plastic composite materials or biomaterial-plastic material mixes, the above-mentioned materials with or 
without the addition of mineral or other fillers; extruded plastics edge beadings for furniture; corner protectors of 
plastics; edgings of plastic for furniture; plastic edging materials for shelving; decorative edging strips of wood for use 
with furniture; decorative edging strips of plastic for use with fitted furniture; crates and pallets, non-metallic; furniture 
panels, also furniture panels consisting of biomaterial including, but not limited to, organic raw materials of biological 
origin, such as wood, wood fibres, grasses, or plastics including, but not limited to, bioplastics or biomaterial-plastic 
composite materials or biomaterial-plastic material mixes, the above-mentioned materials with or without the addition of 
mineral or other fillers; containers, not of metal, for storage and transport.

Cl.27;Floor coverings; wall and ceiling coverings for indoor and outdoor applications, to the extent included in this 
class; floor coverings and artificial ground coverings; floor coverings of plastic, especially vinyl floor coverings; floor 
coverings made of wood-plastic composite materials or wood-based material-plastic composite materials; floor tiles made
of plastic, especially polyvinyl chloride; wall hangings [non-textile]; wall paper of vinyl; wall coverings, also vinyl wall 
coverings; carpet tiles for covering floors consisting of biomaterial including, but not limited to, organic raw materials of 
biological origin, such as wood, wood fibres, grasses, or plastics including, but not limited to, bioplastics or biomaterial-
plastic composite materials or biomaterial-plastic material mixes, the above-mentioned materials with or without the 
addition of mineral or other fillers; carpets; door mats; mats; linoleum.

Cl.35;Product sampling for the purpose of presentation and sale to third parties; retail and wholesale services in 
relation to building materials, floor coverings, wall coverings, ceiling coverings, and facade and terrace cladding, furniture
and goods for interior and exterior decorating.
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Priority claimed from 15/09/2017; Application No. : VA 2017 02044 ;Denmark 

3921444    13/03/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417718]
Thorngaard Rights IVS

c/o Jacob Thorngaard, Strandvejen 201, 1. th. DK-2900 Hellerup Denmark

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software; application software; CMS software [Content Management System]; application software for social 
networking services via internet; computer programs for searching the contents of computers and computer networks by 
remote control; computer application software for mobile telephones; computer software for application and database 
integration; databases (electronic); computer software for database management; computer software for authorising 
access to data bases; the aforementioned goods not related to HR and employment.

Cl.35;Advertising; online advertising; web site traffic optimization; search engine optimization for sales promotion; 
marketing the goods and services of others; marketing studies; marketing; rental of advertising space on the internet; 
rental of advertising space on-line; provision of space on web-sites for advertising goods and services; providing an on-
line commercial information directory on the internet; collection of commercial information; provision of an on-line 
marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; the aforementioned services not related to HR and 
employment.

Cl.38;Electronic and telecommunication transmission services; video broadcasting; computerised communication 
services; communication by electronic means; communications by cellular phones; streaming of data; streaming audio 
and video material on the internet; video, audio and television streaming services; transmission of television programs; 
provision of access to electronic sites; providing online forums; electronic data interchange services; providing virtual 
facilities for real-time interaction among computer users; transfer of information and data via online services and the 
internet; provision of access to an electronic on-line network for information retrieval; providing user access to a global 
computer network and online sites containing information on a wide range of topics; the aforementioned services not 
related to HR and employment.

Cl.42;Computer software design; software development; software engineering; design of software for processing and 
distribution of multimedia contents; technological consultancy; design of software for enterprise content management; 
computer systems integration services; maintenance of data bases; installation of database software; database design 
and development; hosting websites for others for social networking for entertainment purposes; providing temporary use 
of non-downloadable software to enable content providers to track multimedia content; the aforementioned services not 
related to HR and employment.

Cl.45;Online social networking services; online social networking services accessible by means of downloadable 
mobile applications; social networking, offered through online computer databases and online searchable databases; 
providing internet-based social networking services; social networking services provided via the internet or other 
computer or communications network; providing information in the field of social networking; social networking services; 
social networking services, namely providing information about opportunities for exchange of information and 
conversation by means of product reviews; identification verification services, namely, providing authentication of 
personal identification information; identification verification services; information, consultancy and advisory services 
relating to social networking services; the aforementioned services not related to HR and employment.
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Priority claimed from 07/11/2017; Application No. : 4402405 ;France 

3921451    02/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417779]
BIOFARMA

50 rue Carnot F-92284 Suresnes Cedex France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, optical, weighing, measuring, signaling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and 
instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling 
electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic recording media; sound 
recording disks; digital recording media; data and information processing apparatus and equipment; software; computer 
programs; computers; data processing equipment; software recorded on magnetic media or downloaded from a remote 
computer network; downloadable computer software applications; telecommunications equipment for use with mobile 
networks; personal digital assistant; transmitters of electronic signals; connected bracelets, connected scales, connected 
watches (measuring instruments); video cameras; activity sensors; mobile applications; digital applications; algorithms 
(software); artificial intelligence software; spectacles, contact lenses; in-ear headphones; computer platforms in the form 
of information sharing software; connected self-measuring tools; virtual reality computer programs; analysis systems 
based on artificial intelligence (software); electronic chips connected to an information system; virtual reality helmets.

Cl.10;Medical, surgical, dental and veterinary apparatus, instruments and equipment intended for diagnosing, 
screening, preventing, controlling, monitoring and treating a disease, regenerating or compensating a disease, wound or 
handicap, or the study, replacement or modification of the anatomy or a physiological processes, or for controlling 
design; limbs, organs, eyes and artificial teeth; orthopedic articles; suture material; compression stockings, tights and 
socks; stockings, tights and socks for varicose veins; bandages for compression dressing; medical apparatus, 
instruments and equipment for introducing pharmaceutical preparations into the human body, especially for the 
prolonged, controlled or immediate release of active substances; perfusion devices and syringes for medical use; medical
measuring instruments, particularly instruments able to directly transmit data to a database, particularly fever measuring 
instruments, heart rate monitors; apparatus, instruments and equipment from robotics for medical use; nanorobots for 
medical use; apparatus, instruments and equipment from bionics for medical use; biomaterials for medical use; 
connected materials for medical use; smart materials for medical use; allergy testing tools; blood testing apparatus; 
medical devices intended for ingestion; endoscopic video capsules; medical apparatus for measuring biochemical 
changes in the blood; devices of biomarkers in the blood; inhalers; blood pressure monitors.

Cl.44;Medical services; veterinary services; hygienic and beauty care for human beings or animals; health counseling 
services; pharmacy advice; health services; telemedicine services; therapeutic services; medical diagnosis services; 
home care services; individualized medical prescription services; online medical prescription services; providing support 
in the monitoring of patients receiving medical treatment; advice relating to home medical treatment; advice relating to 
self-medication; provision of medical information to patients; remote medical examination services; advice related to 
personal wellbeing [health]; medical monitoring of patients including remote monitoring.
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Priority claimed from 08/12/2017; Application No. : 715528 ;Switzerland 

3921453    29/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417902]
FIRMENICH SA

1 route des Jeunes, Case postale 239 CH-1211 Genève Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemical products, namely, raw materials for use in perfumery and flavors.

Cl.3;Natural and artificial perfumes; essential oils intended for use in perfumery, cosmetics, soaps, cleansing 
preparations for personal use, cleaning products, laundry preparations, fabric deodorizers, sanitary preparations being 
toiletries, hair care preparations, skin care preparations, air fresheners, deodorants and antiperspirants.

Cl.5;Pet litter and waste bin refreshers, air fresheners, products for counteracting ambient and surface malodor.

Cl.30;Flavors intended to impart taste to foodstuffs, beverages, and to all other edible products, excluding essential 
oils.

Cl.35;Sales promotion of perfume and flavor products; advertising services, distribution of samples, distribution of 
advertising materials, namely, leaflets, prospectuses, printed matter, advertising presentations; providing marketing 
information and advisory services in the field of perfumery and flavors; conducting market studies for others.
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3921459    22/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417919]
Wuyi Habo Industry&Trade Co., Ltd.

(in Zhejiang Real Mei Metal Manufacturing Co., Ltd.), The Southeast Industrial Zone (Cold Water Pit), Shouxi District, Wuyi County, 
Jinhua City 321200 Zhejiang Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Armored plate of metal; pipes of metal; doors of metal; ropes of metal; window locks of metal; hardware of metal, 
small; locks of metal, other than electric; safes; boxes of common metal; metal plate (non-luminous).

Cl.19;Fibreboard; wall tiles, not of metal, for building; refractory construction materials, not of metal; folding doors, not 
of metal; windows, not of metal; doors, not of metal; gates, not of metal; buildings, not of metal; building glass; works of 
art of stone, concrete or marble.
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3921497    31/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1375611]
DAYTONA CORPORATION

4805 Ichinomiya, Mori-machi, Shuchi-gun Shizuoka 437-0226 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Metalworking machines and tools; snow thrower; snow plough; agricultural machines, agricultural implements 
other than hand-operated; painting machines and apparatus; non-electric prime movers, not for land vehicles other than 
water mills and wind mills; parts of non-electric prime movers for land vehicles other than water mills and wind mills; 
vehicle washing installations; shafts, axles or spindles, machine elements other than land vehicles; bearings, machine 
elements not for land vehicles; power transmissions and gearing, machine elements not for land vehicles; shock 
absorbers, machine elements not for land vehicles; springs, machine elements not for land vehicles; brakes, machine 
elements not for land vehicles; lawnmowers; starters for motors and engines; AC motors and DC motors [not including 
those for land vehicles but including "parts" for any AC motors and DC motors]; AC generators [alternators]; DC 
generators.

Cl.9;Measuring or testing machines and instruments; batteries and cells; electric wires and cables; telecommunication 
machines and apparatus; dust masks; spectacles [eyeglasses and goggles]; protective helmets for sports.

Cl.12;Non-electric prime movers for land vehicles not including "their parts"; shafts, axles or spindles, machine 
elements for land vehicles; bearings, machine elements for land vehicles; shaft couplings or connectors, machine 
elements for land vehicles; power transmissions and gearing, machine elements for land vehicles; shock absorbers, 
machine elements for land vehicles; springs, machine elements for land vehicles; brakes, machine elements for land 
vehicles; AC motors or DC motors for land vehicles not including "their parts"; two-wheeled motor vehicles, bicycles and 
their parts and fittings; adhesive rubber patches for repairing tubes or tires.
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Priority claimed from 01/02/2018; Application No. : 1369065 ;Benelux 

3921500    12/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1418261]
OPTIXOLAR Holding B.V.

Westervoortsedijk 73 CB NL-6827 AV Arnhem Netherlands

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Building and construction materials and elements of metal; glazing panels [metallic framed] for use in 
construction; frameworks of metal; profile steel; modular prefabricated steel framing.

Cl.9;Apparatus, instruments and cables for electricity; photovoltaic apparatus and installations for generating solar 
electricity; photovoltaic apparatus for generating electricity; solar panels; solar modules; solar energy collectors for 
electricity generation; components for the aforementioned goods.

Cl.11;Sanitary installations, water supply and sanitation equipment; water heaters [apparatus]; solar panels for thermal 
collection [heating]; solar thermal collectors [heating]; supports adapted for use with solar heating tubes; thermal storage 
instruments [solar energy] for heating.
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3921501    03/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417835]
FANAGORIA LTD

44 Kallipoleos, 3rd floor CY-1071 Nicosia Cyprus

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.32;Non-alcoholic beverages, except beer.

Cl.33;Alcoholic beverages.

Cl.35;Retail and wholesale services.
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Priority claimed from 24/01/2018; Application No. : 1368552 ;Benelux 

3921670    16/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1418321]
Philips Lighting Holding B.V.

High Tech Campus 45 NL-5656 AE Eindhoven Netherlands

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Control apparatus and computer software programs for lighting apparatus and lighting systems; lighting control 
apparatus; lighting control systems; remote control apparatus for controlling lighting; mobile apps for lighting systems; 
optical control apparatus; thermal control apparatus; signaling apparatus and instruments; apparatus for recording, 
transmission or reproduction of images; projectors; apparatus for the transmission of data; databases; electric converter; 
ballasts for lighting installations; light emitting diodes (leds), organic light emitting diodes (oleds), laser diodes and zener 
diodes; lasers; electronic components for lighting; sensors and detectors; electric power unit [transformers]; batteries; 
starters for electric lights; cables and wires; parts of the aforementioned goods.

Cl.11;Apparatus for lighting; lighting fixtures and lighting installations; lamps; light sources [other than for 
photographic or medical use]; parts of the aforesaid goods.
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Priority claimed from 22/08/2017; Application No. : 30 2017 108 465 ;Germany 

3921941    09/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417601]
h & m gutberlet gmbh

Max-Brod-Straße 11 90471 Nürnberg Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.14;Horological instruments; jewellery; cases and pouches made of leather and imitation leather for jewellery; cases 
and pouches made of leather and imitation leather for horological instruments.

Cl.16;Writing instruments; folders made of leather and imitation leather for stationery; cases and pouches made of 
leather and imitation leather for stationery; notebooks made of leather and imitation leather.

Cl.18;Leather and imitation leather; trunks [luggage]; suitcases; umbrellas; parasols; walking sticks; saddlery.

Cl.35;Wholesale and retail services relating to horological instruments, jewellery, cases and pouches made of leather 
and imitation leather for jewellery, cases and pouches made of leather and imitation leather for horological instruments, 
writing instruments, folders made of leather and imitation leather for stationery, cases and pouches made of leather and 
imitation leather for stationery, notebooks made of leather and imitation leather, leather and imitation leather, trunks 
[luggage], suitcases, umbrellas, parasols, walking sticks, saddlery.
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3923756    19/03/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417547]
Green Apple International Trading

Rua Aida Cunha e Silva Edifício du Bocage 1º B P-2070-062 CARTAXO Portugal

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.11;Lamps; lampshades; wall lamps; mural lamps; floor lamps; candle lamps; table lamps; hanging ceiling lamps; 
roof lights [lamps]; hanging lamps; lanterns; decorative lights; lamp shades; bedside lamps.

Cl.20;Furniture; benches [furniture]; screens [furniture]; chairs; consoles [furniture]; dressers [furniture]; divans; sun 
loungers; racks; drafting tables; drawers for furniture; wine racks [furniture]; tables [furniture]; storage furniture; outdoor 
furniture; garden furniture; pouffes [furniture]; leather furniture; mirrors [furniture]; bedroom furniture; lounge furniture; 
upholstered furniture; cabinets [furniture]; kitchen furniture; pedestals [furniture]; showcases [furniture]; bathroom 
furniture; glass furniture; seating furniture; seats [furniture]; indoor furniture; furniture chests; children's furniture; 
furniture for babies; living room furniture; furniture for offices; desks [furniture]; settees; beds; dressers; mirrors; pillows;
mobiles [decoration]; curtains (bead -) for decoration; bead curtains for decoration; statues, figurines, works of art and 
ornaments and decorations, made of materials such as wood, wax, plaster or plastic, included in the class; model figures 
[ornaments] made of wood; model figures [ornaments] made of synthetic resin; sideboards; sofas; armchairs; stools; 
coffee tables; bookcases; furniture screens; headboards; bedside cabinets; bedside lockers; chests; chaise-longues; 
chaise lounges; chaise longue; chaises longues; mattresses; bed mattresses.
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3923760    25/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1418033]
Christoph Miethke GmbH & Co KG

Ulanenweg 2 14469 Potsdam Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Valve closure mechanisms; actuators for valves; hydraulic valve actuators; valve diaphragms; power operated 
valves; pneumatic valve actuators; valves for pumps; valves [parts of machines].

Cl.9;Valve operators [electric controls]; solenoid valves [electromagnetic switches].

Cl.10;Cannulae; implants consisting of artificial materials; medical and surgical catheters; protective guards for 
catheters; catheters incorporating filters; surgical implants comprised of artificial materials; catheters; physiological 
measuring apparatus for medical use; catheters for surgical use; medical implants; apparatus for use in medicine in the 
drainage of incisions; pumps for medical purposes; subcutaneous valves for implantation; catheters for medical use; 
cardiovascular catheters; shunts for use in the blood circulatory system; instruments for cardiac stimulation; implantable 
pacemakers; tubing for use with catheters; catheter skin anchor instruments; medical implants made of artificial 
materials; drainage tubes for medical purposes; medical infusion pumps; implanted prosthesis; neurosurgical adaptors; 
artificial orthopaedic implants; cardiovascular pumps; cardiovascular instruments; hydrocephalus valves; silicone 
prosthetic implants; prosthetics and artificial implants; medical instruments; biodegradable implants; artificial implants; 
valves for use in medical infusion instruments; intracardiac catheter; pipes for surgical applications; valves for the 
treatment of hydrocephalus; medical tubing; prosthetic implant instruments; heart pacemakers.
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Priority claimed from 01/02/2018; Application No. : UK00003286923 ;United Kingdom 

3923761    09/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417980]
Harviestoun Brewery Limited

Alva Industrial Estate Alva, Clackmannanshire FK12 5DQ United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.32;Beer; ale; stout; porter; non-alcoholic beverages; shandy; preparations for making beverages; beers; ales, craft 
ales, black beer; stout; porter; lager; mineral and aerated waters; non-alcoholic drinks; ginger beer; flavoured beers; fruit 
drinks and fruit juices; syrups and preparations for making beverages; shandy, de-alcoholised drinks, low alcohol beer; 
alcohol-free beers; beer-based cocktails.

Cl.43;Hospitality services, namely providing food and drink; corporate hospitality, namely providing food and drink; 
services for providing lunches and dinners at sporting events; services for providing food and drink; catering; 
restaurants, bistros, bars; pubs; takeaway services; arranging of wedding receptions; temporary accommodation; hotel 
services; reservation services relating to hotel, restaurant and accommodation services; rental of chairs, tables, table 
linen and glassware; consultancy, information and advisory services relating to all of the aforesaid services.
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Priority claimed from 30/05/2018; Application No. : 87941553 ;United States of America 

3923770    05/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1418154]
Bellami Hair, LLC

Second Floor, 222 Sepulveda Blvd El Segundo CA 90245 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Hair styling products; shampoo; dry shampoo; conditioner; hair perfume; hair spray; hair spray wax; hair care 
products; hair color; false eyelashes; adhesives for eyelashes.

Cl.8;Electric hair curling irons.

Cl.11;Electric hair dryers.

Cl.21;Hair brushes.

Cl.26;Hair extensions; electric hair rollers; electric hair waving implements; wigs.

Cl.35;Online retail store services featuring hair styling products, shampoo, dry shampoo, conditioner, hair perfume, 
hair spray, hair spray wax, hair care products, hair color, false eyelashes, adhesives for eyelashes, electric hair curling 
irons, electric hair dryers, hair brushes, hair extensions, electric hair rollers, electric hair waving implements, and wigs; 
retail store services featuring hair styling products, shampoo, dry shampoo, conditioner, hair perfume, hair spray, hair 
spray wax, hair care products, hair color, false eyelashes, adhesives for eyelashes, electric hair curling irons, electric hair 
dryers, hair brushes, hair extensions, electric hair rollers, electric hair waving implements, and wigs.

Cl.44;Beauty salon services; hairdressing services.
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Priority claimed from 22/11/2017; Application No. : 017503756 ;European Union 

3923777    22/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417538]
MARPOSS Monitoring Solutions GmbH

Buchenring 40 21272 Egestorf Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Electronic checking, monitoring, measuring and controlling apparatus, instruments and devices; computer 
programs for the visualisation and diagnosis of technical processes.

Cl.37;Installation and commissioning of tool, process and machine monitoring installations for optimising industrial 
processes and production processes.

Cl.42;Computer programming for the visualisation and diagnosis of technical processes; surveying in the form of fault 
diagnosis, for others.
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3923782    21/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417550]
HDP Media Sp. z o.o.

ul. Robotnicza 68C PL-53-608 Wroclaw Poland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Apparatus for recording data; data processing equipment; apparatus for recording images; apparatus for recording 
sound; television recorders; apparatus for the transmission of data; apparatus for the transmission of images; apparatus 
for the transmission of sound; apparatus for the reproduction of images; apparatus for the reproduction of sound; 
apparatus for the processing of images; audio processing apparatus; film production apparatus; electric cables for the 
transmission of sounds and images; peripherals adapted for use with computers; computers; digitisers; video digitizers; 
audio digitisers; analogue to digital converters; converters, electric; sync generators; video local area network 
controllers; switches, electric; data switches; audio interfaces; interfaces for computers; video mixers; audio mixers; 
audio-video scalers; digital signal processing apparatus; transceivers; network hubs; active matrix displays; video 
imaging systems; data processing programs; computer programs for editing images, sound and video; interactive 
computer software; computer application software for tv; computer software to enable the provision of electronic media 
via communications networks; downloadable computer software for the transmission of data; computer software for 
controlling the operation of audio and video devices; media software; file synchronization software; computer software 
for the transmission of positioning data; software for processing images, graphics and text; educational software; 
encryption apparatus; encoding and decoding apparatus and instruments; magnetic data carriers; computer software 
development tools; microphones; loudspeakers; pre-recorded audio tapes; pre-recorded videos; video mixers; audio 
mixers; sound mixing apparatus; audio mixing consoles; video mixing desks; video effects apparatus; video accelerators;
graphics accelerators; signal processors for audio speakers; electronic transformers; frequency transformers; acoustic 
transformers; rectifiers; portable media players; computer application software for mobile telephones; editing machines 
for movie films; cinematographic film (apparatus for editing -); three dimensional picture manipulators; three dimensional 
viewers; computer software platforms; linear encoders; videodiscs; video processors; video projectors; video 
multiplexers; video players; video receivers; video tuners; video transmitters; video recordings; video enhancers; video 
devices; videotapes; videotapes; video screens; video monitors; video accelerators; video films; video servers; 
camcorders; video disc players; colour video processors; video telephones; video communications apparatus; video 
communications apparatus; video disc players; microscope video processors; video compact discs; musical video 
recordings; digital video recorders; interactive video apparatus; video monitor controllers; video intercom apparatus; 
video cassette players; audio- and video-receivers; video screens; blank video cassettes; video surveillance systems; 
prerecorded videodiscs; digital video servers; digital video players; video frequency amplifiers; video projection 
monitors; video conferencing apparatus; video conferencing apparatus; interactive video software; software programs for 
video games; discs (compact -) [audio-video]; video cameras adapted for monitoring purposes; video editing apparatus; 
video tape editing controllers; audio visual recordings; combination video players and recorders; personal video 
recorders (pvrs); prerecorded motion picture videos; downloadable video recordings; video camera stands; lenses for 
video cameras; prerecorded music videos; wireless audio and video receivers; computer software to enable 
teleconferencing, videoconferencing and videophone services; games (cartridges for video -) [software]; video 
reproducing apparatus; videodisc recorders; video amplifying apparatus; portable video cameras with built-in 
videocassette recorders; interface circuits for video cameras; video streaming devices; devices for streaming media 
content over local wireless networks; video cameras for broadcasting; video circuit boards; software programs for video 
games; video cameras adapted for monitoring purposes; downloadable video recordings featuring music; electric and 
electronic video surveillance installations; computer programs for editing images, sound and video; computer joysticks; 
joysticks for use with computers, other than for video games; signal convertors; controllers (regulators); digital electronic 
controllers; signal processing apparatus; signal cables for it, av and telecommunication; display devices, television 
receivers and film and video devices; image stabilisers; image intensifiers; image scanners; imaging devices for scientific 
purposes; image capturing and developing devices; playing devices for sound and image carriers; recording devices for 
sound and image carriers; wireless communication devices for voice, data, or image transmission; sound recorders; 
recording apparatus; recording apparatus; film recorders; apparatus for recording sound; apparatus for recording sound; 
film recording apparatus; electronic magnetic recording media; portable sound recording apparatus; digital recording 
media; sound and picture recording apparatus; mixing desks [signal]; digital mixing desks; graphics accelerators; 
multimedia accelerator boards; video graphics accelerator; computer accelerator board; microprocessor cards; cards 
containing microprocessors; microprocessor controls; microchip cards; encoded electronic chip cards; sound cards; 
encoded cards; video cards; memory cards; usb port cards; memory expansion cards; computer network adapters; smart 
cards [integrated circuit cards]; secure digital (sd) memory cards; electronic key cards; computer daughterboards; 
ethernet cards; computer graphics boards; add-on-cards for computers; add-in cards for micro computers; electronic 
circuit cards; flash memory card; computer interface boards; smart cards [integrated circuit cards]; smart cards 
[integrated circuit cards]; smart cards [integrated circuit cards]; magnetic cards being computer software; cards bearing 
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electronically recorded data; pc cards; electronic cards for processing images; ic memory cards; prerecorded flash 
memory cards; magnetic cards for carrying data; ram [random access memory] card; read only memory [rom] cards; 
cards encoded to access computer software; interface cards for data processing apparatus; lan computer cards; memory 
cards for video game machines; interface cards for data processing equipment in the form of printed circuits; lan [local 
area network] computer cards for connecting portable computer devices to computer networks; virtual reality software; 
virtual reality game software; virtual classroom software; virtual reality glasses; virtual reality hardware; virtual reality 
headsets; vpn [virtual private network] operating software; vpn [virtual private network] hardware; programmable logic 
arrays; film matrices; programmable controllers; software programmable microprocessors; programmable timers; 
programmable control apparatus; programmable telecommunication apparatus; programmable digital read-out units; 
programmable logic controllers; software programmable microprocessors; programmable digital television recorders; 
keyboards; wireless keyboards; multifunction keyboards; encryption apparatus; multiplexers; multimedia multiplexers; 
time division multiplexers; transmultiplexers; audio/visual and photographic devices; television receivers; tv sets; 
television transmitters; television decoders; television receivers; tv sets; television outlets; television cameras; cable 
television transmitters; closed circuit television apparatus; cable television converters; receivers for receiving cable 
television; internet protocol televisions; tv sets; television monitoring apparatus; software for televisions; 3d television 
receivers; television standards converters; television signal amplifiers; software for interactive television; satellite 
television signal scramblers; interactive television terminal sets; application software for televisions; hd (high definition) 
televisions; satellite television receiving apparatus; uhd (ultra high definition) televisions; dmb (digital multimedia 
broadcasting) televisions; computer application software for tv; high definition set-top boxes; liquid crystal display (lcd) 
televisions; video cameras for broadcasting; transmitting apparatus for television broadcasting; display modules for 
television receivers; 3d spectacles for television receivers; operating system programs for hybrid televisions; 
transmitting and receiving apparatus for television broadcasting; computer programmes for interactive television and for 
interactive games and/or quizzes; cinematographic films; animated cartoons; exposed film; motion picture screens; film 
cameras; cine projectors; downloadable movies; film processing apparatus; film reproducing apparatus; film recording 
apparatus; film production apparatus; movie editing projectors; projection screens; editing machines for movie films; 
cinematographic film (apparatus for editing -); audiovisual teaching apparatus; information technology and audiovisual 
equipment; downloadable templates for designing audiovisual presentations; audiovisual headsets for playing video 
games; computer software to enhance the audio-visual capabilities of multimedia applications, namely, for the integration 
of text, audio, graphics, still images and moving pictures; visual monitoring apparatus; optical viewing screens; 
downloadable educational course materials; multimedia projectors; multimedia terminals; multi-media recordings; 
multimedia software; interactive multimedia computer programs; microcomputer apparatus; interactive multimedia 
computer game programs; interactive multimedia software for playing games; multimedia software recorded on cd-rom; 
augmented reality software; real-time data processing apparatus; augmented reality software for use in mobile devices; 
audiovisual apparatus; audio- and video-receivers; high definition graphic chipsets; application software for cloud 
computing services; downloadable cloud computing software; communications processors; signal processing apparatus;
speech processors; speech processors; sound processors; data processors; application processors; central processing 
units; microscope video processors; multichannel sound processors; digital signal processors; digital sound processors;
central processing units; central processing unit boards; pulse code modulating processors; raster image processors; 
image processors; central processing unit coolers; computer central processing units; central processing unit [cpu] fans; 
central processing unit [cpu] clocks; computer graphics software; downloadable computer graphics; downloadable image
files; graphical user interface software; cinematographic apparatus; projection apparatus; audio electronic apparatus; 
optical communications instruments; teaching and instructional apparatus; digital audio interface apparatus; apparatus 
for recording images; three dimensional picture manipulators; digital audio recorders; data loggers and recorders; 
information storage apparatus [electric or electronic]; upi [universal peripheral interface] software; apparatus for 
broadcasting sound, data or images; computer systems; data collection apparatus; encryption apparatus; security tokens 
[encryption devices]; computer software for encryption; audio video switches; audio-video interfaces; chroma keys; luma 
keys; audio-video signal crossing matrices; audio-video signal switching matrices; switching matrix software; crossing 
matrix software; virtual studios, namely apparatus for connecting 3d virtual reality with a video image for the creation of 
video presentations (video material, a television studio); virtual studio software; digital signal processing apparatus; 
apparatus for digital image processing; software for the composition of 3d animations and special effects; video capture 
cards for computers.

Cl.42;Design, development and implementation of software; installation of software; computer software technical 
support services; design of computer hardware; visual design; computer hardware and software consultancy; computer 
system analysis; it project management; creating, maintaining and hosting the websites of others; hosting the computer 
sites (web sites) of others; editing of computer programs; website development services; maintenance and updating of 
computer software; computer software consultancy; development and testing of software; development of software for 
audio and video operators; development of software for processing and distribution of multimedia contents; services for 
the design of electronic data processing software; development and design of digital sound and image carriers; design of 
hardware for audio and video operators; design of hardware for processing and distribution of multimedia contents; 
design of three dimensional displays; research in the field of social media; computer-aided design of video graphics; 
electronic storage of digital video files; computer programming of video games; video game development services; 
design of software for audio and video operators; development of hardware for audio and video operators; encryption of 
digital images; design and development of image processing software; design of virtual reality software; development of 
virtual reality software; design and development of virtual reality software; providing virtual computer systems through 
cloud computing; providing virtual computer environments through cloud computing; developing programs for 
simulating experiments or series of experiments in a virtual optical laboratory; design and development of computer 
game software and virtual reality software; development of computer software for use with programmable controllers; 
programming of computer animations; animation design for others; animation and special-effects design for others; 
electronic storage of videos; programming of educational software; hosting multimedia educational content; 
programming of multimedia equipment; programming of multimedia applications; development of interactive multimedia 
software; hosting multimedia entertainment content; hosting multimedia educational content; design and development of 
multimedia products; hosting of multimedia content for others; design of hardware for multimedia data storing and 
recalling; design of software for processing and distribution of multimedia contents; design of software for multimedia 
data storing and recalling; development of software for multimedia data storing and recalling; design of audio-visual 
creative works; preparation of design parameters for visual images; monitoring of computer systems by remote access; 
design of computer microchips; design of mathematical models; computer system design; designing of electronic 
systems; design services relating to integrated circuits; designing computer codes; development of computer languages; 
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design of information systems; design and development of driver software; design and development of operating system 
software; computer design services; product design; design of web pages; design services; computer system design; 
design of audio-visual creative works; design services for data processing systems; design of graphic software systems; 
design of electric circuit boards; computer graphics design services; project studies relating to software; computer 
software design; design of information systems relating to management; custom design of software packages; computer-
aided design of video graphics; microchip design services; image processing software design; design and development 
of computer firmware; design of word processing software; design services relating to integrated circuits; design of 
hardware for digital signal processing; consultancy and information services relating to computer software design; 
design and development of software and hardware for signal amplification and transmission; design of hardware for data 
and multimedia content conversion from and to different protocols; consulting in the field of cloud computing networks 
and applications; rendering of computer graphics (digital imaging services); design and graphic arts design for the 
creation of web sites; computer programming; computer programming and software design; software development, 
programming and implementation; professional consultancy services relating to computer programming; engineering 
consultancy relating to computer programming; data encryption and decoding services.
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Priority claimed from 24/10/2017; Application No. : 87658204 ;United States of America 

3923785    21/03/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417567]
Trayt Inc.

555 Twin Dolphin Drive Redwood City CA 94065 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Maintaining patient medical records and files.

Cl.42;Providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer programs for use in collecting, managing, analyzing, 
storing, sharing, and comparing medical information, patient records, and patient data, all applying big data analytics and 
for the purpose of treatment of patients with autism, attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) and other brain 
disorders; platform as a service featuring computer software platforms for use in collecting, managing, analyzing, storing, 
sharing, and comparing medical information, patient records, and patient data and reporting on the same data for 
supporting clinician determined decision making for the purpose of treatment of patients with autism, attention-
deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) and other brain disorders.

Cl.44;Providing information, via an internet website for medical professionals and medical patients featuring 
information relating to the treatment of patients with autism, attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) and other 
brain disorders and related diagnostic data input from patient records that feed information to the website for use by 
medical professionals for purposes of monitoring and diagnosing medical conditions; providing on-line medical record 
analysis services designed to provide patients, medical professionals and care providers with custom tailored 
information about the range of possible diagnoses and therapies associated with autism, attention-deficit/hyperactivity 
disorder (ADHD) and other brain disorders; medical analysis services for the diagnosis and treatment of autism, attention-
deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) and other brain disorders.
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3923809    27/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1417762]
MURGE ELECTRIC CO., LTD.

NO. 338, JINHAI ROAD, WENZHOU ETDZ ZHEJIANG China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Materials for electricity mains [wires, cables]; distribution boxes [electricity]; terminals [electricity]; conductors, 
electric; connectors [electricity]; sockets, plugs and other contacts [electric connections]; circuit breakers; distribution 
boards [electricity]; distribution consoles [electricity]; ducts [electricity]; couplings, electric; high voltage switch plates, 
electric; power station automatization equipment; lightning conductors [rods]; chargers for electric batteries.

Cl.17;Water-tight rings; dielectrics [insulators]; electrical insulators made of ceramic materials; insulators for electric 
mains; insulators for cables; insulating refractory materials; insulating oil for transformers; plastic hoses for plumbing 
use; flexible hoses, not of metal; padding materials of rubber or plastics.
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Priority claimed from 13/09/2017; Application No. : 61362/2017 ;Switzerland 

3923811    07/03/2018
[International Registration No. : 1418300]
Roivant Sciences GmbH

Viaduktstrasse 8 CH-4051 Basel Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Calculating machines, data processing equipment, computer equipment; computer software; computer software for
providing, analyzing and generating reports; computer software for data processing; electronic apparatus, electronic 
equipment, software, programs and systems for the capture, collection, conversion, analysis, communication, 
processing, receiving, recording, storage and transmission of data, images, information; electronic apparatus, electronic 
equipment, software, programs and systems for the conversion, analysis, processing, storage and transmission of 
artificial intelligence; computer software for database integration; computer software for creating searchable databases of 
information and data; software for analytics in the fields of public health, healthcare, biomedical research and software for
analytics for clinical trial data.

Cl.35;Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions; research services; information 
services; market research; provision of information relating to market research; data processing services; analysis of 
business data; analysis, documentation and professional business consultancy services regarding statistics for 
biomedical research, healthcare institutions and healthcare professionals, based on artificial intelligence and machine 
learning; commercial analysis services, commercial business management analyses and statistical analyses, including 
data on health, biomedical research and clinical trial data; systematization and compilation of data in computer 
databases, particularly compilation of information in computer databases for research and analysis in the fields of 
biomedicine and clinical trials; commercial business management analyses, professional business consultations and 
statistical analyses in the fields of public health, healthcare, particularly biomedicine, clinical trials, pharmaceutical 
products, epidemiological research, pharmacoepidemiology research, post-authorization research for marketing of 
medicines and/or research on commercial post-launch of medicines and research evaluating epidemiological results.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research 
services; design and development of computer hardware and software; scientific analysis services concerning data 
processing, including services provided by cloud computing; pharmaceutical and biomedical research services, 
particularly clinical trials, post-authorization research for marketing of medicines and/or research on commercial post-
launch of medicines, epidemiological research, pharmacoepidemiology research and research evaluating epidemiological 
results; providing temporary use of non-downloadable software applications accessible via a Website concerning 
analyses in the fields of biomedical research and clinical trial data; providing temporary use of non-downloadable 
software applications accessible via a Website concerning information in the fields of biomedical research and clinical 
trials; providing temporary use of non-downloadable software applications accessible via a website concerning data in 
the fields of biomedical research, particularly concerning pharmaceutical products, clinical trials, epidemiological 
research and pharmacoepidemiology research; providing information online in the fields of biomedical research and 
clinical trials from a computer database or the Internet; biomedical research services; providing scientific research 
information in the fields of biomedicine and clinical trials; analysis of scientific data; analysis of technical data by means 
of computers.
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3923813    23/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1418127]
Willman, Scott Alan

152 sierra sky ct colfax CA 95713 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.25;Clothing, namely, khakis; clothing, namely, fisherman pants; athletic tops and bottoms for running; beachwear; 
belts; belts made out of cloth; bottoms; bottoms for adults; coats for adults; combinations; drawers; hooded sweatshirts 
for adults; jackets; jackets for adults; knitwear, namely, shorts; knitwear, namely, shirts; leather belts; loungewear; 
pajamas for adults; pants for adults; pareos; pique shirts; plimsolls; rainwear; sarongs; shirts for adults; shoes for adults;
short sets; shorts for adults; skapris; sleepwear; sweaters for adults; sweatpants for adults; sweatshirts for adults; 
swimwear; t-shirts for adults; tops; tops for adults; trousers for adults; wearable garments and clothing, namely, shirts; 
windbreakers; women's clothing, namely, shirts, dresses, skirts, blouses; woven shirts for adults.

Cl.26;Clothing accessories, namely, charms for attachment to zipper pulls and buttons; brooches for clothing; 
embroidered patches for clothing; ornamental cloth patches.
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Priority claimed from 20/06/2017; Application No. : 87497686 ;United States of America 

3923822    14/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1417485]
Woodway USA, Inc.

W229 N591 Foster Court Waukesha WI 53186 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.10;Body rehabilitation apparatus for medical purposes; medical and therapeutic device and apparatus, namely, a 
force and motion sensing apparatus and assisted exercise machine for the rehabilitation of muscles and nerves affected 
by neuromuscular diseases, disorders, or injuries for clinical use; physical exercise apparatus, for medical purposes; 
medical and therapeutic device and apparatus, namely, a hoist and harness for supporting a patient undergoing therapy; 
apparatus for physical training for medical use; physical exercise apparatus, namely, apparatus for physical training for 
medical use; ergometers for medical testing purposes.

Cl.20;Storage racks for athletic training equipment.

Cl.28;Treadmills; exercise treadmills; physical exercise apparatus, namely, exercise machines, exercise treadmills; 
exercise equipment, namely, stationary cycles; weight lifting and exercise benches.
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3923898    17/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1418209]
Leicester City Football Club Limited

King Power Stadium, Filbert Way Leicester LE2 7FL United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.18;Leather and imitations of leather; trunks and travelling bags; bags; holdalls; sports bags; athletic bags; gym 
bags; kit bags; boot bags; shoe bags; back packs; rucksacks; duffel bags; beach bags; school bags; satchels; handbags; 
shoulder bags; tote bags; shopping bags; travel cases; suitcases; luggage; garment bags for travel; brief cases; toiletry 
bags; wallets; purses; coin purses; card wallets; credit card cases; business card cases; key cases; luggage label 
holders; luggage tags; luggage straps; shoulder straps of leather; umbrellas, parasols and walking sticks; umbrella 
covers; shooting sticks; collars, covers, leads and leashes for animals; clothing for animals; reins for guiding children; 
parts and fittings for all of the aforesaid goods.

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headgear.
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3923899    14/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1417767]
GANZHOU ACHTECK TOOL TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD

Ganzhou Economic Development Area Jiangxi China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Common metal, unwrought or semi-wrought; tungsten; alloys of common metal; powdery metal; tungsten powder.

Cl.7;Turning tools [parts of machines]; holemaking tools; milling tools; threading tools; gear cutting tools; broaching 
tools; band saw; circular saw blade (machine parts); dragon saw; cutting tool; reciprocating saw; pneumatic grinder; 
clamping units; all aforesaid goods are power-operated.
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Priority claimed from 21/02/2018; Application No. : 017845645 ;European Union 

3924010    19/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417775]
Mafi AB

Örjasvägen 4 SE-792 36 Mora Sweden

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Posts of metal; steel masts; steel beams; steel poles; steel fabrications.

Cl.9;Antennas; masts for aerials; aerial amplifiers; aerial converters; antenna boosters; metal poles [aerials]; antenna 
positioners; satellite aerials.

Cl.42;Information technology support services; support and maintenance services for computer software.
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Priority claimed from 27/07/2017; Application No. : 4379618 ;France 

3924017    26/01/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417678]
IPSEN PHARMA

65 Quai Georges Gorse F-92100 BOULOGNE BILLANCOURT France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Pharmaceutical products, medical and veterinary preparations; sanitary products for medical purposes; dietetic 
food and substances for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; food supplements for humans and animals; plasters, 
materials for dressings; material for dental fillings and dental impressions; disinfectants; products for destroying vermin; 
fungicides, herbicides.

Cl.9;Scientific, optical, weighing, measuring, signaling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and 
instruments; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic recording media; 
sound recording disks; data and information processing apparatus and equipment; software; computer programs; data 
processing equipment; software recorded on magnetic media or downloaded from a remote computer network; 
downloadable computer software applications; software for monitoring physiological signals; software for the analysis, 
storage and monitoring of physiological data, including diagnostic, surveillance and warning tools; personal digital 
assistant; transmitters of electronic signals; connected bracelets; video cameras; wearable activity sensors; software for 
mobile devices for a medical support program that connects patients and healthcare personnel with providers of medical 
services and facilitates the exchange of medical data and advice; mobile application for medical support and support for 
the treatment of diseases; mobile application for medical professionals and patients offering related diagnostic data and 
information entered remotely via electronic patient monitoring devices that send information to the mobile application 
used by medical professionals for monitoring and diagnosing medical conditions; mobile application for patients; 
software downloadable via the Internet or mobile applications.

Cl.10;Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments; artificial limbs, eyes and teeth; suture 
material; therapeutic and assistance apparatus and instruments designed for handicapped persons; massage apparatus; 
nursing care apparatus.

Cl.36;Financial advice; providing funding for commercial entities and businesses; information, consultancy relating to 
monetary and financial affairs; arranging of financial investments and transactions; advice and consultancy in structuring 
capital and industrial strategy; capital investment in start-ups; financing of projects; raising and investing capital; 
financial sponsorship; provision of financial services for scientists and scientific organizations for research, development 
and innovation in the field of pharmaceutical and medical products; sponsorship funds.

Cl.41;Organizing and conducting colloquiums, events, congresses, seminars, conferences, symposiums; therapeutic 
education; sporting and cultural activities; providing of training; drafting and publication of books and texts other than for 
advertising; publication of clinical trial results; electronic publication of books and journals online, all these services 
provided in the field of coaching of companies involved in medical research.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services as well as research and design services relating thereto; industrial analysis 
and research services; scientific research services for medical purposes; design and development of computer hardware 
and software; research services; design and development of new products for others; design and development of 
monitoring and diagnostic tools; clinical trials; clinical testing; laboratory services; medical laboratory services; 
evaluation, study of technical and scientific projects; provision of information on the results of clinical trials for 
pharmaceutical products; cloud computing; rental of computer software; updating of software; programming for 
computers; research and development of new products for others; scientific research; electronic data storage.

Cl.44;Medical services; health counseling services; medical care; health services; pharmacy advice; telemedicine 
services; therapeutic services; medical diagnosis services; medical diagnostic services via electronic and telematic 
means; consulting and information relating to pharmaceutical and medical products; delivery of pharmaceutical products;
consultancy relating to health and consulting relating to health; medical screening.
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Priority claimed from 16/10/2017; Application No. : 017358722 ;European Union 

3924026    15/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417531]
Soundsgate s.r.o.

V jirchárích 148/4 CZ-110 00 Praha 1 Czech Republic

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Image and sound carriers; sound, video and data recordings; downloadable video and sound recordings; computer 
software for use in searching, browsing, playing, purchasing and downloading audio and video content; software 
featuring musical sound recordings, audio, video, text and multimedia content; downloadable computer software for 
transmitting and downloading music, videos and audiovisual content.

Cl.35;Retail services in the field of musical and audiovisual works provided via the internet and other electronic and 
communications networks; retail services in the form of online music subscription services relating to transmitting and 
downloading music, videos and audiovisual content; promotion services; publicity.

Cl.38;Electronic communication services; providing access to operating portals for audio and music sharing; 
transmission of messages, data, information, audio and video content and multimedia content via the internet and other 
computer and communications networks; broadcasting, namely retrieving, sending, showing, displaying, publishing, 
sharing or otherwise providing electronic media or information via the internet or other communications networks; 
providing access to operating online forums relating to music and entertainment; radio broadcasting; radio broadcasting.
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3924040    30/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417506]
WUHAN ITRI OF GEO-RESOURCES AND ENVIRONMENT CO., LTD.

No. 999, Gaoxin Avenue, Donghu Hi-Tech Development Zone Wuhan China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.12;Automobiles; motor cars; camping cars; bodies for vehicles; motor buses; motor coaches; trucks; hoods for 
vehicles; motorcycles; sports cars.

Cl.42;Technical research; research and development of new products for others; conducting technical project studies; 
research in the field of environmental protection; provision of scientific information, advice and consultancy in relation to 
carbon offsetting; scientific research; vehicle roadworthiness testing; industrial design; consultancy in the field of 
energy-saving; information technology (IT) consultancy.
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Priority claimed from 04/08/2017; Application No. : 30 2017 019 450 ;Germany 

3924051    01/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417573]
OSRAM GmbH

Marcel-Breuer-Straße 6 80807 München Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling 
electricity; recording apparatus, compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; data processing apparatus; 
computer apparatus; computer software; electric and electronic apparatus, including remote control apparatus, 
interfaces, operating apparatus, controllers (including remote monitoring apparatus), servers, sensors and systems 
consisting thereof for lighting and decorative lighting installations and apparatus, in particular for exterior parts of 
buildings, interior parts of buildings, floors, sales areas, stages, industrial installations, and for light show installations; 
software, parts (including connections) and fittings for the aforesaid-parts, included in this class; LEDs, LED modules; 
monitors, including large screen systems; computer systems for designing light shows, including image and sound 
editing.

Cl.11;Apparatus for lighting, in particular lamps and lights, including LED lamps and LED luminaires; lighting and 
decorative lighting apparatus and lighting and decorative lighting installations, in particular for exterior parts of buildings, 
interior parts of buildings, floors, sales areas, stages, industrial installations, and light show installations; parts and 
fittings for the aforesaid goods, included in this class; lighting, decorative lighting and light show products consisting 
predominantly of a plurality of LEDs, in particular in the form of a strip, net, tube or planar matrix.
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Priority claimed from 30/05/2017; Application No. : 16784639 ;European Union 

3924053    24/10/2017
[International Registration No. : 1417584]
Airsorted Limited

c/o Adauxi Limited, Wellington House, 90-92 Butt Road Colchester CO3 3DA United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Marketing services relating to the creation of online listings for others, photographic services, copy writing 
services all of which being related to the promotion of short term and holiday rental accommodation; marketing 
consultation services relating to online listings, photography, copy writing and price optimisation all of which being 
related to the promotion of short term and holiday rental accommodation; promotion services associated with short term 
and holiday rental accommodation on third party websites; providing consumer product and service information via the 
internet including via on-line computer databases and on-line searchable databases featuring consumer information on a 
wide variety of topics of general interest to the consuming public of short term and holiday rental accommodation; 
accounting; business management services relating to the provision of short term and holiday rental accommodation 
reservation services; information, consultancy and advisory services relating to the aforesaid.

Cl.36;Real estate and property management services including property listing services, all of which services relating 
to the management of short term and holiday rental accommodation; electronic commerce payment services, namely, 
processing payments for the purchase of goods and services generally associated with short term and holiday rental 
accommodation via an electronic communications network; financial account management services; information, 
consultancy and advisory services relating to the aforesaid.

Cl.37;Cleaning and laundry services; property maintenance services relating to the management of short term and 
holiday rental accommodation.

Cl.42;Price optimisation services (scientific and technological services); research services relating to all of the 
aforementioned.

Cl.43;Consultation services relating to the provision of short term and holiday rental accommodation reservation 
services; accommodation bureaux services; booking services for short term and holiday rental accommodation; medical 
tourism services being the reservation or booking of hotels or temporary accommodation in order to obtain health care; 
providing information, including on-line, about services for providing temporary accommodation; provision of information
relating to the availability and booking of temporary accommodation; temporary accommodation booking and reservation 
services provided in relation to a customer loyalty or frequent buyer scheme; temporary accommodation booking and 
reservation services provided in relation to a frequent flyer scheme; provision and rental of linen and towels for short 
term and holiday rental accommodation; information and advisory services relating to all of the aforementioned; all of the 
aforementioned services including but not limited to the provision of such services electronically by means of computers, 
computer networks, the Internet, wireless networks, national and international telecommunications networks; check in 
services (up to 24 hours per day); hotel services, namely, managing guest communications; information, consultancy and 
advisory services relating to the aforesaid.

Cl.45;Guest verification and vetting services.
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3924056    27/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1406407]
New IP Ltd

33 Ashley Road, Kowloon Centre, Unit 1109, 11/F. Tsimshatsui Hong Kong China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Magnets; information technology and audiovisual equipment; USB sticks; covers for smartphones; scales; 
chargers; headphones; calculators; sunglasses; contact lenses; software; power banks; software applications.

Cl.38;Telecommunication services; audiovisual communication services.
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Priority claimed from 29/09/2017; Application No. : 2017/28498 ;South Africa 

3924086    01/03/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417974]
Microsoft Corporation

One Microsoft Way Redmond WA 98052-6399 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Business consultation services; business development, marketing and management consultancy services; 
business management consulting with relation to strategy, financing, marketing, production, and personnel for 
companies involved in the development of technologies for rural and underdeveloped communities; promoting public 
interest and awareness of technological needs and developments in rural and underdeveloped communities; charitable 
services, namely, organizing, developing, and conducting programs and projects aimed at increasing technological 
development in rural and underdeveloped communities.

Cl.36;Business finance procurement services; providing project grants for technological development projects 
targeting rural and underserved communities.

Cl.38;Telecommunications services, namely providing internet connectivity to telecommunications channels, networks 
and databases; internet access provider services; telecommunications consultation and informational services; providing 
access to telecommunication networks; wireless broadband communication services.

Cl.41;Business training consultancy services; teaching and training in business, industry and information technology.

Cl.42;Technological planning and consulting services in the field of telecommunications, IoT technologies, AI-enabled 
devices, and energy; information technology planning and consultancy services; design, development, and 
implementation of hardware and software in the field of telecommunications, IoT technologies, AI-enabled devices, and 
energy; research services in the field of telecommunications, IoT technologies, and energy; design, deployment and 
management of wireless internet computer networks for others; computer network design in the field of 
telecommunications, IoT technologies, and energy; providing on-line non-downloadable software for energy management 
and network management of telecommunication systems, wireless devices, AI-enabled devices, and IoT devices; 
research, design, and development of computer hardware and software for others; innovation consulting services, 
namely, advising others in the areas of product and software development.
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3924093    28/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417958]
Enzyvant Therapeutics GmbH

Viaduktstrasse 8 CH-4051 Basel Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Pharmaceutical preparations for human use; biological preparations for medical or therapeutic use; biological 
remedies based on thymus tissue and based on cells for transplantation; remedies based on tissue and based on cells for 
the treatment of immune deficiency; remedies based on tissue and based on cells for the treatment of immune deficiency 
resulting from congenital arrhythmia; remedies based on tissue and based on cells for the treatment of immune 
deficiency resulting from congenital arrhythmia relating to genetic diseases including full Di George syndrome.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services as well as research and design services relating thereto; biomedical and 
pharmaceutical research services; research in the field of therapeutic biological and pharmaceutical preparations; 
pharmaceutical research and development; providing information relating to scientific research in the field of 
pharmaceutical and biomedical products.

Cl.44;Provision of health information and medical information; provision of information concerning the diagnostic, 
prophylactic and therapeutic properties of pharmaceutical and biological preparations for prevention and treatment of 
diseases, disorders and pathologies.
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3924095    31/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1360006]
Formula One Licensing B.V.

Beursplein 37 NL-3011 AA Rotterdam Netherlands

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.4;Industrial oils and greases; lubricants; dust absorbing, wetting and binding compositions; fuels (including motor 
spirit) and illuminants; candles and wicks for lighting; engine oils and fuels; gasoline, petrol, diesel oil, gas and bio-fuels; 
candles; lubricant wax; industrial greases; natural gas; liquid gases; lubricating oils and greases; carburants; liquid 
petroleum gases; non-chemical additives for motor fuel, lubricants and greases; lighting fuel; cutting oils for industrial 
purposes; milling oils.

Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; compact discs, dvds and other digital recording media; 
mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; 
computer software; fire-extinguishing apparatus; eyeglasses, sunglasses, anti-dazzle eyewear, cords for sunglasses and 
glasses; contact lenses; containers for contact lenses; binoculars; magnets and decorative magnets; directional 
compasses; apparatus for recording, transmitting, editing, mixing and reproducing of sound and images; radios; vehicle 
radios; two-way radio transceivers; televisions; flat screens; liquid crystal displays; high definition and plasma screens; 
home cinema systems; video recorders; CD players; portable CD players; DVD players; mp3 players; apparatus for 
reading digital music; cassette players; portable cassette players; mini-disc players; portable radios; loudspeakers; 
infotainment apparatus for vehicles; headphones; earphones; microphones; remote controls, voice-activated remote 
controls; electric door devices that facilitate remote opening and closing; navigation apparatus; personal digital 
assistants (PDAs); computers; data processors; computer keyboards; computer monitors; modems; computer carrying 
cases; computer mice; pads for computer mice; electronic pocket translators; dictating machines; electronic notebooks, 
diaries and agendas; electronic publications; scanners; printers; photocopying machines; facsimile transmission 
machines; telephones; telephone answering apparatus; video telephones; cellular telephones; cellular telephone covers; 
devices for hands-free use of telephones; earphones and headsets for cellular telephones; keyboards for cellular 
telephones; downloadable ringtones and graphic representations for cellular telephones; cellular telephone straps; 
carrying cases adapted for cellular telephones; cellular telephones with integrated cameras and video cameras; apparatus
for operating cellular telephone cameras; calculating machines; credit card reading machines; cash exchanging 
machines; automated teller machines; video cameras, camcorders; photographic equipment, cameras (cinematographic 
cameras), projectors, exposed films, slides, flash bulbs (photography), cameras and camera accessory cases and straps, 
batteries; machines and programs for karaoke; computer software (pre-recorded computer programs) including software 
for games; computer programs; databases (computer software); screen saver programs for computers; recorded or non-
recorded magnetic, digital or analogue media for sound or images; video discs, video tapes, magnetic tapes, magnetic 
discs, DVDs, floppy discs, optical discs, compact discs, mini-discs, CD-roms, all the aforementioned being blank or pre-
recorded with music, sound or images (which may be animated); computer software for games of chance machines, reel 
game and interactive slot machines; holograms; magnetic cards (encoded); memory adapters (computer equipment); 
memory cards; memory sticks; microchip cards; microchip or magnetic credit cards, microchip or magnetic telephone 
cards, microchip or magnetic cards for money changers, microchip or magnetic cards for automated teller and money 
exchange machines, microchip or magnetic prepaid cards for cellular telephones, microchip or magnetic travel and 
entertainment cards, microchip or magnetic cheque guarantee and microchip or magnetic debit cards; security alarms; 
smoke detectors; wind socks for indicating wind direction; photovoltaic cells and solar electric panels; distance 
measuring apparatus; speed measuring and indication equipment; time recording devices; tire pressure sensors; tire 
pressure gauges; publications in electronic form in the form of CD-roms, databases or supplied via the internet; 
downloadable electronic maps; audio receivers, sound amplifiers; television tubes; cathode ray tubes; set top boxes, 
namely computer software and hardware which can convert, supply and transmit audio and video data; satellite dishes; 
computer disc drives; packaged semi-conductors; integrated circuits containing programs used for audio, video or 
computer data processing; rechargeable batteries; audio and video data processors and converters; data transmission 
cables; electronic commerce payment machines; protective helmets for sports; magnetic identification bracelets; 
electronic tickets in magnetic card form or downloadable from a remote computer network; tickets in magnetic card form; 
safety clothing for protection against fire; safety gloves for protection against accidents; safety clothing with reflective 
bands; safety goggles; ear plugs for divers; protective helmets for sport; electric batteries for vehicles; directional 
signage software that facilities users to solicit each other to perform a wide range of personal and customised services in 
relation to the rental and reservation of temporary lodgings and to provide reviews and feedback about the provision of 
temporary private lodgings; computer software for coordinating transportation services; video game cassettes; video 
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game discs; simulators for the steering and control of vehicles.

Cl.12;Vehicles; apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water; bicycles; motorbikes; motor scooters; automobiles; 
sports utility vehicles; trucks; vans; caravans; buses; refrigerated vehicles; airplanes; boats; motor racing cars; electric 
vehicles; trailers; hot air balloons; airships; tires; inner tubes for tires; rubber tread patterns for use in the retreading of 
tires; patches for repairing inner tubes and tires; adhesive rubber patches for the repair of tires and inner tubes, valves 
for tires; pumps for inflating tires; non-skid devices for vehicle tires, namely, spikes and snow chains; vehicle wheels; 
wheel rims; wheel rim bands; hubcaps; tire covers; vehicle accessories, namely, sun screens, luggage racks, ski racks, 
hubcaps, seat covers, headlight covers, steering wheel covers, gear shift lever covers, vehicle covers; rearview mirrors; 
windshield wipers; safety belts for vehicle seats; bicycle bells; baby carriages; strollers; car seats for infants and children 
(for vehicles); engines for land vehicles.

Cl.14;Precious metals and their alloys; jewellery, precious and semi-precious stones; horological and chronometric 
instruments; jewellery, necklaces, rings, earrings; gems; crystals and gemstones; watches; wristwatches, watch straps, 
clocks; stopwatches; electric clocks; pendulums; medals, medallions, pendants, brooches; bracelets, leather bracelets; 
pins (jewellery); tie clips and tie pins; cufflinks; commemorative medals of precious metal; commemorative plates, 
trophies, statues, statuettes and sculptures, ornamental pins for hats, ashtrays, all the aforementioned goods being of 
precious metal; novelty key holders, trinkets and charms for key holders; coins; medals and badges for clothing of 
precious metal; decorative key holders, medallions not of precious metal; decorative key holders of plastic.

Cl.16;Paper and cardboard; printed matter; bookbinding material; photographs; stationery and office requisites, except 
furniture; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; artists' and drawing materials; paintbrushes; instructional and 
teaching materials; plastic sheets, films and bags for wrapping and packaging; printers' type, printing blocks; colouring 
and drawing books; picture books; activity books; magazines; newspapers; books and reviews, including those relating 
to sports personalities and sports events; booklets; crossword and puzzle books; bookmarks; printed teaching material; 
score sheets; event programs; event albums; photograph albums; autograph books; printed timetables; pamphlets; 
collectible photographs of sports personalities; bumper stickers, stickers, albums, sticker albums; posters; photograph 
stands; tablecloths of paper; towels of paper; paper bags; invitation cards; greeting cards; gift wrapping paper; cardboard
boxes; packaging boxes made of paper or cardboard; paper coasters and place mats; garbage bags of paper or plastics; 
food wrapping paper; plastic film for preserving foodstuffs; paper coffee filters; labels, not of textile; paper wet wipes not 
impregnated with chemicals or compounds; toilet paper; napkins of paper for removing make-up; boxes for 
handkerchiefs, of paper and cardboard; tissues of paper; boxed tissues; stationery and teaching materials (except 
apparatus); typewriter paper; copying paper; envelopes; notepads; folders for papers; tissue paper; writing books; paper 
sheets for note taking; writing paper; binders [office supplies]; files; filing boxes; book-cover paper; luminous paper; self-
adhesive paper for notes; paperweights; crepe paper; cloth paper; paper badges and insignia; flags of paper; team flags 
of paper; writing instruments; fountain pens; pencils; ball-point pens; ball-point pen and pencil sets; felt-tip colouring 
pens; fibre-tip pens and felt-tip writing pens; marker pens; stands for pens; stands for pencils; pencil cases; drawing 
instrument sets; ink, inking pads, rubber stamps; electric or non-electric typewriters,; lithographs, lithographic works of 
art; paintings (pictures), framed or unframed; paint boxes, paint palettes and colouring pencils; chalks; pencil ornaments; 
blocks for printing; address books; diaries; personal organizers of paper; road maps; tickets, passes; pass holders; 
admission tickets; checks; comic books; calendars; postcards; advertising boards, banners and materials included in this
class; decalcomanias; sticking labels; office requisites, except furniture; correction fluids; rubber erasers; pencil 
sharpeners; stands and containers for office articles; paper clips; thumbtacks; rulers; adhesive tapes for stationery, 
adhesive tape dispensers; staples; marking templates; binder clips; holders for notepads; cases for visiting cards; 
bookends; book holders [stationery]; stamps (seals); postage stamps; commemorative stamp sheets; credit cards 
without magnetic coding, telephone cards, cash cards, atm cards, cards for travelling and for shows, cheque guarantee 
cards and debit cards, not magnetic, made of paper or cardboard; baggage tags of paper; passport cases and covers; 
travellers' cheques; holders for cheque books; metal note clips; baggage tags; identity card holders; non-magnetic credit 
cards; document holders; cheque holders.

Cl.18;Leather and imitations of leather; animal skins and hides; luggage and carrying bags; umbrellas and parasols; 
walking sticks; whips, harness and saddlery; collars, leashes and clothing for animals; leather and imitation leather; 
leather straps; umbrellas, parasols; sport bags (other than those adapted for the goods they are designed to contain); 
leisure bags; backpacks; rucksacks; tote bags, school bags; belt bags, handbags, bags of leather; beach bags, garment 
bags, suit bags; suitcases; straps for suitcases; travel bags; travel trucks; wheeled bags; briefcases (leather goods); 
vanity cases (empty); toiletry bags; key cases (leather goods); wallets; purses; luggage tags; boxes of leather; business 
card cases; clothing made of leather, collars and leashes for pets.

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headgear; clothing; shoes and footwear; sandals; sports shoes; boots; headgear for wear; 
shirts; knitwear (clothing); pullovers; sleeveless pullovers; t-shirts; waistcoats; singlets; vests; sleeveless jerseys; 
dresses; skirts; underwear; bathing suits; bath robes; shorts; trousers; sweaters; sweatshirts; kimonos; knitted caps; 
caps; hats; sashes for wear; scarves; shawls; caps with visors; bandanas (neckerchiefs); tracksuits; jackets; sports 
jackets; stadium vests (marking vests); blazers; waterproof clothing; coats; uniforms; motorists' clothing; neckties; wrist 
bands; headbands; gloves; aprons; bibs, not of paper; pyjamas; play suits for infants and children; socks and stockings; 
garters; belts; braces for clothing.

Cl.28;Games, toys and playthings; video game apparatus; gymnastic and sporting articles; decorations for Christmas 
trees; games and playthings; balls for play; sports balls; board games; tables for table football; dolls and plush toys; toy 
vehicles; remote control toy vehicles; toy scooters; puzzles; jigsaw puzzles; inflatable toys; playing cards; confetti; 
articles for gymnastics and sports; rackets; apparatus for gymnastics; golf accessories, namely golf clubs, golf gloves, 
ground markers, ball markers, golf bags, golf club head covers, golf tees; sporting bags and containers adapted for 
carrying sports articles; party hats (toys); electronic games adapted for use with television sets; electronic games other 
than those adapted for use with television sets; handheld video games; video game machines; gaming consoles; 
electronic games apparatus, accessories for electronic games apparatus; voice-activated or hand-operated game 
controllers; joysticks for video games; electronic game machines with liquid crystal displays; foam hands (toys); robots 
(toys) for entertainment, prepayment video games for arcades (arcade games); fairground ride apparatus; replica aircraft 
models, kites; roller skates; skate boards; toys for pets; lottery tickets scratch cards.

Cl.32;Beers; mineral and aerated waters and other non- alcoholic beverages; fruit beverages and fruit juices; syrups 
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and other preparations for making beverages; non-alcoholic beverages; concentrates, syrups and powders for making 
non-alcoholic beverages; mineral and aerated waters; other non-alcoholic beverages; energy drinks; isotonic drinks; 
hypertonic drinks; hypotonic drinks; fruit and vegetable drinks; fruit and vegetable juices; frozen fruit drinks; non- 
carbonated, non-alcoholic frozen flavoured beverages; vitamin- enriched beverages (not for medical use); lagers; pale 
ales and ales; non-alcoholic beers.

Cl.33;Alcoholic beverages (except beers); anise (liqueur); anisette; aperitifs; arak; baijiu; wines protected by the 
appellation of origin "Champagne"; sparkling wines; cider; cocktails; digestifs (liqueurs and spirits); distilled beverages; 
alcoholic fruit extracts; gin; kirsch; liqueurs; port wines; rice alcohol; rum; sake; spirits; vodka; whisky; wines.

Cl.35;Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions; advertising services; services of 
an agency that publishes advertising texts; services of an advertising agency; services of an advertising agency on a 
global computer network (the internet) or via wireless electronic communication devices; dissemination of advertising 
matter; rental of advertising space; rental of advertising time in film credits; television advertising, radio advertising; 
advertising in the form of animated cartoons; promotional agency services, promotional agency services for sports and 
public relations; promotion of motor sport events; marketing study services; marketing research services; public opinion 
polling services; organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; compilation and systemization of 
data in data banks; services of managing data banks; compilation of statistics; advertising for sports events in the field of 
motor racing; retailing of goods of all kinds; presentation of goods on any communication media for retail services; 
services of retailing of solvents, paraffin, waxes, bitumen and gasoline; the bringing together, for the benefit of others, of 
various goods (except the transportation thereof) including sporting equipment, clothing, games, toys, souvenirs, printed 
matter, books and computer software (excluding the transport thereof) in order to give customers the opportunity to view 
and purchase those goods conveniently in a store or via a global computer network (the internet) or via wireless 
electronic communication devices; advertising and promotional services, information services concerning advertising 
and promotion, all the aforesaid services being provided on-line from a computer data bank or via a global computer 
network (the internet) or via wireless electronic communication devices; design and compilation of advertisements for 
websites on a global computer network (the internet) or via wireless electronic communication devices; provision of 
space on websites for advertising of goods and services; auctioneering on a global computer network (the internet) or via 
wireless electronic communication devices; collection of directories for publication on the internet and on a wireless 
electronic communication network; commercial administration services for processing commercial services on a global 
computer network (internet) or via wireless electronic communication devices; compilation, creation and management of 
data, namely compilation of domain names in a registry; sales promotion, namely implementing preferential programs for 
customers; loyalty, incentive and bonus program services for customers at sports venues by means of distributing 
loyalty and encoded member cards which may hold personal user data; promoting the goods and services of others by 
means of the issuance of loyalty rewards cards for supporters, containing personal information on the identity of the card 
holder and enabling control of access to sports stadiums (ticket office services); electronic commerce services (e-
commerce), namely making product information available via telecommunication networks for advertising and sales 
purposes; database administration services; compilation of information into computer databases namely still or animated 
images; arranging of contracts for the purchase and sale of goods or services, for others; promotion of sports events in 
the field of motor racing; promotion of the goods and services of third parties, through contractual agreements, especially
through partnership (sponsoring) and licenses, offering third party goods and services higher profile and an enhanced 
image derived from cultural and sporting events, particularly international events; compilation and recording of data and 
information on sports performances; services of providing staff, particularly for selling beverages and foods; promotion 
of motor racing events; retailing of interactive educational and entertainment products, interactive compact discs, cd-
roms, and computer games; retailing, particularly on a global computer network, of interactive educational and 
entertainment products, interactive compact discs, cd-roms, and computer games; providing online business directories 
in relation to the reservation of temporary lodgings, and the rankings, ratings, reviews, referrals and recommendations in 
relation to reservation of temporary lodgings; search for financial sponsorship in relation to motor sport events.

Cl.36;Insurance; financial affairs; monetary affairs; real estate affairs; issuing and management of credit cards and 
travellers' cheques; financial services; banking services; credit and fund investment; private banking; vehicle leasing; 
loan procurement services; insurance services; leasing financing; hire-purchase financing services; services for credit 
and debit cards; clearing services (foreign currency exchange); financial guarantee services relating to the 
reimbursement of expenses incurred following a vehicle breakdown or a vehicle accident; financial sponsorship of sports 
meetings; information services concerning finance and insurance, provided from a computer database or via the internet 
or on any wireless electronic communication network; home banking services; telephone banking services; banking 
services via the internet or on any wireless electronic communication network; payment services via mobile telephone; 
safe deposit services; real estate consultancy; financial services including e-wallets and cryptocurrency.

Cl.38;Telecommunications; telecommunication services and consultancy; communication by mobile telephone; 
communication by telex; communication via electronic computer terminals linked to telecommunication networks, data 
banks and the internet or via wireless electronic communication devices; communication by telegraph; communication by
telephone; communication by facsimile; communication by radio; paging services; mobile telephone services; conference
services by telephone or by video; cable television program broadcasting; distribution and transmission of analogue 
television, digital television, cable television, satellite television, pay-per-view television, interactive television, interactive 
entertainment and interactive competitions and radio; radio broadcasting; radio and television broadcasting of programs 
relating to sports and sports events; entertainment program broadcasting; news agency services; rental of telephones, 
facsimile machines and other telecommunication apparatus; transmission of commercial internet pages online or via 
wireless electronic communication devices; transmission and dissemination of television and radio programs via the 
internet or via any wireless electronic communication network; electronic message transmission; other message 
transmission services; computer aided transmission of messages and images; providing access to data communication 
servers and real-time chat forums; telecommunication via a fibre-optic network; providing access to a global computer 
network or interactive communications technologies for access to private and commercial purchasing and ordering 
services; telecommunication services for the booking of tickets via the internet; providing access to a multi-user network 
system giving information relating to betting and money games and internet-based services and other global networks; 
providing access time to a global computer network (the internet) or via wireless electronic communication devices; 
telecommunication of computer information (including websites) and other data; transmission of information (including 
sites on data communication networks) via telecommunication; electronic mail; service provider services via the internet 
or via any wireless electronic communication network (telecommunication services); providing connections for 
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telecommunications with a global computer network (the internet) or with data banks; providing access to websites 
offering digital music on the internet via a global computer network or via wireless electronic communication devices; 
rental of access time to music streaming websites on the internet via a global computer network or via wireless electronic 
communication devices; rental of access time to a database server centre (telecommunication services); rental of access 
time to a computer database (telecommunication services); transmission of digital music via telecommunications; on-line 
transmission of electronic publications; transmission of digital music via the internet or via any wireless electronic 
communication network; transmission of digital music via streaming websites; simulcast broadcasting and/or uploading 
of film recordings and sound and video recordings; simulcast broadcasting and/or uploading of interactive educational 
and entertainment products, interactive compact disks, cd-roms, computer programs and computer games 
(telecommunications); real- time streaming of video and audio material via the internet; real-time streaming of digital 
music via mobile telephones; providing access to and leasing of access to computer bulletin boards and chat rooms in 
real time via a global computer network; telecommunication services dedicated to retail sales by means of interactive 
communications with customers; multimedia telecommunication; videotext and teletext transmission services; 
information transmission via communication satellite, microwave or by electronic, digital or analogue means; 
transmission of digital information by cable, wire or fibre; transmission of information via mobile telephone, telephone, 
facsimile machine and telex; telecommunication services for receiving and exchanging information, messages, images 
and data; leasing of broadcasting apparatus for external broadcasting; leasing of telecommunications installations.

Cl.39;Transport; packaging and storage of goods; travel arrangement; travel agency services for arranging travel; 
travel organization and reservation; travel ticket reservation services; arranging of travel documents; travel tour operation 
services; transportation services by airplane, railway, bus and truck; boat travel services; tourist travel services; vehicle 
rental; rental of parking spaces; taxi transportation; chauffeur services; limousine services; providing information relating 
to the planning and bookings of car sharing and temporary parking services; providing information regarding 
transportation services and bookings for transportation services via a website; distribution of water, heat, gas and 
electricity; newspaper, review and book delivery; postal services; courier services; packaging of goods; distribution of 
tickets; freight forwarding services; tracking and locating of goods and parcels in transit; transportation, storage and 
delivery of letters, documents, messages, printed matter, parcels and other goods by land, sea or air; transport of 
persons by aircraft, train, bus, truck or boat; satellite navigation services; warehousing of goods; distribution of solvents, 
paraffins, waxes, bitumens and oil products, except liquid gas; distribution (delivery) of films and sound and image 
recordings; distribution (delivery) of interactive educational and entertainment products, interactive compact disks, cd-
roms, computer programs and computer games.

Cl.41;Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities; provision of training; sporting 
and cultural activities, operating lotteries, prize draws; arranging of contests; betting and gaming services relating to 
sports; hospitality services, in particular customer reception services (entertainment services), including reservation of 
entry tickets to sports or entertainment events; entertainment services in connection with sports events; providing 
recreation facilities; providing facilities for sports events; organization of sporting and cultural events and activities; 
organization of sports competitions; organization of events relating to motor sport; providing sports facilities; 
entertainment services in the form of public viewing of live and delayed broadcast of sports events; rental of video and 
audio-visual installations; production, presentation, distribution and/or rental of film recordings and sound and video 
recordings; radio and television coverage of sports events; production of programmes for radio, television and videotape; 
editing services; ticket reservation services for entertainment, sporting and cultural events; information services 
concerning sports events or entertainment; timing of sports events; arranging of beauty contests; arranging and 
conducting of concerts, conferences and training workshops; operating night clubs and amusement parks; organisation 
of exhibitions for cultural and educational purposes; interactive entertainment; betting and gaming services on-line on the
internet or on any wireless electronic communication network; entertainment information (including in connection with 
sport), provided on-line from a computer database or via the internet or via any wireless electronic communication 
network; electronic game services provided by means of the Internet or mobile telephones; organisation of computer 
games competitions; publication of books; publication of books and electronic journals on-line; audio and video 
recording services; production of animated cartoons for the cinema, production of animated cartoons for television; 
rental of sound and picture recordings for entertainment purposes; distribution of sound and images recordings via the 
internet; provision of digital music (not downloadable); offering digital music via telecommunications; education 
information provided on-line from a computer database or via the internet or via any wireless electronic communication 
network; provision of sports information relating to statistical information; arranging and conducting of educational 
discussion groups, not on-line; translation services; photographic services; provision of entertainment facilities.
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3924118    07/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417952]
PRODUITS BERGER

1342 rue d'Elbeuf, Bourgtheroulde-Infreville F-27520 GRAND BOURGTHEROULDE France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemical products used in apparatus or lamps intended for disinfecting, sanitizing and purifying the atmosphere, 
releasing perfumes and essential oils into the air, as well as absorbing odors and smoke, especially that of tobacco; 
industrial chemicals; chemical catalysts.

Cl.3;Perfumery products for use in apparatus or lamps intended for disinfecting, sanitizing and purifying the 
atmosphere, releasing perfumes and essential oils into the air, as well as absorbing odors and smoke, especially that of 
tobacco, all stain-removing products; perfumery products; air fragrances; natural perfumery products; potpourri; 
essential oils and aromatic extracts intended for sanitizing and purifying the atmosphere, releasing perfumes into the air; 
natural oils for perfumes; cosmetic products and preparations for skin care, body milk, massage candle; soaps.

Cl.4;Candles and wicks for lighting; perfumed candles; wicks for candles; illuminating wax; tallow candles; oils for 
lamps; kits for making candles (wax and wicks for candles).

Cl.5;Products for deodorizing, disinfecting and purifying air for use in apparatus or lamps intended for disinfecting, 
sanitizing and purifying the atmosphere, releasing perfumes and essential oils into the air, as well as absorbing odors and
smoke; air fresheners other than for personal use.

Cl.11;Apparatus used for disinfecting, sanitizing and purifying the atmosphere, by releasing perfumes and essential 
oils into the air, as well as absorbing odors and smoke; electric dispensers for air fresheners; catalytic lamps.

Cl.21;Perfume vaporizers; perfume burners and incense burners; oil burners [aromatherapy]; empty bottles of glass or 
plastic for perfumery; empty bottles for oils not of precious metal used for disinfecting, sanitizing and purifying the 
atmosphere, by releasing perfumes and essential oils into the air as well as absorbing odors and smoke.

Cl.35;Advertising; commercial business management; commercial administration; advertising services provided over 
the internet; commercial information services; retail services including online for chemicals for use in apparatus or lamps 
intended for disinfecting, sanitizing and purifying the atmosphere, releasing perfumes and essential oils into the air, as 
well as absorbing odors and smoke; retail services including online for industrial chemicals, chemical catalysts, 
perfumery products for use in apparatus or lamps intended for disinfecting, sanitizing and purifying the atmosphere, 
releasing perfumes and essential oils into the air, as well as absorbing odors and smoke; retail services including online 
for perfumery products, air freshening preparations, natural perfumery products, potpourri, essential oils and aromatic 
extracts intended for sanitizing and purifying the atmosphere, releasing perfumes into the air, natural oils for perfumes 
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and scents, cosmetic products and preparations for skin care, body milk, massage candles, soaps; retail services 
including online for candles and wicks for lighting, perfumed candles, wicks for candles, wax for lighting, candles, fuel 
oils for lamps, kits for making candles (wax and wick for candles); retail services including online for products for 
deodorizing, disinfecting and purifying the air for use in apparatus or lamps intended for disinfecting, sanitizing and 
purifying the atmosphere, releasing perfumes and essential oils into the air, as well as absorbing odors and smoke, air 
fresheners other than for personal use; retail services including online for apparatus intended for disinfecting, sanitizing 
and purifying the atmosphere, releasing perfumes and essential oils into the air, as well as absorbing odors and smoke, 
electric dispensers for air fresheners, for catalytic lamps; retail services including online for perfume vaporizers, perfume 
burners and incense burners, oil burners [aromatherapy], empty flasks of glass or plastic for perfumes and scents, empty 
flasks for essences not of precious metal intended for disinfecting, sanitizing and purifying the atmosphere, releasing 
perfumes and essential oils into the air, as well as absorbing odors and smoke.
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Priority claimed from 05/12/2017; Application No. : 4410476 ;France 

3924159    24/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417938]
Agrimer

645 Prat Menan F-29880 Plouguerneau France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemical products for use in agriculture, horticulture; soil fertilizers, particularly fertilizers based on marine 
elements; chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs.

Cl.31;Agricultural products, horticultural products and grains (seeds), neither prepared nor processed; algae and 
plants for human and animal consumption; animal foodstuffs.
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3924216    20/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1389081]
Brain Corporation

9401 Waples Street, Suite 100 San Diego CA 92121 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Operating system programs for others and computer utility programs; downloadable software for operating 
systems; computer firmware for operating system programs; computer operating software; computer applications for 
cameras and microphones processing in a wireless or mobile phone for others; computer applications for interface to a 
computer chip for others; computer operating system and electromechanical controls for use in computer operating 
system using motor drive and control system technology for the operation of intelligent systems, namely, robots.

Cl.42;Computer programming for others; providing computer systems design services for others; providing computer 
consultation services in the field of design, selection, implementation and use of computer hardware and software 
systems for others; providing computer services, namely, developing an operating system that integrates Computer 
Vision (CV), Machine Learning (ML), Supervised Learning (SL), Unsupervised Learning (UL), and Reinforcement Learning 
(RL) which is capable of interacting with humans; computer services, namely, developing and providing temporary use of 
on-line, non-downloadable software for processing sensor-based and recorded data, and for the control of intelligent 
systems for others; providing temporary use of on-line, non-downloadable software for operating systems; application 
service provider (ASP) featuring application programming interface (API) software, namely, software for the streaming, 
storage, and sharing of content, data and information.
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Priority claimed from 18/04/2018; Application No. : 2018-050036 ;Japan 

3924300    21/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1418157]
Nintendo Co., Ltd.

11-1, Hokotate-cho, Kamitoba, Minami-ku, Kyoto-shi Kyoto 601-8501 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Electronic game programs; downloadable electronic game programs; video game programs; downloadable video 
game programs; video game cartridges; cases for smartphones; computer game software; computer programmes 
[programs], recorded; compact discs [audio-video]; downloadable image files; downloadable music files; electronic 
publications, downloadable.

Cl.28;Games; toys; stuffed toys; dolls; portable games with liquid crystal displays; protective films adapted for screens 
for portable games; video game machines; controllers for game consoles; apparatus for games; arcade video game 
machines; board games; playing cards.
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3924306    30/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417985]
TEKsystems, Inc.

7437 Race Rd Hanover MD 21076 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Employment agency services; employment agency services, namely, filling the temporary and permanent staffing 
needs of businesses; employment counseling and recruiting; employment hiring, recruiting, placement, staffing and 
career networking services; employment outplacement services; employment staffing consultation services; temporary 
employment agencies; management of telephone call centers for others; providing on-line employment information in the 
field of hiring, recruiting, counseling, placement, staffing, and career networking; providing on-line employment 
placement services, namely, matching resumes and potential employers via a global computer network; providing 
information featuring employment opportunities and content about employment provided on-line from a computer 
database.

Cl.42;Computer project management services; computer technology support services, namely, help desk services; 
consulting services in the field of design, selection, implementation and use of computer hardware and software systems 
for others; integration of computer systems and networks; outsource service provider in the field of information 
technology consulting; technological consultation in the technology field of information technology systems and 
integration; design of computer hardware, integrated circuits, communications hardware and software and computer 
networks for others; developing customized software for others; information technology consulting services; installation, 
maintenance, and updating of computer software.
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Priority claimed from 22/11/2017; Application No. : 017514291 ;European Union 

3924310    21/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1418006]
Imerys Talc Europe

2 Place Edouard Bouillière F-31100 Toulouse France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals used in industry; minerals used in industry; chemicals and minerals used in the manufacture of paper 
and cardboard products; magnesium hydroxide; magnesium hydroxide for industrial use; magnesium hydroxide used in 
the manufacture of paper and cardboard products; talc; talc used in the manufacture of paper and cardboard products; 
bleaching preparations for industrial purposes; chemical compounds used in pulp bleaching, including magnesium 
hydroxide and talc; chemicals used in pulp bleaching, including talc, magnesium hydroxide, magnesium sulphate, caustic 
soda, silicate and hydrogen peroxide.

Cl.40;Treatment and processing of minerals; information relating to the treatment and processing of minerals, handling 
of minerals, enrichment, refining and processing of minerals; chemical treatment of minerals, washing and drying of 
minerals.
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Priority claimed from 27/10/2017; Application No. : 30 2017 110 985 ;Germany 

3924330    20/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1418001]
SWISS KRONO Tec GmbH

Friedrichstraße 94 10117 Berlin Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.19;Goods for structural building with timber, namely construction kits for prefabricated houses or non-metal parts 
for prefabricated houses, especially prefabricated house construction kits for building external cellars, bicycle storage, or 
sheds; building materials [non-metallic], especially building materials consisting of biomaterial, including, but not limited 
to, organic raw materials of biological origin, such as wood, wood fibres, grasses or biomaterials, especially wood-based 
materials or materials of plastics, including, but not limited to, bioplastics or biomaterial-plastic composite materials or 
biomaterial-plastic material mixes; the above-mentioned materials with or without the addition of mineral or other fillers; 
wood-based materials; boards and moulded bodies not of metal, for building; boards and moulded bodies from wood or 
wood-based materials, especially boards and moulded bodies from chipped wood, wood particles or hard-fibre material, 
or from plastic or other non-metal materials, for building, the above-mentioned goods also with wood-veneer protective 
layers; boards and moulded bodies from a mixture of wood, wood-based materials, especially chipped wood, wood 
particles, hard-fibre material, as well as plastic, or other non-metal materials or as composite material, made of the above-
mentioned materials, for building, the above-mentioned goods also with wood-veneer protective layers; wood-plastic 
composite materials, wood-plastic material mixes, wood-based material-plastic composite materials, and wood-based 
material-plastic material mixes, for building, the above-mentioned goods also with wood-veneer protective layers; hybrid 
boards, especially with bamboo middle layer, for building; chipboard, veneered chipboard, laminated chipboard, fire-
resistant, fire-proof or refractory chipboard panels and moulded bodies, the above-mentioned goods for building; thin 
chipboard, oriented strand board, boards from long, flat, oriented chips, the above-mentioned goods especially for 
building; fibreboards and moulded bodies made of fibres for building; wood fibreboards, veneered fibreboards, laminated 
fibreboard, melamine-resin-coated medium density fibreboards; melamine-resin-coated high density fibreboards, the 
above-mentioned goods especially for building; wood-fibre polymer materials for building; floor coverings, not of metal, 
especially from biomaterial, such as wood or wood-based materials, or from plastic or other non-metal materials; wooden 
flooring, parquet flooring and parquet slabs, parquet flooring made of cork, parquet wood flooring, especially with a 
middle layer of wood-based materials; paper and paper moulded bodies for building, namely paper impregnated with 
artificial resin for laminates; laminates (non-metallic), especially consisting of biomaterial, such as wood or wood-based 
materials, or plastics or other non-metal materials especially for building; high-pressure laminates and laminates grouted 
directly or continuously, not of metal; panels, not of metal, especially laminate panels, especially consisting of 
biomaterial, such as wood or wood-based materials, or plastics or other non-metal materials, for building; wood, also 
manufactured timber, compressible wood, wood, semi-worked; timber boarding; wooden beams; timber planking; wood 
sheeting; wooden doors; wood strips; planks of wood; wood veneers; terrace boards; floor slabs, not of metal; mouldings 
for building; wood; planks of wood for building; sawn timber; plywood; glue-laminated wood, especially with a lacquered 
surface; the above-mentioned goods for building; doors, especially sliding doors, not of metal, especially consisting of 
biomaterial such as wood or wood-based materials, or plastics; shuttering (non-metallic), especially concrete casings, for 
building; borders, not of metal, especially for building; radiator covers, not of metal, especially consisting of biomaterial, 
such as wood or wood-based materials, or plastics; floor coverings and terrace decking, floor laminates and floor panels, 
laminates, panels and claddings for walls, ceilings and facades made of non-metallic materials, especially for building, 
and especially consisting of biomaterial, including, but not limited to, organic raw materials of biological origin, such as 
wood, wood fibres, grasses, or plastics including, but not limited to, bioplastics or biomaterials, especially wood-based 
materials, or biomaterial-plastic composite materials or biomaterial-plastic material mixes; floor coverings and terrace 
decking, floor laminates and floor panels, laminates, panels and claddings for walls, ceilings and facades made of non-
metallic materials, especially for building and especially consisting of biomaterial including, but not limited to, organic 
raw materials of biological origin, such as wood, wood fibres, grasses or plastics including, but not limited to, bioplastics 
or biomaterials, especially wood-based materials, or biomaterial-plastic composite materials or biomaterial-plastic 
material mixes, the above-mentioned materials with or without the addition of mineral or other fillers as well as the above-
mentioned goods having a decorative and/or abrasion-resistant surface and/or having soundproofing properties and/or 
being water-repellent or waterproof and/or being fire-resistant, fire-proof, or refractory; non-metallic transportable 
buildings; floor coverings, especially consisting of biomaterial including, but not limited to, organic raw materials of 
biological origin, such as wood, wood fibres, grasses, or plastics including, but not limited to, bioplastics or biomaterial-
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plastic composite materials or biomaterial-plastic material mixes, the above-mentioned materials with or without the 
addition of mineral or other fillers; laminate panels [floor coverings]; high-pressure laminates and laminates grouted 
directly or continuously as floor coverings.

Cl.20;Furniture, including goods for furniture decorating and interior decorating, namely coated, lacquered, and printed 
chipboards, MDF boards, LDF boards, HDF boards and CDF boards as furniture parts, shelves [furniture parts], 
countertops [furniture parts]; boards and moulded bodies being parts of furniture, the above-mentioned goods also with a 
melamine surface; furniture consisting of biomaterial including, but not limited to, organic raw materials of biological 
origin, such as wood, wood fibres, grasses, or plastics including, but not limited to, bioplastics or biomaterial-plastic 
composite materials or biomaterial-plastic material mixes, the above-mentioned materials with or without the addition of 
mineral or other fillers; work counters [furniture]; wooden shelving [furniture]; edge beadings, corner protectors, edgings, 
edge borders, decorative edging strips [furniture parts] consisting of biomaterial including, but not limited to, organic raw 
materials of biological origin, such as wood, wood fibres, grasses, or plastics including, but not limited to, bioplastics or 
biomaterial-plastic composite materials or biomaterial-plastic material mixes, the above-mentioned materials with or 
without the addition of mineral or other fillers; extruded plastics edge beadings for furniture; corner protectors of 
plastics; edgings of plastic for furniture; plastic edging materials for shelving; decorative edging strips of wood for use 
with furniture; decorative edging strips of plastic for use with fitted furniture; crates and pallets, non-metallic; furniture 
panels, also furniture panels consisting of biomaterial including, but not limited to, organic raw materials of biological 
origin, such as wood, wood fibres, grasses, or plastics including, but not limited to, bioplastics or biomaterial-plastic 
composite materials or biomaterial-plastic material mixes, the above-mentioned materials with or without the addition of 
mineral or other fillers; containers, not of metal, for storage and transport.

Cl.27;Floor coverings; wall and ceiling coverings for indoor and outdoor applications, to the extent included in this 
class; floor coverings and artificial ground coverings; floor coverings of plastic, especially vinyl floor coverings; floor 
coverings made of wood-plastic composite materials or wood-based material-plastic composite materials; floor tiles made
of plastic, especially polyvinyl chloride; wall hangings [non-textile]; wall paper of vinyl; wall coverings, also vinyl wall 
coverings; carpet tiles for covering floors consisting of biomaterial including, but not limited to, organic raw materials of 
biological origin, such as wood, wood fibres, grasses, or plastics including, but not limited to, bioplastics or biomaterial-
plastic composite materials or biomaterial-plastic material mixes, the above-mentioned materials with or without the 
addition of mineral or other fillers; carpets; door mats; mats; linoleum.

Cl.35;Product sampling for the purpose of presentation and sale to third parties; retail and wholesale services in 
relation to building materials, floor coverings, wall coverings, ceiling coverings, and facade and terrace cladding, furniture
and goods for interior and exterior decorating.
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Priority claimed from 17/10/2017; Application No. : 017354283 ;European Union 

3924844    13/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1418036]
DARIO TONCELLI

Via San Pancrazio, 1 I-36061 Bassano del Grappa (VI) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals for use in industry; synthetic resins, unprocessed; chemicals in aggregated and inert form for 
producing slabs, tiles, blocks, roof shingles and other set moulded forms for stones and ceramic for use in indoor and 
outdoor flooring, in indoor and outdoor wall cladding, for building construction and furniture; chemicals for producing 
slabs, tiles, blocks, roof shingles and other set moulded forms for stones and ceramic for use in indoor and outdoor 
flooring, in indoor and outdoor wall cladding, for building construction and furniture; adhesives used in industry.

Cl.19;Natural and artificial agglomerated stones and ceramic materials, namely blocks, slabs, tiles, mosaic tiles, roof 
shingles and other set moulded forms for stones and ceramic for use in indoor and outdoor flooring, in indoor and 
outdoor wall cladding, for building construction and furniture; composite materials, not of metal, made of natural stones, 
compound stones, artificial and ceramic materials, reinforced or coated with elements comprised of fibres, webs or 
compounded natural layers of said materials for use in building, construction and furniture; building materials (non-
metallic); non-metallic transportable buildings; monuments, not of metal; concrete building elements.
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Priority claimed from 17/01/2018; Application No. : 1084943 ;New Zealand 

3924845    31/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1418142]
XTEND-LIFE HOLDINGS LIMITED

314 Riccarton Road, Upper Riccarton Christchurch 8041 New Zealand

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Skincare cosmetics; cosmetic preparations for skincare; moisturisers (cosmetics); night creams (cosmetics); 
nourishing creams (cosmetics); body creams (cosmetics); skin lotions; skin toners; toning lotions for the face, body and 
hands; skin conditioners; cosmetic oils for the skin; sunscreen preparations; facial cleansers; skin cleansers; exfoliants 
for the care and cleansing of the skin; toiletry preparations; nail care preparations; essential oils for use in cosmetics; 
shaving preparations; anti-perspirants and deodorants for personal use; perfumes; eau de Cologne; hair shampoos; hair 
conditioners; ethereal essences and oils.

Cl.35;Presentation of goods on communication media for the retail of toiletries, perfumery, cosmetics, make-up 
preparations, cosmetic preparations for the care of the face and body, hair care and beauty preparations; online retail 
services relating to cosmetics; retail services including retail store services, mail order services, retail services on a 
global computer network for cosmetics, and retail sales of cosmetics and personal care products; demonstration of 
goods; sales promotion for others and advertising in relation to the promotion and selling of cosmetics, perfumery and 
toiletries; information, advisory and consultancy services for the foregoing.
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Priority claimed from 08/12/2017; Application No. : 017575457 ;European Union 

3924850    15/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1418163]
EVOSPORT AB

Servicegatan 1 SE-941 51 Piteå Sweden

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Sunglasses; sports eyewear and helmets for sport.

Cl.25;Clothing, shoes, headgear; sportswear, namely t-shirts, trousers, shorts, sweat shirts, socks, jackets, 
sweatbands, headbands, hooded jackets, caps and hats.

Cl.28;Gymnastic and sporting articles, not included in other classes; floorballs, floorball sticks, shafts and blades for 
floorball sticks, floorball stick covers and bags for floorball sticks, goalie protectors, goalie gloves, grip tape for floorball 
sticks.
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Priority claimed from 10/05/2018; Application No. : 17897892 ;European Union 

3924909    11/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1418222]
MARINA BARCELONA 92 S.A.

Pº Joan de Borbo, 92 E-08003 Barcelona Spain

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.37;Construction, repair and maintenance of all kinds of watercraft.

Cl.39;Boat storage services; rental of moorings for boats; storage of all kinds of watercraft.
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3924915    21/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1418193]
Maria Giustina Mozzanega

355 Devon Mansions, Tooley street City of London, London SE1 2XG United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.14;Gemstones, pearls and precious metals, and imitations thereof; jewellery; jewellery boxes and watch boxes; key 
rings and key chains, and charms therefor; time instruments; chronometric instruments; jewels; ornaments, made of or 
coated with precious or semi-precious metals or stones, or imitations thereof; statues and figurines, made of or coated 
with precious or semi-precious metals or stones, or imitations thereof; boxes of precious metal; ceramic discs for use as 
tokens of value; coins; collectible coins; commemorative boxes of precious metal; commemorative coins; 
commemorative shields; commemorative statuary cups made of precious metal; copper tokens; decorative articles 
[trinkets or jewellery] for personal use; decorative boxes made of precious metal; fancy keyrings of precious metals; gold 
bullion; gold bullion coins; grave markers of precious metal; identification bracelets [jewelry]; identity plates of precious 
metal; iridium alloys; meditation beads; metal tokens used for mass transit; misbaha [prayer beads]; monetary coin sets 
for collecting purposes; non-monetary coins; objet d'art made of precious stones; objet d'art of enamelled gold; objet 
d'art of enamelled silver; osmium alloys; palladium alloys; prayer beads; prize cups of precious metals; rhodium alloys; 
rosaries; ruthenium alloys; silver alloys; silver objets d'art; trinkets coated with precious metal; trinkets of bronze; 
trophies coated with precious metal alloys; trophies coated with precious metals; trophies made of precious metal alloys; 
trophies made of precious metals; works of art of precious metal.

Cl.18;Luggage, bags, wallets and other carriers; saddlery, whips and apparel for animals; umbrellas and parasols; 
walking sticks; animal skins; boxes made of leather; boxes of leather or leatherboard; butts [parts of hides]; card holders 
made of imitation leather; card holders made of leather; cases of leather or leatherboard; casings, of leather, for springs; 
cattle skins; chamois leather, other than for cleaning purposes; chin straps, of leather; curried skins; document cases of 
leather; faux fur; fur; furniture coverings of leather; furs sold in bulk; girths of leather; goldbeaters' skin; harness fittings; 
imitation leather; imitation leather hat boxes; imitation leather sold in bulk; industrial packaging containers of leather; kid; 
labels of leather; leather and imitations of leather; leather cloth; leather for furniture; leather for harnesses; leather for 
shoes; leather laces; leather luggage straps; leather sold in bulk; leather straps; leather twist; leather, unworked or semi-
worked; leatherboard; moleskin [imitation of leather]; polyurethane leather; rawhide chews for dogs; reins for guiding 
children; semi-worked fur; sheets of imitation leather for use in manufacture; sheets of leather for use in manufacture; 
shoulder belts; shoulder belts [straps] of leather; shoulder straps; straps for skates; straps for soldiers' equipment; 
straps made of imitation leather; studs of leather; tefillin [phylacteries]; toiletry bags sold empty; trimmings of leather for 
furniture; valves of leather; worked or semi-worked hides and other leather.

Cl.25;Clothing; footwear; headgear.
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3924922    21/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1418041]
Catapult Group International Ltd

1 Aurora Lane DOCKLANDS VIC 3008 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Data collection system consisting of a data logger and receivers used in combination with software to monitor and 
report on sports performance; sports performance monitoring software.

Cl.42;Design and development of sports performance monitoring hardware and software; sports performance 
monitoring services being technical data analysis services.
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Priority claimed from 30/01/2018; Application No. : 30 2018 101 057 ;Germany 

3924942    15/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1418045]
Extrude Hone GmbH

Bürgermeister-Merk-Strasse 1 87752 Holzgünz Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals used in industry, in particular electrolyte solutions for electrochemical machining.

Cl.7;Machine tools for machining and cutting machines; machining stations for grinding, polishing, cutting, rounding 
off, deburring and honing; control mechanisms for machines, engines and motors; finishing machines; metalworking 
machines; grinding machines; electric machines and apparatus for polishing; angle grinders; machines for 
electrochemical machining; hand-held tools, other than hand-operated.

Cl.40;Surface finishing of metal articles; polishing, rounding off, deburring, honing and full-form processing of metals 
and metal articles by means of electrochemical machining; finishing of metal articles in bathes, metal finishing of inner 
and outer surfaces, finishing of complex three-dimensional bodies.
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Priority claimed from 20/11/2017; Application No. : 1364835 ;Benelux 

3925043    20/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1418052]
Anheuser-Busch InBev S.A.

Grand-Place 1 B-1000 Brussels

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.32;Beers, flavoured beers, shandy beers, alcoholic malt beverages; mineral and aerated waters and other non-
alcoholic beverages; fruit drinks and fruit juices; syrups and other preparations for making beverages.

Cl.33;Alcoholic beverages (except beers).

Cl.35;Advertising; business organization consultancy and commercial management assistance with regard to food and 
drink provision and services offered by hotels, restaurants and cafes; rental of vending machines; organization of 
competitions and exhibitions for commercial and advertising purposes; beverage supply services for others in the nature 
of wholesale and retail store services in the field of beverages; sales promotion; retail and wholesale services for food 
and beverages; online retail and wholesale services for food and beverages.

Cl.41;Providing of training, namely theoretical courses and field training in the field of the brewing industry and beers 
in general; organization of competitions in the field of education and entertainment, namely beer pouring competitions; 
continuous professional training with regard to food and drink provision and services offered by hotels, restaurants and 
cafes.

Cl.43;Services for providing food and drink; bar and restaurant services; café, cafeteria and canteen services; catering 
services.
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Priority claimed from 06/03/2018; Application No. : UK00003294649 ;United Kingdom 

3925050    12/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1418330]
Pearson plc

80 Strand London WC2R 0RL United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Educational, teaching, instruction, research, training, testing, examination or assessment apparatus and 
instruments; electronic apparatus for teaching, training, testing, examination and assessment purposes; publications in 
electronic format; on-line electronic publications; downloadable electronic publications; downloadable electronic books, 
magazines, periodicals, newsletters, newspapers, journals, and periodicals; downloadable instructional, teaching, training
and educational materials; downloadable educational examination and test materials; downloadable study guides; 
downloadable instructional manuals for teaching; electronic book readers; apparatus for recording, transmission or 
reproduction of sound, data, text or images; computer software applications for educational, teaching, research, training, 
testing, examination and assessment purposes; computer software and computer software platforms for educational, 
teaching, research, training, testing, examination and assessment purposes; computer software for authoring, 
downloading, transmitting, receiving, editing, extracting, encoding, decoding, displaying, storing and organizing text and 
electronic publications; educational computer games software; optical data media; magnetic data media; data storage 
and data memory apparatus; media bearing electronic publications or educational, teaching, research, training, testing, 
examination and assessment software; compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media for teaching, training or 
assessment purposes; parts, fittings and accessories for all the aforesaid goods; downloadable children's educational 
software; downloadable educational software featuring instruction in various disciplines at the elementary, middle school,
high school, higher education, vocational, and professional development levels; downloadable educational software 
featuring teaching assistance and curriculum development for various disciplines at the elementary, middle school, high 
school, and higher education levels for use by mentors, tutors, instructors and others involved in assisting students; 
downloadable children's educational software for mobile devices; downloadable educational software for mobile devices 
featuring instruction in various disciplines at the elementary, middle school, high school, higher education, vocational, 
and professional development levels; downloadable educational software for mobile devices featuring teaching 
assistance and curriculum development for various disciplines at the elementary, middle school, high school, and higher 
education levels for use by mentors, tutors, instructors and others involved in assisting students; pre-recorded electronic 
media devices featuring instruction in various disciplines at the elementary, middle school, high school, higher education,
vocational, and professional development levels; downloadable podcasts in various disciplines at the middle school, high 
school, higher education, vocational, and professional development levels; downloadable electronic books, namely, 
educational workbooks for students, educators, parents, mentors, tutors, and others involved in assisting students 
featuring various disciplines at the elementary, middle school, high school, and higher education levels; downloadable 
electronic textbooks featuring various disciplines at the elementary, middle school, high school, higher education, 
vocational, and professional development levels; downloadable electronic textbooks featuring teaching assistance and 
curriculum development for various disciplines at the elementary, middle school, high school, and higher education 
levels for use by parents, mentors, tutors, instructors and others involved in assisting students; downloadable electronic 
course materials featuring various disciplines at the elementary, middle school, high school, higher education, vocational,
and professional development levels; downloadable electronic course materials featuring teaching assistance and 
curriculum development for various disciplines at the elementary, middle school, high school, and higher education 
levels for use by parents, mentors, tutors, instructors and others involved in assisting students; downloadable electronic 
publications in the nature of educational assessment materials for use by teachers, administrators, parents, and others in 
evaluating student performance, assessing cognitive and academic achievement, and preparing test materials for 
students from early learning through secondary school; downloadable electronic publications in the nature of educational 
assessment materials for use by students, namely, practice test questions in various disciplines at the elementary, middle 
school, high school, higher education, vocational, and professional development levels; downloadable electronic 
publications in the nature of test preparation course materials in various disciplines at the elementary, middle school, 
high school, higher education, vocational, and professional development levels; downloadable electronic publications in 
the nature of assessment materials for use in assessing teachers and administrators in elementary through secondary 
educational levels; downloadable electronic books and publications in the nature of newsletters in connection with fiction 
and non-fiction, how-to, and reference books for use by adults offered in the trade markets; pre-recorded electronic media 
devices featuring business and finance, computer and Internet technology, and other technical subject matter; 
downloadable electronic reference books in the fields of business and finance, graphics and web design, networking, 
business processes, information security, software development and management, web development, and computer and 
Internet technology; educational, teaching and instructional apparatus and instruments; laboratory apparatus for 
scientific research and commercial use; measuring and testing machines and instruments; electronic apparatus for 
teaching, testing and measuring purposes; electronic publications; electronic publications [downloadable] provided on-
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line; downloadable electronic publications as instructional, teaching, training and education materials; downloadable 
electronic publications as educational examination and test materials; downloadable electronic publications as study 
guides; downloadable electronic publications as instructional manuals for teaching.

Cl.16;Printed publications; printed matter; instructional and teaching material (except apparatus); educational 
publications; books; educational books; textbooks; reference books; printed dictionaries, fiction books; non-fiction 
books; series of fiction and non-fiction books; printed matter for instructional purposes; printed educational, 
instructional, teaching and training materials; teaching manuals; instructional manuals for teaching; printed study guides;
printed examinations and answer sheets; printed research reports; examination papers; printed examination papers; 
parts, fittings and accessories for all the aforesaid goods; printed publications, namely, textbooks, activity books, 
teacher's resource books, teacher's guides, workbooks, reference books, dictionaries and study guides in a variety of 
subject matters for all grade levels from pre-school to post-secondary, including vocational, professional and post-
graduate levels; series of fiction books; non-fiction books on a variety of topics; series of fiction and non-fiction books on 
a variety of topics; printed instructional, educational, and teaching materials in the fields of foreign languages and 
English as a second language; publications, namely, books in the fields of computers, computer software, technology, 
the Internet, social networking, consumer electronics, handheld personal computing devices, mobile computing, 
business and management, information technology certification, computer databases, engineering, graphics and web 
design, home and office computing, information technology, computer operating systems, computer programming and 
web development; printed matter, namely, test forms, test booklets, answer forms, answer keys, test manuals, practice 
tests, score reports, and instructional manuals for assessing educational achievement levels; printed materials, namely, 
test booklets, test forms, answer booklets, answer forms, score reports, record forms, test manuals, stimulus booklets, 
and kits consisting of printed test materials, all for use in the fields of clinical psychology, psychiatry, occupational and 
physical therapy, speech and language assessment and intervention, cognitive ability, early childhood language and 
development, neuropsychology, mental health, informational technology, adult continuing education and vocational 
certification testing.

Cl.41;Education; providing of training; educational instruction services; educational and teaching services; educational 
services provided by schools and institutes of higher education; educational services relating to the teaching of foreign 
languages; second language educational services; technological education services; career and vocational education and
training services; educational and assessment services; educational testing; standardized testing; examinations and 
qualifications; educational examinations and qualifications; providing computer-delivered educational testing and 
assessments; providing educational examinations and tests; teaching assessments for counteracting learning 
difficulties; educational achievement testing; assessment of educational and vocational ability for use in connection with 
educational and vocational instruction and placement; educational services in the nature of correspondence courses; 
distance learning services; computer based educational services; educational information services; educational research;
educational advisory and consultancy services; development of educational materials; design of educational courses, 
developing training systems and learning methodologies for others; organization of educational conferences; providing 
on-line educational computer games; publishing services; book publishing services; electronic publication services; 
electronic publishing services; publication of texts, books, magazines and other printed matter; publication of educational
books; publication of educational materials; publication of educational texts and instructional books; providing electronic 
publications; providing on-line [non-downloadable] publications; providing on-line videos, not downloadable; providing 
custom publishing services; educational, cognitive and vocational assessment services; educational research; 
information, advisory and consultancy services in relation to all the aforesaid services; publishing services, namely, 
publication of books, electronic books, course materials, tests, testing sheets, practice tests, standardized tests and 
scoring, and customized publications; testing services, namely, administering and scoring of standardized educational 
and psychological tests and professional certifications for educational purposes; online educational services, namely, 
classes in the elementary through post-secondary levels; providing online tutoring featuring instruction at the 
elementary, middle school, high school, and higher education levels; online educational services, namely, classes, 
workshops and seminars provided to educational institutions and school districts in the fields of assessment and 
improvement of student learning, instructor training, curriculum development, course management, and distribution of 
printed and electronic materials in connection therewith; development of educational tools, content, and materials of 
others via a global computer information network in connection with classes offered from the elementary, middle school, 
high school, and higher education levels, namely, digital textbooks, instructor's manuals, supplementary reading 
materials, instructional materials in the nature of self-assessment and study tools for students, homework assignments, 
course assessment and course management materials; online non-downloadable educational computer games; providing 
seminars in the fields of teacher training, professional development, computer and technical training, and business and 
finance; educational services, namely, providing interactive educational instructional information and quizzes for children 
via a website; information services, namely, providing information to the public in the field of education by means of a 
worldwide computer network and printed publications; educational services, namely, providing interactive online courses 
of instruction at the undergraduate and post-graduate levels via a global computer information network; distance learning 
at the primary, secondary, undergraduate, graduate, and corporate education levels, and providing a webliography of 
educational materials available over a global computer information network; education services, namely, providing 
training in the design, building, instruction and management of educational course work, and educational workshops 
offered over a global computer information network; conducting seminars and workshops on issues related to global 
computer information network-based technologies in education; providing information in the fields of elementary through 
post-secondary educational curriculums via online computer databases; providing course materials, practice tests, 
course assignments, textbooks and supplemental materials, and student notes in connection with classes in the 
elementary through post-secondary level via online databases.

Cl.42;Testing services for the certification of quality, standards, competence or expertise; testing services for the 
accreditation of quality, standards, competence or expertise; testing services for the certification and accreditation of 
information technology (IT), educational and vocational skills and achievements; conformance testing services; computer 
aided testing services; development of testing methods; computer aided diagnostic testing services; quality control 
testing services; information provided on-line from a computer database or the Internet relating to the provision of testing 
programs, testing methods, the certification of quality, standards, competence or expertise, and the accreditation of 
quality, standards, competence or expertise; computer services for the storing, enhancing and distribution of data 
relating to the provision of testing programs, testing methods, the certification of quality, standards, competence or 
expertise, and the accreditation of quality, standards, competence or expertise; software as a service (SAAS) in relation to 
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testing programs, testing methods, certification of quality, standards, competence or expertise, and the accreditation of 
quality, standards, competence or expertise; platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for use 
in testing programs, testing methods, certification of quality, standards, competence or expertise, and the accreditation of 
quality, standards, competence or expertise; providing a web hosting platform for use in testing programs, testing 
methods, certification of quality or standards, and the accreditation of quality, standards, competence or expertise; 
providing temporary use of on-line, non-downloadable software, all relating to or for use in testing, certification or 
accreditation services; providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software for use in the creation and 
publication of testing programs, testing methods, certification standards and accreditation standards; hosting an 
interactive website for educational, testing, certification or accreditation instructors featuring technology that provides an 
online learning management system for aggregating course content and tracking class assignments, lesson plans, grade 
books and student performance, and other course data; application service provider (ASP) services featuring software for 
authoring, downloading, transmitting, receiving, editing, extracting, encoding, decoding, displaying, storing and 
organizing text and electronic publications; application service provider (ASP) services featuring software for use in 
connection with an online subscription service that enables users to access educational content; providing temporary 
use of non-downloadable software to enable users to access educational and training content and non-downloadable 
software for converting, analyzing and evaluating data pertaining to testing programs, testing methods and the 
certification of quality, standards, competence or expertise, and the accreditation of quality, standards, competence or 
expertise; certification of educational and vocational skills and achievements; clinical assessment of cognitive and 
occupational ability; information, advisory and consultancy services relating to all of the aforesaid services; providing 
online non-downloadable software featuring educational curriculum and assessments at the K-12, post-secondary, 
graduate and professional education levels; hosting an interactive website featuring technology that enables instructors 
and students at the K-12, post-secondary, graduate and professional education levels to access and use an online 
learning management system for aggregating course content and tracking class assignments, lesson plans, gradebooks 
and student performance, and other course data; providing an online virtual environment for course instruction at the K-
12, post-secondary, graduate and professional education levels; providing an online hosting platform featuring a testing 
and assessment delivery system for assessing student learning, namely, an online test delivery platform for 
administration of tests online and on demand, employing interactive tools and test items for test-takers, and assessment 
reporting via web browser; providing an online learning management system consisting of online non-downloadable 
software for aggregating course content and tracking class assignments, lesson plans, student performance and other 
course data at the K-12, post-secondary, graduate and professional education levels; providing a web-based platform that 
hosts assessment and intervention tools used by mental health professionals, educators, and other professionals and 
clinicians for assessment, administration, scoring, and reporting services, including user registration, examinee tracking, 
assessment assignments, assessment score entry, and assessment reporting; providing a secure, digital assisted 
assessment system through a combination of web-based applications and tablet technology, namely, providing a secure 
web-based service which enables users within their clinical workflow to access, manage, create, give or administer and 
score the patient mental health assessment battery and related digital content and share the results of the assessment 
session administered in a dual-device environment; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software in the field 
of education in a variety of subject matters for all grade levels from pre-school to post-secondary; providing online non-
downloadable computer software for training and education in a variety of subject matters for all grade levels from pre-
school to post-secondary; product testing; computer aided scientific testing services; computer aided industrial testing 
services; computer services, namely computer programming and computer software design for the storing, enhancing 
and distribution of data relating to the provision of testing programs, testing methods, the certification of quality, 
standards, competence or expertise, and the accreditation of quality, standards, competence or expertise.
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Priority claimed from 12/01/2018; Application No. : 1367913 ;Benelux 

3925060    21/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1418077]
Philips Lighting Holding B.V.

High Tech Campus 45 NL-5656 AE Eindhoven Netherlands

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Control apparatus and computer software programs for lighting apparatus and lighting systems; lighting control 
apparatus; lighting control systems; remote control apparatus for controlling lighting; mobile apps for lighting apparatus 
and lighting systems; projectors; ballasts for lighting installations; light emitting diodes (leds), organic light emitting 
diodes (oleds), laser diodes and zener diodes; lasers; electronic components for lighting; sensors and detectors for 
controlling and switching of lighting apparatus and lighting systems; starters for electric lamps; parts of the 
aforementioned goods.

Cl.11;Apparatus for lighting; lighting fixtures and lighting installations; lamps; light sources [other than for 
photographic or medical use]; parts of the aforesaid goods.

Cl.42;Design and development of lighting equipment, lighting apparatus and lighting installations.
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Priority claimed from 04/01/2018; Application No. : 87743334 ;United States of America 

3925063    05/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1418109]
Miku, LLC

10 Woodbridge Center Drive, Suite 650 Woodbridge NJ 07095 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Video person monitors, in the nature of video person sleep monitors; video baby monitors; video nursery monitors, 
in the nature of video baby sleep monitors, and video nursery sleep monitors; video room monitors, in the nature of video 
room sleep monitors; stands, in the nature of sleep monitor stands; electric plugs; software application for monitoring, 
analyzing, and reporting of motions and vital signs of a person, including breathing, heart rate and body temperature, and 
environmental factors, namely, room temperature; software application for analyzing data and preparing sleep reports 
and analytics of a person's sleep patterns; software application for video monitoring and video recording of a person; 
software application for playing audio remotely; software application for receiving and transmitting voice commands; 
software for controlling and communicating with video monitor; mobile monitoring system comprised primarily of video 
monitor, operating software, communication systems, and computers or mobile phones, in the nature of sleep alarm 
monitoring systems.

Cl.35;Online retail store services featuring video baby monitors, stands, in the nature of sleep monitor stands, and 
electric plugs.

Cl.42;Software as a service (SAAS) services, namely, providing software for monitoring, analyzing, and reporting of 
motions and vital signs of a person, including breathing, heart rate and body temperature, and environmental factors, 
namely room temperature; software as a service (SAAS) services, namely, providing software for analyzing data and 
preparing sleep reports and analytics of a person's sleep patterns; software as a service (SAAS) services, namely, 
providing software for video monitoring and video recording of a person; software as a service (SAAS) services, namely, 
providing software for playing audio remotely; software as a service (SAAS) services, namely, providing software for 
receiving and transmitting voice commands.
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541723 546547 580739 682338 701409
702284 740047 748135 749006 752138
759959 763319 780237 791310 810856
834470 839618 853900 860431 868727
871412 885676 896715 900550 905251
921253 925632 927341 930891 933104
942501 949496 961386 966333 967797
968658 969007 971553 973597 982084
1009546 1128085 1128087 1130864 1131996
1144349 1145953 1155785 1198971 1509907
1515035 1589500 1676988 1694858 1715458
1731340 1807806 1808162 1814278 1839787
1842261 1865590 1867073 1879030 1906793
1907708 1951368 1957587 2025090 2025613
2031495 2031594 2042034 2042825 2057410
2061166 2061173 2061203 2066198 2069478
2073563 2074902 2080026 2080128 2084191
2089334 2093608 2099918 2103019 2108693
2113839 2121515 2122500 2127432 2130916
2142865 2169560 2178695 2180724 2181820
2184529 2190051 2190055 2192906 2194363
2199115 2207329 2208521 2209908 2210092
2213026 2213071 2216793 2217193 2217834
2217995 2231046 2236927 2238093 2239612
2241020 2241064 2242763 2244576 2245712
2252007 2253262 2255299 2260068 2262024
2262027 2262029 2262031 2262033 2262551
2262552 2270683 2273611 2274091 2275652
2276972 2280612 2283880 2284128 2286781
2297093 2298845 2299341 2303347 2304735
2304781 2305183 2305577 2306141 2306785
2307821 2307915 2308391 2308399 2308476
2308479 2308489 2308506 2309781 2309928
2309970 2309972 2310890 2311945 2311999
2312541 2315582 2315583 2316700 2317079
2317231 2317254 2317487 2320065 2321179
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2321408 2321592 2321596 2321597 2321631
2321632 2321633 2321635 2321636 2321696
2321697 2321698 2321700 2321704 2321705
2321706 2321707 2321708 2321709 2321712
2321716 2321720 2321732 2321924 2321929
2321930 2321931 2321959 2322090 2322096
2322318 2322334 2322624 2322635 2322760
2322761 2325042 2325376 2326821 2333594
2338662 2338766 2348684 2351373 2351949
2351950 2352363 2354134 2356764 2359739
2363557 2365263 2366283 2366700 2367483
2367530 2367858 2368333 2369234 2369681
2371668 2373149 2373578 2375647 2375742
2375765 2375846 2376184 2376185 2376530
2376595 2377372 2377373 2377376 2377531
2377557 2378453 2378457 2378717 2380542
2381038 2381409 2382063 2382147 2382974
2383204 2383205 2383704 2383706 2383731
2384603 2384903 2384904 2385087 2385097
2385100 2385102 2385105 2385825 2387855
2388906 2389409 2389889 2389928 2390172
2390269 2390532 2390539 2390545 2390550
2390552 2390757 2391045 2391293 2391562
2391563 2391678 2391929 2392051 2392272
2392295 2392296 2392298 2393056 2393057
2393099 2393518 2393551 2393786 2393789
2393790 2393791 2393794 2393809 2393811
2393815 2393818 2393820 2393821 2393830
2393831 2393833 2393834 2393836 2393838
2393840 2393845 2393873 2393892 2393895
2394018 2394047 2394071 2394090 2394166
2394167 2394177 2394185 2394245 2394253
2394260 2394261 2394266 2394268 2394274
2394275 2394280 2394281 2394351 2394353
2394355 2394363 2394373 2394430 2394431
2394493 2394534 2394535 2394540 2394627
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2394637 2394640 2394646 2394661 2394665
2394671 2394685 2394726 2394744 2394854
2394893 2394911 2395068 2395069 2395070
2395076 2395078 2395085 2395106 2395112
2395113 2395115 2395120 2395164 2395165
2395182 2395217 2395221 2395222 2395224
2395233 2395234 2395290 2395307 2395313
2395322 2395323 2395336 2395361 2395407
2395517 2395578 2395594 2395614 2395615
2395636 2395640 2395657 2395689 2395690
2395699 2395709 2395745 2395749 2395750
2395777 2395786 2395795 2395799 2395812
2395818 2395866 2395931 2395933 2395946
2395960 2395961 2395962 2395991 2396121
2396131 2396154 2396158 2396175 2396179
2396188 2396189 2396192 2396193 2396194
2396219 2396230 2396231 2396238 2396248
2396255 2396270 2396275 2396277 2396278
2396287 2396310 2396311 2396312 2396314
2396319 2396320 2396325 2396326 2396336
2396337 2396353 2396354 2396384 2396385
2396388 2396429 2396430 2396440 2396521
2396532 2396535 2396537 2396542 2396551
2396556 2396632 2396687 2396693 2396720
2396735 2396749 2396751 2396777 2396778
2396806 2396819 2396822 2396832 2397063
2397130 2397136 2397176 2397186 2397188
2397191 2397192 2397193 2397194 2397195
2397347 2397382 2397450 2397593 2397646
2397648 2397649 2397650 2397653 2397654
2397743 2397753 2397754 2397755 2397757
2397758 2397762 2397870 2397871 2397924
2397949 2397961 2397975 2397999 2398060
2398073 2398074 2398077 2398081 2398082
2398170 2398173 2398210 2398369 2398370
2398382 2398393 2398411 2398412 2398422
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2398424 2398438 2398440 2398444 2398502
2398507 2398509 2398525 2398529 2398532
2398544 2398548 2398580 2398647 2398648
2398649 2398858 2398873 2398875 2398885
2398887 2398888 2398894 2398910 2398939
2398946 2398978 2398984 2398987 2399028
2399062 2399063 2399068 2399073 2399092
2399113 2399116 2399118 2399119 2399122
2399163 2399173 2399211 2399229 2399262
2399360 2399362 2399394 2399398 2399410
2399411 2399412 2399413 2399430 2399432
2399556 2399638 2399652 2399689 2399692
2399696 2399699 2399710 2399713 2399714
2399715 2399716 2399717 2399718 2399719
2399727 2399840 2399924 2400099 2400120
2400121 2400123 2400124 2400134 2400137
2400156 2400176 2400177 2400195 2400196
2400199 2400258 2400290 2400292 2400321
2400322 2400331 2400346 2400347 2400392
2400393 2400396 2400397 2400398 2400438
2400450 2400454 2400463 2400486 2400537
2400538 2400588 2400624 2400627 2400671
2400930 2400931 2400936 2400937 2400938
2400967 2400968 2400975 2400979 2401069
2401070 2401091 2401286 2401360 2401363
2401371 2401372 2401380 2401383 2401458
2401484 2401485 2401487 2401488 2401535
2401537 2401598 2401599 2401607 2401616
2401752 2401783 2401785 2401817 2401843
2401844 2401846 2401847 2401848 2401855
2401856 2401930 2402082 2402115 2402138
2402139 2402203 2402204 2402232 2402259
2402340 2402349 2402362 2402376 2402380
2402381 2402382 2402383 2402384 2402385
2402386 2402387 2402423 2402424 2402525
2402527 2402563 2402573 2402574 2402609
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2402623 2402635 2402636 2402639 2402640
2402719 2402726 2402728 2402736 2402889
2402898 2402901 2402903 2402960 2402973
2402974 2403057 2403061 2403102 2403133
2403139 2403194 2403369 2403370 2403376
2403380 2403384 2403458 2403745 2404013
2404021 2404034 2404035 2404036 2404052
2404101 2404102 2404103 2404104 2404120
2404126 2404157 2404216 2404219 2404220
2404225 2404228 2404263 2404288 2404289
2404291 2404299 2404300 2404302 2404325
2404326 2404351 2404361 2404365 2404368
2404369 2404421 2404451 2404479 2404480
2404527 2404528 2404587 2404588 2404613
2404614 2404628 2404667 2404754 2404757
2404758 2404760 2404768 2404769 2404807
2404866 2404939 2404966 2404995 2404997
2405000 2405103 2405105 2405213 2405225
2405256 2405259 2405260 2405363 2405367
2405368 2405370 2405372 2405383 2405385
2405390 2405391 2405392 2405393 2405394
2405395 2405396 2405401 2405418 2405468
2405489 2405509 2405555 2405556 2405586
2405596 2405600 2405604 2405641 2405643
2405644 2405686 2405694 2405776 2405798
2405877 2405904 2405905 2405910 2405949
2406011 2406030 2406050 2406072 2406086
2406118 2406133 2406158 2406163 2406221
2406240 2406241 2406244 2406264 2406274
2406280 2406308 2406375 2406376 2406463
2406511 2406597 2406613 2406653 2406655
2406657 2406661 2406662 2406693 2406699
2406767 2406768 2406783 2406796 2406878
2406941 2406942 2406944 2406946 2406948
2406949 2406958 2406961 2406962 2406963
2406968 2406970 2406978 2406983 2406987
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2406990 2406992 2406993 2406999 2407031
2407133 2407134 2407137 2407138 2407139
2407140 2407222 2407228 2407237 2407288
2407289 2407330 2407464 2407521 2407580
2407583 2407585 2407593 2407599 2407602
2407668 2407713 2407734 2407742 2407803
2407805 2407811 2407827 2407831 2407850
2407852 2407854 2407860 2407871 2407882
2407913 2407915 2407918 2407929 2407965
2408137 2408151 2408363 2408364 2408375
2408376 2408402 2408403 2408404 2408405
2408406 2408413 2408418 2408420 2408422
2408424 2408435 2408436 2408437 2408438
2408441 2408447 2408452 2408453 2408459
2408460 2408461 2408463 2408516 2408518
2408538 2408539 2408542 2408914 2408915
2408917 2408949 2408955 2409011 2409027
2409044 2409070 2409071 2409072 2409074
2409075 2409077 2409079 2409080 2409141
2409211 2409228 2409232 2409235 2409281
2409282 2409284 2409291 2409308 2409321
2409361 2409365 2409383 2409384 2409385
2409395 2410074 2410078 2410080 2410081
2410082 2410152 2410159 2410573 2410963
2410968 2411238 2411306 2411574 2411667
2412113 2412114 2412227 2412340 2418133
2418361 2424879 2424915 2424916 2424918
2424919 2427156 2429341 2430584 2430627
2438492 2444265 2446662 2446666 2447924
2450049 2453292 2453780 2456357 2458745
2459028 2459631 2463797 2464168 2468797
2476431 2478860 2480958 2480959 2480967
2480968 2480969 2480978 2480981 2484539
2487721 2493360 2493361 2498735 2499094
2501273 2502742 2505166 2506288 2506337
2506594 2506595 2506603 2506608 2506610
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2506779 2509962 2510187 2511126 2511205
2515362 2515722 2515723 2516109 2516401
2518269 2519720 2519754 2522188 2523233
2523545 2525826 2526493 2533741 2535938
2536057 2538706 2541833 2542415 2545081
2545083 2548479 2549335 2549926 2550287
2551252 2551253 2551999 2552032 2552620
2553117 2553118 2553136 2553276 2553524
2553810 2553814 2553842 2554106 2554109
2554179 2554180 2554209 2554220 2554547
2555203 2555263 2555330 2555332 2555427
2555652 2555710 2556077 2559848 2560025
2561485 2563225 2564644 2564895 2565334
2567778 2569093 2569807 2571062 2571159
2571569 2572025 2572443 2572501 2573823
2573977 2573978 2573979 2574223 2574268
2577335 2577672 2578894 2580422 2580953
2584273 2584836 2585724 2586796 2589036
2589315 2590193 2590648 2591473 2591844
2591854 2593042 2594011 2594781 2595098
2595353 2595355 2595701 2595766 2597042
2597481 2597520 2597561 2598205 2598206
2598230 2598258 2598260 2598819 2598825
2598826 2599349 2599401 2599684 2599697
2600312 2601644 2601645 2602693 2603553
2603574 2603575 2603920 2604470 2604918
2605843 2605867 2605868 2605923 2606145
2606362 2606899 2607480 2607635 2607668
2607709 2607775 2608184 2609019 2609893
2610386 2611734 2612065 2612756 2613176
2613719 2614226 2614319 2614758 2614769
2616917 2616918 2616924 2617106 2617107
2617108 2617763 2618047 2618270 2618680
2618683 2619684 2619887 2619908 2619913
2620212 2620532 2620890 2621826 2621828
2622066 2622386 2622770 2622774 2623441
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2623704 2623707 2623758 2624259 2624281
2624608 2625062 2625787 2626082 2626613
2626616 2626878 2627108 2627110 2627175
2627179 2627316 2627554 2627568 2628182
2628361 2628695 2628870 2630174 2630175
2630368 2630396 2630397 2630476 2630529
2630983 2631364 2631670 2631766 2631775
2631823 2631892 2632216 2632402 2632992
2633017 2633021 2633095 2633155 2633159
2633254 2633286 2633484 2633495 2633497
2633515 2633781 2634049 2634195 2634634
2634637 2634650 2634651 2634839 2635219
2635220 2635381 2635392 2635566 2635723
2635732 2636117 2636188 2636354 2636575
2636886 2637148 2637156 2637158 2637288
2637300 2637325 2637328 2637508 2637563
2637744 2639074 2639075 2639101 2639102
2639151 2639152 2639153 2639405 2639536
2639826 2639829 2640030 2640152 2640195
2641425 2641426 2641731 2641749 2641939
2642268 2642458 2642513 2642606 2642611
2642758 2642865 2642866 2643194 2643197
2643249 2643374 2643575 2643675 2644082
2645043 2645044 2648305 2648700 2648716
2648796 2648815 2649157 2649158 2649384
2649460 2649911 2650146 2650186 2650864
2651067 2651097 2651164 2651575 2651771
2651898 2651900 2651901 2652073 2652078
2652081 2652805 2652879 2652894 2653297
2653477 2653762 2653817 2653853 2653855
2654126 2654494 2654638 2654644 2654712
2654867 2655545 2655568 2655700 2655969
2656543 2656964 2657184 2657199 2657502
2658492 2658531 2661880 2662246 2663150
2663857 2664076 2664539 2664541 2665655
2666138 2666673 2667230 2667232 2667255
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2667663 2668221 2668264 2669565 2669572
2669674 2670158 2670209 2670399 2670405
2670729 2670817 2670818 2670886 2671085
2671442 2671985 2672870 2673202 2673237
2673789 2674681 2674683 2675435 2675660
2676197 2676198 2676607 2677338 2677384
2677405 2677678 2679955 2680564 2681924
2682076 2682312 2682681 2683308 2683597
2683598 2683602 2683603 2684229 2684987
2685203 2685261 2685722 2687003 2687292
2687401 2690187 2690282 2691004 2691077
2691078 2691466 2691467 2691469 2691566
2694191 2694223 2695608 2695635 2695636
2695641 2696182 2696460 2696580 2697232
2698012 2698024 2698541 2698572 2700285
2700396 2700513 2700612 2700617 2701091
2701105 2701864 2703056 2703393 2703606
2704208 2704209 2704210 2704211 2704212
2704213 2705210 2705211 2705501 2705502
2706175 2706612 2706788 2706789 2707112
2707245 2707388 2707938 2708666 2708920
2709300 2709789 2710058 2710301 2710360
2710464 2710465 2710832 2710879 2711023
2711613 2712154 2712155 2712613 2712682
2713167 2713892 2713893 2714026 2714057
2714151 2714521 2714522 2714525 2714526
2714528 2714530 2714531 2715500 2715598
2717076 2719337 2720206 2720207 2720212
2720372 2720374 2722549 2723284 2723578
2723817 2724567 2724568 2725326 2725484
2725487 2725488 2726136 2726496 2727631
2728039 2728882 2729012 2729016 2729018
2729022 2729023 2729026 2729028 2729029
2729466 2729797 2729810 2729814 2729815
2729826 2729827 2729919 2730271 2730871
2730895 2730898 2731159 2731386 2731390
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2731395 2731396 2731401 2731403 2731407
2731409 2731411 2731413 2731416 2731417
2731418 2731420 2731421 2731424 2731426
2731427 2731500 2731523 2731671 2731906
2731907 2731908 2732163 2732353 2732767
2733719 2734753 2734963 2734964 2734968
2734969 2734970 2734972 2734975 2734976
2734977 2734978 2734984 2734985 2735079
2736127 2736205 2736302 2736415 2736654
2736655 2736956 2737557 2737602 2738629
2738714 2739150 2739181 2739183 2739185
2739186 2739333 2739353 2739361 2739362
2739370 2739759 2739760 2739761 2739764
2739768 2739769 2739771 2739824 2739876
2739907 2739909 2740180 2740613 2740640
2740646 2740691 2740725 2740798 2741129
2741254 2741276 2741298 2741300 2741354
2741386 2741390 2741467 2741468 2741867
2742112 2742507 2742589 2742591 2742592
2742821 2742823 2742827 2742970 2742971
2742974 2743602 2744175 2744178 2744180
2744472 2744509 2744776 2744812 2744813
2745770 2746199 2747392 2747393 2747394
2747395 2747406 2747416 2747418 2747429
2747439 2747440 2747441 2747470 2747491
2747493 2747623 2747684 2747704 2747712
2747713 2747714 2747715 2747717 2747719
2747720 2747722 2747723 2747724 2747730
2747732 2747735 2747736 2747742 2747749
2747750 2747752 2747754 2747755 2747756
2747757 2747758 2747889 2747894 2747916
2748186 2748197 2748198 2748200 2748206
2748210 2748211 2748219 2748220 2748221
2748226 2748271 2748331 2748348 2748349
2748702 2748734 2748735 2748737 2748738
2748739 2748740 2748741 2748745 2748746
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2748747 2748748 2748749 2748750 2748751
2748752 2748753 2748754 2748755 2748756
2748757 2748758 2748759 2748760 2748761
2748762 2748763 2748764 2748765 2748779
2748798 2748804 2748926 2748927 2748928
2748931 2748932 2748933 2748934 2748935
2749028 2749030 2749134 2749153 2749169
2749218 2749248 2749361 2749375 2749408
2749409 2749475 2749478 2749487 2749489
2749495 2749499 2749507 2749541 2749585
2749723 2749730 2749739 2749747 2749748
2749750 2749985 2750085 2750086 2750087
2750088 2750089 2750090 2750091 2750102
2750104 2750143 2750160 2750162 2750250
2750253 2750255 2750280 2750367 2750368
2750372 2750398 2750455 2750456 2750587
2750589 2750591 2750593 2750595 2750597
2750600 2750779 2750785 2750811 2750812
2750820 2750821 2750853 2750893 2750897
2750943 2750948 2750962 2751008 2751012
2751016 2751017 2751171 2751172 2751173
2751230 2751246 2751272 2751325 2751328
2751329 2751334 2751345 2751465 2751494
2751495 2751497 2751498 2751499 2751514
2751515 2751536 2751537 2751538 2751539
2751567 2751580 2751581 2751582 2751583
2751587 2751589 2751749 2751750 2751783
2751802 2751804 2751807 2751812 2751817
2751823 2751838 2751839 2751846 2751852
2751857 2751859 2751864 2751880 2751882
2751888 2751889 2752093 2752096 2752097
2752102 2752103 2752104 2752168 2752169
2752204 2752205 2752206 2752208 2752211
2752213 2752214 2752253 2752255 2752257
2752261 2752295 2752301 2752305 2752352
2752522 2752524 2752525 2752526 2752527
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2752528 2752529 2752530 2752531 2752532
2752533 2752534 2752535 2752536 2752542
2752543 2752545 2752546 2752632 2752638
2752735 2752758 2752765 2752780 2752812
2752813 2752816 2752820 2752821 2752822
2752823 2752843 2753046 2753069 2753075
2753078 2753089 2753110 2753307 2753309
2753321 2753324 2753392 2753393 2753415
2753416 2753417 2753439 2753441 2753500
2753501 2753502 2753506 2753507 2753571
2753573 2753577 2753637 2753644 2753690
2753691 2753719 2753721 2753754 2753761
2753957 2753971 2753977 2753986 2753995
2754049 2754098 2754100 2754101 2754102
2754111 2754191 2754207 2754208 2754228
2754329 2754330 2754331 2754333 2754335
2754439 2754441 2754444 2754448 2754451
2754453 2754455 2754456 2754550 2754555
2754575 2754615 2754616 2754626 2754628
2754700 2754711 2754716 2754717 2754719
2754759 2754760 2754761 2754778 2754851
2754861 2754865 2754883 2754884 2754907
2754908 2754909 2754910 2754980 2754982
2755027 2755068 2755069 2755070 2755071
2755072 2755073 2755110 2755121 2755171
2755213 2755215 2755220 2755225 2755229
2755232 2755233 2755236 2755239 2755252
2755420 2755440 2755442 2755451 2755452
2755453 2755554 2755584 2755599 2755865
2755871 2755875 2755887 2755895 2756300
2756331 2756332 2756411 2756412 2756417
2756421 2756471 2756472 2756473 2756480
2756483 2756486 2756487 2756521 2756528
2756744 2756749 2756756 2756757 2756758
2756759 2756805 2756845 2756848 2756923
2756932 2756941 2756944 2756946 2756947
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2757027 2757259 2757260 2757262 2757267
2757308 2757349 2757350 2757351 2757352
2757363 2757364 2757378 2757379 2757380
2757394 2757455 2757456 2757457 2757458
2757460 2757461 2757462 2757463 2757465
2757466 2757467 2757468 2757469 2757472
2757473 2757475 2757477 2757478 2757481
2757490 2757492 2757498 2757518 2757519
2757554 2757555 2757556 2757557 2757700
2757962 2757985 2758122 2758128 2758172
2758209 2758210 2758288 2758289 2758340
2758342 2758405 2758465 2758466 2758467
2758468 2758469 2758496 2758537 2758687
2758690 2758723 2758789 2758829 2758928
2758929 2758974 2758975 2759022 2759390
2759397 2759412 2759414 2759456 2759458
2759467 2759469 2759475 2759476 2759478
2759481 2759485 2759492 2759495 2759542
2759543 2759544 2759567 2759729 2759744
2759852 2759853 2759854 2759895 2759913
2759917 2759934 2759936 2759938 2759943
2759962 2759963 2759966 2759967 2759968
2759969 2760044 2760047 2760048 2760064
2760158 2760204 2760206 2760258 2760259
2760264 2760411 2760415 2760417 2760418
2760419 2760421 2760423 2760424 2760425
2760429 2760431 2760436 2760438 2760439
2760443 2760449 2760450 2760451 2760452
2760453 2760454 2760573 2760574 2760575
2760576 2760579 2760606 2760610 2760614
2760657 2760659 2760660 2760663 2760664
2760665 2760668 2760669 2760693 2760777
2760870 2760871 2760964 2760968 2761034
2761067 2761071 2761077 2761086 2761117
2761123 2761127 2761128 2761140 2761145
2761146 2761227 2761284 2761286 2761287
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2761288 2761293 2761296 2761298 2761418
2761419 2761464 2761465 2761496 2761595
2761596 2761609 2761614 2761743 2761744
2761769 2761770 2761773 2761796 2761838
2761839 2761889 2761940 2761986 2762012
2762014 2762019 2762076 2762127 2762166
2762184 2762351 2762366 2762381 2762385
2762388 2762391 2762404 2762407 2762409
2762509 2762510 2762563 2762661 2762727
2762788 2762798 2762799 2762801 2762802
2762835 2762878 2763081 2763343 2763344
2763490 2763501 2763504 2763516 2763517
2764352 2764353 2764354 2764639 2764700
2764790 2765148 2765390 2785179 2785442
2787426 2788507 2790990 2791533 2791822
2792194 2792476 2815545 2825497 2828399
2828400 2828401 2828402 2828403 2828404
2828406 2828408 2828410 2829508 2829644
2830011 2831083 2831084 2831088 2831131
2834299 2835267 2835268 2835270 2836581
2838183 2840101 2840102 2840113 2840123
2840841 2840842 2840843 2840844 2840994
2841566 2842698 2842700 2842702 2842703
2842704 2843346 2843348 2843349 2843350
2843351 2843354 2843356 2843357 2843359
2843360 2843361 2843367 2843372 2843375
2843376 2843380 2843381 2843384 2843659
2843717 2843777 2844398 2844399 2844400
2844401 2844403 2844406 2844408 2844409
2844411 2844414 2845744 2846377 2846383
2846385 2846392 2846393 2846394 2846398
2846400 2846409 2846411 2846415 2846777
2847779 2847832 2847946 2847971 2849026
2849290 2849296 2849297 2849299 2849300
2849301 2849314 2849891 2849916 2849917
2849919 2849920 2849964 2849974 2850407
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2850418 2850419 2850426 2850469 2850476
2850477 2850478 2850483 2850485 2850487
2850928 2850932 2851508 2851509 2851523
2851805 2852102 2852149 2852524 2852526
2852606 2852656 2852658 2852921 2852922
2852923 2852928 2852932 2852933 2852935
2852937 2853189 2853196 2853197 2853202
2853215 2853221 2853223 2853251 2853265
2853266 2853269 2853270 2853276 2853284
2853328 2853329 2853834 2855234 2855370
2855729 2856326 2856563 2856564 2856565
2856568 2856632 2857510 2857512 2857516
2857522 2857523 2857524 2857525 2857526
2857527 2857528 2857530 2857532 2857533
2857546 2857550 2857551 2857553 2857561
2857562 2857563 2857565 2857567 2857568
2857569 2857572 2858062 2858065 2859002
2859264 2859265 2859269 2859272 2860600
2860603 2860604 2860606 2860616 2860617
2860618 2860619 2860620 2860624 2860625
2860626 2860629 2860714 2861071 2861477
2885712 2887961 2891779 2894947 2894948
3062363 3122921 3124453 3152192 3164559
3164560 3170298 3186501 3186502 3186506
3186507 3187648 3198710 3214381 3216323
3254208 3256301 3275061 3294326 3301539
3307303 3313311 3324865 3325730 3340254
3340346 3348861 3353148 3381775 3389340
3405578 3407735 3440814 3452487 3454366
3458989 3459936 3470686 3480216 3502435
3502436 3502437 3502438 3502439 3502440
3505935 3506133 3506675 3509609 3513842
3523480 3540934 3541351 3544051 3546560
3546966 3547016 3548655 3553879 3563265
3566103 3566650 3574370 3577134 3577489
3589944 3589945 3591331 3592246 3593403
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3594346 3595238 3595458 3596682 3597022
3598950 3599076 3600915 3601873 3604646
3608378 3608381 3608494 3608663 3613087
3615453 3616136 3618855 3619344 3623841
3625070 3631652 3633510 3634136 3636571
3637358 3637623 3639654 3640920 3641214
3641382 3641508 3641966 3649910 3652840
3652903 3653333 3653339 3653342 3653343
3653348 3653353 3653354 3653355 3653356
3653357 3653746 3654187 3654665 3656134
3659057 3659196 3661789 3661808 3661809
3662083 3662135 3663349 3664451 3667021
3667960 3667968 3668159 3668850 3670410
3672493 3673129 3673345 3673762 3675316
3676427 3678102 3679535 3679660 3680771
3680892 3680956 3681006 3681227 3682132
3683059 3683242 3684003 3684138 3684386
3685810 3686047 3686439 3687172 3687309
3688348 3688925 3688927 3689257 3689344
3689807 3689952 3690009 3690164 3690446
3690484 3690485 3690638 3690670 3690834
3691365 3691523 3691657 3691682 3692063
3692323 3692362 3693741 3694269 3694274
3694649 3694750 3694930 3695026 3695027
3695029 3695030 3695032 3695584 3696017
3697063 3697645 3697655 3697704 3697797
3698252 3698734 3698794 3698809 3698958
3699077 3699202 3699204 3699340 3699465
3699819 3699820 3699821 3699934 3699935
3699985 3700166 3700308 3700501 3700662
3700666 3700667 3700757 3700779 3700966
3700999 3701235 3701300 3701658 3701893
3701938 3702055 3702424 3702593 3702901
3703003 3703233 3703310 3703352 3703580
3703681 3704762 3704923 3704986 3705011
3705112 3705223 3705705 3705990 3705991
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3706038 3706155 3706231 3706250 3706491
3706639 3706650 3706795 3706807 3706882
3706902 3706916 3707127 3707158 3707183
3707226 3707273 3707373 3707479 3707602
3707604 3707606 3707618 3707675 3707845
3708122 3708154 3708168 3708278 3708340
3708572 3708624 3708667 3708767 3708770
3708771 3708772 3708797 3708804 3708833
3708879 3709004 3709187 3709435 3709476
3709533 3709609 3709645 3709656 3709885
3709894 3709989 3710009 3710010 3710107
3710110 3710240 3710292 3710300 3710309
3710427 3710450 3710499 3710944 3710987
3711158 3711400 3711424 3711515 3711786
3711878 3711914 3711920 3711974 3712074
3712154 3712160 3712181 3712202 3712204
3712339 3712419 3712522 3712600 3712630
3712678 3712924 3712943 3712985 3713001
3713234 3713265 3713273 3713274 3713276
3713316 3713321 3713337 3713380 3713450
3713456 3713623 3713624 3713784 3713786
3713788 3713789 3713799 3713874 3713913
3714021 3714031 3714038 3714042 3714048
3714060 3714110 3714161 3714194 3714226
3714248 3714260 3714284 3714424 3714425
3714433 3714445 3714452 3714489 3714522
3714542 3714560 3714684 3714733 3714744
3714779 3714833 3714850 3714877 3714900
3714903 3715295 3715391 3715392 3715399
3715439 3715584 3715665 3715687 3715695
3715798 3715807 3715857 3715919 3715920
3715923 3715956 3715968 3715976 3716002
3716003 3716018 3716078 3716080 3716110
3716117 3716123 3716138 3716140 3716150
3716161 3716186 3716191 3716192 3716197
3716222 3716235 3716340 3716386 3716442
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3716443 3716446 3716578 3716585 3716793
3716850 3717039 3717071 3717075 3717081
3717147 3717208 3717307 3717313 3717327
3717335 3717340 3717435 3717491 3717513
3717548 3717574 3717588 3717591 3717619
3717718 3717856 3717858 3717906 3717949
3718058 3718059 3718139 3718141 3718167
3718223 3718235 3718236 3718254 3718319
3718324 3718456 3718468 3718470 3718491
3718492 3718505 3718506 3718597 3718611
3718680 3718732 3718776 3718806 3718814
3718846 3718853 3718854 3718920 3719013
3719014 3719044 3719193 3719202 3719206
3719428 3719429 3719459 3719462 3719572
3719579 3719582 3719612 3719622 3719623
3719624 3719679 3719713 3719739 3719947
3719956 3719997 3720015 3720044 3720053
3720088 3720106 3720247 3720264 3720266
3720281 3720422 3720460 3720617 3720619
3720627 3720661 3720706 3720725 3720790
3720873 3720956 3721050 3721072 3721161
3721165 3721233 3721315 3721324 3721332
3721340 3721368 3721503 3721504 3721557
3721653 3721720 3721730 3721731 3721745
3721789 3721898 3721961 3721993 3722098
3722276 3722312 3722323 3722529 3722655
3722685 3722700 3722729 3722774 3722810
3722837 3722870 3722923 3722924 3722959
3722986 3722999 3723028 3723032 3723083
3723111 3723131 3723151 3723190 3723355
3723423 3723429 3723435 3723438 3723440
3723453 3723510 3723575 3723694 3723759
3723792 3723865 3723866 3723868 3723926
3724011 3724019 3724061 3724062 3724090
3724133 3724148 3724171 3724259 3724295
3724362 3724574 3724581 3724672 3724724
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3724759 3724827 3724830 3724873 3724878
3724882 3724924 3724985 3725092 3725151
3725158 3725307 3725308 3725311 3725342
3725459 3725530 3725579 3725633 3725634
3725700 3725701 3725841 3725904 3725923
3725927 3725946 3726024 3726029 3726030
3726033 3726043 3726079 3726087 3726134
3726137 3726153 3726180 3726222 3726231
3726250 3726309 3726325 3726384 3726406
3726541 3726572 3726586 3726588 3726670
3726696 3726697 3726708 3726709 3726855
3726874 3726892 3726938 3726964 3727062
3727152 3727202 3727396 3727415 3727471
3727479 3727511 3727523 3727632 3727638
3727657 3727666 3727723 3727833 3727886
3728007 3728091 3728135 3728150 3728230
3728262 3728279 3728335 3728406 3728418
3728441 3728451 3728481 3728521 3728525
3728533 3728552 3728572 3728629 3728652
3728692 3728696 3728764 3728828 3728933
3728934 3728938 3728939 3729119 3729125
3729175 3729176 3729199 3729243 3729270
3729271 3729310 3729311 3729397 3729409
3729490 3729518 3729555 3729556 3729580
3729582 3729583 3729585 3729648 3729665
3729740 3729760 3729835 3729871 3729971
3729994 3729996 3730098 3730122 3730123
3730124 3730168 3730169 3730170 3730172
3730173 3730174 3730175 3730305 3730307
3730308 3730382 3730391 3730475 3730551
3730552 3730572 3730573 3730609 3730621
3730722 3730754 3730759 3730807 3730863
3730867 3730887 3730923 3730998 3730999
3731006 3731041 3731042 3731052 3731098
3731115 3731148 3731178 3731225 3731255
3731265 3731275 3731334 3731365 3731368
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3731374 3731436 3731454 3731491 3731509
3731601 3731627 3731643 3731645 3731690
3731734 3731741 3731847 3731869 3731875
3731979 3732073 3732134 3732135 3732143
3732162 3732330 3732404 3732426 3732488
3732543 3732582 3732602 3732614 3732615
3732616 3732619 3732620 3732630 3732633
3732741 3732819 3732835 3732850 3732885
3732896 3732897 3732899 3732910 3732930
3732948 3732958 3733073 3733106 3733172
3733174 3733181 3733191 3733232 3733269
3733285 3733360 3733376 3733394 3733461
3733533 3733680 3733773 3733790 3733808
3733809 3733880 3733902 3733910 3734060
3734062 3734063 3734100 3734115 3734172
3734192 3734208 3734210 3734216 3734219
3734236 3734305 3734357 3734453 3734461
3734483 3734484 3734491 3734563 3734570
3734684 3734741 3734850 3734851 3734852
3734854 3734917 3734929 3734971 3734974
3734975 3734987 3734989 3734990 3734991
3734994 3734995 3734998 3735006 3735138
3735160 3735182 3735198 3735209 3735215
3735294 3735361 3735366 3735367 3735371
3735439 3735601 3735602 3735806 3735971
3736026 3736255 3736257 3736361 3736394
3736487 3736556 3736670 3736708 3736741
3736834 3736848 3736851 3736980 3736983
3736999 3737034 3737092 3737139 3737155
3737167 3737365 3737370 3737406 3737491
3737508 3737509 3737561 3737592 3737718
3738005 3738077 3738208 3738313 3738496
3738821 3738879 3738893 3738895 3739037
3739302 3739597 3739767 3739768 3739770
3740354 3740410 3740444 3740695 3740697
3740698 3741005 3741319 3741348 3741767
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3741768 3741779 3741963 3742052 3742181
3742474 3742553 3743131 3743166 3743328
3743628 3744532 3744615 3744833 3745706
3745752 3745807 3745923 3745937 3746200
3746246 3746371 3746373 3746374 3746376
3747410 3747741 3747742 3749049 3749284
3749535 3749550 3749553 3749602 3749611
3749931 3750026 3750103 3750105 3750106
3750107 3750488 3750491 3750496 3751559
3751567 3751618 3751619 3751625 3751626
3752339 3752440 3752441 3752442 3752466
3752497 3752987 3753060 3753064 3753095
3753100 3753108 3753142 3753163 3753250
3753254 3753258 3753268 3753287 3753289
3753369 3753411 3753547 3753579 3753694
3754003 3754004 3754152 3754380 3754507
3754666 3754697 3754698 3755912 3755936
3755947 3756584 3757361 3757518 3757746
3758127 3758215 3758286 3758349 3758350
3758351 3758380 3758381 3758449 3758555
3758620 3758637 3758732 3758733 3758734
3758750 3758773 3758788 3758789 3758790
3758804 3758809 3758811 3758812 3758817
3758818 3758819 3758820 3758822 3758823
3758824 3759007 3759060 3759062 3759066
3759078 3759079 3759085 3759092 3759093
3759100 3759103 3759104 3759196 3759197
3759234 3759268 3759296 3759300 3759446
3759452 3759453 3759460 3759468 3759480
3759539 3759587 3759603 3759615 3759636
3759652 3759714 3759807 3759817 3759995
3759996 3760068 3760069 3760071 3760072
3760073 3760074 3760075 3760130 3760144
3760159 3760160 3760215 3760217 3760250
3760413 3760497 3760833 3760841 3760842
3760910 3761007 3761103 3761133 3761140
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3761141 3761202 3761206 3761207 3761214
3761288 3761395 3761396 3761402 3761500
3761533 3761534 3761538 3761556 3761656
3761659 3761696 3761718 3761720 3761919
3761926 3762091 3762104 3762107 3762143
3762153 3762202 3762281 3762304 3762305
3762437 3762481 3762482 3762494 3762498
3762525 3762526 3762527 3762642 3762671
3762714 3762715 3762716 3762717 3762718
3762719 3762747 3762748 3762824 3762828
3762956 3762957 3762958 3763065 3763137
3763147 3763160 3763163 3763164 3763178
3763180 3763210 3763242 3763273 3763311
3763397 3763399 3763514 3763515 3763548
3763552 3763553 3763619 3763623 3763627
3763628 3763629 3763630 3763650 3763689
3763690 3763691 3763716 3763770 3763827
3763885 3763886 3763892 3763893 3763911
3763954 3763975 3763977 3763999 3764000
3764041 3764077 3764079 3764083 3764087
3764094 3764108 3764109 3764111 3764112
3764113 3764114 3764115 3764119 3764120
3764121 3764125 3764147 3764152 3764154
3764155 3764158 3764159 3764160 3764178
3764218 3764242 3764282 3764283 3764284
3764285 3764309 3764385 3764403 3764406
3764407 3764408 3764415 3764418 3764419
3764426 3764444 3764454 3764455 3764459
3764463 3764464 3764472 3764473 3764475
3764481 3764485 3764489 3764500 3764505
3764511 3764515 3764518 3764521 3764523
3764526 3764541 3764547 3764549 3764550
3764553 3764554 3764555 3764566 3764571
3764575 3764578 3764584 3764586 3764589
3764599 3764617 3764618 3764619 3764632
3764633 3764645 3764651 3764653 3764654
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3764659 3764660 3764661 3764667 3764672
3764675 3764684 3764686 3764688 3764693
3764696 3764698 3764699 3764702 3764718
3764724 3764725 3764731 3764734 3764737
3764738 3764741 3764742 3764754 3764760
3764764 3764765 3764769 3764771 3764774
3764775 3764783 3764794 3764795 3764830
3764841 3764843 3764846 3764857 3764858
3764877 3764883 3764885 3764886 3764887
3764888 3764889 3764890 3764891 3764900
3764901 3764907 3764908 3764909 3764910
3764911 3764912 3764913 3764914 3764915
3764916 3764920 3764921 3764927 3764928
3764936 3764939 3764940 3764941 3764942
3764943 3764945 3764948 3764951 3764956
3764959 3764961 3764965 3764974 3764975
3764976 3764977 3764983 3764986 3764989
3764990 3764992 3764994 3765003 3765007
3765008 3765015 3765029 3765032 3765042
3765049 3765057 3765063 3765065 3765066
3765067 3765075 3765080 3765082 3765087
3765098 3765104 3765105 3765135 3765138
3765140 3765141 3765163 3765164 3765172
3765180 3765190 3765192 3765194 3765208
3765217 3765223 3765231 3765234 3765236
3765242 3765247 3765250 3765255 3765256
3765258 3765266 3765267 3765269 3765270
3765288 3765289 3765305 3765306 3765311
3765313 3765316 3765318 3765322 3765325
3765327 3765328 3765329 3765331 3765333
3765337 3765340 3765341 3765344 3765345
3765356 3765361 3765364 3765367 3765369
3765370 3765371 3765374 3765376 3765377
3765378 3765382 3765385 3765396 3765397
3765402 3765403 3765404 3765406 3765413
3765417 3765432 3765443 3765448 3765450
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3765454 3765456 3765465 3765472 3765487
3765488 3765490 3765493 3765494 3765495
3765496 3765499 3765503 3765505 3765515
3765536 3765537 3765538 3765539 3765542
3765543 3765544 3765551 3765552 3765554
3765559 3765561 3765566 3765568 3765581
3765585 3765586 3765587 3765599 3765600
3765601 3765612 3765613 3765617 3765632
3765638 3765644 3765646 3765651 3765658
3765659 3765661 3765663 3765666 3765669
3765671 3765672 3765673 3765676 3765680
3765683 3765684 3765686 3765687 3765688
3765691 3765696 3765707 3765708 3765712
3765716 3765718 3765721 3765722 3765725
3765726 3765727 3765733 3765734 3765735
3765736 3765737 3765738 3765740 3765742
3765758 3765760 3765762 3765763 3765764
3765767 3765775 3765776 3765777 3765778
3765779 3765780 3765784 3765785 3765786
3765791 3765793 3765794 3765795 3765798
3765800 3765803 3765804 3765806 3765808
3765809 3765815 3765816 3765817 3765821
3765822 3765823 3765824 3765825 3765834
3765837 3765841 3765844 3765846 3765861
3765863 3765864 3765865 3765867 3765869
3765871 3765875 3765878 3765883 3765885
3765898 3765899 3765900 3765901 3765912
3765913 3765921 3765924 3765925 3765931
3765932 3765933 3765934 3765935 3765937
3765938 3765941 3765943 3765954 3765957
3765962 3765963 3765964 3765965 3765966
3765967 3765971 3765976 3765979 3765987
3766004 3766010 3766013 3766014 3766015
3766016 3766017 3766018 3766019 3766030
3766053 3766060 3766061 3766062 3766063
3766067 3766073 3766074 3766099 3766100
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3766101 3766115 3766116 3766120 3766133
3766136 3766138 3766143 3766156 3766161
3766170 3766187 3766192 3766193 3766197
3766208 3766216 3766217 3766229 3766230
3766232 3766233 3766236 3766241 3766254
3766255 3766257 3766268 3766276 3766277
3766278 3766279 3766280 3766281 3766283
3766290 3766294 3766296 3766297 3766298
3766299 3766300 3766301 3766302 3766305
3766306 3766308 3766321 3766322 3766323
3766325 3766326 3766343 3766344 3766347
3766348 3766352 3766355 3766366 3766369
3766370 3766371 3766386 3766396 3766398
3766413 3766415 3766420 3766421 3766428
3766430 3766431 3766433 3766436 3766439
3766448 3766453 3766465 3766466 3766467
3766469 3766470 3766472 3766473 3766482
3766483 3766487 3766495 3766504 3766508
3766509 3766512 3766513 3766520 3766523
3766531 3766532 3766541 3766543 3766544
3766547 3766550 3766551 3766552 3766556
3766568 3766569 3766570 3766571 3766572
3766573 3766574 3766575 3766576 3766577
3766580 3766598 3766605 3766620 3766621
3766634 3766645 3766646 3766650 3766652
3766653 3766654 3766670 3766676 3766683
3766686 3766698 3766701 3766715 3766721
3766732 3766734 3766746 3766750 3766751
3766757 3766767 3766800 3766801 3766805
3766807 3766822 3766829 3766831 3766835
3766836 3766837 3766847 3766853 3766860
3766862 3766865 3766866 3766879 3766888
3766895 3766896 3766897 3766900 3766901
3766903 3766904 3766906 3766912 3766926
3766927 3766930 3766931 3766964 3766970
3766971 3766973 3766975 3766998 3767007
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3767038 3767071 3767088 3767102 3767107
3767108 3767109 3767122 3767130 3767150
3767151 3767173 3767187 3767197 3767203
3767215 3767221 3767227 3767240 3767241
3767245 3767246 3767249 3767252 3767287
3767291 3767300 3767323 3767329 3767330
3767332 3767333 3767335 3767344 3767348
3767364 3767399 3767451 3767462 3767463
3767499 3767526 3767545 3767550 3767551
3767593 3767597 3767598 3767612 3767613
3767614 3767617 3767652 3767659 3767684
3767687 3767688 3767697 3767698 3767700
3767706 3767708 3767720 3767721 3767723
3767724 3767725 3767731 3767732 3767745
3767746 3767753 3767755 3767788 3767794
3767800 3767801 3767808 3767824 3767830
3767841 3767851 3767862 3767882 3767883
3767886 3767888 3767889 3767890 3767901
3767902 3767905 3767930 3767931 3767934
3767935 3767945 3767946 3767947 3767952
3767960 3767973 3767978 3767983 3767985
3767990 3767996 3767998 3767999 3768000
3768004 3768014 3768015 3768016 3768018
3768033 3768034 3768036 3768039 3768045
3768060 3768064 3768065 3768073 3768074
3768082 3768084 3768094 3768095 3768096
3768100 3768110 3768117 3768128 3768129
3768130 3768131 3768135 3768138 3768139
3768140 3768141 3768142 3768143 3768159
3768161 3768162 3768172 3768173 3768174
3768175 3768176 3768187 3768190 3768197
3768198 3768223 3768224 3768225 3768231
3768234 3768250 3768258 3768260 3768270
3768273 3768278 3768279 3768282 3768283
3768285 3768286 3768289 3768316 3768331
3768338 3768346 3768349 3768351 3768352
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3768360 3768368 3768386 3768390 3768391
3768392 3768393 3768394 3768395 3768403
3768404 3768405 3768406 3768407 3768408
3768409 3768410 3768411 3768412 3768413
3768414 3768415 3768418 3768450 3768463
3768464 3768469 3768482 3768517 3768532
3768536 3768538 3768539 3768549 3768551
3768552 3768558 3768568 3768570 3768575
3768580 3768585 3768591 3768592 3768609
3768612 3768614 3768615 3768619 3768624
3768625 3768626 3768627 3768630 3768632
3768636 3768642 3768645 3768646 3768649
3768650 3768662 3768668 3768670 3768688
3768689 3768693 3768705 3768706 3768717
3768725 3768729 3768731 3768740 3768750
3768751 3768752 3768757 3768759 3768761
3768762 3768764 3768766 3768767 3768768
3768770 3768772 3768781 3768787 3768788
3768793 3768800 3768801 3768809 3768810
3768812 3768823 3768826 3768832 3768833
3768834 3768835 3768836 3768850 3768853
3768857 3768859 3768866 3768871 3768872
3768873 3768875 3768877 3768878 3768879
3768880 3768895 3768899 3768907 3768908
3768910 3768921 3768927 3768930 3768932
3768933 3768934 3768935 3768936 3768937
3768938 3768940 3768943 3768944 3768945
3768950 3768960 3768965 3768966 3768973
3768974 3768975 3768976 3768977 3768983
3768985 3768988 3768989 3768991 3768992
3768993 3768994 3768997 3768999 3769000
3769004 3769005 3769006 3769007 3769008
3769009 3769012 3769015 3769018 3769019
3769021 3769026 3769027 3769028 3769029
3769030 3769031 3769032 3769033 3769035
3769037 3769040 3769041 3769055 3769056
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3769058 3769063 3769064 3769066 3769067
3769068 3769101 3769102 3769113 3769114
3769116 3769117 3769118 3769119 3769120
3769121 3769122 3769123 3769124 3769127
3769144 3769145 3769146 3769147 3769149
3769150 3769151 3769155 3769163 3769170
3769172 3769175 3769177 3769178 3769183
3769185 3769186 3769192 3769200 3769203
3769205 3769222 3769225 3769226 3769228
3769229 3769230 3769231 3769241 3769242
3769260 3769264 3769270 3769272 3769289
3769297 3769299 3769324 3769352 3769353
3769361 3769362 3769368 3769371 3769372
3769378 3769380 3769392 3769393 3769422
3769423 3769424 3769432 3769436 3769446
3769474 3769477 3769479 3769480 3769481
3769482 3769483 3769484 3769485 3769495
3769496 3769500 3769507 3769509 3769533
3769540 3769572 3769575 3769595 3769606
3769641 3769642 3769643 3769652 3769708
3769709 3769718 3769730 3769739 3769750
3769765 3769777 3769778 3769779 3769781
3769782 3769784 3769785 3769794 3769825
3769830 3769840 3769841 3769844 3769847
3769853 3769869 3769878 3769884 3769926
3769927 3769928 3769932 3769936 3769965
3770025 3770032 3770036 3770037 3770040
3770042 3770044 3770057 3770077 3770092
3770098 3770102 3770103 3770106 3770116
3770120 3770121 3770122 3770124 3770125
3770130 3770131 3770148 3770149 3770151
3770168 3770197 3770200 3770201 3770207
3770233 3770235 3770243 3770248 3770249
3770255 3770261 3770262 3770263 3770264
3770269 3770270 3770271 3770277 3770278
3770282 3770283 3770284 3770308 3770310
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3770311 3770343 3770364 3770395 3770396
3770397 3770412 3770414 3770424 3770427
3770440 3770453 3770454 3770455 3770456
3770457 3770458 3770459 3770460 3770461
3770463 3770464 3770470 3770471 3770472
3770473 3770474 3770475 3770476 3770495
3770496 3770497 3770498 3770517 3770518
3770520 3770521 3770523 3770524 3770539
3770540 3770542 3770544 3770550 3770551
3770554 3770559 3770564 3770607 3770660
3770670 3770675 3770689 3770693 3770695
3770696 3770707 3770708 3770711 3770712
3770713 3770724 3770737 3770743 3770744
3770758 3770769 3770787 3770796 3770814
3770855 3770866 3770867 3770868 3770869
3770870 3770872 3770873 3770892 3770895
3770899 3770901 3770902 3770903 3770915
3770917 3770920 3770921 3770922 3770924
3770925 3770926 3770927 3770930 3770964
3770965 3770966 3770979 3770981 3770982
3770989 3770992 3771015 3771018 3771020
3771021 3771022 3771023 3771025 3771032
3771038 3771039 3771040 3771041 3771042
3771070 3771073 3771074 3771076 3771097
3771099 3771100 3771113 3771115 3771117
3771118 3771126 3771127 3771130 3771137
3771160 3771165 3771166 3771168 3771169
3771170 3771177 3771179 3771180 3771181
3771183 3771184 3771185 3771187 3771188
3771189 3771190 3771191 3771195 3771214
3771223 3771224 3771225 3771240 3771244
3771246 3771250 3771251 3771252 3771253
3771270 3771271 3771273 3771301 3771303
3771306 3771309 3771311 3771312 3771318
3771319 3771324 3771331 3771335 3771339
3771340 3771341 3771342 3771343 3771370
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3771372 3771373 3771377 3771378 3771379
3771380 3771387 3771388 3771389 3771390
3771391 3771393 3771394 3771397 3771412
3771417 3771425 3771453 3771466 3771519
3771520 3771544 3771577 3771583 3771584
3771585 3771586 3771589 3771590 3771606
3771612 3771613 3771614 3771615 3771617
3771623 3771642 3771649 3771655 3771664
3771665 3771673 3771675 3771677 3771680
3771683 3771685 3771686 3771692 3771694
3771716 3771717 3771718 3771722 3771810
3771811 3771839 3771840 3771843 3771845
3771848 3771852 3771854 3771859 3771860
3771865 3771868 3771871 3771874 3771878
3771882 3771883 3771884 3771886 3771889
3771891 3771896 3771897 3771898 3771902
3771903 3771908 3771909 3771915 3771917
3771919 3771920 3771921 3771922 3771924
3771926 3771928 3771929 3771930 3771931
3771936 3771938 3771940 3771942 3771970
3771987 3771988 3771989 3771996 3771997
3771998 3771999 3772007 3772008 3772017
3772019 3772028 3772031 3772035 3772039
3772040 3772046 3772047 3772048 3772049
3772051 3772052 3772056 3772057 3772058
3772059 3772060 3772061 3772062 3772063
3772068 3772069 3772071 3772080 3772081
3772082 3772084 3772101 3772102 3772103
3772105 3772106 3772111 3772112 3772113
3772114 3772118 3772133 3772134 3772135
3772136 3772143 3772144 3772145 3772147
3772148 3772149 3772150 3772151 3772152
3772153 3772154 3772155 3772158 3772166
3772167 3772168 3772169 3772171 3772172
3772173 3772174 3772175 3772176 3772177
3772191 3772192 3772193 3772195 3772196
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3772197 3772198 3772199 3772200 3772201
3772202 3772205 3772213 3772233 3772234
3772236 3772239 3772241 3772256 3772257
3772259 3772260 3772265 3772288 3772289
3772290 3772300 3772316 3772318 3772334
3772335 3772336 3772337 3772338 3772339
3772340 3772341 3772342 3772345 3772346
3772348 3772350 3772353 3772358 3772362
3772367 3772369 3772380 3772382 3772384
3772385 3772386 3772387 3772396 3772397
3772401 3772402 3772404 3772432 3772440
3772442 3772444 3772445 3772457 3772458
3772464 3772465 3772478 3772481 3772482
3772483 3772484 3772493 3772498 3772499
3772500 3772515 3772522 3772523 3772525
3772526 3772527 3772529 3772533 3772536
3772541 3772545 3772550 3772554 3772557
3772560 3772565 3772566 3772569 3772570
3772574 3772578 3772586 3772595 3772615
3772616 3772617 3772619 3772624 3772627
3772632 3772634 3772636 3772640 3772641
3772643 3772644 3772645 3772647 3772651
3772654 3772655 3772656 3772657 3772659
3772660 3772663 3772665 3772667 3772668
3772669 3772670 3772672 3772673 3772674
3772678 3772681 3772684 3772685 3772686
3772687 3772688 3772689 3772690 3772691
3772692 3772693 3772694 3772695 3772696
3772704 3772707 3772708 3772709 3772713
3772716 3772721 3772722 3772723 3772725
3772726 3772727 3772735 3772737 3772743
3772746 3772748 3772760 3772775 3772783
3772784 3772791 3772801 3772802 3772803
3772804 3772816 3772817 3772818 3772822
3772823 3772844 3772859 3772863 3772864
3772866 3772867 3772869 3772870 3772896
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3772897 3772899 3772906 3772910 3772912
3772913 3772915 3772917 3772920 3772921
3772922 3772925 3772934 3772950 3772951
3772958 3772959 3772965 3772966 3772969
3772970 3772972 3772977 3772982 3772983
3772985 3772986 3772995 3772997 3773003
3773005 3773010 3773012 3773015 3773016
3773018 3773024 3773025 3773028 3773029
3773030 3773041 3773043 3773058 3773059
3773060 3773061 3773062 3773067 3773068
3773074 3773078 3773084 3773087 3773092
3773095 3773096 3773097 3773098 3773099
3773100 3773101 3773102 3773103 3773108
3773118 3773121 3773124 3773126 3773127
3773142 3773143 3773144 3773147 3773149
3773159 3773160 3773161 3773163 3773164
3773165 3773166 3773167 3773168 3773169
3773170 3773171 3773173 3773175 3773176
3773177 3773179 3773180 3773182 3773184
3773191 3773192 3773200 3773201 3773202
3773204 3773213 3773214 3773218 3773224
3773228 3773229 3773234 3773236 3773237
3773238 3773242 3773243 3773244 3773248
3773252 3773256 3773261 3773265 3773267
3773268 3773271 3773272 3773281 3773282
3773283 3773284 3773285 3773286 3773287
3773291 3773294 3773297 3773300 3773302
3773304 3773305 3773306 3773313 3773315
3773316 3773317 3773321 3773322 3773324
3773327 3773328 3773329 3773333 3773334
3773335 3773336 3773338 3773339 3773341
3773343 3773347 3773352 3773353 3773355
3773358 3773368 3773369 3773370 3773371
3773372 3773378 3773385 3773386 3773390
3773399 3773400 3773411 3773412 3773413
3773414 3773415 3773422 3773426 3773429
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3773430 3773431 3773433 3773434 3773435
3773436 3773437 3773440 3773442 3773445
3773446 3773447 3773448 3773449 3773450
3773451 3773466 3773478 3773485 3773489
3773497 3773504 3773506 3773508 3773509
3773513 3773514 3773515 3773519 3773522
3773524 3773525 3773528 3773529 3773530
3773534 3773535 3773536 3773537 3773538
3773557 3773572 3773581 3773589 3773590
3773595 3773596 3773616 3773617 3773622
3773626 3773627 3773631 3773632 3773637
3773638 3773643 3773661 3773662 3773665
3773666 3773669 3773671 3773674 3773679
3773685 3773686 3773688 3773689 3773704
3773705 3773711 3773712 3773715 3773716
3773718 3773725 3773728 3773729 3773733
3773747 3773751 3773757 3773758 3773759
3773761 3773772 3773773 3773774 3773775
3773783 3773785 3773798 3773802 3773803
3773805 3773807 3773814 3773815 3773817
3773818 3773820 3773823 3773825 3773826
3773828 3773829 3773830 3773833 3773834
3773838 3773843 3773844 3773847 3773851
3773852 3773853 3773856 3773858 3773860
3773861 3773862 3773863 3773866 3773870
3773871 3773872 3773890 3773891 3773892
3773894 3773896 3773900 3773906 3773908
3773910 3773916 3773919 3773929 3773932
3773936 3773939 3773940 3773941 3773945
3773946 3773947 3773952 3773959 3773960
3773961 3773962 3773963 3773964 3773970
3773971 3773986 3773992 3774000 3774001
3774002 3774021 3774026 3774035 3774041
3774057 3774060 3774061 3774062 3774063
3774066 3774071 3774074 3774075 3774076
3774082 3774085 3774086 3774088 3774089
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3774090 3774092 3774093 3774104 3774105
3774106 3774108 3774115 3774118 3774122
3774126 3774127 3774132 3774136 3774144
3774145 3774146 3774148 3774168 3774169
3774170 3774171 3774178 3774194 3774195
3774196 3774201 3774207 3774210 3774211
3774213 3774214 3774215 3774222 3774224
3774226 3774228 3774229 3774232 3774234
3774256 3774257 3774263 3774269 3774270
3774273 3774274 3774277 3774281 3774284
3774296 3774303 3774304 3774305 3774306
3774308 3774309 3774310 3774311 3774315
3774319 3774322 3774323 3774324 3774325
3774326 3774329 3774330 3774331 3774332
3774335 3774339 3774340 3774345 3774347
3774348 3774349 3774355 3774358 3774360
3774361 3774362 3774363 3774364 3774365
3774366 3774371 3774373 3774375 3774380
3774381 3774382 3774389 3774394 3774395
3774401 3774405 3774409 3774411 3774412
3774413 3774416 3774419 3774422 3774423
3774424 3774425 3774429 3774430 3774431
3774432 3774433 3774435 3774438 3774439
3774441 3774445 3774451 3774452 3774453
3774454 3774455 3774457 3774459 3774463
3774464 3774465 3774467 3774468 3774469
3774470 3774473 3774474 3774476 3774478
3774479 3774480 3774486 3774496 3774499
3774504 3774505 3774507 3774511 3774512
3774513 3774514 3774519 3774534 3774536
3774537 3774538 3774541 3774542 3774547
3774548 3774549 3774550 3774551 3774552
3774553 3774556 3774557 3774558 3774559
3774581 3774583 3774584 3774585 3774586
3774587 3774602 3774604 3774605 3774606
3774607 3774608 3774616 3774619 3774620
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018  
 

Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website  
 
3774621 3774624 3774625 3774626 3774627
3774628 3774629 3774632 3774641 3774668
3774670 3774671 3774678 3774694 3774696
3774699 3774700 3774701 3774702 3774706
3774720 3774721 3774723 3774724 3774725
3774739 3774743 3774746 3774747 3774748
3774756 3774757 3774769 3774771 3774773
3774777 3774779 3774780 3774786 3774787
3774788 3774789 3774795 3774811 3774813
3774814 3774815 3774816 3774819 3774820
3774821 3774822 3774823 3774824 3774829
3774832 3774833 3774834 3774839 3774840
3774841 3774842 3774844 3774845 3774846
3774847 3774848 3774855 3774856 3774858
3774860 3774863 3774865 3774866 3774867
3774870 3774876 3774886 3774887 3774891
3774903 3774907 3774909 3774913 3774918
3774922 3774923 3774924 3774925 3774926
3774928 3774938 3774939 3774944 3774946
3774947 3774949 3774951 3774953 3774954
3774956 3774962 3774967 3774968 3774969
3774989 3774991 3774993 3774994 3774995
3774996 3774997 3774998 3774999 3775002
3775004 3775005 3775007 3775020 3775021
3775025 3775028 3775029 3775030 3775034
3775041 3775042 3775052 3775054 3775057
3775060 3775062 3775064 3775076 3775087
3775088 3775089 3775091 3775092 3775093
3775113 3775114 3775121 3775122 3775124
3775125 3775126 3775127 3775128 3775136
3775138 3775141 3775143 3775144 3775146
3775147 3775148 3775151 3775152 3775159
3775183 3775184 3775186 3775187 3775191
3775192 3775196 3775201 3775206 3775207
3775213 3775215 3775220 3775221 3775222
3775224 3775225 3775230 3775237 3775240
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018  
 

Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website  
 
3775241 3775246 3775256 3775257 3775258
3775259 3775260 3775261 3775275 3775282
3775286 3775288 3775290 3775293 3775294
3775295 3775296 3775297 3775298 3775301
3775302 3775307 3775309 3775324 3775325
3775326 3775327 3775328 3775338 3775341
3775344 3775353 3775354 3775355 3775363
3775366 3775367 3775375 3775378 3775395
3775396 3775398 3775404 3775407 3775410
3775421 3775426 3775429 3775432 3775435
3775436 3775437 3775439 3775465 3775466
3775467 3775468 3775472 3775473 3775474
3775475 3775478 3775479 3775486 3775487
3775488 3775489 3775491 3775496 3775503
3775505 3775510 3775512 3775514 3775522
3775523 3775524 3775526 3775527 3775530
3775532 3775550 3775551 3775554 3775555
3775561 3775563 3775565 3775595 3775596
3775597 3775613 3775626 3775627 3775628
3775630 3775643 3775647 3775648 3775654
3775656 3775659 3775660 3775661 3775662
3775663 3775664 3775665 3775666 3775667
3775668 3775669 3775674 3775675 3775676
3775677 3775678 3775679 3775680 3775681
3775682 3775685 3775686 3775687 3775688
3775690 3775699 3775700 3775702 3775704
3775705 3775706 3775707 3775712 3775723
3775725 3775726 3775727 3775728 3775731
3775785 3775792 3775794 3775797 3775800
3775812 3775813 3775818 3775861 3775863
3775864 3775866 3775867 3775868 3775869
3775874 3775877 3775879 3775888 3775891
3775896 3775898 3775900 3775901 3775902
3775903 3775905 3775908 3775910 3775911
3775912 3775917 3775923 3775924 3775925
3775933 3775937 3775938 3775941 3775943
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018  
 

Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website  
 
3775944 3775945 3775950 3775951 3775952
3775965 3775972 3775973 3775974 3775975
3775976 3775977 3775978 3775981 3775984
3775985 3775988 3775989 3775991 3775995
3776001 3776004 3776008 3776010 3776011
3776019 3776027 3776031 3776036 3776043
3776045 3776048 3776049 3776056 3776058
3776060 3776061 3776063 3776066 3776071
3776081 3776082 3776085 3776087 3776102
3776106 3776107 3776110 3776120 3776136
3776139 3776141 3776142 3776143 3776147
3776148 3776149 3776154 3776156 3776157
3776160 3776163 3776171 3776178 3776179
3776184 3776185 3776192 3776193 3776199
3776201 3776207 3776216 3776217 3776218
3776221 3776223 3776227 3776233 3776244
3776251 3776259 3776267 3776268 3776283
3776285 3776286 3776301 3776303 3776304
3776305 3776320 3776321 3776327 3776328
3776332 3776334 3776337 3776339 3776342
3776344 3776346 3776348 3776353 3776354
3776376 3776378 3776384 3776385 3776386
3776387 3776388 3776394 3776395 3776397
3776401 3776403 3776424 3776427 3776428
3776429 3776431 3776433 3776448 3776449
3776450 3776468 3776470 3776471 3776478
3776485 3776486 3776501 3776555 3776559
3776560 3776568 3776579 3776582 3776590
3776594 3776600 3776601 3776604 3776605
3776617 3776620 3776621 3776623 3776626
3776641 3776643 3776644 3776652 3776656
3776657 3776658 3776660 3776661 3776663
3776677 3776690 3776716 3776717 3776718
3776719 3776720 3776721 3776722 3776723
3776724 3776734 3776737 3776739 3776752
3776770 3776772 3776775 3776777 3776789
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018  
 

Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website  
 
3776792 3776794 3776795 3776810 3776814
3776845 3776858 3776859 3776871 3776879
3776882 3776883 3776884 3776890 3776891
3776892 3776896 3776897 3776898 3776899
3776900 3776912 3776913 3776914 3776919
3776953 3776956 3776970 3776991 3776997
3777018 3777019 3777020 3777044 3777047
3777048 3777073 3777084 3777087 3777088
3777114 3777115 3777122 3777128 3777129
3777130 3777131 3777132 3777136 3777144
3777188 3777189 3777198 3777199 3777201
3777202 3777203 3777211 3777213 3777214
3777215 3777216 3777217 3777218 3777226
3777269 3777272 3777280 3777300 3777312
3777313 3777314 3777315 3777354 3777361
3777362 3777363 3777365 3777408 3777435
3777446 3777456 3777463 3777465 3777508
3777535 3777536 3777540 3777542 3777544
3777550 3777621 3777641 3777683 3777737
3777738 3777743 3777744 3777752 3777774
3777808 3777882 3777898 3777899 3777900
3777902 3777931 3777933 3777935 3778833
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
103433 11 21/11/2018
129308 33 13/05/2014
150076 3 02/08/2018
150753 17 18/09/2018
151187 16 24/10/2018
151368 5 08/11/2018
152132 24 28/12/2018
152133 4 28/12/2018
152705 9 13/02/2019
191730 25 22/08/2018
191731 25 22/08/2018
191740 16 24/08/2018
194235 5 28/01/2019
235472 9 25/05/2018
237185 25 23/08/2018
237358 7 01/09/2018
237404 12 03/09/2018
239422 7 13/12/2018
282588 5 05/09/2017
289015 14 28/06/2018
290449 25 28/08/2018
292160 6 16/11/2018
292161 6 16/11/2018
292363 9 23/11/2018
292411 30 24/11/2018
293197 9 28/12/2018
293911 5 30/01/2019
294048 16 05/02/2019
295433 5 03/04/2019
295440 5 03/04/2019
295441 5 03/04/2019
297136 11 26/06/2019
317580 12 07/08/2014
363748 33 15/07/2018
364830 11 11/08/2018
365071 5 16/08/2018
365169 30 20/08/2018
365241 1 22/08/2018
365663 15 04/09/2018
365703 6 05/09/2018
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018  

 
Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  

APPL NO CLASS  RENEWAL DATE
365706 12 05/09/2018
365707 11 05/09/2018
365708 9 05/09/2018
365709 7 05/09/2018
365866 7 09/09/2018
366455 12 19/09/2018
366539 9 22/09/2018
366934 5 01/10/2018
366942 5 01/10/2018
366943 25 01/10/2018
366944 5 01/10/2018
366950 5 01/10/2018
366954 5 01/10/2018
366955 5 01/10/2018
366960 5 01/10/2018
366965 5 01/10/2018
366967 5 01/10/2018
366968 5 01/10/2018
367409 5 10/10/2018
367571 9 15/10/2018
369777 5 17/12/2018
369778 5 17/12/2018
369780 5 17/12/2018
369782 5 17/12/2018
369783 5 17/12/2018
369784 5 17/12/2018
369785 5 17/12/2018
406283 
408904 

7 
5 

02/06/2014
05/08/2013 

410463 9 04/09/2018
416181 5 17/01/2019
437740 29 14/05/2016
439233 8 19/06/2006
458588 34 14/08/2017
458672 5 18/08/2017
474614 18 03/07/2018
474917 11 09/07/2018
476983 25 17/08/2018
476984 25 17/08/2018
477005 5 18/08/2018
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
477050 9 18/08/2018
477072 20 18/08/2018
477242 5 21/08/2018
477382 6 24/08/2018
477389 11 25/08/2018
477390 9 25/08/2018
477391 5 25/08/2018
477494 5 27/08/2018
477638 11 01/09/2018
477639 11 01/09/2018
477640 11 01/09/2018
477641 9 01/09/2018
477642 9 01/09/2018
477643 9 01/09/2018
477870 17 04/09/2018
478249 33 11/09/2018
478274 9 11/09/2018
478275 11 11/09/2018
478276 7 11/09/2018
479744 12 13/10/2018
480233 25 28/10/2018
480246 7 28/10/2018
480575 27 04/11/2018
480576 26 04/11/2018
480577 25 04/11/2018
480578 24 04/11/2018
480579 23 04/11/2018
480584 18 04/11/2018
480771 20 09/11/2018
483603 17 30/12/2018
484207 5 14/01/2019
485074 5 01/02/2019
487396 5 15/03/2019
487411 5 16/03/2019
487521 5 17/03/2019
488276 5 29/03/2019
488526 30 04/04/2019
491636 6 26/05/2019
492718 5 13/06/2019
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
492747 5 14/06/2019
493655 5 30/06/2019
493703 16 30/06/2019
493707 7 30/06/2019
493708 9 30/06/2019
493719 16 30/06/2019
494106 5 08/07/2019
495063 17 28/07/2019
496293 9 19/08/2018
499204 16 11/10/2008
500947 5 21/11/2018
500947 5 21/11/2018
539289 3 01/11/2000
542768 5 01/01/2015
542773 5 01/01/2015
551903 28 31/05/2015
560063 12 09/10/2018
560159 25 11/10/2018
560466 5 17/10/2018
565983 3 22/01/2002
584557 30 11/11/2012
606226 16 08/09/2017
615244 32 31/12/2003
632033 30 27/06/2018
632041 30 27/06/2018
633040 5 05/07/2004
636901 9 16/08/2018
637290 5 18/08/2018
637335 19 18/08/2018
637886 5 24/08/2018
637887 5 24/08/2018
638478 12 30/08/2018
638481 12 30/08/2018
638482 7 30/08/2018
638485 7 30/08/2018
638514 30 31/08/2018
643290 1 18/10/2018
643434 25 19/10/2018
643535 7 20/10/2018
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
644029 10 25/10/2018
644657 9 01/11/2018
646046 9 17/11/2018
648185 28 08/12/2018
650997 7 04/01/2019
652510 5 18/01/2019
652629 30 19/01/2019
653284 30 27/01/2019
658040 5 09/03/2019
669473 30 19/06/2019
675001 29 31/07/2015
675001 29 31/07/2015
676964 7 16/08/2019
680076 5 14/09/2015
680076 5 14/09/2015
683629 16 13/10/2005
695797 24 25/01/2016
726088 30 19/09/2006
730750 34 16/01/2017
735898 23 28/02/2017
750627 28 10/01/2017
754273 7 01/04/2017
766732 3 21/08/2017
767598 31 30/09/2017
784648 25 02/01/2008
788830 7 23/01/2018
792365 16 22/02/2018
792691 25 25/02/2018
796136 5 24/03/2018
796139 5 24/03/2018
796140 5 24/03/2018
796143 3 24/03/2018
796144 5 24/03/2018
796366 29 25/03/2008
797191 29 01/04/2018
797192 29 01/04/2018
801047 25 05/05/2018
806590 24 17/06/2008
807881 9 26/06/2018
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
808953 25 06/07/2018
810837 5 20/07/2018
810839 5 20/07/2018
812985 5 03/08/2018
814046 5 10/08/2018
814119 3 11/08/2018
814155 5 11/08/2018
814670 9 14/08/2018
815125 7 18/08/2018
815127 11 18/08/2018
815200 16 19/08/2018
815361 3 20/08/2018
815421 20 20/08/2018
815437 17 20/08/2018
815535 25 21/08/2018
815616 5 21/08/2018
815799 5 24/08/2018
815804 1 24/08/2018
815805 1 24/08/2018
815888 25 24/08/2018
816180 30 25/08/2018
816235 7 25/08/2018
816274 9 25/08/2018
816275 7 25/08/2018
816276 9 25/08/2018
816283 29 25/08/2018
816694 9 27/08/2018
816695 9 27/08/2018
816931 5 31/08/2018
817371 16 02/09/2018
817373 16 02/09/2018
817631 31 03/09/2018
817792 19 04/09/2018
817793 19 04/09/2018
817996 7 07/09/2018
817997 8 07/09/2018
817998 9 07/09/2018
817999 10 07/09/2018
818000 11 07/09/2018
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
818001 12 07/09/2018
818002 13 07/09/2018
818003 14 07/09/2018
818004 15 07/09/2018
818005 16 07/09/2018
818006 17 07/09/2018
818007 18 07/09/2018
818008 19 07/09/2018
818009 20 07/09/2018
818010 21 07/09/2018
818011 22 07/09/2018
818012 23 07/09/2018
818013 24 07/09/2018
818014 25 07/09/2018
818016 27 07/09/2018
818017 28 07/09/2018
818018 29 07/09/2018
818020 31 07/09/2018
818021 32 07/09/2018
818022 33 07/09/2018
818145 5 08/09/2018
818152 5 08/09/2018
818574 4 10/09/2018
818576 21 10/09/2018
819457 4 16/09/2018
819733 25 18/09/2018
819860 30 18/09/2018
819934 17 21/09/2018
819935 11 21/09/2018
820068 12 21/09/2018
820361 3 22/09/2018
820429 12 22/09/2018
820460 1 22/09/2018
820462 1 22/09/2018
820477 1 22/09/2018
820478 1 22/09/2018
820480 1 22/09/2018
820610 23 23/09/2018
821157 33 28/09/2018
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
822564 5 12/10/2018
822653 5 12/10/2018
822655 16 12/10/2018
822656 16 12/10/2018
822658 16 12/10/2018
822659 16 12/10/2018
822659 16 12/10/2018
822723 5 12/10/2018
822934 31 13/10/2018
823036 9 14/10/2018
823752 5 20/10/2018
823758 5 20/10/2018
823759 5 20/10/2018
823760 5 20/10/2018
823761 5 20/10/2018
823763 5 20/10/2018
823830 30 20/10/2018
823972 16 21/10/2018
823983 9 21/10/2018
823984 9 21/10/2018
824787 29 28/10/2018
825190 5 30/10/2018
825192 5 30/10/2018
825193 5 30/10/2018
825339 29 30/10/2018
825340 29 30/10/2018
825640 14 02/11/2018
825802 7 03/11/2018
826205 16 05/11/2018
826309 12 06/11/2018
826310 11 06/11/2018
826311 9 06/11/2018
826312 7 06/11/2018
826313 6 06/11/2018
826712 5 09/11/2018
826741 9 09/11/2018
826867 31 10/11/2018
827067 11 12/11/2018
827069 9 12/11/2018
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
827070 10 12/11/2018
827071 11 12/11/2018
827285 11 13/11/2018
827286 17 13/11/2018
827287 16 13/11/2018
827288 14 13/11/2018
827289 2 13/11/2018
827290 7 13/11/2018
827291 19 13/11/2018
827292 8 13/11/2018
827294 25 13/11/2018
827295 4 13/11/2018
827540 29 16/11/2018
828981 19 24/11/2018
829290 30 25/11/2018
829886 16 30/11/2018
829887 16 30/11/2018
830222 3 01/12/2018
830633 14 04/12/2018
831877 5 11/12/2018
832212 19 14/12/2018
832343 16 15/12/2018
832386 11 15/12/2018
833700 16 23/12/2018
834539 30 30/12/2008
835163 5 04/01/2019
836081 5 11/01/2019
836082 5 11/01/2019
836216 30 12/01/2019
836217 30 12/01/2019
836422 5 13/01/2019
837338 5 18/01/2019
837339 5 18/01/2019
837344 5 18/01/2019
837345 5 18/01/2019
837346 5 18/01/2019
837686 33 21/01/2019
837942 5 22/01/2019
838678 5 28/01/2019
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
840330 16 08/02/2019
840331 16 08/02/2019
840403 5 08/02/2019
840404 5 08/02/2019
840405 5 08/02/2019
840901 10 12/02/2019
840904 34 12/02/2019
843349 5 01/03/2019
844814 5 11/03/2019
844820 5 11/03/2019
846062 9 18/03/2019
846512 5 22/03/2019
846513 5 22/03/2019
846514 5 22/03/2019
847122 9 24/03/2019
851529 5 15/04/2019
851713 14 16/04/2019
851714 18 16/04/2019
851715 25 16/04/2019
851716 18 16/04/2019
851717 25 16/04/2019
851931 14 19/04/2019
851932 18 19/04/2019
851934 14 19/04/2019
851935 18 19/04/2019
851936 25 19/04/2019
851937 14 19/04/2019
851938 18 19/04/2019
851939 25 19/04/2019
853144 5 26/04/2019
855625 5 11/05/2019
855626 5 11/05/2019
855627 5 11/05/2019
857119 1 20/05/2019
858073 5 26/05/2019
859870 7 07/06/2019
862625 5 25/06/2019
862764 5 25/06/2019
862765 5 25/06/2019
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018  

 
Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  

APPL NO CLASS  RENEWAL DATE
863004 21 28/06/2019
867803 30 26/07/2019
869600 16 04/08/2019
869601 20 04/08/2019
872139 30 19/08/2019
872536 5 23/08/2019
872538 5 23/08/2019
879913 30 05/10/2009
882702 34 21/10/2009
898207 29 17/01/2010
899929 5 27/01/2010
938250 23 10/07/2010
938285 24 10/07/2010
946074 30 08/08/2010
962325 3 10/10/2010
979997 5 29/12/2010
1046528 1 21/09/2011
1049426 30 04/10/2011
1104556 31 14/05/2012
1107311 25 27/05/2012
1110742 16 11/06/2012
1134152 9 07/09/2012
1145834 29 24/10/2012
1155401 5 04/12/2012
1163131 25 31/12/2012
1229921 10 01/09/2013
1245863 
1254321 

99 
99 

23/10/2013
09/12/2013 

1260432 41 12/01/2014
1260891 5 13/01/2014
1264838 41 04/02/2014
1280098 9 22/04/2014
1304782 7 24/08/2014
1312954 30 05/10/2014
1379019 34 23/08/2015
1414129 5 17/01/2016
1421864 16 16/02/2016
1423173 5 21/02/2016
1423174 3 21/02/2016
1442166 42 03/04/2016
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1474658 16 31/07/2016
1480382 41 21/08/2016 16:51:00
1511514 5 08/12/2016
1527882 5 05/02/2017
1574186 22 29/06/2017
1586161 31 01/08/2017
1593338 42 22/08/2017
1593339 42 22/08/2017
1593340 42 22/08/2017
1593341 42 22/08/2017
1593342 42 22/08/2017
1593343 42 22/08/2017
1595266 5 27/08/2017
1598345 35 06/09/2017
1598348 42 06/09/2017
1598350 42 06/09/2017
1598351 35 06/09/2017
1598352 42 06/09/2017
1598353 35 06/09/2017
1598354 42 06/09/2017
1598355 35 06/09/2017
1598361 35 06/09/2017
1598362 42 06/09/2017
1598363 35 06/09/2017
1598364 42 06/09/2017
1598365 35 06/09/2017
1598366 42 06/09/2017
1598367 35 06/09/2017
1607860 42 04/10/2017
1607861 30 04/10/2017
1616483 17 31/10/2017
1624323 42 24/11/2017
1624324 35 24/11/2017
1645375 25 24/01/2018
1645738 9 24/01/2018
1653570 30 13/02/2018
1658216 12 26/02/2018
1658269 35 26/02/2018
1658270 42 26/02/2018
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1658271 35 26/02/2018
1658272 42 26/02/2018
1661987 31 07/03/2018
1662784 10 10/03/2018
1662785 42 10/03/2018
1662799 99 10/03/2018
1663377 9 11/03/2018
1663795 35 12/03/2018
1672034 37 03/04/2018
1672402 30 04/04/2018
1677455 29 17/04/2018
1677456 29 17/04/2018
1677457 29 17/04/2018
1678287 35 21/04/2018
1682569 17 01/05/2018
1683028 30 02/05/2018
1683655 5 05/05/2018
1683676 5 05/05/2018
1683677 5 05/05/2018
1684675 21 07/05/2018
1686464 4 13/05/2018
1686465 1 13/05/2018
1686812 25 13/05/2018
1687346 25 14/05/2018
1689106 30 21/05/2018
1689125 9 21/05/2018
1689487 25 21/05/2018
1691653 19 27/05/2018
1692546 33 29/05/2018
1693013 38 30/05/2018
1693215 33 30/05/2018
1693452 99 30/05/2018
1695780 99 05/06/2018
1699129 31 16/06/2018
1701894 42 20/06/2018
1702342 99 23/06/2018
1705092 25 30/06/2018
1709089 5 10/07/2018
1709090 5 10/07/2018
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1710046 12 14/07/2018
1710810 3 16/07/2018
1712975 35 22/07/2018
1713319 5 22/07/2018
1716004 39 30/07/2018
1716005 39 30/07/2018
1716008 39 30/07/2018
1716009 39 30/07/2018
1716412 6 30/07/2018
1717383 39 01/08/2018
1717489 6 04/08/2018
1717490 25 04/08/2018
1717682 30 04/08/2018
1717683 32 04/08/2018
1717738 5 04/08/2018
1718047 6 05/08/2018
1718751 16 07/08/2018
1718752 35 07/08/2018
1718753 38 07/08/2018
1718977 99 07/08/2018
1718978 99 07/08/2018
1718979 99 07/08/2018
1718980 99 07/08/2018
1719286 41 08/08/2018
1719287 9 08/08/2018
1719288 28 08/08/2018
1719289 35 08/08/2018
1719290 38 08/08/2018
1719291 42 08/08/2018
1719293 16 08/08/2018
1719309 12 08/08/2018
1719310 12 08/08/2018
1719311 12 08/08/2018
1719312 12 08/08/2018
1719313 17 08/08/2018
1719314 17 08/08/2018
1719315 17 08/08/2018
1719316 17 08/08/2018
1719317 20 08/08/2018
 
 

 

5309



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1719318 20 08/08/2018
1719320 20 08/08/2018
1719743 20 11/08/2018
1719800 19 11/08/2018
1719811 99 11/08/2018
1720105 5 12/08/2018
1720112 5 12/08/2018
1720454 20 12/08/2018
1720461 20 12/08/2018
1720485 41 12/08/2018
1720539 30 12/08/2018
1720545 18 12/08/2018
1720546 11 12/08/2018
1720547 24 12/08/2018
1720561 42 12/08/2018
1720562 41 12/08/2018
1720578 40 12/08/2018
1720580 35 12/08/2018
1720654 99 12/08/2018
1720740 19 12/08/2018
1720748 9 12/08/2018
1720770 35 13/08/2018
1720888 35 13/08/2018
1721320 3 13/08/2018
1721826 42 14/08/2018
1722029 25 14/08/2018
1722090 5 18/08/2018
1722091 5 18/08/2018
1722127 17 18/08/2018
1722144 42 18/08/2018
1722169 9 18/08/2018
1722170 35 18/08/2018
1722175 5 18/08/2018
1722210 35 18/08/2018
1722212 39 18/08/2018
1722213 41 18/08/2018
1722214 17 18/08/2018
1722221 10 18/08/2018
1722415 30 18/08/2018
 
 

 

5310



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1722445 37 18/08/2018
1722468 5 18/08/2018
1722524 25 18/08/2018
1722530 41 18/08/2018
1722565 3 19/08/2018
1722566 3 19/08/2018
1722567 3 19/08/2018
1722568 3 19/08/2018
1722580 30 19/08/2018
1722591 25 19/08/2018
1722597 3 19/08/2018
1722603 9 19/08/2018
1722604 3 19/08/2018
1722615 25 19/08/2018
1722634 30 19/08/2018
1722647 37 19/08/2018
1722648 37 19/08/2018
1722666 24 19/08/2018
1722667 24 19/08/2018
1722799 5 19/08/2018
1722800 5 19/08/2018
1722801 5 19/08/2018
1722802 5 19/08/2018
1722803 5 19/08/2018
1722804 5 19/08/2018
1722805 5 19/08/2018
1722819 42 19/08/2018
1722820 36 19/08/2018
1722821 37 19/08/2018
1722822 35 19/08/2018
1722823 19 19/08/2018
1722824 20 19/08/2018
1722825 37 19/08/2018
1722826 36 19/08/2018
1722827 42 19/08/2018
1722828 27 19/08/2018
1722829 35 19/08/2018
1722830 16 19/08/2018
1722831 9 19/08/2018
 
 

5311



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1722833 6 19/08/2018
1722852 7 19/08/2018
1722854 11 19/08/2018
1722856 12 19/08/2018
1722857 7 19/08/2018
1722870 9 19/08/2018
1722871 9 19/08/2018
1722907 11 19/08/2018
1722908 35 19/08/2018
1722913 9 19/08/2018
1722939 99 19/08/2018
1722940 99 19/08/2018
1722944 7 19/08/2018
1722945 7 19/08/2018
1722947 7 19/08/2018
1723067 5 20/08/2018
1723068 5 20/08/2018
1723082 16 20/08/2018
1723083 16 20/08/2018
1723084 16 20/08/2018
1723085 16 20/08/2018
1723086 16 20/08/2018
1723113 5 20/08/2018
1723133 6 20/08/2018
1723134 6 20/08/2018
1723145 43 20/08/2018
1723146 43 20/08/2018
1723249 36 21/08/2018
1723250 36 21/08/2018
1723328 99 21/08/2018
1723357 41 21/08/2018
1723359 24 21/08/2018
1723360 25 21/08/2018
1723361 35 21/08/2018
1723362 42 21/08/2018
1723363 42 21/08/2018
1723393 7 21/08/2018
1723394 20 21/08/2018
1723413 7 21/08/2018
 
 

 

5312



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1723414 6 21/08/2018
1723432 25 21/08/2018
1723437 11 21/08/2018
1723441 5 21/08/2018
1723442 5 21/08/2018
1723443 5 21/08/2018
1723444 5 21/08/2018
1723445 32 21/08/2018
1723474 7 21/08/2018
1723556 35 21/08/2018
1723623 6 21/08/2018
1723628 5 21/08/2018
1723642 99 21/08/2018
1723643 99 21/08/2018
1723662 35 21/08/2018
1723663 6 21/08/2018
1723664 5 21/08/2018
1723707 25 21/08/2018
1723722 21 21/08/2018
1723730 99 21/08/2018
1723732 99 21/08/2018
1723734 99 21/08/2018
1723741 41 22/08/2018
1723744 7 22/08/2018
1723745 12 22/08/2018
1723746 7 22/08/2018
1723747 12 22/08/2018
1723749 12 22/08/2018
1723750 7 22/08/2018
1723751 12 22/08/2018
1723753 12 22/08/2018
1723755 12 22/08/2018
1723762 2 22/08/2018
1723763 2 22/08/2018
1723778 35 22/08/2018
1723783 35 22/08/2018
1723837 42 22/08/2018
1723897 7 22/08/2018
1723937 35 22/08/2018
 
 

 

5313



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1723940 99 22/08/2018
1723946 25 22/08/2018
1723947 25 22/08/2018
1723999 24 22/08/2018
1724031 39 22/08/2018
1724084 24 22/08/2018
1724085 27 22/08/2018
1724086 20 22/08/2018
1724100 6 22/08/2018
1724121 5 22/08/2018
1724122 5 22/08/2018
1724123 5 22/08/2018
1724129 1 22/08/2018
1724138 30 22/08/2018
1724154 5 22/08/2018
1724155 5 22/08/2018
1724157 5 22/08/2018
1724159 5 22/08/2018
1724160 5 22/08/2018
1724162 5 22/08/2018
1724163 5 22/08/2018
1724164 5 22/08/2018
1724168 5 22/08/2018
1724171 5 22/08/2018
1724172 5 22/08/2018
1724173 5 22/08/2018
1724180 9 22/08/2018
1724220 11 22/08/2018
1724221 11 22/08/2018
1724222 11 22/08/2018
1724276 16 22/08/2018
1724277 16 22/08/2018
1724284 32 22/08/2018
1724301 99 22/08/2018
1724320 99 22/08/2018
1724386 5 25/08/2018
1724475 17 25/08/2018
1724477 29 25/08/2018
1724479 11 25/08/2018
 
 

 

5314



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1724485 11 25/08/2018
1724506 5 25/08/2018
1724513 17 25/08/2018
1724533 16 25/08/2018
1724541 99 25/08/2018
1724655 30 25/08/2018
1724660 41 25/08/2018
1724711 5 25/08/2018
1724715 5 25/08/2018
1724808 35 25/08/2018
1724809 6 25/08/2018
1724810 20 25/08/2018
1724826 38 26/08/2018
1724934 12 26/08/2018
1724938 25 26/08/2018
1724953 9 26/08/2018
1724954 6 26/08/2018
1724955 20 26/08/2018
1724978 30 26/08/2018
1724979 30 26/08/2018
1724981 30 26/08/2018
1725028 43 26/08/2018
1725115 43 26/08/2018
1725119 3 26/08/2018
1725120 5 26/08/2018
1725153 99 26/08/2018
1725254 99 26/08/2018
1725395 5 26/08/2018
1725398 5 26/08/2018
1725404 11 26/08/2018
1725528 29 26/08/2018
1725546 16 26/08/2018
1725550 99 26/08/2018
1725579 5 27/08/2018
1725582 5 27/08/2018
1725585 5 27/08/2018
1725586 5 27/08/2018
1725587 5 27/08/2018
1725588 5 27/08/2018
 
 

 

5315



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1725589 5 27/08/2018
1725593 5 27/08/2018
1725603 5 27/08/2018
1725632 99 27/08/2018
1725685 7 27/08/2018
1725736 5 27/08/2018
1725737 5 27/08/2018
1725738 5 27/08/2018
1725739 5 27/08/2018
1725740 5 27/08/2018
1725741 5 27/08/2018
1725742 5 27/08/2018
1725799 1 27/08/2018
1725800 5 27/08/2018
1725819 5 27/08/2018
1725889 99 27/08/2018
1725890 99 27/08/2018
1725909 7 27/08/2018
1725914 5 27/08/2018
1725932 41 27/08/2018
1725946 35 27/08/2018
1725947 37 27/08/2018
1725967 41 27/08/2018
1725969 41 27/08/2018
1726006 39 27/08/2018
1726145 5 28/08/2018
1726271 18 28/08/2018
1726273 20 28/08/2018
1726275 22 28/08/2018
1726277 24 28/08/2018
1726279 26 28/08/2018
1726281 28 28/08/2018
1726282 29 28/08/2018
1726283 30 28/08/2018
1726287 34 28/08/2018
1726291 38 28/08/2018
1726292 39 28/08/2018
1726295 42 28/08/2018
1726412 25 28/08/2018
 
 

 

5316



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1726413 29 28/08/2018
1726416 25 28/08/2018
1726422 35 28/08/2018
1726423 14 28/08/2018
1726424 18 28/08/2018
1726469 3 28/08/2018
1726486 30 28/08/2018
1726512 7 28/08/2018
1726724 33 29/08/2018
1726726 36 29/08/2018
1726727 38 29/08/2018
1726728 40 29/08/2018
1726729 41 29/08/2018
1726826 12 29/08/2018
1727049 16 29/08/2018
1727053 99 29/08/2018
1727054 99 29/08/2018
1727075 36 29/08/2018
1727088 40 01/09/2018
1727089 40 01/09/2018
1727090 40 01/09/2018
1727422 16 01/09/2018
1727532 35 01/09/2018
1727533 41 01/09/2018
1727569 99 01/09/2018
1727641 41 02/09/2018
1727698 9 02/09/2018
1727799 99 02/09/2018
1727811 7 02/09/2018
1727842 3 02/09/2018
1727970 6 02/09/2018
1728056 24 03/09/2018
1728100 10 03/09/2018
1728133 25 03/09/2018
1728134 25 03/09/2018
1728307 11 04/09/2018
1728341 35 04/09/2018
1728530 3 29/08/2018
1728604 16 04/09/2018
 
 

5317



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1728605 35 04/09/2018
1728606 16 04/09/2018
1728607 35 04/09/2018
1728645 5 04/09/2018
1728652 41 04/09/2018
1728680 12 04/09/2018
1728688 1 04/09/2018
1728795 35 05/09/2018
1728945 32 05/09/2018
1729021 16 08/09/2018
1729022 42 08/09/2018
1729033 23 08/09/2018
1729358 11 08/09/2018
1729464 39 09/09/2018
1729680 29 09/09/2018
1729682 1 09/09/2018
1729765 9 09/09/2018
1729767 1 09/09/2018
1729768 1 09/09/2018
1729771 99 09/09/2018
1729780 7 09/09/2018
1729781 7 09/09/2018
1729784 99 09/09/2018
1730031 38 10/09/2018
1730032 9 10/09/2018
1730113 42 10/09/2018
1730217 12 10/09/2018
1730475 19 11/09/2018
1730688 5 11/09/2018
1730689 5 11/09/2018
1730778 9 11/09/2018
1730779 16 11/09/2018
1730780 38 11/09/2018
1730781 41 11/09/2018
1731172 41 12/09/2018
1731292 5 12/09/2018
1731294 5 12/09/2018
1731295 5 12/09/2018
1731296 5 12/09/2018
 
 

 

5318



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1731297 5 12/09/2018
1731668 41 12/09/2018
1731742 25 15/09/2018
1731795 5 15/09/2018
1731796 5 15/09/2018
1731797 5 15/09/2018
1731799 5 15/09/2018
1731840 9 15/09/2018
1732159 10 15/09/2018
1732160 10 15/09/2018
1732161 10 15/09/2018
1732532 9 16/09/2018
1732533 16 16/09/2018
1732534 38 16/09/2018
1732535 41 16/09/2018
1732589 19 16/09/2018
1732590 19 16/09/2018
1732601 10 16/09/2018
1732954 3 16/09/2018
1732955 3 16/09/2018
1732956 3 16/09/2018
1732957 3 16/09/2018
1733049 39 16/09/2018
1733098 9 16/09/2018
1733101 9 16/09/2018
1733210 21 17/09/2018
1733212 9 17/09/2018
1733296 30 17/09/2018
1733334 42 17/09/2018
1733504 25 17/09/2018
1733559 20 17/09/2018
1733578 30 17/09/2018
1733666 2 17/09/2018
1733748 9 18/09/2018
1733982 99 18/09/2018
1734045 5 18/09/2018
1734084 41 18/09/2018
1734148 99 18/09/2018
1734608 3 19/09/2018
 
 

 

5319



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1734610 3 19/09/2018
1734860 7 19/09/2018
1734865 9 19/09/2018
1735023 1 22/09/2018
1735025 31 22/09/2018
1735033 5 22/09/2018
1735034 41 22/09/2018
1735035 42 22/09/2018
1735083 12 22/09/2018
1735313 24 22/09/2018
1735316 5 22/09/2018
1735318 5 22/09/2018
1735321 5 22/09/2018
1735322 5 22/09/2018
1735403 99 22/09/2018
1735686 31 23/09/2018
1735783 99 23/09/2018
1735838 32 23/09/2018
1735871 99 23/09/2018
1736266 3 24/09/2018
1736267 3 24/09/2018
1736284 31 24/09/2018
1736571 3 24/09/2018
1736753 33 25/09/2018
1736956 25 25/09/2018
1737240 99 25/09/2018
1737770 99 26/09/2018
1737880 11 26/09/2018
1738037 5 29/09/2018
1738038 5 29/09/2018
1738230 41 29/09/2018
1738289 5 29/09/2018
1738556 37 29/09/2018
1738571 99 29/09/2018
1738572 99 29/09/2018
1738622 25 29/09/2018
1738672 3 30/09/2018
1739020 35 30/09/2018
1739022 35 30/09/2018
 
 

 

5320



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1739259 18 30/09/2018
1739407 36 01/10/2018
1739492 17 01/10/2018
1739856 16 03/10/2018
1739862 4 03/10/2018
1739863 3 03/10/2018
1739865 14 03/10/2018
1739866 9 03/10/2018
1739867 43 03/10/2018
1739868 36 03/10/2018
1739869 30 03/10/2018
1739870 28 03/10/2018
1739871 26 03/10/2018
1739872 24 03/10/2018
1739873 21 03/10/2018
1739874 16 03/10/2018
1740447 29 06/10/2018
1740645 34 06/10/2018
1740698 37 06/10/2018
1740920 11 07/10/2018
1740921 11 07/10/2018
1740922 6 07/10/2018
1740923 6 07/10/2018
1741203 6 07/10/2018
1741204 19 07/10/2018
1741297 42 07/10/2018
1742000 9 10/10/2018
1742843 5 13/10/2018
1742847 30 13/10/2018
1742848 30 13/10/2018
1742849 30 13/10/2018
1742850 30 13/10/2018
1742851 5 13/10/2018
1742852 5 13/10/2018
1742853 5 13/10/2018
1742922 99 13/10/2018
1742935 12 13/10/2018
1743105 42 14/10/2018
1743161 23 14/10/2018
 
 

 

5321



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1743162 23 14/10/2018
1743163 23 14/10/2018
1743164 23 14/10/2018
1743166 23 14/10/2018
1743167 23 14/10/2018
1743168 23 14/10/2018
1743169 23 14/10/2018
1743574 7 15/10/2018
1743635 34 15/10/2018
1744426 25 16/10/2018
1744674 35 17/10/2018
1744765 24 17/10/2018
1744766 25 17/10/2018
1744780 32 17/10/2018
1744876 25 17/10/2018
1745146 1 20/10/2018
1745172 9 20/10/2018
1745173 9 20/10/2018
1745174 9 20/10/2018
1745175 9 20/10/2018
1745737 11 20/10/2018
1746488 99 21/10/2018
1746619 18 22/10/2018
1746620 18 22/10/2018
1746621 35 22/10/2018
1746622 35 22/10/2018
1746623 42 22/10/2018
1746624 42 22/10/2018
1746886 99 22/10/2018
1746958 5 22/10/2018
1746960 5 22/10/2018
1746961 5 22/10/2018
1746962 5 22/10/2018
1746963 5 22/10/2018
1746966 5 22/10/2018
1746967 35 22/10/2018
1746968 35 22/10/2018
1746984 7 22/10/2018
1747157 5 23/10/2018
 
 

5322



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1747158 5 23/10/2018
1747198 14 23/10/2018
1747526 25 23/10/2018
1748082 9 27/10/2018
1748083 9 27/10/2018
1748098 9 27/10/2018
1748197 12 27/10/2018
1748208 32 27/10/2018
1748492 5 27/10/2018
1748647 12 29/10/2018
1748988 38 30/10/2018
1749109 25 30/10/2018
1749185 5 30/10/2018
1749187 5 30/10/2018
1749189 5 30/10/2018
1749190 5 30/10/2018
1749193 5 30/10/2018
1749225 33 30/10/2018
1749445 42 31/10/2018
1749600 35 03/11/2018
1749994 99 03/11/2018
1750254 38 03/11/2018
1750255 38 03/11/2018
1750256 38 03/11/2018
1750257 9 03/11/2018
1750258 9 03/11/2018
1750259 99 03/11/2018
1750264 9 03/11/2018
1750271 16 03/11/2018
1750461 24 04/11/2018
1751050 32 05/11/2018
1751051 32 05/11/2018
1751052 32 05/11/2018
1751053 32 05/11/2018
1751120 14 05/11/2018
1751286 42 06/11/2018
1751287 41 06/11/2018
1751363 24 06/11/2018
1751833 16 07/11/2018
 
 

5323



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1751870 9 07/11/2018
1752410 35 10/11/2018
1752550 10 11/11/2018
1752614 41 11/11/2018
1752615 41 11/11/2018
1752760 5 11/11/2018
1752789 9 11/11/2018
1753187 17 12/11/2018
1753378 7 12/11/2018
1753525 99 12/11/2018
1753938 24 14/11/2018
1754169 99 17/11/2018
1754217 25 17/11/2018
1754218 25 17/11/2018
1754219 25 17/11/2018
1754220 25 17/11/2018
1754522 30 18/11/2018
1754744 5 18/11/2018
1754746 5 18/11/2018
1755093 99 18/11/2018
1755287 16 19/11/2018
1755289 16 19/11/2018
1755473 35 19/11/2018
1755538 41 19/11/2018
1755539 41 19/11/2018
1755540 41 19/11/2018
1755587 99 19/11/2018
1755593 9 19/11/2018
1755625 99 19/11/2018
1755897 35 20/11/2018
1756670 5 21/11/2018
1756671 5 21/11/2018
1756672 5 21/11/2018
1756678 35 21/11/2018
1756692 3 21/11/2018
1757623 30 25/11/2018
1757646 25 25/11/2018
1757745 35 25/11/2018
1758458 10 27/11/2018
 
 

 

5324



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1758762 5 28/11/2018
1758772 7 28/11/2018
1759859 7 04/12/2018
1760351 33 04/12/2018
1760720 36 05/12/2018
1761033 5 06/12/2018
1761034 5 06/12/2018
1761706 29 08/12/2018
1762194 36 10/12/2018
1762428 99 10/12/2018
1762480 99 10/12/2018
1762481 99 10/12/2018
1762963 99 11/12/2018
1762964 16 11/12/2018
1763378 2 12/12/2018
1763380 4 12/12/2018
1763462 1 12/12/2018
1763465 21 12/12/2018
1763832 6 15/12/2018
1763833 6 15/12/2018
1763868 11 15/12/2018
1764427 16 16/12/2018
1764505 7 16/12/2018
1764506 7 16/12/2018
1764651 35 17/12/2018
1764719 30 17/12/2018
1764720 5 17/12/2018
1764721 5 17/12/2018
1764722 5 17/12/2018
1764724 5 17/12/2018
1764725 5 17/12/2018
1764796 10 17/12/2018
1764893 41 17/12/2018
1765431 3 18/12/2018
1765432 5 18/12/2018
1765433 5 18/12/2018
1765434 3 18/12/2018
1766160 36 22/12/2018
1766192 5 22/12/2018
 
 

 

5325



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
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1768746 10 29/12/2018
1769581 3 31/12/2018
1769582 3 31/12/2018
1769583 1 31/12/2018
1769584 3 31/12/2018
1769585 14 31/12/2018
1769586 16 31/12/2018
1769587 17 31/12/2018
1769588 18 31/12/2018
1769589 25 31/12/2018
1769590 32 31/12/2018
1769591 29 31/12/2018
1769592 30 31/12/2018
1769593 31 31/12/2018
1769594 39 31/12/2018
1769595 38 31/12/2018
1769596 37 31/12/2018
1769597 36 31/12/2018
1769598 35 31/12/2018
1769599 41 31/12/2018
1769600 40 31/12/2018
1769601 42 31/12/2018
1769602 1 31/12/2018
1769603 3 31/12/2018
1769604 14 31/12/2018
1769605 16 31/12/2018
1769607 18 31/12/2018
1769608 25 31/12/2018
1769609 29 31/12/2018
1769610 30 31/12/2018
1769611 31 31/12/2018
1769612 32 31/12/2018
1769613 35 31/12/2018
1769614 36 31/12/2018
1769615 37 31/12/2018
1769616 38 31/12/2018
1769617 39 31/12/2018
1769618 40 31/12/2018
1769619 41 31/12/2018
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APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1769621 5 31/12/2018
1769622 5 31/12/2018
1769623 5 31/12/2018
1769624 5 31/12/2018
1769625 5 31/12/2018
1769627 5 31/12/2018
1769628 5 31/12/2018
1769629 5 31/12/2018
1769630 5 31/12/2018
1769631 5 31/12/2018
1769632 5 31/12/2018
1769634 5 31/12/2018
1769635 5 31/12/2018
1769637 5 31/12/2018
1769638 5 31/12/2018
1769639 5 31/12/2018
1769640 5 31/12/2018
1769650 5 31/12/2018
1769656 1 31/12/2018
1770249 5 02/01/2019
1771354 28 06/01/2019
1771410 9 06/01/2019
1771458 41 06/01/2019
1771476 15 06/01/2019
1771686 35 07/01/2019
1771687 16 07/01/2019
1771877 25 07/01/2019
1771878 23 07/01/2019
1772997 5 12/01/2019
1773223 99 12/01/2019
1773992 10 14/01/2019
1773993 42 14/01/2019
1774048 36 14/01/2019
1774678 42 16/01/2019
1774679 42 16/01/2019
1774680 42 16/01/2019
1774681 25 16/01/2019
1777060 35 22/01/2019
1777895 30 27/01/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1778022 35 27/01/2019
1778188 7 28/01/2019
1778324 7 28/01/2019
1778413 19 28/01/2019
1778414 19 28/01/2019
1779762 11 30/01/2019
1780526 36 03/02/2019
1780527 36 03/02/2019
1781490 99 04/02/2019
1781972 35 05/02/2019
1781973 99 05/02/2019
1781974 99 05/02/2019
1782045 3 05/02/2019
1783445 5 10/02/2019
1783538 42 10/02/2019
1783539 40 10/02/2019
1783540 39 10/02/2019
1783541 37 10/02/2019
1783542 36 10/02/2019
1783543 35 10/02/2019
1783544 21 10/02/2019
1783545 12 10/02/2019
1783546 11 10/02/2019
1783547 9 10/02/2019
1783549 4 10/02/2019
1783550 1 10/02/2019
1783700 1 10/02/2019
1783701 35 10/02/2019
1783721 6 10/02/2019
1783749 25 10/02/2019
1784016 4 11/02/2019
1784017 7 11/02/2019
1784019 11 11/02/2019
1784020 12 11/02/2019
1784021 21 11/02/2019
1784022 35 11/02/2019
1784023 36 11/02/2019
1784024 37 11/02/2019
1784025 39 11/02/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1784027 42 11/02/2019
1784253 29 11/02/2019
1784255 29 11/02/2019
1784257 29 11/02/2019
1784258 29 11/02/2019
1784259 29 11/02/2019
1784260 29 11/02/2019
1784261 29 11/02/2019
1784647 29 12/02/2019
1784714 9 12/02/2019
1785412 5 16/02/2019
1785938 37 16/02/2019
1785939 37 16/02/2019
1786282 5 17/02/2019
1787230 1 19/02/2019
1788067 5 23/02/2019
1789703 5 26/02/2019
1789705 5 26/02/2019
1791130 5 02/03/2019
1791131 5 02/03/2019
1793173 10 06/03/2019
1793446 5 06/03/2019
1793447 5 06/03/2019
1794647 9 12/03/2019
1794648 9 12/03/2019
1794649 9 12/03/2019
1794650 9 12/03/2019
1794652 9 12/03/2019
1794653 9 12/03/2019
1795043 1 13/03/2019
1795044 1 13/03/2019
1795788 2 16/03/2019
1795945 25 16/03/2019
1796921 5 18/03/2019
1798673 35 23/03/2019
1798674 42 23/03/2019
1798867 18 24/03/2019
1799171 11 24/03/2019
1800010 3 26/03/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1800832 41 28/03/2019
1801288 5 30/03/2019
1802078 5 01/04/2019
1802079 10 01/04/2019
1803853 5 08/04/2019
1803922 9 08/04/2019
1804415 5 09/04/2019
1804818 25 09/04/2019
1804819 25 09/04/2019
1804886 25 09/04/2019
1805710 99 13/04/2019
1805711 99 13/04/2019
1806080 31 14/04/2019
1810864 9 24/04/2019
1810865 42 24/04/2019
1811076 5 24/04/2019
1811693 5 27/04/2019
1811694 5 27/04/2019
1812273 6 28/04/2019
1812275 11 28/04/2019
1814410 5 04/05/2019
1818723 11 15/05/2019
1818854 24 15/05/2019
1818873 43 15/05/2019
1818880 5 15/05/2019
1818881 5 15/05/2019
1818883 5 15/05/2019
1818884 5 15/05/2019
1818885 5 15/05/2019
1818886 5 15/05/2019
1818887 5 15/05/2019
1818888 5 15/05/2019
1818889 5 15/05/2019
1818891 5 15/05/2019
1818892 5 15/05/2019
1818893 5 15/05/2019
1818894 5 15/05/2019
1818896 5 15/05/2019
1818897 5 15/05/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1819439 5 18/05/2019
1820042 29 20/05/2019
1820043 30 20/05/2019
1820044 35 20/05/2019
1820734 2 21/05/2019
1821694 5 25/05/2019
1821695 5 25/05/2019
1821696 5 25/05/2019
1821697 5 25/05/2019
1821698 5 25/05/2019
1821699 5 25/05/2019
1821700 5 25/05/2019
1821701 5 25/05/2019
1821703 5 25/05/2019
1821704 5 25/05/2019
1821705 5 25/05/2019
1821879 7 26/05/2019
1822656 5 27/05/2019
1825177 5 03/06/2019
1829108 41 15/06/2019
1829269 41 15/06/2019
1829771 7 16/06/2019
1829772 7 16/06/2019
1829773 7 16/06/2019
1829774 7 16/06/2019
1829775 7 16/06/2019
1829776 7 16/06/2019
1829777 7 16/06/2019
1829778 7 16/06/2019
1829779 7 16/06/2019
1829780 7 16/06/2019
1829781 7 16/06/2019
1829782 7 16/06/2019
1829783 7 16/06/2019
1830176 11 17/06/2019
1830279 42 17/06/2019
1831033 5 19/06/2019
1831583 5 22/06/2019
1832565 5 24/06/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1832567 5 24/06/2019
1835426 11 01/07/2019
1836280 30 03/07/2019
1836998 5 06/07/2019
1836999 5 06/07/2019
1837000 5 06/07/2019
1837001 5 06/07/2019
1837718 5 08/07/2019
1837719 5 08/07/2019
1837720 5 08/07/2019
1837806 5 08/07/2019
1838198 3 09/07/2019
1840812 6 17/07/2019
1840813 6 17/07/2019
1840815 6 17/07/2019
1840819 6 17/07/2019
1840820 6 17/07/2019
1840821 6 17/07/2019
1840822 6 17/07/2019
1840823 6 17/07/2019
1840824 6 17/07/2019
1843317 9 24/07/2019
1843318 9 24/07/2019
1843319 9 24/07/2019
1844504 3 27/07/2019
1844506 6 27/07/2019
1844627 17 28/07/2019
1844700 35 28/07/2019
1845355 30 29/07/2019
1845357 30 29/07/2019
1845412 11 29/07/2019
1845413 11 29/07/2019
1849148 11 10/08/2019
1849149 9 10/08/2019
1850161 9 12/08/2019
1852847 35 20/08/2019
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NOTIFICATION 
SNo. NOTIFICATION 
1 As per order dated 19/12/2012, the goods are confined under class 5 to be read as 

Homoeopathic remedies. 
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PR Section 
J/  

SUBSEQUENT PROPRIETORS REGISTERED  
280506 - 7: Proprietor Altered to HELICORD TRANSMISSION PVT LTD , 25A/1/3&4, SIDCO 
INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, AMBATTUR, CHENNAI-98, TAMILNADU, INDIA 
SAMSONS RUBBER INDUSTRIES (P) LIMITED

314314 - 30: Proprietor Altered to MRS. KANTHI L. MEDA,MR.RAJIVE,MR. M.R. ARVIND trading as 
SAI KRISHNA ENTERPRISES , NO.17, PLATFORM ROAD, BANGALORE-560020 
KASTURI FOODS AND CHEMICALS LIMITED

1115290 - 25, 1273154 - 25, 1273154 - 28, 1273156 - 18, 1273156 - 24, 1273156 - 25, 1273161 - 11, 
1273161 - 14, 1273161 - 18, 1273161 - 20, 1273161 - 21, 1273161 - 22, 1273161 - 24, 1273161 - 27, 
1274049 - 18, 1274049 - 24, 1274049 - 25, 1279346 - 3, 1279346 - 4, 1279346 - 20, 1279346 - 21, 
1279346 - 24, 1279346 - 25, 1279348 - 3, 1279348 - 4, 1279348 - 20, 1279348 - 21, 1279348 - 24, 
1279348 - 25, 1351751 - 25: Proprietor Altered to MACYS MERCHANDISING GROUP INC. , 11 
PENN PLAZA NEW YORK 10001 U.S.A 
FEDERATED BRANDS, INC., FEDERATED BRANDS INC.

2334375 - 33: Proprietor Altered to THE ABSOLUT COMPANY AKTIEBOLAG , SE- 117 97, 
Stockholm, Sweden 
ABSOLUT HOLDING, INC. ACTING THROUGH ITS SWEDISH BRANCH ABSOLUT HOLDING 
FILIAL

1272965 - 42: Proprietor Altered to MATCH.COM, L.L.C. , 8300 
DOUGLAS,AVENUE,DALLAS,TEXAS-75225, USA. 
MATCH.COM, L.P.

842753 - 1: Proprietor Altered to UNICHEMA CHEMIE BV , BUURTJE 1, 2802 BE GOUDA, THE 
NETHERLANDS. 
ICI CHEMICALS AND POLYMERS LTD.

842592 - 29: Proprietor Altered to ASSOCIATED BRITISH FOOD PLC , WESTON CENTRE , 
BOWATER HOUSE, 68, KNIGHTSBRIDGE, LONDON, ENGLAND 
NOVARTIS NUTRITION AG.

409810 - 25: Proprietor Altered to JOSCO FOOTWEAR PRODUCTS PRIVATE LIMITED , NO. 1-4, 
ABISHEGAPAKKAM MAIN ROAD, ABISHEGAPAKKAM, PONDICHERRY-605 007. 
JOSCO RUBBER INDUSTRIES.

314314 - 30: Proprietor Altered to SAIDEEP EXPORTS PRIVATE LIMITED , 17, PLATFORM ROAD, 
SESHADRIPURAM, BANGALORE 560 020 
SAI KRISHNA ENTERPRISES

327120 - 3, 1529090 - 3, 1529092 - 3, 1529844 - 3, 1529842 - 3, 315904 - 3, 1529091 - 3, 1529843 - 3, 
1529845 - 3, 1529848 - 3, 1529849 - 3, 1529850 - 3, 1529852 - 3, 1531757 - 3, 1574682 - 4, 1529095 - 
3, 1529846 - 3, 1529847 - 3, 356374 - 3, 1325517 - 3, 1503864 - 3, 1529089 - 3, 1529088 - 3, 1529093 - 
3, 1615430 - 3, 1529853 - 3, 1529854 - 3, 1531755 - 3, 1615428 - 3, 1615431 - 3, 1615433 - 3, 1615436 
- 3, 1615437 - 3, 1615427 - 3, 1615426 - 3, 1615434 - 3, 1615435 - 3, 1529851 - 3, 1531756 - 3, 
1547580 - 3, 1615432 - 3: Proprietor Altered to N.RANGA RAO & SONS PRIVATE LIMITED , 1553, 
VANIVILASA ROAD, MYSORE - 570004, KARNATAKA STATE, INDIA., PHARMED GARDENS, 1ST 
FLOOR, WHITEFIELD ROAD, BANGALORE-560048, KARNATAKA 
N. RANGA RAO. & SONS, N. RANGA RAO AND SONS, PHARMED MEDICARE PVT.LTD, N. 
RANGA RAO & SONS, N. RANGA RAO AND SONS, N. RANGA RAO AND SONS., N. RANGA RAO 
& SONS, M/S.N.RANGA RAO & SONS, SNEHA ENTERPRISES, N. RANGA RAO AND SONS

844779 - 7: Proprietor Altered to WCI OUTDOOR PRODUCTS, INC. , 11700 BEREA ROAD, 
CLEVELAND OH-44111 
WHITE CONSOLIDATED INDUSTRIES, INC

385796 - 34: Proprietor Altered to N. RAFIUDDIN , H.NO: 7-81, CHINNAMAKANAM STREET, 
CHAGALAMARRY- 518 553, KURNOOL DISTRICT, ANDHRA PRADESH. 
N. RAFIUDDIN & BROS.

954294 - 3: Proprietor Altered to JARON COSMETIQUE PVT LTD. , 4th Fl., Krupanidhi, 9 
Walchand Hirachand Marg, Ballard Estate, Mumbai 400001. 
JARON COSMETIQUE PVT LTD.

386235 - 34: Proprietor Altered to N.MOHAMMED HARIS , 7-83, CHINNAMAKANAM STREET, 
CHAGALAMARRY-518 553 
N. RAFIUDDIN & BROS.

1571582 - 9: Proprietor Altered to SENSORMATIC ELECTRONICS, LLC , ONE TOWN CENTER 
ROAD BOCA RATON FL 33486 USA 
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SENSORMATIC ELECTRONICS CORPORATION

1869647 - 99: Proprietor Altered to YUMI INTERNATIONAL LIMITED , 13 Gorst Road, Park Royal, 
London NWI0 6LA 
UTTAM LONDON LIMITED

1869647 - 99: Proprietor Altered to UTTAM LONDON LIMITED , 13 Gorst Road, Park Royal, 
London NWI0 6LA 
GHAM LIMITED

2334375 - 33: Proprietor Altered to ABSOLUT HOLDING, INC. ACTING THROUGH ITS SWEDISH 
BRANCH ABSOLUT HOLDING FILIAL , PO. Box 
47170, SE- 100 74 Stockholm, Sweden 
ABSOLUT HOLDING INC.

1274048 - 99: Proprietor Altered to PREMARK PACKAGING LLC , 3650 WEST LAKE AVE, 
GLENVIEW, IL 60026, USA 
ILLINOIS TOOL WORKS INC.

1274048 - 99: Proprietor Altered to SIGNODE INTERNATIONAL IP HOLDINGS LLC , 3650 WEST 
LAKE AVE, GLENVIEW, IL 60026, USA 
PREMARK PACKAGING LLC

140656 - 29: Proprietor Altered to MAGNUM DISTRIBUTORS PRIVATE LIMTED , Flat No.5, Block 
No. 8, Colaba Land Co-Op. Hsg Society, Shorab Bharucha Road, Mumbai - 400 005. 
K.K.KOTWAL

1778023 - 39, 966982 - 16: Proprietor Altered to SALTOURS INTERNATIONAL LIMITED , 49, 
GREAT CUMBERLAND PLACE, LONDON W1H 7th, UNITED KINGDOM. 
SALTOURS INTERNATIONAL, SALTOURS INTERNATIONAL

285262 - 30: Proprietor Altered to CADBURY INDIA LIMITED , CADBURY HOUSE, 19, BHULABHAI 
DESAI ROAD, MUMBAI - 400 026. 
WARNER HINDUSTAN LIMITED.

NAME,ADDRESS AND DESCRIPTION ALTERED IN THE RWGISTER OF THE 
FORM ARE SHOWN HERE IN ITALICS  
1273155 - 99: Proprietor Name Altered to MACY'S, INC 
FEDERATED DEPARTMENT STORES, INC.

844779 - 7: Proprietor Name Altered to ELECTROLUX HOME CARE PRODUCTS, INC. 
WCI OUTDOOR PRODUCTS, INC.

533408 - 3: Proprietor Name Altered to HINDUSTAN UNILEVER LIMITED 
LAKME LIMITED

842753 - 1: Proprietor Name Altered to UNIQEMA B.V. 
UNICHEMA CHEMIE BV

1272965 - 42: Proprietor Name Altered to MATCH.COM, L.L.C. 
MATCH.COM, L.L.C.

1271909 - 4, 1308432 - 4, 1376448 - 41, 1273543 - 2, 1310119 - 4, 1306493 - 4, 1272936 - 4, 1261544 - 
4, 1391444 - 35, 1273545 - 2, 1273542 - 4, 1273544 - 4, 1261543 - 4, 1391441 - 35, 1260225 - 4, 
1219209 - 4: Proprietor Name Altered to VALVOLINE CUMMINS PRIVATE LTD. 
VALVOLINE CUMMINS LTD.

1282354 - 11, 1291719 - 11, 1307435 - 11, 1308485 - 99: Proprietor Name Altered to OSRAM GMBH 
OSRAM GESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRANKTER HAFTUNG

1275058 - 30: Proprietor Address Altered to C-2,EAST ARJUN NAGAR,SHAHDARA, DELHI-110032 
M/S DEVIKA FOOD PRODUCTS

844779 - 7: Proprietor Address Altered to 10200 DAVID TAYLOR DRIVE, CHARLOTTE, NORTH 
CAROLINA 28262, U.S.A. 
ELECTROLUX HOME CARE PRODUCTS, INC.

374848 - 30, 470884 - 30, 470888 - 30, 470885 - 30: Proprietor Address Altered to AGRAWAL 
MOHALLA .SHITLA MATA CHOWK SUMERPUR 306902. RAJASTHAN 
ASHOK BRAND TEA COMPANY.

1272965 - 42: Proprietor Address Altered to 8300 DOUGLAS,AVENUE,DALLAS,TEXAS-75225, 
USA. 
MATCH.COM, L.L.C.

381898 - 16, 921072 - 16: Proprietor Address Altered to 11 bis Rue des Feuillants - 86000 Poitiers - 
France 
PERSONNALITE ET RELATIONS HUMAINES INTERNATIONAL PRH
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1274309 - 42: Proprietor Address Altered to ITC GREEN CENTERE, PLOT NO.-10,GURGAON, 
HARYANA. 
ITC LIMITED,

1274776 - 36: Proprietor Address Altered to M-62 & 63, FRIST FLOOR, CONNAUGHT PLACE, NEW 
DELHI-110001 
INDIABULLS FINANCIAL SERVICES LIMITED.

1274551 - 38, 1274552 - 42, 1274550 - 35: Proprietor Address Altered to UNIT#102, 2nd FLOOR, 
WESTEND MALL, DISTRICT CENTERE, JANAKPURI,NEWDELHI-110058, INDIA. 
DAKSH ESERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED.

1280017 - 42: Proprietor Address Altered to ITC GREEN CENTERE, PLOT NO.-10,GURGAON, 
HARYANA. 
ITC LIMITED.

1278623 - 30, 1278621 - 33, 1321247 - 16, 1321248 - 32, 1278622 - 16, 1278614 - 16, 1278617 - 33, 
1278618 - 16, 1278624 - 32, 1321246 - 33, 1278612 - 32, 1278613 - 33, 1278625 - 33, 1278610 - 16, 
1278616 - 32: Proprietor Address Altered to ANANT NIKETAN,756 OTC SCHEME,RANI 
ROAD,UDAIPUR-313001,RAJSTHAN. 
ARUN DHANDHANIA.

1275567 - 99: Proprietor Address Altered to 5055 W. PARK, BOULEVARD, SUITE 700, PLANO, TX-
75093, USA. 
THE ZIG ZIGLAR CORPORATION

1282354 - 11, 1291719 - 11, 1307435 - 11, 1308485 - 99: Proprietor Address Altered to Marcel-
Breuer-Straße 6, 80807 München GERMANY 
OSRAM GMBH

1273543 - 2, 1310119 - 4, 1306493 - 4, 1308432 - 4, 1273544 - 4, 1064447 - 5, 1391444 - 35, 1064447 - 
5, 1273542 - 4, 1260225 - 4, 1219209 - 4, 1273545 - 2, 1261543 - 4, 1261544 - 4, 1272936 - 4, 1271909 
- 4, 1391441 - 35: Proprietor Address Altered to 50/8,1 Floor, Tolstoy Lane, Janpath, New Delhi - 1 
10 001 
VALVOLINE CUMMINS LTD.

1278050 - 12: Address for Service is altered to ,

842740 - 28: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013., 
trademark@anandandanand.com

1278306 - 3: Address for Service is altered to F -1, NEW QUTAB ROAD, (PUL 
MITHAI),TELEWARA, DELHI - 110 006.,

533408 - 3: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013., 
trademark@anandandanand.com

1282610 - 3: Address for Service is altered to 213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. 
MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9,

1273001 - 19: Address for Service is altered to OFF.38, NEW MARKET RAILWAY ROAD, NEAR 
OLD CENTRAL BANK, JAGADHRI DISTT. YAMUNANAGAR,

377169 - 29: Address for Service is altered to 717, STAR CHAMBER, 7TH FLOOR, HARIHAR 
CHOWK, RAJKOT - 360 001, GUAJRAT,

1272812 - 30: Address for Service is altered to 5/1, FIRST FLOOR, KALKAJI EXTENSION., NEW 
DELHI - 110 019. INDIA.,

140656 - 29: Address for Service is altered to GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA 
STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.  
 
,

15863 - 34: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.,

1282175 - 9: Address for Service is altered to 405, KAPADIA CHAMBERS, 599, J.S.S. ROAD, 
MARINE LINES, MUMMBAI - 400 002.,

1274049 - 99: Address for Service is altered to 52,SUKHDEV VIHAR, MATHURA ROAD, NEW 
DELHI-1120 025.,

1273032 - 29, 1273030 - 30: Address for Service is altered to 3RD FLOOR, ROOM NO.312, SHANTI 
BHAWAN, BANK MORE, DHANBAD-826001, JHARKHAND.,
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1278636 - 29, 1278629 - 42: Address for Service is altered to IST FLOOR, MOHAN DEV BUILDING, 
13 TOLSTOY MARG, NEW DELHI-1,
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not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
133844 5 29/08/2018 11:20:15
134126 29 30/08/2018 16:19:58
174216 5 27/08/2018 11:13:43
174347 29 28/08/2018 10:39:32
174576 5 30/08/2018 16:21:03
174624 3 30/08/2018 16:23:09
215528 5 28/08/2018 10:40:26
263632 5 27/08/2018 11:19:50
264648 6 30/08/2018 10:41:55
264649 11 30/08/2018 10:43:52
264650 21 30/08/2018 10:45:11
264671 24 30/08/2018 12:25:33
264672 24 30/08/2018 12:26:18
264674 24 30/08/2018 12:27:05
264675 24 30/08/2018 12:27:51
325370 3 28/08/2018 11:41:44
325382 21 28/08/2018 14:24:40
325425 31 28/08/2018 15:11:23
325476 21 29/08/2018 11:21:04
325506 3 29/08/2018 11:26:51
325510 34 29/08/2018 11:27:41
325511 34 29/08/2018 11:28:14
325513 34 29/08/2018 11:29:12
325638 9 30/08/2018 10:46:36
325765 24 30/08/2018 16:23:58
325772 7 30/08/2018 16:25:21
325773 9 30/08/2018 16:26:36
421830 3 27/08/2018 16:38:21
422042 5 28/08/2018 14:25:31
422446 9 30/08/2018 12:30:29
422508 30 30/08/2018 14:27:10
422646 5 30/08/2018 16:27:23
422655 7 30/08/2018 16:27:51
422766 7 30/08/2018 16:30:44
422921 33 30/08/2018 16:31:20
422937 25 30/08/2018 16:32:06
438013 30 28/08/2018 16:15:32
550447 17 27/08/2018 11:37:12
550449 16 27/08/2018 11:37:38
550818 24 27/08/2018 12:24:57
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APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
550945 24 27/08/2018 16:29:24
550955 7 27/08/2018 16:30:06
551152 5 28/08/2018 10:41:10
551161 5 28/08/2018 10:41:40
551243 25 28/08/2018 11:42:22
551306 1 28/08/2018 16:16:27
551307 1 28/08/2018 16:16:58
551308 1 28/08/2018 16:17:26
551309 1 28/08/2018 16:17:57
551310 1 28/08/2018 16:18:42
551311 1 28/08/2018 16:19:21
551314 1 28/08/2018 16:20:03
551316 1 28/08/2018 16:20:41
551317 1 28/08/2018 16:21:19
551318 1 28/08/2018 16:22:01
551320 1 28/08/2018 16:22:52
551323 1 28/08/2018 16:23:24
551324 1 28/08/2018 16:24:05
551325 1 28/08/2018 16:24:37
551326 1 28/08/2018 16:25:06
551327 1 28/08/2018 16:25:45
551353 1 28/08/2018 16:26:12
551392 3 29/08/2018 11:21:43
551635 9 30/08/2018 12:31:19
551636 11 30/08/2018 12:33:24
551637 7 30/08/2018 12:34:00
551653 34 30/08/2018 12:38:24
551657 34 30/08/2018 14:27:53
551866 21 30/08/2018 15:19:32
551881 5 30/08/2018 15:20:08
551884 5 30/08/2018 15:21:50
552008 7 30/08/2018 16:32:47
552085 7 30/08/2018 16:33:29
552096 1 30/08/2018 16:34:06
552200 3 30/08/2018 16:34:54
552289 2 31/08/2018 12:12:40
552290 2 31/08/2018 12:13:10
552297 2 31/08/2018 12:13:37
660960 24 30/08/2018 14:28:31
 
 

 

5339



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
664715 28 27/08/2018 11:17:43
664720 28 27/08/2018 11:18:07
664722 31 27/08/2018 11:18:36
664724 9 27/08/2018 11:19:16
664725 6 27/08/2018 11:19:50
664726 6 27/08/2018 11:20:14
664727 6 27/08/2018 11:20:37
664728 9 27/08/2018 11:21:01
664729 9 27/08/2018 11:21:28
665040 1 27/08/2018 12:25:52
665041 2 27/08/2018 12:26:22
665043 2 27/08/2018 12:26:57
665044 1 27/08/2018 12:27:28
665045 2 27/08/2018 12:28:37
665046 1 27/08/2018 12:29:09
665048 1 27/08/2018 12:29:38
665050 1 27/08/2018 12:30:12
665051 2 27/08/2018 12:30:47
665196 25 27/08/2018 12:48:57
665197 21 27/08/2018 12:49:28
665198 20 27/08/2018 12:49:55
665199 16 27/08/2018 12:50:26
665386 25 27/08/2018 16:20:40
665580 5 28/08/2018 10:24:18
665586 5 28/08/2018 10:25:25
665589 5 28/08/2018 10:27:39
665765 21 28/08/2018 10:42:29
665790 5 28/08/2018 10:43:05
665791 5 28/08/2018 10:43:35
665793 5 28/08/2018 10:47:52
665801 5 28/08/2018 10:48:24
665903 30 28/08/2018 11:43:20
665908 5 28/08/2018 11:43:49
665912 5 28/08/2018 11:44:46
665917 5 28/08/2018 11:45:16
666061 1 28/08/2018 14:26:56
666304 5 29/08/2018 11:30:01
666306 7 29/08/2018 11:30:54
666964 28 29/08/2018 12:35:24
 
 

 

5340



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
667187 16 29/08/2018 14:22:29
667541 16 30/08/2018 14:29:09
667699 5 30/08/2018 15:22:23
667911 1 31/08/2018 11:29:54
668199 11 31/08/2018 12:14:03
668215 3 31/08/2018 12:14:36
801036 9 27/08/2018 11:25:18
801038 18 27/08/2018 11:25:54
801039 14 27/08/2018 11:26:23
802177 19 27/08/2018 16:39:03
802423 7 28/08/2018 10:28:22
802425 7 28/08/2018 10:28:58
802430 5 28/08/2018 10:29:31
1349440 5 27/08/2018 11:40:59
1349442 5 27/08/2018 11:41:26
1349445 5 27/08/2018 11:41:53
1349683 25 27/08/2018 11:21:42
1349685 25 27/08/2018 11:22:17
1349698 42 27/08/2018 11:22:41
1349703 8 27/08/2018 11:23:01
1349704 10 27/08/2018 11:23:37
1349712 42 27/08/2018 11:24:02
1349721 5 27/08/2018 11:24:22
1349751 5 27/08/2018 11:24:48
1349758 5 27/08/2018 11:25:19
1349764 25 27/08/2018 11:28:29
1349765 25 27/08/2018 11:29:12
1349766 12 27/08/2018 11:29:39
1349787 5 27/08/2018 11:30:25
1349789 5 27/08/2018 11:31:09
1349790 5 27/08/2018 11:32:11
1349791 5 27/08/2018 11:32:44
1349792 5 27/08/2018 11:33:35
1349798 33 27/08/2018 11:34:03
1349799 33 27/08/2018 11:34:35
1349802 24 27/08/2018 11:35:51
1349803 5 27/08/2018 11:36:21
1349859 24 27/08/2018 11:36:55
1349867 5 27/08/2018 11:37:33
 
 

5341



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1349868 5 27/08/2018 11:38:02
1349869 5 27/08/2018 11:38:32
1349870 5 27/08/2018 11:39:05
1354997 5 27/08/2018 11:10:35
1355000 5 27/08/2018 11:26:56
1355064 7 27/08/2018 11:28:07
1355236 16 27/08/2018 11:11:06
1355239 25 27/08/2018 11:11:38
1355240 16 27/08/2018 11:12:14
1355249 23 27/08/2018 11:29:13
1355315 5 27/08/2018 11:29:41
1355364 5 27/08/2018 11:30:16
1355393 5 27/08/2018 11:30:48
1355394 5 27/08/2018 11:31:13
1355446 5 27/08/2018 11:38:44
1355458 5 27/08/2018 11:31:48
1355460 5 27/08/2018 11:32:11
1355461 5 27/08/2018 11:32:34
1355462 5 27/08/2018 11:33:02
1355463 5 27/08/2018 11:33:26
1355464 5 27/08/2018 11:34:01
1355465 5 27/08/2018 11:34:31
1355480 25 27/08/2018 11:34:56
1355486 25 27/08/2018 11:35:25
1355528 5 27/08/2018 11:39:19
1355558 25 27/08/2018 11:39:51
1355561 25 27/08/2018 11:40:25
1355567 7 27/08/2018 11:40:57
1355569 19 27/08/2018 11:41:24
1355572 11 27/08/2018 11:42:09
1355573 36 27/08/2018 11:43:20
1355585 2 27/08/2018 11:44:11
1355586 1 27/08/2018 11:44:39
1355587 42 27/08/2018 11:45:04
1355607 41 27/08/2018 11:45:34
1355617 17 27/08/2018 11:46:02
1355619 39 27/08/2018 11:46:31
1355620 16 27/08/2018 11:47:20
1355621 38 27/08/2018 11:47:54
 
 

 

5342



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1355622 37 27/08/2018 11:48:19
1355623 4 27/08/2018 11:48:49
1355625 34 27/08/2018 11:49:18
1355632 33 27/08/2018 11:49:42
1355635 32 27/08/2018 11:50:12
1355636 5 27/08/2018 11:50:40
1355638 12 27/08/2018 11:51:20
1355640 30 27/08/2018 11:51:52
1355642 28 27/08/2018 11:52:23
1355643 11 27/08/2018 11:53:29
1355644 27 27/08/2018 11:54:26
1355646 26 27/08/2018 11:54:54
1355660 25 27/08/2018 11:55:24
1355663 42 27/08/2018 11:59:15
1355664 42 27/08/2018 12:06:51
1355665 42 27/08/2018 11:56:04
1355693 25 27/08/2018 11:56:36
1355695 24 27/08/2018 11:57:33
1355696 23 27/08/2018 12:07:27
1355698 22 27/08/2018 12:18:25
1355700 21 27/08/2018 12:23:30
1355701 20 27/08/2018 11:58:25
1355706 18 27/08/2018 11:59:58
1355728 24 27/08/2018 12:00:29
1355729 9 27/08/2018 12:01:23
1355732 25 27/08/2018 12:08:37
1355735 18 27/08/2018 12:09:03
1355738 5 27/08/2018 12:19:11
1355740 9 27/08/2018 12:19:59
1355741 32 27/08/2018 12:20:28
1355745 29 27/08/2018 12:21:01
1355748 29 27/08/2018 12:21:36
1355801 30 27/08/2018 12:31:55
1355822 9 27/08/2018 12:32:21
1355824 42 27/08/2018 12:32:48
1355841 7 27/08/2018 12:51:15
1355842 7 27/08/2018 12:51:41
1355859 16 27/08/2018 12:35:54
1355862 37 27/08/2018 12:36:25
 
 

 

5343



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1355882 32 27/08/2018 12:36:52
1355883 3 27/08/2018 12:37:39
1355888 25 27/08/2018 12:38:11
1355894 3 27/08/2018 12:38:55
1355898 14 27/08/2018 12:52:15
1355903 5 27/08/2018 12:39:35
1355919 3 27/08/2018 14:23:54
1355920 3 27/08/2018 14:24:50
1355927 25 27/08/2018 12:40:32
1355928 25 27/08/2018 12:41:00
1355929 25 27/08/2018 12:42:52
1355947 42 27/08/2018 12:43:21
1355948 42 27/08/2018 12:43:54
1355949 42 27/08/2018 12:44:27
1355952 35 27/08/2018 14:25:16
1355953 5 27/08/2018 14:25:51
1355954 5 27/08/2018 14:26:19
1355955 25 27/08/2018 14:26:46
1355961 25 27/08/2018 12:45:09
1355984 41 27/08/2018 14:27:20
1355995 41 27/08/2018 12:45:43
1355997 14 27/08/2018 12:46:09
1356050 37 27/08/2018 14:27:53
1356051 37 27/08/2018 14:28:19
1356052 37 27/08/2018 14:28:54
1356053 37 27/08/2018 14:29:22
1356083 17 27/08/2018 14:29:48
1356099 5 27/08/2018 14:30:15
1356155 1 27/08/2018 14:30:39
1356156 35 27/08/2018 14:31:05
1356188 29 27/08/2018 14:31:32
1356189 31 27/08/2018 14:32:16
1356190 25 27/08/2018 14:32:42
1356215 8 27/08/2018 14:33:08
1356216 8 27/08/2018 14:38:51
1356246 1 27/08/2018 14:39:16
1356247 16 27/08/2018 14:39:43
1356325 14 27/08/2018 16:08:41
1356341 5 27/08/2018 16:09:06
 
 

 

5344



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1356343 5 27/08/2018 16:09:35
1356346 5 27/08/2018 16:10:05
1356370 2 27/08/2018 16:10:36
1356371 3 27/08/2018 16:11:03
1356372 7 27/08/2018 16:11:45
1356373 19 27/08/2018 16:12:09
1356374 19 27/08/2018 16:12:37
1356375 19 27/08/2018 16:13:03
1356506 42 27/08/2018 16:13:28
1356531 5 27/08/2018 16:13:58
1356594 16 27/08/2018 16:14:26
1356599 21 27/08/2018 16:14:52
1356613 29 27/08/2018 16:15:21
1356624 3 27/08/2018 16:15:45
1356646 29 27/08/2018 16:16:09
1356647 31 27/08/2018 16:16:36
1356657 16 27/08/2018 16:17:06
1356659 36 27/08/2018 16:17:32
1356663 39 27/08/2018 16:18:05
1356668 16 27/08/2018 16:18:46
1356670 41 27/08/2018 16:19:14
1356683 11 27/08/2018 16:21:42
1356709 42 27/08/2018 16:22:10
1356808 9 27/08/2018 16:23:22
1356830 21 27/08/2018 16:23:48
1356834 9 27/08/2018 16:24:13
1356892 34 27/08/2018 16:24:36
1356956 33 27/08/2018 16:30:57
1356980 41 27/08/2018 16:31:24
1357033 29 27/08/2018 16:31:50
1357035 33 27/08/2018 16:39:49
1357036 32 27/08/2018 16:40:19
1357037 14 27/08/2018 16:32:48
1357038 14 27/08/2018 16:33:18
1357039 14 27/08/2018 16:33:52
1357044 5 27/08/2018 16:34:27
1357046 99 27/08/2018 16:34:56
1357068 9 27/08/2018 16:35:29
1357069 9 27/08/2018 16:35:54
 
 

 

5345



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1357070 42 27/08/2018 16:36:23
1357143 42 27/08/2018 16:36:53
1357164 12 28/08/2018 10:58:10
1357165 37 28/08/2018 11:00:43
1357186 25 28/08/2018 11:16:47
1357203 17 28/08/2018 10:49:30
1357243 30 28/08/2018 10:50:07
1357253 35 28/08/2018 11:18:55
1357254 25 28/08/2018 10:55:32
1357275 9 28/08/2018 10:56:13
1357281 30 28/08/2018 10:56:54
1357282 3 28/08/2018 10:59:11
1357295 39 28/08/2018 11:01:17
1357320 9 28/08/2018 11:02:08
1357322 25 28/08/2018 11:02:54
1357350 25 28/08/2018 11:03:32
1357372 7 28/08/2018 11:12:04
1357408 9 28/08/2018 11:12:36
1357409 3 28/08/2018 11:13:05
1357412 9 28/08/2018 11:14:07
1357423 25 28/08/2018 11:14:37
1357425 35 28/08/2018 11:17:38
1357434 30 28/08/2018 11:19:33
1357435 42 28/08/2018 11:20:02
1357440 40 28/08/2018 11:23:29
1357445 40 28/08/2018 11:24:11
1357448 42 28/08/2018 11:24:52
1357449 35 28/08/2018 11:25:32
1357455 25 28/08/2018 11:26:12
1357459 5 28/08/2018 11:26:52
1357460 3 28/08/2018 11:29:36
1357465 35 28/08/2018 11:30:08
1357467 37 28/08/2018 11:30:38
1357474 30 28/08/2018 11:31:10
1357487 40 28/08/2018 11:31:43
1357505 16 28/08/2018 11:32:49
1357506 25 28/08/2018 11:33:21
1357507 40 28/08/2018 11:33:47
1357508 25 28/08/2018 11:34:29
 
 

 

5346



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1357510 35 28/08/2018 11:35:09
1357511 42 28/08/2018 11:36:19
1357512 40 28/08/2018 11:37:00
1357513 25 28/08/2018 11:37:43
1357514 35 28/08/2018 11:38:17
1357515 42 28/08/2018 11:38:50
1357518 30 28/08/2018 11:39:21
1357519 42 28/08/2018 11:40:11
1357522 1 28/08/2018 11:40:34
1357535 39 28/08/2018 11:46:28
1357540 35 28/08/2018 11:47:15
1357545 42 28/08/2018 11:47:43
1357546 42 28/08/2018 11:49:09
1357572 42 28/08/2018 11:50:27
1357573 35 28/08/2018 11:51:06
1357575 10 28/08/2018 11:51:36
1357577 7 28/08/2018 11:52:27
1357578 42 28/08/2018 11:58:54
1357580 11 28/08/2018 11:53:04
1357581 10 28/08/2018 11:53:30
1357582 9 28/08/2018 11:54:28
1357624 5 28/08/2018 11:55:26
1357625 5 28/08/2018 11:55:54
1357683 25 28/08/2018 11:56:30
1357684 5 28/08/2018 11:56:58
1357685 5 28/08/2018 11:57:24
1357687 30 28/08/2018 11:57:55
1357689 30 28/08/2018 11:59:31
1357698 1 28/08/2018 12:33:59
1357718 41 28/08/2018 12:34:28
1357721 3 28/08/2018 12:34:55
1357744 5 28/08/2018 12:35:20
1357779 5 28/08/2018 12:35:55
1357780 5 28/08/2018 12:36:19
1357781 5 28/08/2018 12:36:45
1357782 5 28/08/2018 12:37:27
1357784 5 28/08/2018 12:37:52
1357786 34 28/08/2018 12:38:16
1357809 26 28/08/2018 12:43:06
 
 

 

5347



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1357813 9 28/08/2018 12:43:52
1357814 11 28/08/2018 12:44:45
1357816 11 28/08/2018 12:46:16
1357818 9 28/08/2018 12:47:09
1357819 11 28/08/2018 12:47:47
1357840 25 28/08/2018 12:56:16
1357841 25 28/08/2018 14:16:59
1357843 32 28/08/2018 14:17:40
1357865 1 28/08/2018 14:20:36
1357873 25 28/08/2018 14:21:20
1357905 34 28/08/2018 14:27:56
1357907 17 28/08/2018 14:28:29
1357908 9 28/08/2018 14:51:40
1357912 25 28/08/2018 14:53:11
1357918 7 28/08/2018 14:55:14
1357952 5 28/08/2018 14:55:43
1357953 5 28/08/2018 15:12:27
1357961 9 28/08/2018 14:56:33
1357963 16 28/08/2018 14:57:02
1357992 41 28/08/2018 14:57:30
1358015 36 28/08/2018 14:58:17
1358016 30 28/08/2018 14:58:45
1358017 5 28/08/2018 14:59:15
1358019 30 28/08/2018 15:01:21
1358066 17 28/08/2018 15:02:10
1358088 14 28/08/2018 15:02:42
1358101 99 28/08/2018 15:03:17
1358137 3 28/08/2018 15:03:47
1358156 4 28/08/2018 15:04:27
1358158 25 28/08/2018 15:04:56
1358162 25 28/08/2018 15:05:22
1358165 25 28/08/2018 15:07:28
1358170 5 28/08/2018 15:08:00
1358174 9 28/08/2018 15:08:29
1358184 29 28/08/2018 15:09:25
1358221 14 28/08/2018 15:13:12
1358222 20 28/08/2018 15:13:50
1358249 5 28/08/2018 15:15:25
1358271 36 28/08/2018 15:14:35
 
 

 

5348



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1358319 30 28/08/2018 15:15:55
1358338 3 28/08/2018 15:16:50
1358341 14 28/08/2018 15:17:17
1358344 41 28/08/2018 15:17:48
1358346 42 28/08/2018 15:18:16
1358352 32 28/08/2018 15:18:50
1358373 39 28/08/2018 16:27:27
1358376 9 28/08/2018 16:27:57
1358381 5 28/08/2018 16:30:27
1358382 35 28/08/2018 16:32:58
1358386 37 28/08/2018 16:33:25
1358393 18 29/08/2018 10:48:36
1358399 16 28/08/2018 16:34:08
1358400 16 28/08/2018 16:34:36
1358522 16 28/08/2018 16:37:38
1358566 1 29/08/2018 10:49:51
1358567 2 29/08/2018 10:50:21
1358568 4 29/08/2018 10:50:47
1358569 8 29/08/2018 10:52:21
1358570 12 29/08/2018 10:52:47
1358571 13 29/08/2018 10:53:18
1358572 20 29/08/2018 10:53:42
1358573 21 29/08/2018 10:54:18
1358574 28 29/08/2018 10:54:50
1358575 32 29/08/2018 10:55:16
1358598 3 29/08/2018 10:55:40
1358632 16 29/08/2018 10:56:07
1358651 5 29/08/2018 10:56:41
1358652 5 29/08/2018 11:23:16
1358657 5 29/08/2018 10:57:26
1358660 5 29/08/2018 11:24:12
1358661 5 29/08/2018 11:24:36
1358664 5 29/08/2018 10:58:18
1358666 5 29/08/2018 10:58:45
1358668 5 29/08/2018 10:59:30
1358673 20 29/08/2018 11:01:23
1358679 24 29/08/2018 11:01:53
1358681 9 29/08/2018 11:02:17
1358682 41 29/08/2018 11:03:06
 
 

 

5349



Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1358696 1 29/08/2018 11:03:30
1358698 1 29/08/2018 11:05:33
1358717 35 29/08/2018 11:06:16
1358723 7 29/08/2018 11:06:41
1358724 9 29/08/2018 11:07:07
1358751 5 29/08/2018 11:32:23
1358759 35 29/08/2018 11:33:16
1358760 36 29/08/2018 11:45:20
1358761 42 29/08/2018 11:45:50
1358762 41 29/08/2018 11:46:17
1358774 35 29/08/2018 11:46:50
1358775 25 29/08/2018 11:47:20
1358806 5 29/08/2018 11:48:17
1358813 10 29/08/2018 11:48:51
1358837 27 29/08/2018 11:49:21
1358856 5 29/08/2018 11:49:56
1358858 16 29/08/2018 11:50:25
1358871 5 29/08/2018 11:51:18
1358872 5 29/08/2018 11:51:57
1358873 5 29/08/2018 12:36:38
1358877 5 29/08/2018 12:37:14
1358887 5 29/08/2018 12:37:43
1358894 5 29/08/2018 11:52:34
1358900 5 29/08/2018 11:54:36
1358932 9 29/08/2018 11:55:01
1358936 9 29/08/2018 11:55:39
1358937 9 29/08/2018 11:57:46
1358939 9 29/08/2018 11:58:20
1358940 3 29/08/2018 11:58:56
1358941 30 29/08/2018 12:38:11
1359062 11 29/08/2018 12:39:48
1359069 30 29/08/2018 12:40:56
1359070 5 29/08/2018 12:43:37
1359073 9 29/08/2018 12:44:15
1359074 9 29/08/2018 12:44:51
1359075 9 29/08/2018 12:45:32
1359079 11 29/08/2018 12:46:08
1359191 35 29/08/2018 12:47:15
1359192 35 29/08/2018 12:47:43
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1359193 35 29/08/2018 12:48:12
1359194 42 29/08/2018 12:48:44
1359195 42 29/08/2018 14:15:34
1359196 42 29/08/2018 14:16:07
1359213 5 29/08/2018 14:18:08
1359214 5 29/08/2018 14:23:42
1359283 29 29/08/2018 14:17:00
1359293 11 29/08/2018 14:18:45
1359301 3 29/08/2018 14:19:20
1359365 2 29/08/2018 14:19:49
1359372 25 29/08/2018 14:20:40
1359504 3 29/08/2018 14:25:05
1359525 5 29/08/2018 14:25:38
1359526 5 29/08/2018 14:26:13
1359532 3 29/08/2018 14:26:40
1359533 25 29/08/2018 14:27:23
1359534 18 29/08/2018 14:34:13
1359535 9 29/08/2018 14:34:52
1359547 9 29/08/2018 14:35:28
1359552 25 29/08/2018 14:35:55
1359555 28 29/08/2018 14:38:56
1359596 5 29/08/2018 14:36:33
1359598 5 29/08/2018 14:37:06
1359599 5 29/08/2018 14:40:09
1359600 5 29/08/2018 14:41:58
1359601 5 29/08/2018 14:46:13
1359645 42 29/08/2018 14:46:56
1359646 42 29/08/2018 14:50:45
1359647 3 29/08/2018 14:51:22
1359648 3 29/08/2018 14:51:56
1359649 3 29/08/2018 14:52:26
1359650 3 29/08/2018 14:53:13
1359683 3 29/08/2018 14:53:45
1359684 3 29/08/2018 14:55:14
1359685 30 29/08/2018 14:55:45
1359687 30 30/08/2018 10:24:48
1359688 25 30/08/2018 10:25:18
1359689 3 30/08/2018 10:25:44
1359690 3 30/08/2018 10:26:19
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1359693 18 30/08/2018 10:27:43
1359694 35 30/08/2018 10:28:15
1359696 35 30/08/2018 10:28:41
1359697 39 30/08/2018 10:29:06
1359700 5 30/08/2018 10:47:44
1359703 5 30/08/2018 10:48:41
1359758 32 30/08/2018 10:49:19
1359759 42 30/08/2018 10:50:28
1359768 14 30/08/2018 10:51:40
1359777 4 30/08/2018 10:52:25
1359780 30 30/08/2018 11:02:46
1359787 16 30/08/2018 11:03:23
1359788 42 30/08/2018 11:04:25
1359789 9 30/08/2018 11:10:42
1359791 42 30/08/2018 11:11:31
1359792 23 30/08/2018 11:06:00
1359793 23 30/08/2018 11:06:47
1359794 23 30/08/2018 11:07:15
1359797 16 30/08/2018 11:15:21
1359798 25 30/08/2018 11:07:57
1359803 35 30/08/2018 11:08:37
1359804 42 30/08/2018 11:09:09
1359835 14 30/08/2018 11:09:36
1359866 14 30/08/2018 11:15:51
1359884 42 30/08/2018 11:17:41
1359885 40 30/08/2018 11:19:12
1359887 30 30/08/2018 11:20:01
1359888 42 30/08/2018 11:21:42
1359892 29 30/08/2018 11:22:21
1359893 99 30/08/2018 11:22:47
1359894 99 30/08/2018 11:23:11
1359895 99 30/08/2018 11:27:15
1359896 28 30/08/2018 11:27:47
1359899 16 30/08/2018 11:28:17
1359900 14 30/08/2018 11:28:41
1359901 41 30/08/2018 11:29:10
1359902 38 30/08/2018 11:29:36
1359904 41 30/08/2018 11:30:01
1359907 21 30/08/2018 11:30:26
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1359908 35 30/08/2018 11:30:55
1359915 28 30/08/2018 11:31:23
1359916 16 30/08/2018 11:32:00
1359917 35 30/08/2018 11:32:22
1359922 38 30/08/2018 11:32:45
1359925 41 30/08/2018 11:33:10
1359926 28 30/08/2018 11:33:38
1359928 41 30/08/2018 12:09:58
1359929 35 30/08/2018 11:34:19
1359980 5 30/08/2018 11:34:50
1359981 5 30/08/2018 11:35:20
1359982 5 30/08/2018 11:35:52
1359983 5 30/08/2018 11:36:20
1359985 5 30/08/2018 11:36:47
1359986 5 30/08/2018 11:37:26
1359987 5 30/08/2018 11:38:17
1359989 5 30/08/2018 11:39:35
1359993 26 30/08/2018 11:42:23
1359994 35 30/08/2018 11:46:26
1359995 16 30/08/2018 11:46:54
1360030 25 30/08/2018 11:47:38
1360032 41 30/08/2018 11:48:05
1360035 42 30/08/2018 11:48:31
1360041 41 30/08/2018 11:48:56
1360046 25 30/08/2018 11:49:26
1360050 1 30/08/2018 11:50:05
1360060 9 30/08/2018 11:50:47
1360067 25 30/08/2018 11:51:18
1360069 5 30/08/2018 11:52:33
1360116 39 30/08/2018 12:10:36
1360132 42 30/08/2018 12:11:22
1360142 16 30/08/2018 12:28:38
1360144 41 30/08/2018 12:11:56
1360145 42 30/08/2018 12:12:19
1360153 38 30/08/2018 12:12:48
1360159 35 30/08/2018 12:13:16
1360161 9 30/08/2018 12:13:40
1360180 7 30/08/2018 14:30:29
1360192 11 30/08/2018 14:31:19
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1360193 11 30/08/2018 14:32:16
1360242 6 30/08/2018 14:32:51
1360243 7 30/08/2018 14:34:06
1360244 7 30/08/2018 14:34:38
1360270 9 30/08/2018 14:35:20
1360271 9 30/08/2018 14:43:46
1360272 3 30/08/2018 14:44:26
1360292 5 30/08/2018 14:44:54
1360304 2 30/08/2018 14:45:26
1360322 35 30/08/2018 14:46:51
1360325 5 30/08/2018 14:47:18
1360326 10 30/08/2018 14:47:48
1360330 9 30/08/2018 14:48:25
1360332 19 30/08/2018 14:49:02
1360371 25 30/08/2018 14:49:33
1360382 42 30/08/2018 14:50:07
1360383 41 30/08/2018 14:50:43
1360384 28 30/08/2018 14:51:09
1360385 9 30/08/2018 14:51:36
1360411 25 30/08/2018 14:52:19
1360416 41 30/08/2018 14:52:53
1360420 35 30/08/2018 14:53:25
1360445 19 30/08/2018 14:53:59
1360446 37 30/08/2018 14:54:41
1360459 19 30/08/2018 14:55:15
1360474 19 30/08/2018 14:55:59
1360476 19 30/08/2018 14:56:49
1360478 9 30/08/2018 14:57:27
1360479 32 30/08/2018 14:58:24
1360482 5 30/08/2018 14:59:44
1360516 11 30/08/2018 15:00:22
1360585 39 30/08/2018 15:45:51
1360670 41 30/08/2018 15:46:26
1360716 38 30/08/2018 15:47:04
1360747 5 30/08/2018 15:47:33
1360748 5 30/08/2018 15:48:01
1360749 5 30/08/2018 15:55:11
1360755 8 30/08/2018 15:48:29
1360756 8 30/08/2018 15:49:05
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1360757 8 30/08/2018 15:49:40
1360760 39 30/08/2018 15:50:28
1360779 37 30/08/2018 15:51:00
1360782 42 30/08/2018 15:51:36
1360787 24 30/08/2018 15:52:03
1360827 3 30/08/2018 15:52:30
1360831 3 30/08/2018 15:53:13
1360880 41 31/08/2018 11:07:29
1360945 20 31/08/2018 11:10:57
1360997 1 31/08/2018 11:11:21
1361027 35 31/08/2018 11:11:47
1361034 14 31/08/2018 11:12:15
1361046 3 31/08/2018 11:12:42
1361069 7 31/08/2018 11:13:09
1361112 5 31/08/2018 11:48:41
1361158 5 31/08/2018 11:33:35
1361159 5 31/08/2018 11:34:06
1361166 42 31/08/2018 11:34:42
1361182 25 31/08/2018 11:35:26
1361183 41 31/08/2018 11:35:59
1361187 37 31/08/2018 11:36:29
1361188 35 31/08/2018 11:36:59
1361190 19 31/08/2018 11:37:26
1361191 9 31/08/2018 11:37:54
1361193 42 31/08/2018 11:38:19
1361194 9 31/08/2018 11:38:43
1361197 3 31/08/2018 11:53:22
1361198 42 31/08/2018 11:54:26
1361199 35 31/08/2018 11:54:54
1361200 42 31/08/2018 11:55:20
1361201 35 31/08/2018 11:55:44
1361250 25 31/08/2018 11:39:27
1361256 25 31/08/2018 11:40:03
1361258 35 31/08/2018 11:42:18
1361259 35 31/08/2018 11:42:56
1361260 35 31/08/2018 11:43:21
1361346 9 31/08/2018 11:44:03
1361347 9 31/08/2018 11:44:54
1361348 9 31/08/2018 11:45:34
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1361349 9 31/08/2018 11:46:01
1361354 3 31/08/2018 11:46:52
1361405 29 31/08/2018 11:57:12
1361407 9 31/08/2018 11:57:50
1361408 9 31/08/2018 11:58:18
1361416 14 31/08/2018 11:58:45
1361417 14 31/08/2018 11:59:13
1361418 14 31/08/2018 11:59:44
1361419 14 31/08/2018 12:00:23
1361425 3 31/08/2018 12:00:51
1361460 16 31/08/2018 12:01:33
1361461 31 31/08/2018 12:02:06
1361492 9 31/08/2018 12:02:31
1361493 9 31/08/2018 12:02:59
1361496 42 31/08/2018 12:03:22
1361528 25 31/08/2018 12:03:46
1361534 19 31/08/2018 12:04:11
1361535 9 31/08/2018 12:04:53
1361543 35 31/08/2018 12:05:21
1361544 41 31/08/2018 12:05:47
1361586 41 31/08/2018 12:15:29
1361588 31 31/08/2018 12:16:24
1361592 31 31/08/2018 12:17:11
1361593 31 31/08/2018 12:17:39
1361604 41 31/08/2018 14:13:24
1361619 36 31/08/2018 12:18:22
1361621 30 31/08/2018 12:18:49
1361622 41 31/08/2018 12:19:18
1361623 30 31/08/2018 12:23:23
1361626 30 31/08/2018 12:25:04
1361628 7 31/08/2018 12:25:31
1361630 3 31/08/2018 14:22:24
1361633 37 31/08/2018 14:16:16
1361691 7 31/08/2018 14:16:55
1361727 30 31/08/2018 14:17:22
1361732 16 31/08/2018 14:17:55
1361735 20 31/08/2018 14:32:41
1361738 6 31/08/2018 14:18:48
1361740 30 31/08/2018 14:19:15
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1865 ,   03/09/2018  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1361759 41 31/08/2018 14:33:25
1361760 35 31/08/2018 14:33:59
1361761 41 31/08/2018 14:35:01
1361762 35 31/08/2018 14:35:50
1361817 5 31/08/2018 14:20:40
1361819 5 31/08/2018 14:21:09
1361820 5 31/08/2018 14:23:07
1361823 5 31/08/2018 14:23:39
1361882 25 31/08/2018 14:24:20
1361883 25 31/08/2018 14:24:46
1361885 35 31/08/2018 14:25:15
1361886 35 31/08/2018 14:25:42
1361893 3 31/08/2018 14:36:36
1361899 5 31/08/2018 14:26:11
1361901 16 31/08/2018 14:26:41
1361903 16 31/08/2018 14:27:24
1361931 41 31/08/2018 14:28:17
1361936 10 31/08/2018 14:37:31
1361939 42 31/08/2018 14:29:18
1361943 39 31/08/2018 14:38:14
1361946 25 31/08/2018 14:30:05
1361952 9 31/08/2018 14:30:44
1361962 25 31/08/2018 14:31:23
1362025 8 31/08/2018 15:04:05
1362026 9 31/08/2018 15:40:20
1362027 10 31/08/2018 15:51:19
1362028 11 01/09/2018 10:18:54
1362060 16 31/08/2018 15:05:09
1362065 3 31/08/2018 15:05:47
1362072 25 31/08/2018 15:06:16
1362079 25 31/08/2018 15:06:42
1362097 21 31/08/2018 15:07:15
1362106 5 31/08/2018 15:10:17
1362107 5 31/08/2018 15:10:49
1362109 5 31/08/2018 15:41:10
1362110 5 31/08/2018 15:41:42
1362116 5 31/08/2018 15:42:24
1362117 5 31/08/2018 15:42:53
1362118 5 31/08/2018 15:43:28
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1362119 5 31/08/2018 15:43:54
1362131 5 31/08/2018 15:44:26
1362142 3 31/08/2018 15:45:03
1362143 29 31/08/2018 15:46:16
1362144 35 31/08/2018 15:46:41
1362146 5 31/08/2018 15:47:21
1362147 16 31/08/2018 15:47:52
1362148 32 31/08/2018 15:48:27
1362149 30 31/08/2018 15:48:57
1362194 2 31/08/2018 15:49:26
1362195 42 31/08/2018 15:53:20
1362241 11 31/08/2018 15:54:03
1362242 11 31/08/2018 15:54:40
1362243 25 31/08/2018 15:55:09
1362244 25 31/08/2018 15:56:51
1362253 5 31/08/2018 15:57:26
1362254 5 31/08/2018 15:58:55
1362255 5 31/08/2018 15:59:24
1362258 5 01/09/2018 10:19:53
1362259 5 01/09/2018 10:20:17
1375891 5 27/08/2018 12:22:36
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     Trade Marks Journal No: 1865,   03/09/2018

 
 

: saucanaa : 
NOTICE

vyaapar icanh ko pMjaIkrNa ko ilae Aavaodk tqaa [sako AiBakta-AaoM sao 
ivaSaoYa $p sao yah p`aqanaa- kI jaatI hO ik p~acaar krto samaya saMbaMiQat 
vyaapar icanh rijaYTI/ kayaa-laya ka saMpUNa- saMdBa- , p~ saM#yaa ,tarIK , 
Aavaodna saM#yaa tqaa saMbaMiQat vaga- ik saM#yaa ka ja$r ]llaoK kroM 
ijasasao ik p~aoM ko yaqaaSaIGa\ inapTana krnao maoM sauivaQaa haogaI 
 
Applicants for registration of Trade Marks and their agents are 
particularly requested to quote in their replies full and complete 
Reference Letter No. and date, application number and the class to 
which it relates and send to the concerned office of Trade Marks 
Registry. This would facilitate quick disposal of letters. 
             

            Aaoma Pa`kaSa gauPta          Aaya.e.esa.
mahainayaM~k ,eksva 

AiBaklp tqaa vyaapar icanh
 

OM PRAKASH GUPTA , IAS
CONTROLLER-GENERAL OF PATENTS, 

DESIGNS, TRADE MARKS & GI 
 

             Baart sarkar vyaapar icanh rijasT/I ,mauMba[- 400037 
                           Wara p`kaiSat

                   Published by the Govt. of India, 

Trade Marks Registry, Mumbai-400037
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